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Abstract 
 
Kinnosuke Natsume, who went under the pen name of ?????? Natsume, was born in 1867, the 
moment in which Japan was transforming from the feudal Edo to the modern Meiji period.  
Throughout his life he retained a fondness for Edo culture since it reminded him of Japan before 
modernisation.  
Although educated in Chinese classics and acquiring an early love of Nanga painting he 
specialised in English literature and taught the subject at a number of universities.  
During his student days ?????? met his best friend ?????? ?????????? ????? ???, who later became 
a founder of the literary journal Hototogisu. ????????????????????? to begin composing Chinese 
poems.  
Whilst living in London at the behest of the Japanese government, ?????? suffered from a 
????????????????? and received the news that ????? had died of TB. At this point ?????? stopped 
composing Chinese poems and did not begin again until he became seriously ill in 1911. 
From 1911 to his death in 1916, ??????, whenever recovering from his worsening illness 
composed Chinese poems. He to??????????????????writing poetry as a form of meditation which 
helped him cope with his failing health, the pressures he faced and his increasing concern at the 
direction in which Japan was moving.  
This study will assess the influence of Chinese thought and literature upon ?????? in a 
chronological order by examining his poems in five separate stages: student days; teaching 
period; serious illness; Nanga painting phase and the writing of ‘Lightness and Darkness’ (Mei-
An) his last novel.  
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This analysis of his Chinese poems aims to provide understanding of and insight into his belief, 
Sokuten Kyoshi (Merging with Heaven by abandoning self), the thought he reached at the end 
of his life and which he sadly didn’t have time to explain in detail.  
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Introduction 
 
 
Natsume Kin’nosuke (????? 1867-1916) who wrote under the pen name of Natsume ?????? 
(????) is well known as a writer, who created some of the most original, challenging, varied and 
lasting novels in the Japanese language. He holds a special place in the history of Japanese literature. 
His novels are, however, only one element of his life’s work. His creative output included talks, many 
articles in newspapers and periodicals, letters, a diary and a large body of poetic compositions. His 
favoured form of poetry was the haiku (a short Japanese poem with seventeen syllables and three 
verses) and kanshi (Chinese poetry).  
??????’s kanshi are considered by many to be among the finest of their kind, expressing elegance, 
simplicity, humanity, a deep connection with nature, powerful moving imagery and a deep and living 
connection to the great classic Chinese poets.  
This study gives an inter-textual and inter-cultural analysis of ??????’s thought and spirituality through 
his kanshi compositions using kanshi in Chinese, Japanese and translations in English (by the author 
of this study). This study will look at the notion of loneliness and how it changes through the course 
of his life, finally ending up as a profound spiritual loneliness, by examination of ??????’s kanshi, and 
looking at his life, using various religious texts, Chinese poems from the past, ??????’s diary and letters, 
essays and speeches and the comments and annotations of scholars on his kanshi: all of which 
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provide an understanding to his final thought sokuten kyoshi, (????, Merging with the heavens, 
abandoning self). This study aims to give a different approach to the interpretation of sokuten kyoshi 
using ??????’s kanshi as a core source for the analysis of ??????’s final thought.  
There has been no major study in English which has concentrated in depth on the Chinese spiritual 
????????????????????????????’s kanshi and of the corresponding spiritual evolution within the poems. 
This study intends to reveal the importance of Chinese thought to ?????????????????of fundamental 
importance in the development and composition of his kanshi.  
It has been more than one hundred years since ??????’s death on 9 December 1916. It is true to say 
that his thought and the literature he left behind are immortal, as ??????’s ideas and works are still 
as fresh and meaningful today as they have ever been.    
His stoical attitude was derived from the feudal tradition of Edo mixed with modern intellectual ideas. 
At the same time ?????? was sandwiched between two opposing cultures: feudal Japan and modern 
Japan. He talked about the concept of self, introduced by modern civilisation, and questioned its 
impact on Japanese society and the life of its people. ???????grew up in a time of rapid change and 
turbulence in which Japanese society was totally transformed. His birth coincides with the 
establishment of the Meiji period and it is worth taking a brief look at this era in order to understand 
the times he was living in and their profound effect on his life and works. 
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MEIJI HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
After the death of Emperor K?mei in 1867, who was anti-foreign and had established a relationship 
of considerable trust with the Sh?gun, Tokugawa Yoshinobu, the Emperor’s son, the future Meiji 
Emperor, who was only a teenager, came to the throne. This shift of power set the Meiji Restoration 
in action and signalled an opportunity for a change in direction in which Japan responded to the 
outside world with the philosophy of bunmei kaika (????) ‘Civilisation and enlightenment', the 
‘Civilisation’ referred to was of course, Western civilisation. Jansen explained, “With the succession 
of the boy Mutsuhito, the future Meiji emperor, court nobles had a new field for political maneuver”.1  
In November 1867, Shogun Yoshinobu returned the administration of governing Japan to the court. 
In January 1868, the Tokugawa Shogunate was abolished2 and in April 1868, the Meiji era began to 
operate with a newly formed government.3  
The whole structure of society changed from the certainties of feudal Tokugawa to a new emperor 
society based on military strength with a strong nationalist flavour. It was a tumultuous time, the end 
of an era of certainty and stability for an era of change and modernisation. The elements of capitalism, 
materialistic values and practicality replaced the old values that had a more spiritual and local 
                                                  
1 Jansen, Marius B. “The Meiji Restoration” in The Emergence of Meiji Japan. Marius B. Jansen, Edit.  
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995, p. 189. 
2 Walthall, Ann & Steele, M. William. Politics and Society in Japan’s Meiji Restoration – A Brief History with Documents. 
The Bedford Series in History and Culture, Macmillan Learning Humanities, Bedford/ St. Martin’s, Boston, 2017, 
p. 127-129.  
3 Ibid, p. 142-144. 
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community basis. 
Let us see why Japan transformed itself from a feudal country to a modern nation. The reasons for 
this transformation go back to events before the establishment of the Meiji era, according to the 
records, “On July 8, 1853, Commodore Matthew Perry of the United States Navy, commanding a 
squadron of two steamers and two sailing vessels, sailed into T?ky? harbor aboard the frigate 
Susquehanna. Perry, on behalf of the U.S. government, forced Japan to enter into trade with the 
United States and demanded a treaty permitting trade and the opening of Japanese ports to U.S. 
merchant ships. This was the era when all Western powers were seeking to open new markets for 
their manufactured goods abroad, as well as new countries to supply raw materials for industry. It 
was clear that Commodore Perry could impose his demands by force. The Japanese had no navy with 
which to defend themselves, and thus they had to agree to the demands.”4  
We can see that this was a part of the strategy of the New Imperialists in search of raw materials and 
markets in Asia and Africa. The request to open up Japan for trade was made by the U.S. Government 
to the Japanese Emperor when the Tokugawa Shogunate was governing Japan. There is a record of 
three letters addressed to the Emperor of Japan from the U.S. President Millard Fillmore and the U.S. 
Navy Commodore C. Perry written between 1852-1853, dated November 13, 1852; July 7, 1853; July 
                                                  
4 Asia for Educators. Commodore Perry and Japan (1853-1854). Columbia University, New York, 
http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/special/japan_1750_perry.htm 
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14, 1853. 5  The third letter is almost threatening in nature. On 31 March 1854, the Treaty of 
Kanagawa was signed between the Japanese Emperor and the U.S. President in which Japan agreed 
to open the port of Shimoda in Izu Peninsula and Hakodate in Hokkaido.6  
Western intervention destabilised the foundations upon which the Tokugawa government was based 
and led to a radical transformation of society. One major change that took place once the Meiji 
government was established was the separation of Shinto and Buddhism in 1868 (Shinbutsu Bunrirei), 
and the restoration of Shinto (Fukko Shinto) as a state religion. It is known as The Separation Edict. 
Suzuki explains, “Kokugaku sympathisers and Shinto priests, who interpreted this edict as the 
‘destruction of Buddhism’ started to demolish Buddhist buildings, statues, arts, and texts. They also 
eliminated Buddhist elements and influence from Shinto shrines where Buddhist -Shinto syncretism 
(hongi suijaku) had often been found.”7 Suzuki explains the edict further, “The idea of fukko Shinto 
not only added fuel to the anti-Buddhist movement, it became the ideology of the Meiji government 
to legitimate its new political power. The Separation Edict was, therefore, an inevitable 
consequence.”8 
                                                  
5 Asia for Educators. The three letters that President Fillmore and Commodore Perry wrote to the Japanese Emperor. 
http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/ps/japan/fillmore_perry_letters.pdf 
6 The Avalon Project. Japanese-American Diplomacy, Treaty of Kanagawa; March, 31 1854. Yale Law School, Lillian 
Goldman Law Library, http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/japan002.asp  
Source: Treaties and Other International Acts of the United States of America. vol. 6., Miller, Hunter ed. 
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1942. 
7  Suzuki, Satona. Japanese Buddhist Missionary Activities in Korea, 1877-1910. Ph.D thesis, SOAS, University of  
London, London, 2000, p. 47. 
8 Ibid., p. 48. 
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The changes introduced by the new government were not only religious and political. They affected 
the whole of Japanese society. The samurai class lost its privileged status, their elite became part of 
the new aristocracy, but the majority became commoners. Japanese could choose any occupation 
and there was no restriction on travel. The Meiji leaders promoted the adoption of Western dress, 
customs and culture. The central and local governments were modelled in Western style and the 
education system was established referring to the Western school system.   
Although still primarily an agricultural society, industrialisation, initially subsidised by the government 
took place on a massive scale.9 
Foreign experts and technology were imported. An industrial infrastructure was put in place, there 
were less than 200 miles of railway tracks in the mid-1880s, by the turn of the century nearly 4,000 
miles of track had been built.10 Telegraphic installations were installed, a postal service set up. Silk 
production and the export of cotton goods increased dramatically, reducing the cost of expensive 
imports, as well as the beginning of an export industry in more refined items. After the Meiji 
restoration, huge family-based capitalist corporations (zaibatsu) such as Mitsui, Mitsubishi, 
Sumitomo and Yasuda emerged, although Mitsui’s origins went back to 1673 and the kimono trade 
and Sumitomo began by trading in copper in the early 17thcentury. 
From the very beginning, the role of the military was of prime importance in the Meiji era. This was 
                                                  
9 Tipton, Elise K. Modern Japan, A social and political history. Routledge, London, 2002, p.53. 
10 Francks, Penelope. Japanese Economic Development. Routledge, London, 1992, p. 57.  
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demonstrated by the proclamation in 1868 of fukoku kyohei (????, enrich country, strengthened 
army). The threat of domination and colonisation by the major Western powers and the perceived 
weakness of the Tokugawa administration led to an emphasis on military strength.11 
Tipton describes how important the armed forces were in the modernisation process, “They were 
the first areas of major structural change, the first to adopt Western organizational patterns and the 
first to hire foreign advisers. They became the largest-scale organizations in Japanese society and 
models of modernization for other areas, stimulating the development of other fields such as 
shipping, mining and munitions”12 
At the beginning of the Meiji era, there was far more of a spirit of cultural and political 
experimentation. The political element was expressed by The Freedom and People's Rights 
Movement, started in 1874. One of leading figure of the movement was Itagaki Taisuke (????
1837-1919). The cultural side featured kanshi writers such as Mori Shunto (??? 1819-1889), 
Narushima Ry?hoku (???? 1837-1884) and ?numa Chinzan (???? 1818-1891). However, 
by the end of the 1880s these movements were very much on the decline and the dehumanising and 
oligarchical nature of the Meiji regime was far more evident. Still, as Irokawa observes “A new 
generation that made use of this Chinese poetry attempted to convey its own life, class aspirations, 
and political passions through that verse and infused it with a new spirit. Poetry in classical Chinese 
                                                  
11 Beasley, W.G. The Meiji Restoration. Stanford University Press. California, 1972, p. 2. 
12 Tipton, Elise K. Modern Japan, A social and political history. Routledge, London, 2002, p. 45. 
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was revived in these turbulent years; in turn it played a role in stimulating historical change. Had this 
not been so, Natsume S?seki, Mori ?gai and Hagiwara Sakutar? would probably not have considered 
Chinese verse to be the source of Japanese poetry, nor would they have gone on to preserve that 
tradition.”13 
There were major overhauls of the village and town systems and many still suffered from appalling 
poverty. It’s interesting to note that the Health and Social Services Systems were still in their infancy: 
the amount spent on public health was less than half of that spent to purchase one warship. 
There were, however advances in other areas such as the world of education especially after a system 
of compulsory education was introduced in 1871.  
The two wars (Sino-Japanese 1894-1895, Russo-Japanese 1904-1905) that occurred during Meiji had 
a profound effect upon society, enflaming the militaristic and nationalist element even more.  
The military advances which led to both expansion and an increased nationalist spirit pervaded 
society. The way of life had been turned on its head, from inward looking to outward looking with a 
determination to catch up with the West as fast as possible without due consideration of the 
consequences of such radical action on its people. ???????grew up as this radical transformation of 
society developed. He was well aware of its failings, the rapid industrialisation, the threat to 
individual freedom and the dangers of military expansion. 
                                                  
13 Irokawa, Daikichi. The Culture of the Meiji Period. Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1985, p. 150. 
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S?SEKI’S VIEW ON BUNMEI KAIKA 
Later in his life, ???????gave a talk titled Gendai Nihon no Kaika (???????: the Civilisation of 
Modern-day Japan) at Wakayama in 1911. ???????concluded that civilisation was driven by two types 
of human action; obligation and leisure. Civilisation is an expression of human energy, and it has 
developed through organic processes. It was the innate nature of human beings to change and to 
improve their quality of life.  
???????states that “The civilisation of modern-day Japan” was borrowed from the west and developed 
almost overnight without understanding the meaning of it, compared with the way civilisation had 
occurred in the West with a gradual development over hundreds of years. The following are his own 
words about the shift of transition from Japan under Chinese Civilisation which had developed 
gradually since the 6th century and Japan taking the path of Western Civilisation. “…we were a country 
that had until then developed according to our own internal motivation. But then we suddenly lost 
our ability to be self-centred and were confronted by a situation in which we could not survive unless 
we began taking orders from the external force that was pushing us around at will. Nor was this by 
any means a temporary situation…not only have we been pushed and shoved along from that day to 
this, but unless we continue to be pushed along for years to come- perhaps forever- Japan will not 
be able to survive as Japan. What else can we call ourselves but externally motivated?…the civilisation 
of Japan today does not plod along at its own steady pace, but instead it leaps ahead from one 
15 
 
desperate round to the next…What kind of psychological impact does such an externally motivated 
civilisation have on us?...we must conclude that the process of the development of man’s vital 
energies- that is, civilisation – progresses in waves, stringing one arc after another in a constantly 
advancing line…Because of external pressure, Japan has had to leap all at once from a barely attained 
complexity level of twenty to a level of thirty in the two great areas of energy conservation and energy 
consumption. The county is like a man who has been snatched up by a flying monster. The man clings 
desperately to the monster, afraid of being dropped, hardly aware of the course he is following.”15 
What this comment reveals is that ???????is critical about a rapid Westernisation policy operated by 
the new government and doesn’t necessarily believe the idea of following the civilisation of the West 
could lead to the civilisation of Japan, as in S?seki’s view, civilisation has to come from within. ???????
also comments that “the civilisation of modern-day Japan” is a mechanical and not an organic process, 
therefore it causes frustration and anxiety within the society affecting people’s psychological state. 
???????explains, “the waves that govern Japan’s present civilisation roll in on us from the West. We 
who ride these waves are Japanese, not Westerners, and so we feel out of place with each new surge, 
like uninvited guests. There is no question of our understanding the new wave, for we have not had 
time to appreciate the features of the old one that we have cast off so reluctantly. It is like sitting at 
a dinner table and having one dish after another set before us and then taken away so quickly that, 
                                                  
15 Rubin, Jay. Trans. “Civilization of Modern-Day Japan” in Kokoro A Novel and Selected Essays. Madison Books,    
Lanham- New York- London, 1992, p. 273-278. 
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far from getting a good taste of each one, we can’t even enjoy a clear look at what is being served. 
A nation, a people that incurs a civilization like this can only feel a sense of emptiness, of 
dissatisfaction and anxiety.”16 He went on to say “If the Westerners, whose mental and physical 
powers far surpass ours, took a hundred years to get where they are now, and we were able to reach 
that point in less than half that time (forgetting for the moment the difficulties they faced as pioneers), 
then we could certainly boast of an astounding intellectual accomplishment, but we would also 
succumb to an incurable nervous breakdown; we would fall by the wayside gasping for breath.”17 
???????warned time and time again in his writings and speeches of the negative impact of following 
Western Civilisation carelessly. 
 
S?SEKI’S LIFE 
???????was fostered just after he was born and then adopted, in 1868, when he was one year old. He 
finally returned to his own family at the age of nine. The reasons for his fostering and adoption were 
that his parents were embarrassed to have a child at such a late stage, as his father was aged fifty 
and his mother was forty-one when he was born.18  
He was educated in Chinese Studies when he was young and entered the Nish??akusha Kangaku juku 
(???????) in 1881 at the age of fifteen years old, where he learnt Classical Chinese. ?????? 
                                                  
16 Rubin, Jay. Trans. “Civilization of Modern-Day Japan” in Kokoro A Novel and Selected Essays. Madison Books,    
Lanham- New York- London, 1992, p. 278-279. 
17 Ibid., p. 280-281. 
18 ?????????????. vol. 12. Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1994, p. 587-590. 
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was already familiar with some Classical Chinese before he began his studies, since he started from 
the third grade. 19  ?????? was taught Wang Yang-Ming (??? 1472-1529), who was a Neo-
Confucian literatus from Ming China, the founder of The School of Mind and well known for his belief 
in ‘the Unity of Knowledge and Action’ (????).20 Wang Yang-Ming is considered to have been 
influenced by the teachings of Daoism and Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism, when he was young.21 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????sed that Chinese Studies offered 
no guarantee of a secure occupation.  
??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
modern society. He took the path to become a specialist in Western Literature and began his studies 
in Western literature in 1888 at the Tokyo Imperial University. After graduating in 1893, he continued 
his studies as a post graduate at the same university. Whilst studying, he began to teach English at 
High School for teacher training. In 1895, he decided to leave Tokyo and became a full- time teacher 
and worked in several schools, first in Matsuyama, then in Kumamoto until his departure to London 
in 1900, where he was assigned by the government for research in English Literature. ?????? stayed 
in London for two years, receiving private tuition on Modern English literature from an Irishman, Dr. 
W. J. Craig (1843-1906).22   
In 1888, ??????? entered Tokyo University reading English and the following year met his most 
influential friend, Masaoka Shiki (???? 1867-1902), who was a poet and a school-friend. They 
became close from then on until Shiki’s death in 1902.  
After sharing University life with S?seki, Masaoka Shiki left school in October 1892 and began to work 
                                                  
19 ???????????????????????????????????. Shinbi Sha, Tokyo, 1978, p. 111-114. 
20 Ching, Julia. To Acquire Wisdom. Columbia University Press, New York, 1976, p. 66-69. 
21 Liu, Ts'un-yan. “Taoist Self-Cultivation in Ming Thought” in Self and Society in Ming Thought by Wm. Theodore de 
Bary. Columbia University Press, New York and London, 1970, p. 291-330. 
22 ??????????????vol.26. Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1996, p. 272. 
Yamauchi, Hisaaki. “???????????????????” in ???????????????????. vol.5, Ed. Miyoshi, Yukio. Hiraoka, Toshio. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-7. 
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as a journalist in the newspaper Nippon (??) in December of the same year. He also contributed to 
a literary journal called Hototogisu (?????) in 1897, and was one of the founding members of 
a poetic circle called Negishi-tankakai (?????) in 1899.  
Shiki’?? ?????????? ????? ??????? ??? ? ??????? ?????? ??? ??????????? ??????? ??? ?????? ????????? ?????????
works.23 ??????????????????????????????????????????’s first written work in Hototogisu entitled The news 
from London (????) 24, which was a report by ??????’s on life in London that he sent to Shiki.  
??????’s early ???????? ?????? ??????????? ?????????? ??? ??????? ??? ?????? ????????? ?????? to compose 
????????????????????????? ???????????? ???????? ??????? ????????????????kanshi after losing his best 
friend, and it took another ten years for him to return back to composing Chinese poems in 1910.25  
During his stay in London, he develops the belief of ‘On my own terms’ (???? J. Jiko Honi), that 
is to have faith in one’s own opinion and ideas, rather than blindly following the prevailing views of 
society. This idea strengthens ??????’s confidence in his work and life.26 He later explains this in his 
speech, My Individualism (??????), a ????????????????????????????????’ School.27 He teaches 
that one has to respect others’ individuality if one wants to be an individual. One also has to take 
responsibility for one’s actions if one wants to be an individual.28 
He visits Scotland in October 1902, before he leaves the UK, invited by Mr. John Henry Dickson (1838-
1926), who had a deep interest in Japan.29 ?????????? ???????????????????????scenery of Scotland, 
                                                  
23 Komiya, Toyotaka. Commentary in “Bokusetsu Roku” in ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
library. 
24 ??????????????Vol.12 Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1994, p. 3-31. 
25 Refer to the statistics in Wada, Toshio. ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????-10. 
26 ??????????? ???????? “??????? ??? ?????? ?????” in ????? ???????? ??????. vol.5, Ed. Miyoshi, Yukio. Hiraoka, Toshio. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-275. 
27 ???????? ????????????Japanese Thought in the Meiji Era, Pan-Pacific Press, Tokyo, 1958, p.451.  
Also, in Biddle, Ward William. “Authenticity of Natsume Soseki” in Monumenta Nipponica Vol. 28 No.4, Sophia      
University, Tokyo, Winter, 1973, p.395. 
28 ???????????? ??????????????“Watakushi no Kojinshugi”. ????????????????????????? in Monumenta Nipponica, Vol. 34, 
No. 1 (Spring, 1979), p.21-48. 
29 Hirakawa, Yoshihiro. “Kisha no Hashiranu Sekai” in ???????????????????. vol.5, Ed. Miyoshi, Yukio. Hiraoka, Toshio. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-308. 
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which gives him a strong impression of being in the story of the Peach Blossom Spring (????: 
Taohuayuan ji)30, the Shangri-La depicted by the Chinese poet, Tao Yuanming (??? jp. T? Enmei, 
365-427). It was during this time that ???????was devastated by the news of the death of his close 
friend, Masaoka Shiki, who died on 19 September 1902. 
On his return to Japan after a two year stay in London, ?????????????????????????????ed to teach again 
at several universities. While teaching, he began to write his Theory of Literature (???), which he 
constructed from the notes that he had made during his research study in London. From 1905, he 
began creative writing, and encouraged by Takahama Kyoshi (???? 1874-1959) published his 
first story I am a Cat (???????) in the literary magazine, Hototogisu. In the same year, 
S?seki’s pupils in literature started to gather at his house where literary meetings were held which 
by the following year were known as M?????-kai (??? Thursday meeting).31  
In 1907, he finally leaves teaching and becomes employed by the Asahi Newspaper, writing articles 
and novels in a literary column. This was regarded as a sensational action; leaving a respectable 
position in academia in order to become a popular novelist.32 One of his pupils, Komiya, says that 
?????? popularised literary work for the general public.33 ??????’s reason for becoming a writer in 
the popular genre was to encourage people to carry on developing. In one of the letters ?????? wrote 
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????????ses them 
not to be impatient and run like a horse, but to be like an ox, and push and support not the writers, 
but the people from behind.34  
??????, was determined to write popular novels for the general public which were serialised in the 
                                                  
30 ???????????????“?????? no Scotland Yuki” in ?????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Tokyo, 2004, p. 58-61. 
31 Sakamoto, Ikuo. ??????????????Goroku????????????????????????????. 
32 ????????????? vol. 16. Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1995, p. 60-63. 
33 Komiya, Toyotaka. ????????????. Koyama Shoten, Tokyo, 1935, p. 3-4. 
34 ????????????? vol.24. Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1997, p. 561-562. 
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Asahi. He worked hard to support his family, while keeping his individual opinions and attitude and 
not following the social norms. During this period, he unfortunately develops the symptoms of a 
stomach ulcer. This illness gets worse and leads to his critical condition at Shuzenji in 1910, where he 
experiences thirty minutes of unconsciousness wavering between life and death.35 
During his recovery from illness, he received a lot of encouragement from all kinds of people, wishing 
him a quick recovery from his illness.36 He spent a moment of quietness in Shuzenji where away from 
the harsh and competitive world he managed to find a tranquil state of mind. When he returned to 
Tokyo to be treated in a hospital, he started to write a series of essays, Omoidasu kotonado (???
?????)37, the aim of which was to write down what he felt about life and human values. He 
revised some Chinese poems that he had composed during the recovery period at Shuzenji, and he 
also composed some new ones at the hospital in Tokyo. He placed these poems in his essays to 
express his inner feelings. Poetic sensitivity (?? J. ?????) is the only spiritual nourishment for him 
during his recovery period. “Chinese poems play an important role for him to assess the true values 
in his life at this period”38, comments Wada. 
After his recovery, he becomes busy with writing, giving lectures, and teaching his disciples, and he 
does not have much opportunity to have a tranquil moment in which to compose poems. However, 
he returns to kanshi whenever he does find time which is generally when he is too ill to work on 
producing novels. He also began to create paintings to accompany his poems. Eventually, in the final 
summer of his life he combined writing his final novel Mei-An, and the daily composition of kanshi, 
which becomes a regular afternoon routine for ??????? in order to cleanse his thoughts and have a 
contrast from writing a popular novel.  
Unexpectedly, ???????became critically ill and passed away before he was able to complete his novel, 
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Mei-An (??). He left his readers with a symbolic final poem expressing his mental state of being 
one with nature. According to Okazaki, the Chinese poems he composed during the final period of 
his life have a lot to offer, if one wants to fully ?????????????seki’s thoughts.39 ???????didn’t have a 
chance to fully explain what sokuten kyoshi actually meant publicly when he was alive. His departure 
from the world was so sudden that even he didn’t expect it. His final set of kanshi together with his 
essays and commentaries and comments from students are the only sources available in order to 
speculate and suggest the true nature of sokuten kyoshi.  
???????didn’t compose kanshi for kanshi’s sake. He composed them as part of a poetic and spiritual 
quest. In order to assess his spiritual development, it is necessary to examine S?seki’s kanshi 
chronologically to have a better understanding of his thought and the development of the notion of 
loneliness in different stages of his life which finally transforms into sokuten kyoshi.  
This study uses the original kanshi poems and kundoku (Japanese reading of poem) from ???????
?????? annotated by Ikkai Tomoyoshi, which covers all the kanshi ???????composed including those 
written before he was 20. ????????????? has a very precise and efficient numerical order for all the 
kanshi which helps understand the historical and chronological relevance of the poems.  
 
MEIJI KANGAKU & KANSHI 
Chinese studies consisted of Kanbun (?? ‘Literary Sinic’) and Kanshi (?? ‘Sinic poetic’) which 
were used by the Japanese elite class to operate the country and communicate in writing until 
sometime after the modernisation of Japan. Many specialist schools existed which taught students 
Chinese from an early age. However, after the introduction of a new education system in 1872 many 
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kangaku juku (???) and terakoya (???) which were places to learn Chinese were no longer 
part of the mainstream Japanese educational system and an increasing number of schools teaching 
Western studies were established .40  
Kaigo observed, “The Government Order of Education of 1872 envisioned a school system with a 
single line of organization, replacing the double line (for the warrior and the people) which 
characterized education of the Edo period. This change constitutes the most important characteristic 
of education since Meiji.”41 
However, it was not so easy to change to a new educational system modelled on the Western style 
so quickly. It is said that “In this period, various attempts at fusing the educational legacies from the 
latter part of the Edo Period (1603-1867) and the new influences of Western civilization were 
energetically pushed throughout Japan in a process which was essentially that of repeated trial and 
error.”42  
Fukuzawa Yukichi (???? 1835-1901) was one of the members of the Meiji Six Society (???
Meirokusha), which was the first intellectual society in Japan formed in 1873 for the promotion of 
Western liberalism43. The Meiji Six Society was so named because it was formed in the sixth year of 
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Meiji, 1873. Apart from Fukuzawa, it had members such as Mori Arinori (??? 1847-1889), Kat? 
Hirohuki (???? 1836-1916), Nishi Amane (?? 1829-1897), Nakamura Masanao (???? 
1832-1891) Tsuda Mamichi (????  1829-1903), Nishimura Shigeki (????  1829-1902), 
Mitsukuri Sh?hei (???? 1826-1886), Sugi K?ji (??? 1828-1917) and Mitsukuri Rinsh? (??
?? 1846-1897).  
Fukuzawa began to promote a new kind of modern education system following the western model 
and set up Kei? Gijuku in 1868 (now known as Kei? University founded in 1890) and he wrote of the 
importance of promoting Western Studies in 1872.44 ???????was five years old in 1872 and this was 
the environment in which he grew up. 
The Westernisation of the Japanese system meant ideas such as Herbert Spencer’s ‘natural rights’ 
became popular amongst intellectuals and political activists. Howland explains, “It was Spencer’s 
liberal defence of natural rights that initially interested Japanese readers in the 1870s… Spencer’s 
works in translation provided two key pieces of argument critical to intellectuals and political activists 
in the 1870s and 80s in Japan.”45 The two key arguments were “The ‘Enlightenment’ model of 
progress”, and “The ‘Scientific’ model of progress”.  
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Inspired by the ideas from “The ‘enlightenment’ model of progress”, Itagaki Taisuke (???? 1837-
1919) who was a leader of the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement established a political party 
named the Liberal Party in 1881 and became leader of the party. It was, however, dissolved in 1884 
due to the clash between the people and the ruling class.46 
As a measure against the People’s Rights Movement, government scholars promoted “The rejection 
of natural rights” and “The idea that rights emanate from the State” using the idea of a ‘Scientific’ 
model of progress” based on ‘ The survival of the fittest’.47     
After losing the Liberal party which was a pillar of the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement, 
members tried to continue their activities and one of the methods was to form a kanshi group and 
communicate with each other through the print media which featured kanshi.48  
In opposition to the increasing popularity of the Freedom and People’s Rights movement, the 
government realised the importance of keeping East Asian traditions in society and began to promote 
nationalist ideologies. Kaigo explains about the background to this as follows, “The schools of the Edo 
period had been reformed with the Western school as the model, but over against this movement 
there was a demand from the time of the Meiji Restoration that education also be reorganized on 
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the basis of the Japanese educational tradition. This was made clear in the ?????????????? (Principles 
of Education) of 1879 which claimed the support of the will of the Emperor. This text criticized the 
tendencies in education after the Restoration and stressed the importance of moral education.”49  
Kan? also notes that the Ministry of Education realised the importance of East Asian style moral 
education. In 1881 when Fukuoka Takachika (???? 1835-1919) became education minister, 
nationalism was promoted further and in 1882, K?tenk? Kenky?sho (??????) which was an 
institution for the study of national literature and the education of Shinto priests was set up by the 
Shint? office. Along with a re-evaluation of the East Asian tradition, Chinese studies regain popularity 
and in 1877 Wakan-Bungaku ka (????? The Department of Japanese and Chinese literature) 
was set up at Tokyo University. In 1882, Y?gaku K?y? (????) was published by Motoda Nagazane 
(???? 1818-1891) by means of an imperial command from the Meiji emperor. This book, with 
its many references to classical Chinese and Japanese literature, aimed to teach moral and social 
ethics to the young generation.50 
In contrast to the promotion of Western studies at places such as Keio Gijuku, in 1878 Mishima 
Ch?sh? (???? 1831-1919) set up Nish?gakusha in order to teach Chinese studies. From 1879 to 
1881, the school had almost 300 pupils. By 1882, there were many privately managed kangaku juku 
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(schools of Chinese learning) and Nish?gakusha, where S?seki studied briefly between 1881 and 1882, 
was one of the most popular schools. However, by 1886, the popularity of Nish?gakusha had 
diminished due to the introduction of an education policy which imitated the European educational 
model.51  
Again from 1885 to 1887, during Ito Hirobumi’s government (???? 1841-1909), there was an 
extreme process of Europeanisation in the education system. The education system was reformed 
under the first Cultural Minister, Mori Arinori (??? 1847-1889), and it became compulsory to 
graduate from the Middle school in the modern system in order to become a government bureaucrat, 
this very much undermined the popularity of the kangaku. As a result, the demand for kangaku juku 
declined.52  
After winning the Sino-Japanese war (???? 1894-1895), there was a need to reinforce the 
national identity of the country as a leader in Asia. The situation of Chinese studies after the Sino-
Japanese war has been explained as, “The result was a dramatic pedagogical shift away from the 
Confucian classics and the devaluation of Japanese writing in kanbun, which had been the language 
of religion, government, and scholarship.”54 There was a movement to remove the study of kanbun 
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from the Middle school curriculum in the beginning of the twentieth century, although it was 
unsuccessful in eliminating it completely. “Kanbun was nevertheless reduced dramatically.”55   
In contrast to the decline of kanbun, the popularity of kanshi increased and poetic societies were 
formed in order to learn and appreciate kanshi. Kanshi were popularised amongst townsmen, former 
Samurai, monks and many others. Kanshi were also promoted in respectable newspapers many of 
which set up kanshi columns, so that people could publish, comment on and criticise compositions 
and exchange ideas.  
Fraleigh points out that there is a tendency to consider kanshi as belonging to the past. However, he 
stresses the following point, “Yet it is important to bear in mind that there were also many kanshi 
poets active in Meiji who saw themselves as being on the very cutting edge of contemporary culture 
and literary expression.”56 
Meiji poetry functioned “As part of a process of social exchange among individuals and groups”57. 
Tuck argues that the poem as a tool for social exchange in the Meiji period increased dramatically 
due to the increasing availability of national newspapers, literary magazines and journals to the 
general public.58 People could exchange poems even when they lived far away from each other. The 
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print media in the Meiji period played an important role in the increase in popularity of kanshi 
nationwide.  
Composing poems was not merely a scholarly pursuit, instead it become a widespread social activity. 
Fraleigh tells us, “They pursued it with sincere zeal in part because the act of writing Sinitic poetry 
enabled them to articulate themselves in reference to the shared cultural heritage that was the 
foundation of their education. Exchanging Sinitic poems with their peers offered opportunities for 
dialogue, but even in their own compositions they took part in multifarious forms of interaction with 
figures from the literary past (and present).”59 We can see that kanshi became an important social 
tool for communication in the Meiji period, which grew along with the development of the printing 
industry. 
The first phase of Meiji kanshi was from 1868 to around 1890. The major artists were such as Mori 
Shunt? (??? 1819-1889) and Narushima Ry?hoku (???? 1837-1884) who attracted many 
kanshi enthusiasts in Tokyo. Mori published the literary journal, Shinbunshi (??? July 1875- 
December 1883) in 1878 which mainly selected kanshi by established poets. Narushima published 
Yanagibashi Shinshi (????, New chronicles of Yanagibashi) in 1874 after traveling in Europe in 
1872 to 1873, and in September 1874, became a chief editor of the newspaper Ch?ya Shinbun (??
??) where he created a special section for kanshi. Narushima also published a literary journal, 
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Kagetsu Shinshi (???? January 1877- October 1884) which selected a wide range of poems from 
the general public.60  
Many poetry clubs were also formed during this first Kanshi period. Tuck explains, “Expanding beyond 
its previous main constituency of Confucian scholars, Buddhist monks and court nobles, other social 
groups such as townsmen, merchants and samurai all began to compose kanshi on a regular basis. 
One immediate social phenomenon resulting from this was the rise of the ginsha ?? or kanshi 
society, a social group which anyone who could afford the tuition and material expenses could join in 
order to receive instruction in kanshi composition and socialise with well-known poets.”61 
In the first phase of the Meiji kanshi period, there was a lot of enthusiasm for exchanging Kanshi 
compositions with Chinese artists. Tuck tells us that Shunt? and Ry?hoku had contacts and 
communicated with Qing poets such as Ye Songshi and Huang Zunxian by composing kanshi and they 
felt it was an honour to work with Chinese poets.62 
Tuck explains that the rhyme-matching composition method was used for “textual and cultural 
exchanges between Japanese and Chinese poets.”, and continues “The participants in these 
exchanges often did not share a common spoken language or were separated by physical distance… 
As a practice dependent on direct textual linkage, interpersonal dialogue and shared knowledge of a 
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specific canon of literary and cultural texts, rhyme-matching poetry enabled and encouraged 
dialogue in a way that other literary genres could not.”63 We can see from Tuck’s comment that the 
rhyme-matching composition method enabled poets to communicate across textual, cultural and 
timeless contexts. The rhyme-matching composition method continued to be popular and was widely 
used in the second kanshi period. It would in fact become a fundamental element in the composition 
of ??????’s kanshi. 
The second phase of Meiji kanshi was from around 1891 to around 1897, and the activity was led by 
Mori Kainan (??? 1863-1911) who was a son of Shunt?, Kokubu Seigai (???? 1857-1944), 
Honda Shuchiku (???? 1862-1907) and others. Mori worked at the Tokyo Nichinichi shinbun (?
?????) and Kokumin shinbun (????) newspapers, and Kokubu and Honda worked at the 
Nippon newspaper (??). Soseki’s best friend, Masaoka Shiki (???? 1867-1902) also began to 
work at Nippon in December 1892. Shiki went to China in 1895 as a war correspondent for Nippon 
but returned back to Japan the same year due to illness. 
Fraleigh informs us of a comment made by Shiki regarding kanshi which went as follows, “Even in 
1896, the young critic and poet Masaoka Shiki (1867-1902) straightforwardly observed: ‘Comparing 
the development of waka, haiku and kanshi in the literary world today, kanshi are most advanced, 
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haiku second and waka third.’”64 Shiki composed kanshi throughout his life65, although he is better 
known for his haiku compositions and his revolutionary reform of the haiku world. 
Kanshi became popular even during the period of Westernisation. ?machi Keigetsu (???? 1869-
1925) made a comment about this phenomenon, “In the Meiji period, there was a flood of Western 
literature and philosophy. It is not particularly strange. A new type of novel became popular. This is 
not strange either. Kanshi which was believed to be a thing of the past and to have disappeared 
became popular against people’s expectations. On the contrary, people become good at composing 
kanshi during the Meiji period. It is the strangest thing that I have ever experienced… The Meiji 20s 
(1887-1896) is indeed the flourishing period for kanshi.”66  
The mid-Meiji period according to ?machi was a Golden period of kanshi. The introduction of mass 
circulation media such as newspapers was a key factor for the growth of kanshi. Tuck explains how 
newspapers played an important role in the political aspect during the second kanshi period. “One of 
the most important aspects was the exchange of verse on openly political topics, something that had 
a great deal to do with the increasing use of the newspaper as a space for poetic exchange. For its 
part, kanshi already had a long tradition of political engagement, and were usually featured in the 
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more highbrow newspapers, which also devoted a great deal of coverage to political issues. This is 
especially true of the newspaper Nippon ?? (‘Japan’, published 1889-1906), which played host at 
one time or another to virtually all of the major figures involved in poetic ‘reform’ during the 1890s, 
including Shiki, Kokubu Seigai, and the tanka poets Amada Guan ???? (1854-1904) and Ochiai 
Naobumi ???? (1861-1903).”67 
By the time of the second phase of Meiji kanshi, there was no communication with Chinese artists, 
and they concentrated on the development of the domestic kanshi movement. As well as rhyme-
following as a means to communicate between poets, rhyme-matching poems with poets from the 
past gained popularity. Tuck explains, “Kainan and Seigai’s columns rarely, if ever, featured 
contributions from non-Japanese poets. This second generation of Japanese kanshi poets preferred 
to engage and conduct rhyme-matching exchanges primarily with historical Chinese poets of the Tang 
and Song dynasties, the imagined representative of a historical glory preferable to the reality of more 
recent Chinese history.”68  
???????didn’t belong to any of the kanshi societies nor did he have any contact with kanshi specialists 
apart from Shiki. His only brief encounter with a Tokyo kanshi specialist was the time when a few of 
S?seki’s poems were corrected by Honda Shuchiku during his stay in Kumamoto. Although ???????
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grew up in a social environment of reading Ry?hoku and Shunt?’s new type of kanshi and learning to 
understand the rhyme-matching method, he kept well away from the professional kanshi community 
in Tokyo. S?seki’s kanshi compositions remain mostly private and a means of communication and 
gesture of male friendship with Shiki until S?seki’s departure to London in 1900.  
For mainstream kanshi poets of the second-generation such as Kainan and Seigai, rhyme-matching 
was also an important method of participating in social exchanges via the print media.69 Kanshi was 
a medium in which to maintain male-to-male friendships, rivalries, and the teacher-disciple 
relationship amongst educated males of the Meiji poetic circle. 
Iida quoted a commentary made by Professor Kanda Kiichiro in Meiji Kanshi Bunsh? that Meiji kanshi 
developed to the point that we have never seen in Japanese history. It was remarkable especially 
between 1887 to around 1904 to 1905. Iida says that the kanshi tradition which was nearly facing 
extinction revived as a new literary vision by filtering the wave of Western thought, politics and 
literature. This become a trigger for kanshi after 1887 to flourish to a point never seen before. In this 
sense, S?seki and ?gai made a great contribution by returning back to East Asian traditions.70    
The third kanshi period started sometime around 1897, and its popularity continued through to 1904-
5, but after this period, the practice of kanshi composition began to decline in popularity. Soseki 
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attempted to promote kanshi composition in his own way by inserting his poems in his series of 
essays, Omoidasu Kotonado published between 1910 to 1911 in the Asahi.   
 
KANSHI AND KANGAKU ENVIRONMENT AROUND S?SEKI 
Although ??????? composed a good number of fine kanshi he was never at any time in his life a 
member of a professional kanshi circle. Tuck makes the following comment, “as in exchanges 
between Shiki and S?seki, or Shiki and his student friends, rhyme-matching and processes of mutual 
critique played a major role on a private level, in forming and cementing and expressing friendships 
among educated men”.72  
Tuck also says that ???????had a very little interest in publishing his kanshi compositions as he noted, 
“One of the more distinctive features of S?seki’s kanshi practice as a whole is that he does not seem 
to have been interested in the social aspects of kanshi in the same way as many of his contemporaries. 
He did not associate with the ‘Professional’ kanshi poets or join any of the major kanshi groups, and 
although his extant kanshi have been well-received by later generations of critics, few of his verses 
circulated during his lifetime, for S?seki seemingly had little interest in his work being published.”73  
Although Tuck considers that ???????had little interest in being involved with the Tokyo kanshi circle, 
he points out the fact that ???????asked Shiki to arrange for a Kanshi specialist to correct some kanshi 
a colleague at Kumamoto High School asked him to compose. Shiki responded by introducing him to 
Honda Shuchiku from the newspaper Nippon. 
This study agrees that ??????’s kanshi practice was in general a private matter which took place 
amongst his friends or of him composing for himself for his spiritual development. However, we can’t 
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say that he was not altogether uninterested in publishing his work of kanshi as later on he published 
a group of kanshi composed during and after his serious illness at Shuzen-ji in Omoidasu kotonado in 
the Asahi Newspaper. Prior to that period, two of S?seki’s poems during the Kumamoto days were 
published in the school’s journal in the same year of their composition. In addition, Soseki inserted 
two kanshi compositions from his Kumamoto period in the novel Kusamakura (??) published in 
1906. This study promotes the idea that ???????simply didn’t have a chance to publish his kanshi 
compositions from his fourth and fifth period due to his sudden death. 
Donald Keene, a specialist in Japanese literature has commented, “The best kanshi poet of the Meiji 
era was probably the celebrated novelist Natsume S?seki: certainly no other kanshi of the time have 
been as carefully studied by modern critics as his. However, ???????published almost none of his 
kanshi during his lifetime and had no contact with ‘professional’ kanshi poets. His poems in Chinese 
are therefore treated in conjunction with his other works.”74 
In other words, in many ways S?seki’s novels have been an obstacle for S?seki’s kanshi and have 
prevented them from being treated as independent and evaluated in their own right rather than 
being considered in relation to his novels.   
Next we will look at the development of Chinese Studies in S?seki’s life.  
 
EARLY ENCOUNTERS WITH KANSHI 
???????????????? ??????????????????????Garasu-Do no Naka (????? Inside the Glass door) that 
when he was an elementary school student, he and a ????????????????-chan were fond of Chinese 
Studies, and often discussed Chinese literature, although they did not fully understand the 
meaning.75 ???????????????????? ??? ???? ??????Meiji Kanbun-gau Shi (??????) that we can 
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assume from this that he was showing an interest in Chinese Studies as early as when he was an 
elementary school student. Miura also supports this idea by mentioning that Matsuoka Yuzuru, (?
?? ?????? ???????hito to sono bungaku???????????????????????’s disciples and became 
??????’s son-in-law, came across ??????????????????????????????????????????????????Seisei Ron (??
? ) 76 , in a fanzine magazine dated 17 ????????? ?????? ????? ??? ??????’s classmate at the time, 
??? ??????????????’s name is recorded as Shiohara Kin’???????? ??????????????’s adopted family name, 
which he used until 1889)  
?????????? ??????????????????????????????????’s writing and says that although it consists of only 300 
words, it shows great skill in writing Chinese, and he concludes ???????????????????????’s knowledge 
of Chinese was considerably high for a twelve year old child.77  
Another example Miura gives is taken from Omoidasu kotonado (???????? Recollections), 
????????????? ????? ???????? ???being treated in hospital after a three-month period of recuperation 
in Shuzen-ji, from severe illness in 1910. The passage in Omoidasu kotonado relates how as a child he 
visited a library called ????? (According to the footnote, it used to be a Confucian School, then turned 
into a library from 1871), and without fully comprehending it, copied out the text Ken’en Juppitsu (?
????? ?????????? ??????????? ??? 1666-1728).78 Miura says this shows ??????’s enthusiasm 
for learning Classical Chinese. 
We can also ???????????????’s record of his travels, which was written in 1889 when he was twenty-
three years old, titled Bokusetsuroku (??????????????????????begins his account with a sentence 
saying he read several thousand words of Tang and Song writing as a young child.79 We do not know 
what exactly he read from these texts, however, it is clear that from a very early age ?????? read a 
wide range of Chinese literature. 
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TIME AT THE CHINESE ACADEMY (??? KANGAKU JUKU) 
???????????????describes the period when the fifteen-year-old ???????took up Chinese Studies at the 
Chinese Academy (??? kangaku juku) called ?????gakusha (????), in 1881 after quitting 
junior high school. Sako says that not enough studies have been ????????????????????????????????????
???????????(??? The School of Mind, Ming Neo-Confucianism founded by Wang Yang-ming) at 
?????gakusha or its impact upon his thought, which may have helped form his concept of literature 
and inner values. Sako, who also studied at ?????gakusha, says that the experience of learning the 
philosophy of Wang Yang-ming had a great ? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
have been strongly influenced as well.80 
Sako shows the chart of the curriculum at ?????gakusha and explains that there are three grades 
from 1 to 3 (3 being the starting grade), and each grade is sub-sectioned into three again. Sako says 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
grade in July 1881 and the third section of the Second grade in November of the same year. Texts 
such as ?????-sen (??? C. Tangshi xuan), and ?????????????(???? C. Gu-????????-bao), were 
featured in the first section of the Third grade. The third section of the Second grade included ????? 
(?? Mencius), Shiki (?? C. Shi ji The Historical Records), Santai-shi (??? C. San-ti-shi), and 
Rongo (?? Analects of Confucius). As for the Daoist classics, the Zhuangzi????was studied in 
the second and third section of the First grade, and the Laozi (??) was categorised in the first 
section of the First grade together with texts such as ?????? (?? The Book of Changes). 
??????????????????????????’s knowledge of Chinese was considerably high, since he entered into the 
?????? ???????? ??? ???? ?????? ?????? ????????? ?????? ???????? ???? ?????????? ????? ????????? ????? ??????’s 
knowledge of Chinese literature was not only limited to the texts that he learnt in those two courses 
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mentioned above. One reason to assume this, explains ????????????????????? ???????????an interview 
that his father and brothers (from the ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
was influenced by them and naturally took up reading Chinese.81 These factors tell us tha????????????
the age of fifteen, had a strong interest, considerable knowledge and the capability of reading, writing 
and a talent for composition in Chinese, as well as a strong enthusiasm for developing his skills in 
studying Classical Chinese.  
Sako says ??????????? was fascinated by Chinese literature and novels and, that he wanted to pursue 
?????? ?????????? ???????????????????????????? ?????? was advised by his brother, that literature was 
merely an accomplishment and not a profession. ?????????????? that was the reason that he gave up 
on the idea of becoming a professional writer, at the time when he was around fifteen or sixteen 
years of age.82 This decision took place ??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
taking his brother’s advice, changed his direction and entered the Seiritsu Gakusha (????) in 
1883 in order to prepare for entry to university to acquire a skill which was adaptable to the modern 
world, which later turned out to be the study of English Literature. 
The last but not least important factor to note here pointed out by Sako, is that Ikebe Sanzan (??
?? 1864-1912)83, who worked at the Asahi Newspaper (1896-1911), and who was an influential 
??????? ??? ?????? in changing his occupation and leaving his teaching posts at the universities to 
become a full-time writer working for the Asahi, attended the same Chinese Academy at the same 
time ??????? ?????????????????? does not mention knowing Ikebe at the time of studying at the Chinese 
Academy, however, after ???????became a writer at Asahi, the friendship between him and Ikebe grew 
to be a very strong one, until Ikebe’s death in 1912.84  
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In fact, when ???????wrote about the books or writings which had an influence on his work?????????
chose pieces by Ikebe, which were published in the Nippon (??) newspaper, under the pen name 
Tetsu Konron (??? C. Tie Kunlun). Ikebe wrote an article titled Pari ??????? (????) from Paris, 
where he was escorting the heir of the Hosokawa family, which was a powerful clan in present day 
Kumamoto during the feudal period. ??????? comments that the writing by a person called Tetsu 
??????????seki finds out Tetsu Konron and Ikebe Sanzan are the same person after he begins to work 
for Asahi) was extremely interesting and became a big fan.85 ??????’s respect for Ikebe’s writing 
continued?? ???? ???????wrote a forward to the publication of Ikebe’s book after his death which 
showed great respect and deep sorrow for the loss of Ikebe.86  
 
SHIKI’S INFLUENCE ON S?SEKI 
The person who had the most decisive influence on ???????was Masaoka Shiki (????, his real 
name was Tsunenori ?? 1867-1902), who was an important haiku and waka poet in Japanese 
literary history from the Meiji period, and ?????????????????????????? ??????seki returned back to the 
world of composing kanshi in his university days after abandoning studying Chinese literature in his 
youth, S?seki’s kanshi were all addressed to Shiki. Shiki was the most influential figure in S?seki’s 
kanshi composition until S?seki’s departure to London. 
One of ??????’s pupils, Komiya Toyotaka says it was fate that brought ??????? and Shiki together, 
???????????????????????in the direction of being a literary artist. According to him, ?????? might have 
finished his life being a specialist in literature or an academic research fellow if he had not 
encountered Shiki.87 After knowing each other for a year???????? was greatly inspired by Shiki’s talent 
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in kanshi, and began to take up kanshi composition again which he had stopped doing for some time. 
He composed thirteen kanshi in 1890 in order to show to Shiki.88 ??????????????????????’s talent in 
literature, especially in composing kanshi, which he felt had been inferior to his skills in Classical 
Chinese before he met Shiki.  
During ??????’s stay in Matsuyama as a teacher of English (April 1895-April 1896), Shiki who had gone 
to China as a war correspondent for the Nippon vomited blood and came back to his hometown of 
Matsuyama for a while in August in order to recover. Shiki didn’t go back to his home, but instead 
stayed with ???????for about two months. He started to hold a haiku circle with friends at S?seki’s 
lodgings. ???????was naturally inspired and joined the gatherings, where he began to compose haiku 
energetically. 
Shiki created the natural environment for ???????to compose both kanshi and haiku. The poet and 
???????????????????????????????????commemorating the death of Shiki wrote that Japanese people 
ought to remember that the Japanese nation had lost one of their most precious human treasures, 
Masaoka Shiki, who had contributed to the development of humanity in the knowledge and the art 
of Japan.89 Devastated by losing his close friend who shared the same interest in the world of poetry, 
???????ceased to compose kanshi for a long time. 
 
SHIKI AND CHINESE STUDIES 
In order to understand the development in S?seki’s kanshi, we need to discuss the influential figure 
of Shiki. Miura says that Shiki ought to be regarded as an important kanshi artist as well.90 ???????????
says that among the kanshi specialists in Japan, there is no-one who has given an accurate evaluation 
of the works of kanshi composed by Shiki.91 There is a talk published in the haiku journal, Hototogisu, 
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?????????????????????????????????? ????????????????speaks about the memory of Shiki. In the talk, 
???????discusses Shiki’s talent in kanshi ???????????????????????????????????? ??? ???? ???????????????
and skill in composing kanshi than him. He says that he had more confidence in writing Chinese 
compositions than Shiki, however, regarding kanshi composition, Shiki was much more advanced.92  
Shiki learnt Chinese Studies privately at first for a year at the age of seven in 1873, at the hand of his 
????????????? ?????? ?????? (???? ), who used to be a Confucian scholar working for the 
Matsuyama domain. Then, the following year, he began to go to his grandfather’s Academy to join 
other students to learn sodoku (?? reading out loud) and ????? (?? Mencius), as well as going 
to elementary school. In 1875, when he was nine, his grandfather passed away, so he went to Tsuchiya 
?????? (????) to continue learning sodoku. Shiki also began to learn kanshi composition in 1878. 
He composed his first kanshi titled “Listening to a Cuckoo” (???) in the same year, when he was 
twelve years old.93 Shiki continues to compose kanshi for another eighteen years until 1896 when 
he was thirty years old. During this period, Shiki composed almost nine hundred kanshi.94 This figure 
proves his immense love of the kanshi form. 
Shiki himself recalls his enthusiasm for kanshi in Fude Makase (????) published in 1889, where 
he says that his interest in kanshi led him to learn waka (a 31 syllable Japanese poem) composition 
from 1875, and haiku composition in 1887. He recalls that he was so in love with the world of poetry 
and novels that he felt he could not live without thinking of them even for a day, although he signed 
up to study philosophy.95  
 
SHIKI AND DAOIST THOUGHT 
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Shiki began to attend a school in Tokyo called ???????? ????? (????) in 1883 when he was 
seventeen years old, and attended a lecture on the Zhuangzi. He wrote about his feeling of 
encountering the teaching of the Zhuangzi, saying how pleased he was to come across a book so 
fascinating that no other book could compete against it (????? The emergence of Philosophy).  
In May 1889, at the age of twenty-three, he vomits blood for the first time as a symptom of 
tuberculosis.  
Miura assumes that Shiki devoted himself to the composition of poetry during this period. Miura also 
states that according to the record the Zhuangzi text was one of Shiki’s favourite books during this 
period. All other books listed are books on poetry.96 Shiki, after the first encounter with the Zhuangzi, 
was so fascinated that he was still reading the text six years later. Now, we will find out why Shiki was 
so fascinated by the Zhuangzi. 
Shiki entered The Tokyo Imperial University in 1890, reading Philosophy. He wrote two essays in 1891, 
one on the Laozi, the other on the Zhuangzi as part of his course work. Shiki deliberately avoided 
writing on Confucianism since he disliked the compulsion of filial piety which was part of Confucian 
teaching. According to Miura’s evaluation on Shiki’s essays, they more or less feature the views made 
by literary figures rather than being a work of serious research.97 However, it seems clear that Shiki 
has grasped the essence of Zhuangzi’s teaching.   
Shiki says that Zhuangzi is an agnostic and lists four points related to Zhuangzi’s concepts. Firstly, The 
Way exists and that it has no beginning or no ending. Secondly, everything in existence in the cosmos 
keeps changing, coming and going endlessly. Thirdly, there is no answer to the cause of all existence 
in the cosmos. Fourthly, there is no definition between right or wrong, and between beauty and 
ugliness. Shiki emphasises the fact that the purpose of Zhuangzi’s teaching on treating life and death 
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as equal is to lead people to release their fear and live life free from grief and distress. Shiki also says 
that the meaning of abandoning worldly attachments is to realise a peaceful society. Miura says that 
Shiki is concentrating on developing his knowledge in the field of poetry, rather than pursuing Chinese 
Studies academically.98 As we shall see in Chapter five, all of these observations by Shiki on Zhuangzi 
would be reflected in S?seki’s kanshi at the final stage of his life. 
INFLUENCES FROM SHIKI AND THE HAIKAI WORLD 
????????????????haiku and resumed writing kanshi thanks to the inspiration of Shiki. In Omoidasu 
kotonado, he expresses his admiration for kanshi and haiku. 99 He sought instruction from Shiki 
regarding the composition of poetry.100 ???????was fascinated by the literati artist, Yosa Buson (1716-
1783), who was a poet and painter of the nanga style (Southern Song style painting) from the Edo 
period. This is because Shiki was very fond of Yosa Buson and introduced Buson to the Meiji literary 
world as an important poet/painter.101 Morimoto says that when he examined ??????’s haiku, he 
found that there is a remarkable resemblance between Soseki’ haiku and Buson’s.102 ?????????????
practiced painting by copying some of Buson’s works.103 We will be discussing this in more detail in 
Chapter four.  
Yosa Buson ??????? ???????????????? ???? ??????????? ? ??? ???????????104 ?????? ??? ???? ??????haikai 
master, whose innovative attitude and approach to the composition of poetry revolutionised and 
propelled the world of haikai into a pure art form.105 Both of these haiku poets from the Edo period 
show a strong affinity with the Chinese poets from the past. They studied the works of Classical 
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Chinese poems earnestly, in order to understand the essence of the poems.106 The wellspring of the 
creative force behind the poems is Daoist thought, namely the teaching of Zhuangzi. 
Zhuangzi played a significant role in the process of developing the concepts contained ????????’s art, 
according to Peipei Qiu. Another scholar, Kanaya Osamu, supports the view that Zhuangzi’s teachings 
were of prime importance to ????????????????????????????????????????? ????????drawn to the teachings 
of Zen Buddhism. Kanaya writes, “…????????????????????’s thought, consideration must be given to 
the influence of Zen. No less important, however, as may have been made clear above, is the great 
significance possessed by the thought of Zhuangzi. What must not be overlooked here is the fact that 
such a profound understanding of Zhuangzi truly seems to have been lacking in Japan before 
??????”107 
Qiu in her article confirms ?????’s interest in promoting the study of the Zhuangzi to his disciples, 
???????????????????-???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
as Japan’s greatest haikai poet, repeatedly instructed his followers to study the Zhuangzi. According 
???????????????????????’s teaching on haikai ‘encapsulated the quintessence of Zhuangzi’s thought’”.108 
We need to see how S?seki’s Kanshi were affected by the inter-textual approach taken by Bash? 
conveying and promoting the teaching of Zhuangzi in haiku composition, a tradition which carried on 
through to Buson and Shiki.  
 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KANSHI AND HAIKU 
In order to evaluate the crossover significance of haiku on S?seki’s kanshi, we need first of all, to refer 
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back to Shiki. Shiki was ???????? ???? ??????????, 692-761 ), who loved the unity of poems and 
painting. Wang Wei was strongly influenced by Tao Yuanming, who was known as a recluse poet, as 
mentioned earlier. Some of Shiki’s haiku compositions refer to Tao’s works.109 In 1892 at the age of 
twenty-six, Shiki begins his life as a professional haiku poet employed by the newspaper, Nippon (?
? Japan).110 In the section called ‘Hairon Haiwa’ (????) in the Nippon in 1897, Shiki wrote an 
article titled “Haiku to kanshi” (????? The relationship between haiku and kanshi). In the 
article, he tells the readers that there is a close relationship between haiku and kanshi, probably 
because haiku borrowed from kanshi’s powerful method of expression. 111 Shiki says that haiku 
??????????????????????????????? adopted the aesthetic taste and many poetic words from kanshi. 
Shiki’s advice for understanding haiku is that one should read haiku as one reads kanshi. 
Shiki was fond of Yosa Buson, who was a haiku poet from the Edo period and was strongly influenced 
?????????????kanshi. Buson is also known as a nanga (?? One of the schools of Landscape Painting 
originating from China) artist as we discussed before. Shiki had great admiration for Buson’s 
compositions, since according to Shiki Buson incorporated aesthetic words and the flavour of kanshi 
into haiku. Shiki says one of the most significant aspects of Buson’s work is how he created the rhythm 
of Classical Chinese by adopting Chinese words.112 Shiki wrote Haijin Buson (????) in 1897, but 
already in 1895, had praised the collections of Buson’s poems in ??????? ????? (????). Wada 
explains that Shiki sympathised with Buson’s vividly pictorial style, and this was reflected in Shiki’s 
own compositional style.113 It is said that Shiki is responsible for bringing the name of Buson to the 
attention of the Meiji literary world, by claiming that Buson’s work was as important as that of 
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?????’s. 
 
SOSEKI’S METHOD OF KANSHI COMPOSITION 
After losing his kanshi teacher, Shiki, S?seki was now composing poems for himself. Through his 
??????????????????????????d his feelings with poets, monks, and thinkers from the past. In order to 
be able to do this, S?seki used a compositional technique known as “rhyme-matching”.114 Tuck gives 
a good explanation of how this method works:  
“One important point is that rhyme-matching was based upon direct textual and lexical links among 
a series of poems that did not need to be composed at the same space or time.” He explains further, 
“To respond to works by poets who had lived hundreds or thousands of years earlier, was also 
common practice. In perhaps the most famous instance, the Song ? (960-1276) poet Su Shi ?? 
(J. So Shoku, 1036-1101) expressed admiration for the Six Dynasties ??  (222-589) poet Tao 
Yuanming ??? by composing rhyme-matching responses to every one of the latter’s collected 
poems. Likewise, Shiki’s kanshi include rhyme-matching responses to Tang ? (618-907) poets such 
as Li Bai ?? (701-762), who died over a thousand years before Shiki was born.”115 
Wixted also explains the rhyme-matching method, “Matching-rhyme (?? jiin) poetry is poetry in 
Chinese or Sino-Japanese that uses the exact same rhyme words, in the exact same order, as those 
of an earlier poem.” 116 
We will see how S?seki continued the practice of rhyme-matching in his kanshi compositions 
corresponding and connecting to poets from the past by using the rhyme-matching method. This 
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concept was explained by Tuck, “Rhyme-matching poetry served as a central mechanism for 
generating poetic discourse; any given poem was never a closed, completed text, but always stood 
as an invitation to other poets to respond and create a new chain of socio-poetic dialogue, even 
though a century or a millennium might have passed since the original poem was written.”117 We 
will examine how S?seki used the system of rhyme-matching to develop his spiritual perspective in 
the main discussion. 
 
SCHOLARS’ WORKS ON SOSEKI’S KANSHI 
There have been many studies on S?seki’s kanshi. The first four annotations on S?seki’s kanshi which 
this study uses extensively are: Ikkai Tomoyoshi’s annotations from ?????????????118 which gives all 
the kanshi with some explanations on Chinese characters appearing in the poems as well as featuring 
Bokusetsuroku; Nakamura Hiroshi’s annotations, which cover all the poems but do not give detailed 
information on the Chinese characters; Iida ?????’s annotations, which begin with the poems from 
his university days but lack the poems S?seki composed before his twenties. His study gives 
references to religious texts, but contains no detailed explanation; Yoshikawa ??????’s annotations are 
written as annotations to an earlier version of ??????, and also do not feature the earliest eight 
poems. Yoshikawa’s explanations on characters are very brief, although sometime they are used as 
reference points by Ikkai in his annotations. Yoshikawa commented that S?seki’s kanshi could be 
considered an expression of philosophical thought. All four of these texts have kanshi in Chinese and 
kundoku (?? Japanese reading). This study uses these four books as a base. 
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Wada Toshio’s ???????no Shi to Haiku119 analyses his haiku and kanshi. In this book, Wada divides his 
analysis of S?seki’s kanshi into three sections. In the first section, Wada analyses S?seki’s kanshi and 
haiku and categorises them by themes such as flowers and colours. The second section is an artist by 
artist comparative study between ???????and other poets such as Buson, Ry?kan, Tao Yuanming and 
others who interested ??????. In this section, kanshi and haiku compositions by S?seki are analysed 
by Wada. The third section is dedicated to kanshi and divided into four sections; the first: before the 
journey to the West; the second: Serious illness at Shuzenji; the third: the Nanga period; the fourth: 
the Mei-An period. In each period Wada selects some poems and gives his interpretation and some 
background and additional information. Wada’s book gives an overall view on S?iseki’s kanshi but it 
is difficult to grasp S?seki’s spiritual development in his interpretations, as it lacks his 
philosophical/religious perspective. 
Wada wrote another book featuring some of S?seki’s kanshi called Shiki to S?seki.120 This book is 
dedicated to illustrating the friendship between Shiki and S?seki. It gives a good understanding of the 
close relationship between the two talented artists who inspired each other from the moment they 
became friends in January 1889. It is written chronologically and covers major events in their lives, 
with the inclusion of kanshi in some places. It provides the real impression that ???????was strongly 
inspired by Shiki and vice versa. Wada included kanshi by both Shiki and ???????which demonstrate a 
strong bond between two males exchanging poems to develop and inspire each other in the Meiji 
period in Japan. 
The third book written by Wada featuring some of S?seki’s kanshi is titled ????????????.121This book 
has four chapters analysing S?seki’s kanshi; “???????to Li Ga (?????)”, “???????to Rai Sany? (?
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?????)”, “???????no Kanshi ni miru To Ho teki Hass? (?????????????)”, and 
“???????Shiku ‘??? (Ta Yu Hong)’ ni tsuite (?????????????)”. Wada gives his 
opinions of how to interpret some lines on S?seki’s kanshi which differ from other commentators 
such as Yoshikawa. It is useful and interesting to look at and compare the different interpretations. 
Other chapters are essays on his personal experiences and opinions related to ??????. It becomes 
very clear that since his youth Wada had a high regard for S?seki’s kanshi .  
One of S?seki’s students who after his death would become his son-in-law, Matsuoka Yuzuru, 
published a chronological collection of S?seki’s kanshi, (???????no Kanshi) in 1946. Unfortunately, due 
to restrictions, this study can’t give an overall view of his book, apart from the introduction and some 
Kanshi from the Kumamoto period. However, the introduction gives the impression that Matsuoka 
knew ??????? very well as a teacher, an artist and scholar. His writing shows that he cares about 
S?seki’s work and he knew S?seki’s kanshi inside out. Matsuoka was one of the students who was 
present at the ‘Thursday meetings’ when ???????gave a brief description of sokuten kyoshi to his 
students. Matsuoka says that S?seki’s kanshi are in many ways the essence of his work and can be 
considered to be his spiritual hometown.122  
Sako Junichir? wrote Natsume ???????Ron123 and dedicated two chapters of his book to S?seki’s  
kanshi. Sako studied at Nishogakusha, the same school where ???????learnt Chinese studies for about 
a year when he was a teenager. He points out the importance of Ikebe Sanzan, who also went to 
Nishogakusha, in S?seki’s life. Sako explains that Wang Yang-ming’s Neo-Confucian philosophy, 
‘School of Mind’ which he learnt at Nishogakusha had a great impact upon his life. Sako’s view is that 
S?seki’s final thought, sokuten kyoshi is inseparable from Wang Yang-ming’s teaching. Sako also 
?????????? ??????’s views on death and pessimism. Sako use?? ???????????? ???????? ??????? ???? ????
                                                  
122 Matsuoka, Yuzuru. ??????????Kanshi. ??????????????????????????, p. 10. 
123 ???????????????????????????????????. Shinbi Sha, Tokyo, 1978. 
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????????????? ???????? ??????? ????? ????????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????Ten ‘the 
Heaven’ of sokuten?? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????‘nature’. It is a good analysis 
of S?seki’s kanshi from a different view point. Sako gives a good amount of discussion to S?seki’s 
understanding of Michi, the Way. Unfortunately, there is not much analysis of the actual kanshi.   
Kat? Jir?’s S?seki to Kanshi124 has a thorough analysis of S?seki’s selected poems categorised into 
different themes such as “Ruined Samurai-S?seki and ‘Modern-times’”, “Dawn of the creation- ???????
and ‘Sorrow’”, “S?seki and Ry?kan”, “S?seki and T?? ?nmei” and so on. One characteristic of his 
analysis is that he refers to S?seki’s novels when discussing his kanshi. Although It may well further 
the understanding of S?seki’s novels by providing a different view point, it is not dedicated to his 
kanshi and for this reason makes examining the Kanshi in their own right difficult. Kat? gives a good 
analysis on S?seki’s religious and philosophical views in many places. 
Kat? jir? wrote another book on ???????, ?????????????.125 Kat? gives good textual analysis referring 
to texts such as The Blue Cliff Record and T?shisen (Collection of poems from Tang period). He 
dedicates one chapter to ????????????, which is a collection of Zen idioms. Kat?’s analysis focusses 
more on an interpretation of S?seki’s novels in relation to Zen philosophy, although he does give 
some analysis on haiku and kanshi. It is interesting to note that Kat? dedicates one chapter to Maeda 
Togama (???? 1888-1931), who was the last person to join the ‘Thursday meeting’ as a young 
student. He was the youngest brother of Maeda Tsunako (???? 1868-1938), who was a base 
model for the heroine in ??????‘s novel, Kusamakura (??). 
Tanaka Kunio analyses ??????’s kanshi from the Mei-An period in relation to Mei-An in ???????“Mei-
An” no Kanshi.126 Tanaka is convinced that there is a strong link and relationship between the novel, 
                                                  
124 ??????????????seki to Kanshi. Kan???????????Tokyo, 2004. 
125 ?????????????????????????. Kan???????????????????????   
126 Tanaka, Kunio. S?seki “Mei-An” no Kanshi. Kanrin Shob?, Tokyo, 2010. 
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Mei-An and ??????’s kanshi. Tanaka tried to relate actions taken and words spoken by the protagonists 
to the contents of the kanshi. Although there might be some truth in this idea, and there could have 
been some overspill, it is clear that ???????composed his kanshi in order to clear his mind and get 
away from his daily obligation to write a popular novel.  
Okazaki Yoshie’s ???????to sokuten kyoshi is an interesting study of sokuten kyoshi. Most of the work 
is an analysis of sokuten kyoshi in relation to the novels but there is a chapter in which he discusses 
some of S?seki’s kanshi, “S?seki’s later kanshi and haiku”127. Okazaki discusses the later period of 
S?seki’s kanshi and haiku in relation to his last novel Mei-An. Okazaki doesn’t believe that ???????
reached enlightenment in his last poem as he says that ???????hadn’t reached a selfless state of mind. 
Okazaki says that ???????expressed the aesthetic element of sokuten kyoshi in his poetry and brush 
and ink painting. On the other hand, ???????explained how to attain sokuten kyoshi in the novel. This 
study gets the impression that Okazaki didn’t have too high an opinion of S?seki’s kanshi. He 
commented that poetry, calligraphy, and painting were just hobbies for ??????. On the other hand, 
he does say that they were a pure way of life for S?seki. 
Watanabe ???ichi’s book is titled ???????to Kanshi. One chapter of this book is dedicated to kanshi, 
“Shirakumog? to Shikis? Sekai – Natsume ???????no Kanshiron.”128 He presents some kanshi in full 
but most of the time, he discusses only a few lines. Some background is provided but there is not 
much analysis of the kanshi themselves. The chapter is more biographical in nature. 
Kumasaka Atsuko contributed a chapter to “S?seki no Shika – Shirakumo no ????”129 in Sakuhinron 
Natsume S?seki. It is a short introduction to S?seki’s kanshi and haiku. Kumasaka explains S?seki’s 
development in poetry chronologically and it is a short but informative piece of writing. It doesn’t 
                                                  
127 Okazaki, Yoshie. ??????????sokuten kyoshi???????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
1943, p. 397-421. 
128 ?????????????????????????????Kanshi. ?????????????????????, p. 1-79. 
129 Kumasaka, Atsuko. “???????????????” in ??????????????????????????????????????????????.p. 342-360. 
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give any references to religious texts, but it touches spiritual and philosophical thought. Due to the 
fact that it is a short essay, it can’t go into much depth in its analysis of the kanshi . 
?oka Shin wrote a short essay “???????ni Okeru Shika – Omo ni Kanshi no Sekai nitsuki”.130 ?oka gives 
a good explanation of S?seki’s lifelong philosophical and spiritual quest. He only analyses three kanshi, 
and there is no analysis of the words/characters. However, ?oka gives a poetic perspective and it is 
very descriptive. Elsewhere ?oka when commenting on S?seki’s kanshi, wrote that the quality of 
S?seki’s kanshi is such that they are a serious and deep piece of work and a long way from being a 
mere leisure activity. ??????, he says, expressed himself in a sincere and honest manner while he 
revealed his inner world. He also added that ???????applied modern poetry composition methods to 
his kanshi.131  
Fujita Tomoaki wrote an article “???????Shi ni okeru Sh?”.132 Fujita’s main theme is sorrow and he 
explains his ideas by selecting a few lines from the kanshi. He also gives some background information 
to the lines in order to understand the situation. Although he points out the importance of ‘white 
clouds’, the focal point of discussion in his essay is the relationship between the image of birds and 
sorrow. There is very little explanation on religious or philosophical thought, although he does refer 
to the Chinese poet, Tao Yuanming. In this study’s opinion it is a poetic examination of sorrow rather 
than a religious/philosophical analysis.  
David Luan wrote an article “S?seki no Shoki Kanshi ni Okeru Ch?goku no Koten-shi no Eiky? ni tsuite 
– Hakone Ryok? no Rensaku wo Ch?shin ni”.133 This piece is a study on the inter-textual relationship 
between Chinese poems and S?seki’s early kanshi which were mainly composed during his trip to 
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131 ????????????Oriori no Uta No. 4, Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1983. 
132 Fujita, Tomoaki. "?????? ?????????????????????Bulletin of the Graduate School of Nish?-Gakusha University.  
2006, p. 215- 244.  
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Hakone. Luan uses the rhyme-matching method to support his analysis. Luan illustrates how ???????
and Shiki as beginners began to learn kanshi composition. Luan explains that one of the standard text 
books they used was You Xue Shiyun (????). Luan also says that ???????used some words from 
Tang Shi Xuan (???, Collection of Tang poems) and San Ti Shi (???). He gives textual analysis 
in each line referring to the possible sources from the above-mentioned texts. It is a very easy way to 
understand how the rhyme-matching method works. 
Noami Mariko’s book, ???????no Yomikata “Mei-An” to Kango is part of a group research project, ‘A 
Comprehensive Study of Publishing and Learning in the Early Edo Period’ published by Cambridge 
University in December 2016.134 Noami explores classic Chinese books mentioned in S?seki’s last 
novel Mei-An. Noami discusses a collection of poems compiled in the Ming dynasty and published in 
the Qing period called Ming Shi Bie Cai (????) which is mentioned by one of the characters in 
Mei-An. Noami then goes on to write that many of the poems by the Ming poet, Gao Qingqiu (??
? 1336-1374) were selected in Ming Shi Bie Cai. She says that ???????was fond of Gao’s poetry. She 
goes on to give more detail about Gao’s personal history as well. It is a fresh approach to an analysis 
of the Chinese Classics books mentioned in Mei-An, rather than an attempt to connect and find a 
relationship between the novel and kanshi of the final period.   
Maria Flutsch translated and introduced Recollections (???????? Omoidasu kotonado).135 
It is a straightforward translation of S?seki’s kanshi in English and no original Chinese or Japanese 
Yomikudashibun are included. She includes the poems by S?seki featured in Omoidasu kotonado but 
as it is a pure translation of this series of essays, there is very little analysis of the kanshi included in 
this book. 
Angela Yiu dedicated one chapter to S?seki’s kanshi, “In Quest of an Ending: An Examination of 
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S?seki’s kanshi” in her book, Chaos and Order.136 Yiu describes S?seki’s kanshi as “a form of ‘daily 
ritual’ while continuing to write Mei-An in the morning.” 137 Yiu’s opinion of the final period of 
S?seki’s kanshi are “Not only do the seventy-some kanshi vary in language and content, but their 
quality also fluctuates greatly, resulting in some near perfect gems of balanced construction and 
some awkward accumulations of parallelisms.”138 Yiu explains her view of the meaning of kanshi for 
???????as “A solid and comforting shelter for a tired spirit who has spoken out again and again about 
the injustice, hypocrisy, and preposterous nature of a society undergoing rapid change.”139 Yiu gives 
some of S?seki’ kanshi in English translations with comments. She also analyses kanshi in relation to 
S?seki’s novel. There are no Chinese original or Japanese Yomikudashi given. However, despite a 
certain lack of appreciation and understanding, it can be said to be a good introduction to S?seki’s 
kanshi.  
      
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CH’AN/ZEN BUDDHISM AND DAOISM 
Many of S?seki’s Kanshi take references from Zen and Daoist texts. This study includes a short 
introduction to these religious/philosophical texts in order to give some background information 
before the discussion of S?seki’s Kanshi in the main chapters. 
Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism 
Buddhism came from India and was introduced to China as a foreign religion. The Buddhist texts were 
??????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????-414), known as ‘the monk Chao’ was a Daoist at first, “he later turned to Mahayana Buddhism 
under the direction of the famous Kumarajiva (344-413) who came from Central Asia to China in 401 
and who translated many of the Buddhist Sutras and theoretical works of Buddhism from Sanskrit to 
Chinese. The monk Chao is counted among the greatest of Kumarajiva’s disciples. Chao, though he 
died at the age of 31, left a number of important works on Buddhist philosophy. His interpretation to 
a considerable extent, exercised a tremendous influence on the rise and development of Zen in China. 
He is rightly regarded as one of the predecessors of Zen Buddhism.”140 
During the process of translating Buddhist texts into Chinese, Daoist terminology was used to 
translate Buddhist concepts. Lahiri explains, “Among the foreign missionaries who made the greatest 
contribution in translation were An Shih-kao from Parthia, Dharmaraksa from Tukhara, Kumarajiva 
from Kucha.” He continues “Taoism is ascetic and pantheistic. Buddhist philosophy is also regarded 
as a philosophy of asceticism which emphasises the withdrawal from the world. Here, we, in fact, 
find some similar ideas with Taoism and in the Taoist circle Buddhism made its headway. Buddhism 
entered into China as a foreign religion but soon found expression in Taoist mystic words ‘The Chinese 
who became interested in the foreign religion were attracted by its novel formulae for attainment of 
supernatural power, immortality or Salvation and not by its idea. This early Buddhism (in China) was 
generally regarded as a sect of Taoism’[11]. The defenders and propagators had to find some 
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arguments to reconcile the Buddhist ideas with traditional Chinese thoughts. Thus Tao (The Way, The 
Truth, A Principle) was the expression used for Dharma or Bodhi, Ying-jen for Arhat, Wu-wei for 
Nirvana, Hsiao-hsurt (filial submission and obedience) for 'Siila.’”141 
The school of meditation, Ch’an (Jp, Zen) Buddhism originated in the sixth century and its founder is 
a legendary monk, Bodhidharma (alive during the fifth and sixth centuries). The Ch’an school teaches 
the following; Intuition,142 intense concentration on individual enlightenment,143 sense of Tao or 
Buddha-nature immanent in nature.144 It also teaches that enlightenment comes in a single moment 
of sudden and total illumination. 145  The process of recovering Buddha’s nature is through 
meditation and introspection bringing release from the illusion.146  
The subitist (sudden enlightenment) branch has a closer affinity with the native tradition of Daoism. 
For example, no trust in words or books; rich usage of metaphor and analogy; paradoxical expression; 
the belief in transmission of knowledge in direct experience, person-to-person, and wordless 
communication of mind to mind; the feeling of being a part of nature leading to enlightenment.  
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Ch’an may be regarded as a reaction of powerful traditional Chinese thought against the 
scholasticism of Indian Buddhist texts. Ch’an popularised the idea of salvation, that a person may rise 
to the heights of spirituality in one’s life time through one’s own efforts. 
A new challenge to Buddhism was made by Wang Yang-ming (1472-1529) who was a Neo-Confucian 
scholar. He started a new kind of Neo-Confucian teaching in the Ming period (? 1368-1644) called 
The School of Mind. He was called a Buddhist in disguise,147 as his central thought, the unity of 
knowledge and action (????) was so close to Ch’an doctrine. It was an important substitute for 
Ch’an, based on Chinese tradition at a time when China become inward looking and Buddhism was 
suppressed due to its foreign origin. 
 
Daoism 
The two pivotal figures in Daoism are Laozi and Zhuangzi. There is a “Biography of Laozi” written by 
Sima Qian (??? 145-86 BCE) in Shiji (?? Records of Historian) in the Han dynasty (? 206 BC – 
220). The legend of Laozi tells us that he went out to Central Asia leaving his teaching written in five 
thousand Chinese characters which remain as Tao-de-Jing. Zhuangzi (around 369 BC – around 286 
BC) is believed to have written the “Inner Chapters” (1-7) of Zhuangzi and the “Outer Chapters” (8-
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22) were written and compiled by his followers/students. 
Fukunaga Mitsuji described Daoism as having six main characteristics.148 The first is that The Way is 
the truth. The ultimate and fundamental truth is The Way. The Way is beyond human perception and 
anything created from the human view point is false.149  
The second point is that The Way can be described as non-action, no form and no name. It is an 
expression of negation which is the only means to describe The Way. The Way is the origin of creation, 
and it is impossible to name it. Therefore, it has no name. 150 
In the Daoist texts, ? nothingness (Wu in Chinese, Mu in Japanese) is used many times. However, 
it doesn’t mean ‘Non-being’ or ‘Non-existence’. It is used to explain an absence. For example, ‘No’ 
sound, ‘No’ colour’, ‘No’ voice, etc. ? ‘Nothingness’ is beyond perception, so it can’t be described. 
However, it does not mean there is no existence, it is just beyond definition in the chaos of the 
universe.  
One point to clarify here is that the Daoist term of ? ‘Nothingness’ is sometimes interpreted as 
being similar to the Buddhist notion of ?  ‘Emptiness’. This is because the Daoist term, ? 
‘Nothingness’ was used to describe the Buddhist term, ?  ‘Emptiness’ from the third century 
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onwards. in Buddhism it is known as Geyi (??) and it became popular to use this terminology which 
was then introduced to Japan. 
The third point is that The Way is the creative force which keep changing all the time. Everything 
starts from The Way and returns back to the Way.151  
The fourth point is that the Way has no self. From this view point, everything becomes equal. For 
example, the discriminations given by common sense such as ugliness, poverty, foolishness, 
greediness become equal in the viewpoint of the Way.152 
The fifth point is that the Way is nature itself and it is the flow of change of all phenomena. In order 
to live in the truth one has to become one with the flow.153 However, unlike Christianity, there is no 
God here as a personified creator. It is also different from the Buddhist concept. In Buddhism, it is 
necessary to cut off the flow of change, which is known as cutting one’s karma. In Daoism, one has 
to move with the flow, as the flow itself is the Way, it goes out and returns back.154 
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The sixth point is that everything becomes one with the Way. This concept, later on, had a great 
impact upon Neo-Confucianism and Zen Buddhism. In Daoism, everything is a part of one, the Way. 
Human beings are a part of nature, so there is nothing to differentiate.155 
Another important point in Daoism is to have a free mind which is not fixed on anything in 
particular.156 This is the ‘Not-Even-Anything Village’ (????) from Zhuangzi, discussed in Chapter 
One of Zhuangzi, “Free and Easy Wandering”.157 In order to liberate one’s true nature, it teaches one 
to create a space in one’s mind where everything is free from worldly values.158 This is an important 
concept, as this space in the mind enables one to connect with the creative world. The connection 
between a spiritual space and poetic inspiration was an important element in ??????’s kanshi. 
One of the poets, who writes about nature from a Daoist perspective, is the Chinese poet from the 
Six Dynasties period (220-589), Tao Yuanming (???). He composed the famous poem, “The 
Return”, which he wrote to express his feelings on going back home after resigning his position at the 
government office. The work of Tao Yuanming whom S?seki admired was also greatly admired by one 
of the Meiji intellectuals and the author of The Book of Tea,159 Okakura Tenshin (???? 1862-
1913), who said, “Most Confucian of Laoist and most Laoist of Confucians, the man who resigned a 
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governorship because he disliked wearing a ceremonial robe to receive an imperial representative – 
for his ode on ‘The Return’ was the very expression of the time. It is through To Enmei and other 
poets of the South that the purity of the dew-dropping chrysanthemum, the delicate grace of the 
swaying bamboo, the unconscious fragrance of plum-flowers floating on the twilight water, the green 
serenity of the pine, whispering its silent woes to the wind, and the divine narcissus, hiding its noble 
soul in deep ravines, or seeking for spring in a glimpse of heaven, become poetic inspiration”, and 
Okakura calls these words “the expression of the soul in Nature”.160 
One important difference between Ch’an Buddhism and Daoism in Japan is that Ch’an Buddhism 
involves being part of a religious community, whereas Daoism couldn’t take root as an official religion 
in Japan, because Buddhism was getting established amongst the powerful clans and didn’t want a 
competitor. Daoism in Japan has remained a philosophical teaching which requires no commitment 
to enter into a religious community.  
 
CONCLUSION 
???????who is known as a great novelist born at the dawn of the Meiji period was fascinated by 
Chinese literature and thought from a young age, and was fond of composing kanshi and had a great 
interest in nanga painting. In his teens, he decided to leave Chinese Studies behind and changed 
direction to be a specialist in English literature. He had in his youth already shown his interest in Zen 
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and revealed some knowledge of Daoism in his kanshi. ?????? grew up being independent and 
suffering from loneliness due to his upbringing.    
Shiki, who was a close ????????????????????????????? ????????????????kanshi composition in his university 
days. Almost a??????????????????? composed in this period are for Shiki. As well as encouraging him 
to write Kanshi, Shiki also ??????????????????????????????????haiku and its important artists, Bash? 
and Buson, who were to play a crucial role in the development of his kanshi. 
During his time at university, ??????’s loneliness worsened, and he sought a solution through 
meditation, although it proved to be an unfruitful experience at first. From this time on, ??????’s 
quest for spiritual salvation has begun. This study will be following ??????’s spiritual quest which 
involved a profound understanding of Chinese thought and tracing the transition of the feeling of 
loneliness to a state of profound loneliness by examining ??????’s kanshi chronologically.  
?????????????????????????????of the leading kanshi circles in the Meiji period, which had salons and 
????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????’s kanshi were different from the kanshi 
????????????????????????kanshi as part of the process of his spiritual ??????????????????????????????????
kanshi which he composed during and after his devastating illness at Shuzenji in Omoidasu kotonado, 
which was a series of essays published in the Asahi ?????????? ???????????? ????????yed.  
??????????????????????????????’s kanshi compositions were an active form of meditation.   
After suffering from serious illness at Shizenji, S?seki began to work hard again. Suddenly, S?seki lost 
his daughter and in the following year another important friend Ikebe, who shared his love of kanshi 
and helped ???????in his career as a newspaper novelist. Completely devastated psychologically and 
physically, ???????fell ill again. Whilst recovering from illness, ???????began to practice brush and ink 
painting and composed kanshi to accompany the paintings. This was another method of meditation 
which worked in conjunction with the composition of kanshi. In this period, S?seki began to show the 
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first hints of his concept of sokuten kyoshi. This paper argues that his nanga period compositions, 
which have been neglected to a degree compared to his Shuzenji and final period kanshi, are a vital 
and important part of the development of his poetic thought.  
??????????????????? ??????????????????????????composed kanshi almost every day whilst also writing the 
serialisation of his novel for a newspaper. At this point, kanshi became an important and 
?????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????’t have a chance to publish these kanshi due 
to his sudden death. This study argues that ??????’s kanshi reveal the gradual development of ??????’s 
spirituality toward his final thought, sokuten kyoshi, using kanshi composition and brush and ink 
painting as a method of transforming sorrow/loneliness into a profound sadness, which is a 
meditative state.  
The vital and vivid relationship of Chinese thought to the creation of his kanshi, and its powerful 
connection to spiritual truths and poetic beauty will be looked at in depth.  
This study has been divided into five chapters each one dedicated to a different stage in ??????’s 
kanshi development. The five stages are: Student period; Matsuyama & Kumamoto period; Serious 
illness at Shuzen-ji period; the Nanga period; and Mei-An period. ??????’s kanshi in Chinese, Japanese 
Yomikudashibun (Japanese reading), ??????’s diary, letters, essays, recorded speeches have been 
used as primary sources, and Zen texts, Daoist texts, and various Classical Chinese poems as 
secondary sources. 
Although there are translations of some of S?seki’s kanshi in English in existence, this study’s author 
felt it would be useful and illuminating to offer new translations of these beautiful, thoughtful and 
philosophical poems which attempt to offer more of an understanding of their spiritual and poetic 
roots and connections. 
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Chapter One 
Student Period 
 
INTRODUCTION 
???????? ?????? ??????? ?? Kanshi ????????? ?????? ?????? ?? ???? ?????? ?????? ??? ???, ????? ????
?????????????????????kanshi ??????????????? ???8, ????????????Zenshu ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????). ??????????????????????????????????????? ?????. ?????????????????
??? ?????????kanshi ???????????????????? ????? ????????????????????????????? ?? ??????????? ??? ?????
?????? ?????????????????????????????? ??????? ? ???50)?????????? ?????? ?????????? ??????? P???, 
??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????Zenshu ???????????????????????
????????????????????? ?????? ??? ?????????? ??????????????? ???????? ??. ?????? ?????????? ???? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????  
???????????????? ???????????????????????????????kanshi ?????????????????????? ????????????????? ?????
??????????????????. T??? ???????????????????????????????????, ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????. ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, ??? ???????????????????? ????????? ????
????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????. ???????????????????h????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ??? ???????? ??
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??????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
???????????? ??????????????????-??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????????? ???????? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????? (??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ????? ??????????).?? ?????? ?????? ??????????????? 
?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
                                                  
?? ???????????????? ? ???? ??????????????T? ???ei Zensh? ??????????????????????????????????2???????.  
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ??
?????????????? 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
?????????? ????????? ????? ???????? ??? ?? ??? ????-????-??????????????????? ??? ?????????????, ?????????
????????????? ?????????????? ??? ??????? ??? ???? ????? ????? ???????????????????????????????? ????????????
???????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ???? ???Drinking Wine ?????????????????????? ?????? 
???? ????????? ??? ?????? ??? ??????????? ??????? ??????????)?? ?????? ???
?????????????????  
??? ?????????? ?????????? ?????? ?????? ??? ???????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????? ??? ??????
????????????????? ??? ??????????? ???????????????? ?? ???????????? ??? ???? ??????-??? ??????????-???. 
????????????????-????? ????????????????????????-?????, ?????? ?????????????????????????????h???????????
????????????-????? ??????????-????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????O??????????
???? ????????????????? ???? ????? ??? ?? ???-???? ? ??? ???? ??????????? ???? ??????? ???? ?????? ??????
?????? ???? ?? ???? ????? ? ??? ???????????? ?? ??????????????? ?????? ?????? ????? ???? ??????? ?????????
?????????? ??? ?????????? ????? ?? ??????????????? ?????? ???? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????  
?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ???? ???????????? ??? ???? ??????????????? ?????? ??? ????? ??????-???? ???? ??????-???. ?????? 
???????????????? ?? ???? ? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????  
??? ?????? ??????-????? ???? ??????-?????, ?????? ???????????? w???? ??? ?????????? ??? ????? ??????-
                                                  
??? ?????????? ????????????????????. ?????? ????????????? ???? ?????????????????? 
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????-?????, ?????? ???????????????W????????????????? ????????
?????????????????T???? ????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
 
??????????? ????????? ????? ????????????? ??????h? ????? ??? ??? ???????????? ???? ?????????
?????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ?? ?????????????????????????????????
?????????? ??? ???? ???? ??? ???? ????? ???? ?????? ??????? ??? ???????????????? ????????
????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????– ?????????????????????
?? ?? ?? ?????????????????????????????????????? ??? ????????????????????????????????
???????? ???– ????????????? ????? ????? ??????????? ?????????????? ???? h????? ???????????
??????? ????? ?????? ???? ?????? ?? ??? ???? ????? ???????? ????? ???? ?????? ???? ????
???????????  
 
?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????????????  ?? ?????? ?????????? ????? ????????? ??????? ??? ??? ?? ?????? ?????? ??????? ??? ????
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
????????????? ??? ??? ?????????? ????? ?? ?? ??? ????????? ????? ?????????? ??? ??????????? ?????????????
?????????????????? ????.  
 
W???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
                                                  
??? ???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
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????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????ch????????. L?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ??????? ???? ??? ???? ??????? ????? ??? ???????? ??? ??? ???????????? ??? ??? ?????? ???????? ?????? ????
????????????????????????????????????? L????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? 
(???), ????????????????????????????????????????? (???????? ???? ????????? S???? ?).  
T??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ??????? ????? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ?????? ?? ?????????????? ?????????? ???? ????? ????? ?????? ??? ????
????????????????????????????. ?????????? ????? ???????? ????????????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? 
 
??????? 
?????? 
???
?????? ??? ????????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ????? ??????
?????? ??????? ??????????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ?????? ??????
                                                  
102 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-???????????? ?????????- ???????????? ???  
???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? 
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?????? ?????? ?????? 103 
???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????? ?? ?????????????? ?????
???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ????? 
??????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????????? 
The sen?????n ??? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ??? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????  
????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????mena in su????????e???????????? ????? 
?????????????????????????? ???????????????? ???? ?????????????????????????? 
?? ????? ?? ?????? ????? ?????? ????? ????? ???? ?????? ?????? ????? ????????? ???? ?????? ???????
??????????????????? ????????? 
???????????? 
???? ?????? ????, ?? ?????? ???? h??????? ? ???? ????? ????????? ???????? ???????? ???????? ???????
????????????????????????? ?????-??????? ??????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????? (???
??????? ?? ??????????????????????? 
? ? ? ? ?????? ??? ?????? ? ?    
? ? ? ? ?????? ??? ???? ????
? ? ? ? The mast?????????????hingness ????????????????????? 
? ? ? ? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????  
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????T????????????????????????? ?????????????
???? ???????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? 
 
                                                  
??? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????-???. 
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????’ Seisaku????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ???  
???????? 84-85. 
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   ???-?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????- ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
??? ?????????????-?????????????? ???????????????? ????? ?????????????? ?????? ?????? ???
??????? ??? ???? ??????? ????? ???? ????? ????? ????????? ????? ???? ???? ????? ????? ?????
??????? ???? ???? ???????? ??? ???? ???????? ???? ??? ???? ???? ???? ???? ??????? ??? ???
???????????  
?????????????????????????????????T????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????????? ????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ??????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????  
??? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ???????????????????????????? ????????????????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????W????????????????????????????????
????? ????? ???????? ??? ???? ????? ?????? ?? ????????? ???????? ??? ??? ??? ????-????-????????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ??? ? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????W?????????????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????? ????? ?????????
???????????????????? ?  
??????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ????????? ?????????????????
??? ???? ???????????????? ?????????? ??? ???????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ????????kanshi??  
 
??????? 
???? 8 
???
?????? ?????? ????????
                                                  
??? W??????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
??? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????s in ???????????????????. ??????????, ????????????????  
???????????????????????????????????????? ? ???????????????4, ?????? 
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?????? ??? ?????
?????? ????? ?? ?????
?????? ???????? ?? ?????
?????? ??? ???????????
?????? ??? ????? 107 
?????????????????????????????????? ?????  
?????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????? ?????????????? ??????? the ????? ????????????????????????? 
The ?????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????????? ?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????, 
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? 
?????? ???????????????????s gettin??????????ut i?????????????????? ?? 
The ????????????? ??????????? ???? ????? ?????????????? 
???????????? 
?? ???????? ???????? ??? ?????????????????? ????????? ??? ???????? ?????????????? ?????? ??? ??????????? ??? ??
????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????? ???????????? ???? ?????????? ????????? ?????? ????? ??? ??? ???? ???? ??? ?????? ?? ????????
?????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ???????? ??????????????????????????????????
???? ????? ???????????? ???????????????????? ????????????-??? ???????, ????????????????????????
                                                  
??? ????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????  
??? ?????????????. 
?????????????????. ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? 
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?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ?????????? ?????
???????????? ?????????????????-?????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????? ????????????????  
????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
h??? ????????????? ??????????????? ??? ?T??? ??? ??? ???????? ???? ????? ??? ???????? ???????? ???? ??? ????? ???
??????? ??? ?????????? ??????? ???????????? ??? ?????????????.??? ??????? ?????????????????? ????? ????? ???
????? ??? ????? ?? ????? ??? ??????????? ???? ???? ?????????????? ??? ????? ????? ??? ??????????? ???????
???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????????? ?????
???????????-????-?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????, 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???. 
??? ????????? ?? ???? ??????????? ?????????????????? ???????, ?????? ?????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ???????
?? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
?????????????? ??? ?????? ??? ???????????? ?????????? ???????? ???? ?????????? ?????? ????-????-?????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ????. ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????? ???? ????????????????  
??? ????????? ?????? ????? kanshi ?????? ???? ??????? ????????? ???? ??? ????? ??????? ????? ????? ????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
                                                  
??? ?????????????????. ???eki ????????????????????????????????2004, ?????-42. 
??? ???????????. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku???????????????????????????????????????-43.  
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CONCLUSION 
?????? ??????kanshi ???????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????. ?????? ????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????Nanga ?????????????? ?????????????kanshi ?????
????????????????????????? ??????? ?????-????????????.  
??? ??????????????? ??????kanshi, ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
????????????????????? I-????, ???????????????????, ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????. ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????????? ? ????? ?????? ?????????? ???? ??w??? ??? ???? ???????? ???? ??????? ??? ??????????? ????
???????? ????? ??? ???? ??????? ?????????? ????? ????????? ?? ? ?? ???? ??????????? ???? ??? ???? ?????????
?????????? ???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
???????, ?????? ???? ?????? ?????? ???? ???????? ???? ?????????? ????? ???? ???????? ???????? ??? ?????? ?????
??????? ???????????????? ???????? ??????? ?????? ????????? ?????? ????????????????kanshi ??? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????-???????????????????? 
??? ?h?????? ??????????? ??? ??????. ???????????? ??????? ??????? ????????? ?? ??????? ??? ??????????? ?????
????????????????? ?????????? ??? ???? ???????? ???????????? ??? ????????? ?????? ??? ????????? ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-?? ??????????. 
??? ?????????? ??? ????? ????????????? ???? ????????????? ????????????? ?????????? ???????? ????? ?????????
???? ???? ?????? ??? ???? kanshi. ???????????? ????? ??? ????-????-????????? ?????????? ?T??? ??????? ???
???????? ?W????? ??????? ??? ?T??????? ??? ?????? ?????????????? ??? ????????? ????????????? ??? ????????
??????????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????kanshi. 
??????? ???? ???? ??????? ??? ?? ????????????? kanshi ??????, kanshi ????? ????? ??? ????????? ?????????
???????????? ????????????????? ??????? h???????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????kanshi 
???????????????? ?????????? ???????? ???? ????????? ??????? ?? ???? ?????????? ?????. Kanshi ????? ?????
?????????????????????? ?????? ????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????  
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????????? ????? ??? ??? ?????????????? ??? kanshi ????? ???? ????????????????? ??????????? ??? ??????????
?????????????????????? ??? ????????????????????????? ????????.  
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Chapter Two 
Matsuyama & Kumamoto Period 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The second period of ??????’s kanshi output coincided with circumstances which gave him the 
opportunity, space and time to return to a form he had left for a number of years. It covers the time 
(1895-1900) he spent teaching in Matsuyama and Kumamoto and ends with his departure from 
Kumamoto for London where he was sent by the government to study English literature.  
It was a period in which ?????? was able to develop his kanshi composition technique further. In 
Matsuyama, he was a part of a haiku circle that was set up when ??????????????????? ??????????????????
began to hold a haiku composition meeting at the house ?????? was renting at the time. So, inevitably, 
?????? joined and became enthusiastic about composing poems. ?????? was a young single man living 
in the countryside where there were few cultural activities available compared with his hometown, 
???????Apart from teaching and visiting hot springs, he had a plenty of time to put his energy into 
increasing his understanding and practice of poetry composition. ???????composed five kanshi (poem 
numbers 53-58) and over four hundred and fifty haiku during his Matsuyama period. 
After being disappointed by the experience in Matsuyama, ?????? decided to move to another 
teaching position in Kumamoto. During this period, some of ??????‘s kanshi were corrected by his 
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colleague, Nagao Uzan (????  1864–1942), whose kanshi were well respected. ?????? got 
involved in composing Koshi (no restriction in how many lines) and ?????? ‘s kanshi ????????came 
more philosophical in character during this period. He composed 13 poems in his time in Kumamoto 
(poem number 59-72), and three poems after Kumamoto before he left for London (poem number 
73-75). His kanshi from this period are more intricate, personal and emotionally engaged. They also 
show an increased understanding of religious texts.   
?????? lived away from his hometown during this period and thought he had left behind the world 
and people he had difficulty in getting on with. However, the situation was not that simple. ???????
concentrated on developing his literary talent. It was a time when he put more of his energy into 
composing haiku than kanshi. No matter whether it was haiku or kanshi, ???????began to immerse 
himself in the world of poetry and understand even more about the composition of poems. He could 
only be enrichened and stimulated by the experience. His life between his first and second kanshi 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????had 
found dealing with people stressful. As always, his kanshi are a form of meditation and a way of 
incorporating and transcending the mundane world which caused him unease and worry.  
    
FROM UNIVERSITY TO MATSUYAMA, 1895-96 
?????? lost his sister-in law, Tose, in August 1891. He had already lost two people whom he loved and 
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??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????the only person left in the family 
?????? could respect and communicate with????????????????????????????????  and he expressed his 
great sorrow at ???????????????????????????????, dated 3 August 1891, in which he included his haiku 
compositions dedicated to her.1 He also wrote of the great respect he held for her.  
In the same letter ????????, ?????? confessed that he had once foolishly believed that in order to earn 
a living in modern society he could become a specialist in English literature. ?????? says English was 
an inevitable choice due to the demands of the time. He felt he had to serve a useful purpose in 
society, an idea which came from the practical side of Confucian teaching and the concept of ‘Natural 
rights’ which ?????? had learnt from a ???????????? by Herbert Spencer.2 Spencer’s theory was well 
received ??? ???????????????? and became popular.3 Spencer’s theory also influenced the idea of 
people’s rights in Japan. The two l??????? ???????? ??? ?????? ???????? ???????? ??? ?????? ? ???????
University as observed by Hasegawa ????? ???????????????? ?????, 1848-1900) and Ernest 
Fenollosa (1853-1908).4 
There was another man who visited Japan and researched into Japanese archaeology and culture and 
who ???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Morse (1838-1925). He noted afterwards, “???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
                                                     
1 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-????????????????????????????????????????????? 
2 Ara, Masato. ??????????????????mon. Kodansha, 1967, p. 50. 
3 ????????????????????????????????. (Shashin ?????-den Sosho 4), Meiji Shoin, 1969, p. 22. 
4 ??????????????????????????????????. (Lecture Note) International Inoue Enry? Research 3, International  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????. 
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delightful to explain the Darwinian theory without running up against theological prejudice as I often 
did at home.”5  
The concept of nature in Japan was changed by the introduction of the theory of evolution. Nature 
became a subject to study and an object to control, instead of being something to admire and respect. 
Western scientific theories had by ??????’s time established a strong influence upon Japanese 
intellectuals. A tidal wave of Western culture was sweeping across Japan. However, going against this 
trend, ?????? expressed his discontent at studying English literature. 
At the end of the letter, ?????? says that he had found someone from the past who he could 
sympathise with. This forerunner, who had studied Western science but changed his interest to 
Eastern philosophy later in life, was Shiba K???? (????, 1747-1818) from the Edo period.  
?????????????????????????????? mentions that he had read ?????????Hikki (?????) written by Shiba 
?????. He was a painter and a specialist in Dutch studies from the townsman’s class, who having 
investigated the survival instinct in humans switched his interest to the teachings of Daoism.6  
?????? explained in this letter, “Recently I have been reading Shiba K????’s Shu??????Hikki and have 
found many statements and ideas that I wish I myself had written. I feel that I share his feelings and 
???????????????????????????????????-minded friend from the past.”7 The following is a comment by 
                                                     
5  ????????? ?????? ?? ???????? ??????? ?????? ???? ??? ???. An Exhibition Honoring Edward Sylvester Morse and 
?????????????? ???? ?????????? ???????????? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ?????? ??? ?????? ??????????????? ??? ??????? ???????
Massachusetts, 1977, p. 22.  
6 Ara, Masato. ??????????????????mon. K?dansha, 1967, p. 46. 
7 French, L. Calvin. ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????  
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K??????????????????? 
 “Now that I ?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
of men nor find them of interest. I am writing down my thoughts at random, just as 
they occur to me. Men of future generations who share my feelings and may have 
occasion to read my ?????? ??????????????”8  
Senuma gives his analysis on ??????’s interest in ?????’s views as follows. “K??????????????the son 
of a townsman, was on the one hand, cultivated by a belief in Western technology and an egalitarian 
society. On the other hand, he thought that everything returned to nothingness and became 
interested in Daoism. After encountering Daoist thought, ????? wrote about the notion of 
nothingness.  
????? also wrote about human desire. He pointed out that there were three desires, the most basic 
one of these being sexual desire. He said that human beings are conditioned to suffer due to their 
intelligence and common sense. Therefore, our existence is suffering itself.  
In contrast, he adored nature whilst living amongst the worldly. He rejected human desires, but at 
the same time ???????????? them. Then, he reached the conclusion through serious investigation 
of many contradictory factors that the foundation for human existence was nothingness. Finally, 
                                                     
(FN. 7, cont.) 
??????????????Vol. 22??????????????????????o, 1996, p. 37.  
8 ?????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????  
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????? turned his interest to Daoist thought, which found substance in nothingness.”9  
Having read and coming under the influence of ?????, ?????? wrote four essays for his university 
course: “L?????????????????” (?????, “???????????????????”)10 in June 1892, “????????????????
?????????????????????????‘????? ????????????????????????” (????????????????
????????????????? , “A study on poems by Walt Whitman who is a 
representative of the egalitarian in the literary world”)11 in October, “Ch????????????saku” (???
??, “A plan for the improvement of the Middle School”)12 in December and “??????? ??????? ???
??????????????????? ??????????????” (???????????????, “The concept held by 
British poets upon nature”) 13 in 1893. During his university days, ?????? was too busy with the 
practicalities ??????????????????????? ??? to have time to spend on ???????????????????? of composing 
kanshi. 
He graduated from the English literature course in the faculty of Art and Humanities ?????????? ???????
University in July 1893. His was only the second year of the English literature course, and he was the 
only graduate from his course.14 He then went on to post-graduate studies at the same university 
receiving a government grant.  
                                                     
9 ?????????????????Kindai Nihon no Shis??? 5 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 24. 
10 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 13-36. 
11 ????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 3-20. 
12 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 37-72. 
13 ??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????“????????????????” between March to June 
1893. Source: ???? ?????????????1893???????????????????????????????. ???????????????????????????? 
14 ????????????????????????????????????????????????-den Sosho 4), Meiji Shoin, 1969, p. 34. 
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?????? started ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????of the same year this was 
on top of the teaching job he had ??????????????????????????????????????????????l. ?????? now began 
to doubt his capabilities ???????????????? English. He felt he did not fully understand English,15 
although his English had reached such a standard that he had no difficulty translating A?????????????
????????? (H????ki???) when requested by J. M. Dixon (1856-1933) in his University days in 
1891.16 (This was published under Dixon’s name in “Nihon ?????????????????”). ??????’s feeling of 
uncertainty about his ??????????of English literature led him to blame himself. He lost confidence in 
his ability to be a specialist in English literature and began to doubt his ability to teach English. He 
expressed this later in his life in 1914 in his speech, ??? ????????????? (??????), given at 
???????in School. The following is an extract from the speech translated by Jay Rubin. 
“At university, I majored in English literature. What exactly is English 
???????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
furious study. Our ??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
read poetry aloud, read prose passages to him, do composition; he would scold us for 
dropping articles, explode when we mispronounced words. His exam questions were 
?? ????????????????????????? dates of Wordsworth’s birth and death, give the number 
                                                     
15 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-592 “??????????????????-shugi” 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-????????????????????????????????????????????? 
16 ?????????????????Kindai Nihon no Shis??? 5 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????  
2007 (3rd edition), p. 318. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????-?????????????? ???????????????????????? 
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??????????????’????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
as you are, surely you can see what I mean: can this in any way instil an understanding 
of what literature is, English or otherwise? Alright, you say, forge ahead on your own. 
???????????????????????????????????????????????ng through the fence. I would wander 
about in the library searching for something that would get me started. But there was 
nothing. This was not s? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ??????????????? ????????? ?????????????????????? ???????? 
 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ??????
I became – or rather, was made into – a teacher. Questionable as my language ability 
???????????????????????????????????? ??????????squeeze by each day. Deep inside, 
howeve????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
resigned myself more completely, but there was something continually bothering me, 
some vague, disagreeable, half-???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
matters worse, I ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
from the start that I was no educator, but I saw it was hopeless when just teaching 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
spring into my true calling as soon as the slightest opening should present itself. But 
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this ‘true calling‘ of mine was something that seemed to be there and, at the same 
time, was not. No matter where I turned, I could not bring myself to ???? the 
plunge.”17  
Whilst ?????? was having doubts about his professional path, he became ill. In a letter to his friend, 
??????????????? written on 9 March 1894, ?????? said he had been diagnosed as having the symptoms 
of tuberculosis at an early stage. ?????? ??????????????????a letter written on 12 March 1894, that at 
first, he had been worried about having mild tuberculosis, but he had come to terms with his fear by 
?????????????????????? who was born was destined to die. ?????? became pragmatic and decided to 
???????????????????????????????  
He made a great effort to recover his health, ????????????????????????? Japanese Archery as part of his 
rehabilitation. He also travelled to Matsushima (??), and Sh?nan (??) to rest his mind and body. 
His physical health improved. However, he was still dissatisfied with his progress in English literature 
studies and expressed his discontent in ?????????????????? ???ten on 4 September 1894.  
?????? grew anxious and became psychologically unbalanced. He needed to find space in his mind 
where he could feel safe and secure. His friend, Suga Torao (??? 1864-1943), who had attended 
???? ????????? ????? ??? ? ?????? ??sen (????  1816-1892) ??? ??????-ji (??? ) temple in 
????????? suggested that he meditate at the temple. ?????? visited the Kigen-In (???) at the 
                                                     
17 Rubin, Jay. Trans. “???????????????????????”. ????????????????????????? in ???????????????????, Vol. 34, No. 1,  
Spring, 1979, p. 32.  
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??????-ji Temple in December 1894 to clear his mind with the help of the ??????????????en (??
? 1860-1919), who had ?????????? ????????sen after his death.  
The ????????en ????? ?????? a question. The question was “Show me your original face, the face you 
had before your parents were born” (???????????). ?????? could not find the answer, 
and the visit to the temple ended unsuccessfully. ?????? later wrote about this episode.18 He also 
wrote a letter to Sait? Agu (????  1868-1942) on 9 January 1895 briefly describing his 
experience.19  
It is a well-?????????????????????? visited Kigen-????????????-??????????????????? ?????????????????????
additional information that ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????en the previous 
year, 1893, in late July.20 ?????????also says that ?????? helped ????????????????????????????????????
S?en’?????????????????????????????????????su (???? 1870–1966), who was a disciple of S?en. 
????????en was preparing a speech which he was going to deliver at The Chicago ?????????????????
of Religions in 1893.21  
Whether ?????? ????????????????????????’s translation of S?en’s speech or not is still debatable. In its 
favour, ?????????presented evidence from ???????????????, one of ??????’s students and his son-
                                                     
18 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????. 382-385, “?????? ????????”. 
?????????en. “?????????????” in ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, 1987,  
p. 88-91. 
19 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????, p??????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
20 ?????????????????????????????????- ??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????p. 34. 
21 Sharf, Robert H. “???????????????????????????????” in ??????????????????????. Ed., Donald S. Lopez, Jr., The 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????13. 
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in-law, who as we discussed earlier discovered ??????’s poems composed before he was twenty. 
????????????? ?????????during ??????’s stay at the Kigen-in temple?????????????????????????????? to 
correct his translation of S?en’?? ?????????????????????????? ????????? ????? ???????had said on five 
separate occasions that ?????? had helped him to correct his translation of S?sen’s speech. 
?????????????????????????????? (???? 1911–2006), who became the successor of Kigen-in at 
En’????-ji temple, denies ??????’s involvement in the correction of the ????????????? ????????, 
however, points out that there was a letter dated 10 September 1956 ???????????????????????????????
??nj?, ????????????? ??????’s help in the translation.22 
?????? ???? ????? for certain whether ?????? was involved in correcting the translation of S?en’s 
speech, but more importantly, we are made aware of his interest ????????????????????????????????????
although ?????? failed to achieve enlightenment he deepened his interest in ??? teaching which 
enriched his understanding based on nothingness originating from Eastern philosophy. Senuma 
confirms that the ????teaching of self-help served as a place of refuge for ??????.23 In other words, 
???????????? offered ?????? a space in the mind where he felt safe and secure. The meditative state 
??? ???? ????????????????????????????????????? remained S?????’s spiritual land until his death.  
Although he had failed in his attempt to resolve his mental condition by meditation, ?????? felt that 
                                                     
22 ?????????????????????????????????- ??????????????????? ????. ????????????????????????p. 179-188. 
23 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
2007 (3rd edition), p. 31. 
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he should actively change the path of his life and ????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????? ???, which was an English language newspaper but his application was rejected. Finally, 
he decided to leave ???????????in April 1895 moved to ?????????????????????????????????’s hometown.  
?????????????????? had doubts about teaching English. The job he accepted in Matsuyama was a 
position to teach English at a junior high school (middle school). During his university days, ?????? 
had written an essay entitled, “Ch????????????saku” (?????: “A plan for the improvement of 
the Middle School”). ?????? aimed to put his ideas into practice here by direct experience.  
?????????????????????s seemed good. He received a monthly income of eighty ???????????????????
same as the salary the foreign tutors received, and higher than the salary the principle received, 
which was sixty ???. ?????? intended to start a new life in Matsuyama with a fresh approach to his 
teaching. 
 
MATSUYAMA 
Now, let us examine ??????’s poems from his time in Matsuyama, which was his first residence away 
??????????. ?????? composed five poems during his stay in Matsuyama, and all of them were sent to 
?????? The first four poems were sent in a letter dated 26 ????????????????? ??? ???????Manchuria in 
March 1895 as a War correspondent for the Newspaper, Nippon, during the Sino-Japanese war, 
????????????????????? ???????????????????? ???of the same year. He was hospitalised for two months 
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in K?be in Hy?go prefecture, and ??????’s letter was sent from Matsuyama ????????????????????????????
the hospital.  
???????????????????????????? ?????????????h he found dull apart from visiting the hot springs which 
were a paradise, ?????? mentions that he is considering entering the world of poetry and presents 
his four poems to ????? ????????? ????????????????????. 
 
??????? 
?art 1 
“No Title”  
???
????? ??????
???????? ??? ???? ?????
???????? ???? ??? ???????
???????? ??? ??? ??????
???????? ??? ??? ???????
???????? ??? ????? ?????
???????? ??? ????? ?????
???????? ??? ??????? ?? ?????
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???????? ??? ????? ????? 24 
?? ????????????“????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ?
?????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????? ????????????????? ??????????? ?????? ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
?? ?????????????????????? ??????????a? ?????????????
?????????????????
Iida uses ????????????? ??????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????? ???????????????????????? 
composed this poem to express his feeling of moving to Matsuyama away from the capital and his 
home, ?????, in order to calm his unsettled mind and leave the slanders he received from people 
behind?? ?????????????????????????????? demonstrates a different tone compared with his previous 
period, and manifests the positive attitude ?????? felt just after he moved to his new location.25 
There is still much dissatisfaction and frustration reflected in its lines but ?????????????????????????
come to terms with his circumstances and mental state and was preparing to do something about 
                                                     
24 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 174-175. 
25 ????????????????????Shi-sh?????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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them. 
In line 1, the opening two words, ‘Cutting off’ ?? and ‘The sharp blade’ ??, give the impression 
that ?????? wanted to exterminate something by vigorous action. The object to be cut is the ‘Two-
????????????’ ???.  
?????????????????????????????????????the ‘Two-????????????’ ??????????????an ancient event about a 
man who was a government administrator, Sun Shu-Ao of Chu from the ??????????????????????  
The story ????????????when Sun was a little boy. One day, Sun saw the two-??????????????????????????
old saying that a person who sees a two-????????????? ??? die. Believing the story, Sun prepared for 
his death. He also wanted to prevent others seeing ??????????????????????So, h????????????????-headed 
?????? ???? ??????? ??? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ????? ????? ????? ???????? ???? ????? ???? ??????? ???? had 
happened. His mother told him not to worry. She said he would not die, as she had heard that people 
who acted with good intentions towards others would be rewarded.  
According to historical records, Sun did not die and indeed later on became a court minister. 
??????????????????????????????’s ideal was to cut off and eliminate ????????s of two-????????????s 
from society for the ????? ??? later generations. In the second line he explains how he was not 
concerned about the criticism he would receive because of the actions he ?????????.  
Regarding the definition of a ???????????????? symbolising troubles, Iida’s view of the two heads is 
that one represents his own home and the Natsume family, and the other refers to his teaching jobs 
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??????????By cutting these ties, according to Iida, ?????? planned to start a new life.  
Iida also presented another view given by ??????, who believes the two headed troubles to be the 
feeling of love and eagerness for fame. ?????? regarded these as worldly desires. ?????????????????????
?????? was trying to put into practice one of the teachings from the The Blue Cliff Record Case 63, 
whic??????????en had recommended ?????? to read. Commentary in The Blue Cliff Record explains 
“??????????????????????? ????????? ??? ??????? ????????? ????????? ?????????? ??? ???????? into the 
??????? ?????” 26 S????? wanted to eliminate the human desires and ambitions which were troubling 
his mind.27 ????????????????? moved to Matsuyama was ?????????????????? to change. 
In line three, ‘T???????????????’ (??) refers to the centre of the earth according to the belief in the 
????? ??????28 , but ??? ????? ?????????? ??? ????????’s annotation means earth, grave and life after 
death.29 ‘A thousand autumns’ (??) means a thousand years. ‘Gain and loss’ (??), success and 
failure.30 S???????????????gain and loss of the human world are momentary phenomena which are 
soon buried away in the earth, destined to become part of the planet’s long history. 
In line four, ‘Blue heavens’ (??) means the heavens in a religious and spiritual sense. 31 The 
character ‘??’ literally means a million years old, but ????????????????????????‘?’ is used not only 
                                                     
26 ??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
Massachusetts, 1977, p. 359. 
27 ????????????????????Shi-sh????????????????????????????????????????????? 
28 Ibid., p. 63. 
29 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
30 ?????????????jiro. ??????????????. ??????????????????????????????????? 
31 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
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for the past but also for the future, so in this case, the meaning is ‘Eternal’. ‘The Wise and the evil’ 
(??) mean ‘A person with virtue and a malicious person’.32 ?????? says that Heaven shows eternally 
what is right and wrong. In line three and four, S???????????????????????????????s with his decision to 
move ????????????????????is encouraging himself to be brave.  
?????? then goes on to reveal a more vulnerable side to his state of mind. ????????’s opinion lines five 
and six are metaphorical expressions of ??????’s insecure and transient situation. This study agrees 
??????????’s interpretation. In line five, ‘Moon on the water’ (???) meaning enlightenment often 
appeared in Buddhist texts.33 By using ‘Slight wind stirs up’ to describe ‘The Moon on the water’, 
?????? is expressing how his peaceful state of mind is easily disturbed and unstable.  
In line six, the words, ‘??’ literally meaning one sided rain, describe a passing shower. The Tang 
poet, Cen Can (??) used this expression in his poem titled, “??????? ????” (??????  
?????? ??? ???? 34 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Cen Can was transferred to the Western border twice as a government official, and he composed 
many poems expressing life on the border far away from the capital35. ?????? sympathised with Cen 
Can’s poetic sentiment. He describes the transient and impermanent life of people as being similar 
                                                     
32 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????1995, p. 176. 
33 ????????????????????Shi-sh???????????????????????????????????????????????  
34 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
35 Matsuura Tomohisa Ed. Kanshi no Jiten. ?????????????????????????????, p. 685. 
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to flowers falling from a tree due to a fine passing shower. By using Cen Can’?? ?????? ?????? is 
connecting with the long and spiritual tradition of Chinese literature. Not only do the words 
beautifully express his sensations they also create a chain of connection from the past to the future. 
The Chinese ?????????????????????????????????????????‘dead’ but a living mass of profound insight 
and delicate poetry. 
The last two lines, seven and eight, show ?????? ????????????????With the opening words, ‘?????????’ 
??, ?????? describes the agonised feeling he had ??????????????36 The word, ‘Coldness’ ?, implies 
the loneliness and harshness of life. ?????? is expressing how he feels lonely after calming his mind 
and recuperating from the turbulence of ??????????????37 The last line describes his current situation, 
living in a country house in Matsuyama. This poem shows that although determined to follow his 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????. His attempts to find peace of mind are easily 
disturbed.  
 
???????  
?????? 
????? ?????? ?
???????? ???????? ??????
                                                     
36 ????????????? vol. 18. ???????????????????????????????????? 
37 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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???????? ???????? ??????
???????? ??? ????? ????????
???????? ??? ????? ??????????
???????? ????? ???????
???????? ????? ???????
???????? ??? ?????? ?????
???????? ??? ????? ?????? 38 
??????????? ???? ??????????? ?? ??????????? ???????????? ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????fall???????????????????????
???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????a???????? ?
???????????????????????i?? ????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ???????? ??????????????? ????? ?
??????????????? ????????a??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
                                                     
38 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 176-177. 
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The first two characters of line 1, ?? mean ‘Going against’. The following two characters??, 
literally ‘Eastern wind’ mean ‘Spring wind’. The last two characters, ??, mean ‘Hometown’ which 
for ?????? ?????????39  
The third and fourth characters in line two, ??, mean ‘?etals falling’, and are often used in Chinese 
poetry paired with??, ‘Singing of the birds’.40 In line one and two, ??????, using classical references 
which give depth and elegance to the imagery, describes how he became a traveller going far from 
his home to an ?????????????. 
The first two characters in line three, ??, which we came across in Chapter one, mean loneliness 
caused by separation. The characters, ??, mean ‘Far away’. The words ?? ‘Far away’ rhyme-
match with a poem composed by Li Shangyin (???, 813-858). Let’s refer to the poem.  
 ???????? ??? ??? ?????? 
 ???????? ??????? ?????41 
 ???????????????????????????????????????????an??W??????????????????????????????? ??????
? ????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????? ????? ????? ????pronunciation of the characters, ?? ‘tiao tiao’ create emotion.42 The 
explanation in this line shows that the sad feeling in S?????’s mind is fading far away ???????????????
                                                     
39 ?????????????jir?. ??????????????. Iwanami ??????????????????????????? 
40 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
41 ????????????????????????. Vol. 3?????????????????????????????????????-223. 
42 ?????????????jiro. ??????????????. Iwanami Shoten, ??????????????????? 
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way. 
In line four, the characters, ??, meaning ‘Deep thought’, are accompanied by ? ‘Cloud’. They tell 
us he is in his secure land inside his spiritual world where he feels ??, ‘Serene’. ??????????????????n 
line four, how he is practicing meditation. He detaches himself from the outer world, which he says 
is similar to being in a dream. Deep in meditation, he is in a serene state of mind where the clouds 
reside.  
In lines five and six, ?????? is intertwining his feeling with his favourite ??????????????ming, as all the 
annotations made by ?????????? ??????????????? and Iida mention. The words, ??, meaning ‘To 
hold on to one’s belief and dignity’ ??? ????????????????ming in the first poem of ??????????????
????????????????????????????????? (????). This is how Tao ???????? expresses this feeling in the 
poem, 
 ?????? ???????????
 ?? ???????????? ????????in? ???????????????????? ??????????????????.43 
?????? loved the idea of ‘??’, and he explained this concept in his only poetic novel Kusamaku?a?
(??), Chapter 12.  
 
“??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
                                                     
43 Davis, A.R. Trans. ????????-?????(AD 365-?????????????????????????????????????????????????, 1983, p. 52. 
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????– they will be 
reborn as japonica. It’???????????????????? ?????? ???????????????????.”44 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? expresses his feeling as ??
??, “Holding on to one’s belief and firmly staying with that decision”. A little later in 1897, ?????? 
composed a haiku poem using ??. Later in his life, ?????? named a ????????????????????????????????
and calligraphies ??????????? (???). ?????? is writing about ??????? ????????????????????????????
and telling us he wishes to stay away from them. He doesn’t have time to waste with people who are 
false and untrue to themselves. In line six, ?????? confirms that he is stubbornly staying true to himself 
and not paying attention to petty people such as those in Matsuyama. 
In the final pair of lines, ?????? expresses his loneliness in Matsuyama and his sharp awareness of his 
inner feelings. In line seven, ?? means ‘Heart’ and ? ‘Entrust’. ????????????????????? reveals that 
he is trying to sooth his lonely feeling by ????????.  
?? is ‘The cold glitter of a sword’ and is used to express the harshness of ‘A biting air’ in line eight. 
????????????????????????? he ???????????????? is not a solution to the loneliness in his heart. 
?????? began to compose a large number of haiku?poems from 1895. The previous year, 1894, he had 
only composed 15 haiku poems. In 1895, he composed 462, in 1896, 497 poems, in 1897, 266 poems, 
in 1898, 102 poems and in 1899, 330 poems.45 During the Matsuyama and Kumamoto period, he 
                                                     
44 McKinney, Meredith. Trans. ?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????. 131. 
45 Wada, Toshio.???????????????????????. ??????l sha, ???????????, p. 9. 
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dedicated his time when not teaching to the composition of poetry.  
?????? revealed in a ?????????????????n May 1895 his intention to enter the world of poetry. He joined 
?????’s haiku poetic circle, ?????????-kai (???), in the same year. ?????????????????????????????? ???
later becomes a leading figure in the new haiku movement. He visited Matsuyama in August after 
coming out of hospital in K?be, and stayed at ??????’s house.  
?????????????with ?????? for nearly two months, from August to October. ?????? was renting a two 
floored house, he used the rooms ????????? ???? ?????? ????? ???? ??????? ??????? ?????? ?????’s poetic 
disciples began to gather in ?????’s room and ??????’s house was turned into a venue for poetic 
gatherings.  
?????? wrote about this in his writing later on.46 He tells of how he spent his time composing poems, 
but not just in order ?????????? ?. ?????? was composing poems in order to express his feelings and 
thoughts much ??????????????????????????????“For ??????, composing kanshi and haiku were not 
leisurely pastimes. He did not compose haiku superficially, just because he was in a poetic 
environment.”47  
??????????????????? ????????????????? although far more at peace with himself felt lonely in Matsuyama 
without a companion ???? ?????. He was now eager to move somewhere else. He writes about this to 
?????????a letter dated 6 November 1895. ?????? says he has run out of patience with Matsuyama and 
                                                     
46 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-275. ??????????????? 
47 ????????????????????????????????????????????????-den S?sho 4), Meiji Shoin, 1969, p. 42. 
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is ready to move as soon as he gets an ????????????????????? in his writing at the time expresses the 
frustrations he experienced in Matsuyama.  
In November, ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
Middle School. ?????? wrote “????? ??soku” (????)48 , a sharp criticism of the students and 
teaching staff.  
In his writing, ?????? states that in olden times there was mutual respect and care in the relationship 
between teachers and students. But nowadays, the students act ???????????????????????????????????? the 
owner of the inn, and the teaching staff ?????????the manager and apprentices of the inn. Under these 
circumstances, it is inevitable that the students grow arrogant, and the teachers’ status declines.  
He carries on his criticism until the end. This writing is almost as if indirectly but firmly ?????? is saying 
goodbye to Matsuyama. 
During his stay in Matsuyama, ?????? also thought about getting married and starting his own family. 
He ?????????????????? briefly to attend a formal meeting with a view to marriage in December and 
met Na?????????? (??????? 1877–1963), his future wife, for the first time. ?????? returned 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????in reply to a farewell poem by ????? 
about ??????’s return to Matsuyama, in a ?????????????????????????????????????? 
 
                                                     
48 ??????????????Vol.16????????????????????????????????? 3-?????????????????? 
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??????? 
“No Title” 
??? ?
?????? ??? ?????
?????? ???????? ?????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ??? ???????
?????? ?????? ?????????
?????? ?????? ???????
?????? ??? ????????
?????? ??? ????? 49 
??????????????????????????????? ??????????? ?
?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
?????????? ??????????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
                                                     
49 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 183-184. 
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?????????a???????-????-????is???????????????????? ?
???? ?????? ??? ????????? ?n? ??????????? ??????? has? ??????? ?????? half???? ???????? ????
?????????
?????????????
It’s a sad, poignant reflective poem expressing frustration, sorrow and once again the experience of 
loneliness. ?? in line one refers to the ‘??????????????’ (??) and ?? in line two ‘T??????????
????’. Lines one and two describe ??????’s ???????? ??? ???????? ???????? ???? ????????? ?????? ????
?????????????????????after a short visit.  
In line three?? means ‘A train whistle’, and ?? either fired power coming out of the train’s 
chimney or the snow coloured by the sunset. ??  means a ‘Steam ship’, which according to 
??????????had been introduced as a new word in China in this period. ?? in line four is a ‘?urple 
wave’, a lovely image of noble nature expressed by the colour purple. Lines three and four describe 
the return journey by train and ship to Matsuyama. ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
the same interpretation for the six set of characters above.50 
Concerning ?? in line five????????gives two references, one from ??? Anal???s?by Confucius, “It is 
difficult to become a ruler, and it is not easy to be a subject,” and the other from a poem ???????????
                                                     
50? ??????????????vol. 18. ???????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????-sh???????????????????????????????????????????83-84. 
?????????????????????????????????????????. ??????????????????????????????????-96. 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????    ?
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(??, 192-232) from Wei (? 220-265), “To become a ruler is already not easy, and to become a 
subject is really difficult.” 51 ?????? ????? ????? ????? ????? ??? there to bring out line six. ??  means 
‘Become a traveller’. Iida says ?? means ‘To practice the Way’ ?????????????? ????????????????????????
says that the fourth character in the same line, ? ‘Home’ means enlightenment. In line five and six, 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????more than being 
????????????? ????????????? the ruler of a country.  
In line seven, ?? describes ??????’s age. ?????? gives two oracles from the ?????? in this line, ? 
and ?, oracles number 57 and 29. ????i?????explains the meaning of these oracles, ?? ‘To fall 
behind’ and? ‘To be unfavourable’. He gives the overall meaning of the line as “Unfortunate and 
with many hardships at turning thirty years old”.  
????????? ????????????????????????????????? ???????? used the interpretation of an oracle drawn from 
the ?? ???? and also points out that ?????? composed haikus using ?? ???? oracles in his Kumamoto 
period.52 S????? had introduced the names from oracles in the ?????? in his youthful period in a poem 
we examined in chapter one, poem 3, ‘Heaven and Earth’ ??. However, S??????????not enquiring 
in???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????consults the 
?????? in kanshi. 
?? in line eight, means ‘Worldly honour’ and ?, ‘Fall to pieces’. S???????????’t hide his frustration 
                                                     
51 ??????????????????????????????????????-entry-878.html 
52 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
At the end of this poem, ?????? expresses disappointment ?????????????? achievement in Matsuyama, 
and declares his intention to not return home but to move forward and carry on his journey 
somewhere else. 
Disillusioned by his ????? ??? ???????????? ???? ????????? experiences with the country people in 
Matsuyama, he decided to leave ???????? for a new place to move to. ?????? had ????????????????????
of his inability to relate to people in the teaching world. He thought that life in the country would be 
simpler. But in reality, it turned out not to be as straight forward as he had imagined. Although he 
now regretted getting out of ????? ??????????????????????????????????????. He decided to continue 
on his journey and in 1896 moved to Kumamoto, down south in Kyushu, to teach English at The Fifth 
High school. 
 
KUMAMOTO-EARLY DAYS 
?????? stayed in Kumamoto from April 1896 until September 1900, nearly four and half years, until 
the time he was sent to England to further his understanding of English at the request of the Ministry 
of Education and Culture. ?????? was appointed as a lecturer at the fifth High School on an initial 
salary of 100 yen per month. Of this, ?????? had to contribute 10 yen as a civil duty to the military 
fund to build navy vessels, repay 7.5 yen for the grant he received during the university days, send an 
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allowance of 10 yen to his father, send 3 yen to his elder sister for her allowance, and spend 20 yen 
?????????????????????????????? although he received a high salary compared with other teachers did 
???????????????????????????????????? ?? ??????? ?????? ?????????? ???????? ???? ??????????????he central 
????????????????????????????????????? (????? 1851-1906), at his rented house on 9 June 1896 
and began his own family. By July he had been promoted to a more senior position.  
?????? settled down in Kumamoto with his newly wedded wife. Apart from teaching, from August he 
began to compose haiku??????? ????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
??????’?????????????????? ??????????? ??????? ????????? ?????????? his wife, Ky?????????? ?? ?????????????
who had to spend time studying, and because of this he had no time to spare for her. ?????? was 
serious about learning. For him composing poems was not a leisure activity. 
In a letter dated 15 November 1896, ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
compose kanshi. ??????’s colleague, Katamine Tadasu (???), had an auspicious mushroom (??) 
??????????????????????????????????????? to compose poems about it. ?????? says in the letter that he 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? (Metre for Elementary 
level: ????), and composed five poems in the ??????????? style. But ?????? was not confident 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? 1862-1907) 
who was a kanshi specialist active in the ??????Kanshi world, to correct his poems. We will now 
analyse three of the poems. 
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??????? 
?????? 
??????
?????? ????????????
?????? ??? ???????
?????? ??? ????????
?????? ??? ????? 53 
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ???????
?????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????
The first two characters in line one, ??, mean ‘Low salary’. ?????, ???????? ????????????? refer to 
????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????’s friend, Katamine, was 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? received 100 yen per month.54 The last 
character in line one, ? , means ‘Being angry’, which appears in ???? ???????s (?? ) and is 
                                                     
53 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? 
54 Ibid., p. 189. 
?????????????????????????????????????????. Dai ??????????????????????????????? 
?????????????jir?. ??????????????. Iwa???????????????????????????????? 
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interpreted the same way ??? ???????????????? ???? ?????????. ??? ????? ????? ?????? is admiring the 
humbleness of his colleague, ???? ?????????? ?????? is also honest enough to point out that Mr. 
Katamine receives a low salary.  
The poem now turns its attention away from the personal world, we are carried off to a place where 
a more lasting spiritual beauty is revealed. The first character in line two, ? , is explained by 
?????????? ???? ????????? ????? ?????? ???? a number of words used to express respect containing 
religious feeling for heaven in China55, and in this case the character used expresses the compassion 
of heaven and its sympathy here for the genuine character of Katamine. The fourth character in line 
two, ?, is the old word for the character, ?, meaning ‘Its’, and it is used in the Classics such as ????
????????????? (??) and ???????? ??????? (??) ??????????????. The last character in line two, ?, 
means ‘Miraculous wonder’ ????????????????????????????????. 
The first two characters in line three, ??, mean ‘Three stems’. The colour, purple, ?, at the end 
of line three, is used as it represents a noble colour. The first two characters in line four, ??, mean 
‘Auspicious spirit’. 
?????? begins the poem describing how Katamine accepted life as it was offered to him even though 
his financial situation was not as comfortable as ??????’s. Here an admiration for the simple life is 
expressed. In line two, ?????? describes his interpretation of natural phenomena as the manifestation 
                                                     
55 ?????????????jir?. ??????????????. Iwa???????????????????????????????? 
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of the compassion of heaven, the line has deep religious undertones. In line three, ?????? gives the 
visual image of a miraculous wonder, and in line four, he explains the auspicious atmosphere which 
gives rise to spirituality. Through practicing meditation, ??????’s poetic spirit is getting strong, but this 
poem doesn’t reveal his state of mind, as he is composing for his colleague. Therefore, there is a 
limitation in expression. ???????????????’s sincere and honest character comes through in this poem 
as well as his ability to illuminate the transcendental power of nature. 
 
??????? 
???????ur 
?????
?????? ??? ?? ??????
?????? ??? ????????
?????? ????????????
?????? ??? ????? 56 
???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????-?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ??????????
                                                     
56 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 190. 
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?????????????? ?????????????????????????????
????????????
This poem shows S?????’????????????of outer and inner alchemy (???). The first two characters 
in line one, ??, mean ‘Mushroom’, which is regarded as an elixir. The fourth character, ?, mean 
‘Troublesome’ or ‘D?? ???? ????? ????? ??’. ??????? ?????? ????????? ???? ?????????? ???? give the same 
interpretation.57 
The first character in line two, ??, means ‘Stone’. The second character, ?, ‘?ot with three legs’. 
The third character, ?, ‘Why’, the fourth character, ?, ‘To boil’ and the last character, ?, means 
‘Elixir for immortality’. 
The first character in line three, ?, means ‘Every day’. The first two characters, ??, in line four 
mean ‘Faith in Buddha’ in Buddhist terminology, ???? ????? says an interpretation using Daoist 
terminology is more relevant and it should be translated as “Attainment of supreme wisdom”. This 
study agrees ????? ?????’s interpretation, as ????????? ??? ????????about longevity which is a part of 
Daoist practice. 
The third and fourth characters, ??, mean ‘Eternal’. ?????????????????????????’s interpretation of 
the character, ?, which usually means ‘Old’, being understood here literally as ‘Not only the past 
                                                     
57 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 190-191. 
Iida, Rigy?. ???????Shi-sh?????????????????????????????????????????????-04.   
?????????????????????????????????????????. Dai ??????????????????????????????? 
?????????????jir?. ??????????????. ??????????????????????????????????? 
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but the future as well’. ????????????????????? ????‘Eternal’ as it refers to the past and the future. The 
final character, ?, means ‘Alert’.  
??????????????????????????????????????????? is in many ways using the requested subject matter, 
‘Auspicious mushrooms’ ???????????????????????himself.58 The auspicious mushroom is a well-??????
elixir for attaining immortality in Daoist belief. Boiling the elixir is the process of practicing ‘Outer 
Alchemy’. ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????g an elixir. He explains that he is meditating 
every day concentrating on one thought, in this case ‘Auspicious mushrooms’. Meditation is a process 
of practicing ‘Inner Alchemy’ or Nei-yeh (Inward Training, ??). ?????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ???
‘Inner Alchemy’, ?????? ????????? ?????????? ???? ???????????? ?????? ?????? was introduced to at 
??????-??? ??????? ??? ????????? ??? ??? ?????????? ??? ???????? ????? ?????? ??? ?????????????? ????
immortality of ‘Inner Alchemy’ carried on from the ancient past to the future.59 In this p????????????
shows his interest in Daoist meditation practice for the first time.  
 
??????3 
?????? 
??????
                                                     
58 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
59 Roth, Harold D. ????????????. ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????.  
?????????????????????????????????????1999, p. 11-12. 
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?????? ????????????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ??????????
?????? ????????? 60 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ?
?????? ??????????????????????Han-shan?? ?
W??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ????????. 
????????????
????? mentions that ?????????? ????????? ???? ?????? ???? ??????????? ??? ????? ????? ?? , meaning 
‘Wonderful auspicious atmosphere’ are words created using similar phonetic pronunciation, ??-Un. 
The fourth and fifth characters, ??, mean ‘T???????????????????’.61  
The first two characters in line two, ??, mean ‘Spiritually tranquil and profound presence’ and the 
fourth and fifth characters, ??, ‘M??????????????????’.  
The second character in line three, ?, means ‘To recite’. The third and fourth characters, ??, the 
????????????????????????????han (??, ?-?), who is famous for his poems. ????????????????????
                                                     
60 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 192. 
61 Ibid., p. 191-192.?
?????????????jir?. ??????????????. Iwa????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???s of Han Shan was one of the reference 
??????????????????? when he was composing kanshi.62 ???amura also noted that ??????’s interest 
in Han Shan was similar to his ????????? ??????????????????. S??????????????????the simplicity and 
purity of Han Shan and Ry????’s way of life. S?????’s interest in ????????????????is evidence of his 
quest for the Way.63 The second character in line four, ?, means ‘Auspicious mushroom’. In lines 
three and four, S?????? ??????? the pleasant and spiritual image of reciting a poem by one of his 
favourite poets, Han Shan whilst watching auspicious mushrooms. It’s an atmospheric poem which 
could easily accompany a n???? painting.  
As in the previous poem, ?????? is composing a poem about ‘Auspicious mushrooms’ and at the same 
time projecting himself onto the situation. ?????? shows his quest for the Way by mentioning Han 
Shan, a leg??????? ???????????????????????-tai Mountain with his friend, Shi De (??). They were 
famous for their eccentric behaviour, although there is no firm evidence of their real existence. Han 
Shan and Shi D????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????, simplicity and purity, and 
???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????painting. It is understandable bearing in mind 
??????’s character and inclinations that he would become fond of this pair. In a later period, in poem 
136, he would compose another poem mentioning Han Shan.  
                                                     
62 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 191.?
?????????????jir?. ??????????????. Iwa??????????????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
63 Ibid., p. 101. 
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KUSAMAKURA (??) 
During his stay in Kumamoto, ?????? ??????????????????????????Kanshi from Nagao Uzan (????, 
1864-1942). Nagao Uzan, ????? ?????? ???? ?? ???????? ??????? ??? ???? ???????????? ??? ??????’s kanshi 
compositions and under his instruction ?????? became more natural in composing philosophical 
poems.  
Nagao Uzan is a highly regarded Chinese Classic specialist, calligrapher, and literary artist. He studied 
???????? ????????? ??? ?????? ? ??????? ??????????? ??????????? ??? ?????? ??? ????? ????? ??? ??? ?????? ???
???????in where the top elite of Japan were educated. He was also involved in the setting up of the 
????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
(1863-1913) who was its first principal. Uzan began to teach at the Fifth High school in 1897, ?????? 
was one of his colleagues at the school.64  
Five of the poems ?????? wrote between 1898 and 1899 which were all ??????????? style, were 
corrected by Uzan (poem 65, 66, 67, 71, 72). Uzan commented on all five poems.65 Two of them 
?????? ??? ?? ??? which were corrected by Uzan are used in ??????’s novel, Kusam????? (??), 
published in 1906. Ano????? ???? ?????? ?????? ??? ?? ????which were corrected by Uzan, were 
published in the Journal, ???????????????? No. 77 (??????????) issued on 18 February 
                                                     
64 ???????????????????“S???????????????????” in???????????????Vol.16. Iwanami Shoten???????????????????????,  
p. 4-7.?
65 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 195, 201, 204, 219, 225-226.?
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1900 by the Fifth High School.66  
Kusam????? is based on ??????’s experience of visiting a hot spring inn, The Second Maeda House, 
during the winter holidays of 1897. The Second Maeda House belonged to the retired Upper House 
politician, Maeda Kagashi (??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????-1904).  
Maeda Kagashi used to be an instructor in ????-????? ??????? ??????????? ???????? ?? ????????? ?????
Samurai (??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
restoration he quit his position, changed his name to Kagashi (scarecrow) and decided to live amongst 
farmers and become a Freedom and Human Rights Activist. He also became a member of the House 
of Representatives in 1890. 67 
Many of Maeda’s friends who shared similar views came to visit his Inn from all over Japan, and also 
from China. The Chinese political activist, Huang Xing (Jp. K?K?, ??) was a visitor here around this 
time though there is no evidence to show that he came into contact with ?????? at The Second Maeda 
House.  
However, there is a record that Huang Xing when he was in exile later visited ?????? and presented 
him with a scroll ????????????????????????????? ????????????rom a poem by Tu Fu, (Jp. To Ho.??? 712-
770). One of ??????’??????????????????????????????? ????? 1892-1927) mentioned that this 
                                                     
66 ???????????????????????????-?????????????????????????????????-021.pdf ????????? ???? 
67 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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scroll was hung in ??????’s house.68 ?????? used an excerpt from this poem in his kanshi poem dated 
30 August 1916. We will examine this poem in Chapter Five. 
The poems composed between March 1898 and 1899, (poems number 65 to 72) are all in ??????
Koshi style except one poem (poem number 70), which is ???????????? (????).  
Koshi (??) literally means ‘Old poem’, and was a poetic style which existed before Tang style poems 
emerged. For the rest of his stay in Kumamoto, ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
under the instruction of kanshi specialist, Uzan. Here he was also demonstrating his growing 
confidence by composing a different style of poem which had no restriction in the number of lines. 
Now, let us examine the two poems, both corrected by Uzan, inserted in ??????????.  
 
March 1898 
??????? 
“????????” (jp.?Shunko:?Spring Amusement) ?  
???
?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ??? ???????
?????? ??? ??????
                                                     
68 ??????????????Vol.29????????????????????????????????? 331-333. 
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?????? ??? ??????????
?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ???????????
?????? ???????????
?????? ??????? ?????
?????? ????? ?????
?????? ??? ?????
?????? ??? ?????
?????? ??? ???????
?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ??? ????????
?????? ??? ???????
?????? ????? ??????
?????? ?????? ????? 69 
??????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?? ????? ?
????????????????????????? ?????
                                                     
69 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 194-195. 
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??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ?? ?????????????????????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?
?? ??????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????????? ?????? ???????????????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
??? ???? ??????????????????????? ???????? ??????? ?
?????????????????????????????-???????????????????????????
????????????
?????????????????n Chapter 12 of the novel ??????????. ?????? describes how the protagonist felt 
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just before he came up with the poem. 
The Jap????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ?????????? ?????????????????? ????
friend. As I gaze at it, my mind drifts pleasantly, and the impulse to poetry wells up in 
me again. 
Lying here, I ponder, and as each line of a Chinese poem comes to me, I jot it down in 
??????????????????????? ??????? ?? ??? ????????????????????????? ?? ??????? ??? ?????????
beginning.70 
The japonica wa??????????????????????????bush of ??????’?????????????????? ??????????????????????????
japonica and used it in both his k??????and haiku?compositions. ?????? ?????????????????????????????
the japonica a little earlier in the same chapter. 
???????? ??????????????????????????? ????????????????? ?????????????????????? ????????
The grass is studded with little clumps of wild japonica bush one or two feet tall, and 
my face has come to rest just in front of one. Japonica is an interesting plant. Its 
branches obstinately refuse to bend, yet neither are they straight: each small straight 
twig collides with another small straight twig at an angle, so that the whole branch 
consists of a series of obliques, tranquilly ornamented with rather pointless scarlet or 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
                                                     
70 McKinney, Meredith. Trans. ?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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the japonica as belonging to the type of the enlightened fool. Some in this world 
??????????????????????????????????ocent honesty- they will be reborn as japonica. 
It’???????????????????? ?????? ????????????????????71 
 
?????? felt sympathy with the japonica, it is unbendable yet not straight in shape, resembling in many 
ways ??????’?????????????????????????????? ??????????japonica bush, gave poetic inspiration to ??????. 
?????? confirms this in the protagonist’s monologue after composing the poem. 
That’s it! I’ve done it! I’ve truly captured the feeling of lying here gazing at the japonica, 
all worldly thoughts forgotten. It doesn’t matter if the poem doesn’t actually include 
the japonica, or the sea, as long as the feeling comes through. 72 
 
Now, let us see what ?????? was feeling by becoming one with a japonica bush by analysing the poem 
in detail. 
Line one, ?? means ‘Going out from the front gate’ ???? ?????? ????? ????? ??? ???often used at the 
beginning of old style poems. ?? in the same lines, meaning ‘Thought’ was also often used in old 
???????????????????????????????????????????????Gakufu (??), and gives an example of a poem by ??
? ????????-wen (Jp, S? Shimon, 656?-712), a poet from the early Tang period. Song used this word 
                                                     
71 McKinney, Meredith. Trans. ?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
72 Ibid., p. 132. 
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in his poem titled “??????????” (???), the line reads as follows. 
??????? ???????????? 73 
????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????
?????? is familiarizing himself with the long poetic style from the Tang period. 
????? in the second line gives the image of being blown by the spring wind. 
?? in the third line meaning fragrant flower appears in The Blue Cliff Record 36 case followed by 
???, ???? ??????? ??? ??????? ??? ?????????? on the country road, indicating the breath of spring 
manifesting itself on the deserted road. It’s a rich and evocative expression which perfectly captures 
the power of nature. 
?? in the fourth line depicts the deserted country road, followed by ???, stretching far, fading 
into the spring haze. ??? ‘The deserted country road’ can be interpreted as the expression of the 
well-????????? concepts, Wabi and Sabi, both of which concern the notion of profound loneliness. 
It suggests a meditative mind. With this beautiful image of fading into the spring haze, ?????? is 
describing entering into the spiritual world, something which can’t be explained in words. The third 
and fourth lines are both a depiction of nature and him entering into that world.  
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
began to be used as a word to describe ‘A ?????????????’. ???????????????????????????????????????????
                                                     
73 ?????????????????????????????????????????? 
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is not generally used on its own to mean ‘A ?????????????’ in Chinese literature. However, it is cited in 
a poem by Ry??????? (1758 – 1831), ?????? ???????????????????? greatly admired in the final 
period of his life. 
?????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 74 
“???????????????????????” 
?? ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????’???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????
In Ry????’?????????????????????a guide to ??????ing to the truth one has in front of oneself.  
?? ????????????????? ???????????? ????????? ????? ??????????????????? ???????? ???????? ??????
in ‘A ?????????????’, ?????? is expressing the importance of stopping and seeing what you have in front 
                                                     
74 ??????????????????????????????????-entry-494.html 
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of you with your inner vision. 
In line six, ?????? describes what one can see with the heart: ?????, ‘Everything is shining in 
the light’. 
?????? continues to give the image of immediate experiences flowing through an open mind in the 
next two lines as well. Line seven, ?????, ‘The bush warbler singing melodically’, and line eight, 
?????, ‘Flower petals fluttering to the ground’. 
?? is cited in Tao ????ming’s poem, ????????????????????????????????????,  
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
???????75  
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?
Lines seven and eight emphasise the mood of spring by providing us with powerful visual images of 
exuberant nature. 
?? in the ninth line gives an image of a flat plain, and it is cited in a poem by Gao Shi (?? 702-
705) 
                                                     
75 Matsueda????????? ? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????p. 152. 
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?????? ????????????
?????? ??????? 76 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? the vast flat plain ahead in line nine, an old temple is reached. Line 
ten explains the next action, ?????, ‘Writing a poem on the door of an old temple’. In his first 
recorded poem which ??????????????? Chapter One, ?????? came across an old deserted temple, at 
that tim?? ???? ??? ?????? ??? ???? ?????? ???? ????? ??? ???? ??????? ???? but now his sensitivity has 
heightened, he is able to compose a poem on the spot. 
?? in the eleventh line expresses the feeling of melancholy which we examined in chapter one, 
followed by ???, ‘C??????????????????????????????’. 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????, ‘A stray goose returning home alone’. In 
these two lines, S????????????????????and depicting himself as a stray goose in the clouds which are 
inside his mind. It gives us a profound impression of loneliness inside a meditative state of mind.   
?? in the thirteenth line means ‘Heart’ which appeared in a poem earlier in this chapter, followed 
by ?? ‘?rofound’ which rhyme-matches with ????????????’s poem in ????????? ?? (????). 
Let’s refer to the poem. 
                                                     
76 ???????????????????????????????????????????. Kodansha, 2009, p. 256. 
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 ??????? ?????????????? 
 ??????? ???????????77 
 ????????????????????????????of?????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????
?? in the fourteenth line is vast and far, ??? means ‘Beyond what is right and wrong’. This 
???????????????????ngzi’s text, Chapter Two, “?????????????? ??????????things equal”.  
Everything has its “that,” everything has its “this.” From the point of view of “that” 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????“that” comes 
out of “this” and “this” depends on “that” – which is to say that “this” and “that” give 
birth to each other. But where there is birth there must be death; where there is death 
there must be birth. Where there is acceptability there must be unacceptability; 
where there is unacceptability there must be acceptability. Where there is recognition 
of right there must be recognition of wrong; where there is recognition of wrong there 
must be recognition of right. Therefore the sage does not proceed in such a way, but 
illuminates all in the light of Heaven.78 
Lines thirteen and fourteen describe losing oneself in nature which is to lose oneself in the 
                                                     
77 Matsueda???????. ?? ????????????. Trans. ????????????????Vol. 2. Iwanami Shoten, ???????????????????-147. 
78 Watson, Burton. Trans. ????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 39-40. 
Note: Watson gives an interpretation of “the light of Heaven” as “Nature or the Way” in the footnote 6. 
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Way.  
?????? in the fifteenth line, ?????? describes himself as he was at thirty two years of age and 
the feeling of ageing that accompanied him. 
????? in the sixteenth line gives an image of the spring light enveloping him in a comforting 
way. ?? ‘Gentle’ ????????????????????ming’s poem, ???? ????????????? ?????? part 1. 
?????? ????? ?????
?????? ????? ???? 79 
??????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
?????? is attempting to create a feeling of comfort and security in this line indicating he is entering 
into his spiritual land. 
????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????’s text, as ?? “Free and 
Easy Wandering” appears as a part of the title of Chapter One, and ?? “Transformation of things” 
is cited in the final part of Chapter Two, ‘?????????????? ?????????????????Equal’. It is the scene where           
?????????????????????????a ????????????????????????????????????????????????whether he dreamt of 
being a butterfly or if he is a ????????????????????????????????????. 
Here, ?????? is in his spiritual land and presents the image of being in a carefree state of mind where 
                                                     
79 Matsueda????????? ? ??????????????rans. ????????????????Vol. 1. Iwan???????????????????????.p. 96. 
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one forgets oneself in a selfless world.  
?? in the last line means a ‘Relaxed feeling’ which rhyme-matches ?????????????????’s poem 
which we discussed in Chapter one, followed by ? ‘Gaze’. The line ends with ?? ‘Scent of 
fragrant flower’, a peaceful image. We can see here ?????? is a butterfly gazing at a flower with a 
lovely scent. 
This long poem shows the essence of s???????k?????????????? ????????????is in a profound lonely place, 
which suggests he is in a meditative state of mind. He enters into his spiritual land by being one with 
nature and forgetting himself, in this case by being transformed into a butterfly.  
Uzan admired this poem highly saying it is a noble old-style poem with composure which has the 
flavour of the atmosphere of a poem from the Six Dynasties,80 which means ????????????.    
 
March 1898 
??????? 
“???????????????” (jp. ???????????????: Sitting quietly on a spring day) 
????? ?
?????? ??? ????
?????? ????????????
                                                     
80 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 198.?
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?????? ??? ??????
?????? ??? ???????
?????? ??? ????????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ??? ?????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ??? ??????
?????? ???? ?????????
?????? ???????????
?????? ????? ?????
?????? ??? ??????????
?????? ????? ???? 81 
????????????????????? ?????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?????????????????????????????? ????
                                                     
81 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p. 201-202. 
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
?????????????? ????????? ?????
?????????????????????????? ?????????
?????????? ???????????????? ??????? ????????
?????????’???????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????? ????????? ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ????????? ????????????????????
??????????? 
This is poem appears in ?????????? Chapter Six.  
?? in the first line means the Spring, ??? is the period between January and March in the 
Chinese calendar.  
?? in the second line, which appeared in the previous poem in line three, refers to a fragrant flower, 
and is cited in the ????text Blue Cliff Record, 36 case. 
????????????????
?????????????????????????????82 
                                                     
82 ??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
2005 (9th edition), p. 57.  
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?????????“???????? ????????????????????????????????????????-????????????????????????????
???????????????????.”83 
????????? ???????????????????? was fond of this line from a ???????? in the last period of his life and 
often enjoyed writing it out in calligraphy.84 Here, ?????? demonstrates his interest in reading ????
texts. In lines one and two, ???????begins the poem with an impression of the melancholy of spring.   
The third and fourth lines suggest a meditative atmosphere. ?? in the third line is a tranquil flower 
followed by ?? ‘The empty garden’ meaning profound loneliness which suggests a meditative 
state of mind. 
?? in the fourth line refers to a simple Qi?????????????????????????????ming is mentioned in ??? 
????????????. It depicts a Qin without strings. The Qin is strongly associated with the composition of 
poems. ?? means a quiet chamber, implying a quiet heart. This line gives the idea of composing 
a poem in tranquillity. ?? ‘Quiet chamber’ rhyme-matches with Ry????’s poem. 
 ?????? ??? ???????? 
 ?????? ??? ?????? 
??????’s?????? ?????????????? ?????????????????? ?????s?????????a??????? ???????????? ??????s?
?????????????????s??
                                                     
83 ????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
1977, p. 221. 
84 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????. 
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? ???????????’?????????????????????????????????????? ???
The annotator, T?g? notes that ?? ‘To be lit up with a white light’ is ????????????????????????????
four, “In the World of Men”. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ???????????????????????.85 
??????????86 
We can read this line as meaning that if one has an empty mind and stays still, fortune gathers and 
comes to help in the composition of the poems. The important point about the third and fourth line 
is that both have a character meaning emptiness, ? in the third line and ?? in the fourth, to 
emphasise stillness of mind. 
?? in the fifth line is a spider, followed by ?, hanging. The final characters are ??, non-action. 
This line is a powerful and impressive image of stillness in nature.  
?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? is a bamboo beam. In this line we can visualise 
incense ????? rising up into the beams. 
?? in the seventh line means ‘Sitting in solitude’, followed by ??? ‘Without any words’. This 
line gives us the image of ?????? practicing meditation. 
?? in the eighth line, ‘Heart’, together with the following words, ???, describe a dim light 
                                                     
85 Watson, Burton. Trans. ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 58. 
86 ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 148. 
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growing inside the heart during meditation. 
?? in the ninth line denotes worldly affairs, and is cited in ?????gzi, Chapter Thirty-one, ‘The Old 
Fisherman’. The following paragraph explains what ?????? meant by the mundane matters of the 
human world. It is a reply from an old man, whom Confucius regards as a sage to Confucius’ request 
to teach him something. 
? ? ? “????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????” 
said the stranger, “this has been the rule of Heaven since time began. With your 
permission, therefore, I will set aside for the moment my own ways and try applying 
myself to the things that you are concerned about. What you are concerned about 
are the affairs of men. The Son of Heaven, the feudal lords, the high ministers, the 
common people – when these four are of themselves upright, this is the most 
admirable state of order. But if they depart from their proper stations, there is no 
greater disorder. When officials attend to their duties and men worry about their 
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????  
   “Fields gone to waste, rooms unroofed, clothing and food that are not enough, 
taxes and labor services that you can’??????????????????????????????????????????????
harmony, senior and junior out of order – these are the worries of the common man. 
????????????? ???? ????????????????????????? ???????? ??????? that doesn’t go right, conduct 
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that is not spotless and pure, underlings who are lazy and slipshod, success and praise 
that never come your way, titles and stipends that you can’t hold on to - these are the 
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ?? loyal ministers, a state and its great 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
tribute that won’?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
court, failure to ingratiate himself with the Son of Heaven – these are the worries of 
a feudal lord. The yin and yang out of harmony, cold and heat so untimely that they 
?????? ??????? ??? ???? ???????? ??????? ?????? ???????? ???? ???????? ????????? ?????????? ????
another till they all but destroy the common people, rites and music improperly 
performed, funds and resources that are forever giving out, human relationships that 
are not ordered as they should be, the hundred clans contumacious and depraved – 
these are the worries of the Son of Heaven and his chancellors. Now on the higher 
level you do not hold the position of a ruler, a feudal lord, or a chancellor, and on the 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????‘bring a beautiful order to rites and music, to select 
what is proper in human relationships,’ and in this way to ‘transform the ordinary 
people.’ ?????????????????????????????????????’t it?”87 
                                                     
87 Watson, Burton. Tran. ????????????? ?????????????????. ????????????????????????????????????????????? 346-347. 
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H????? ????????? ??????????????????about unnecessary points in order to demonstrate that people 
often do unnecessary pointless things. ?????? ????????????????????????’s text implies that people are 
inclined to waste their lives in unnecessary and superficial matters.   
?? in the tenth line means the quiet state of mind ?????? is experiencing, followed by ??? 
meaning ‘How can I forget.’ ?????? is showing his determination to carry on meditating to arrive at a 
tranquil state of mind. In line nine and ten?????????s at the human world and finds it too busy with 
unnecessary things. He appreciates the fact that he has found a quiet moment in his busy life. 
????? in the eleventh line, ?????? explains how he appreciated the opportunity to have a quiet 
day, and be able to meditate and find peace of mind. 
In the twelfth line?????, ?????? is saying how he came to understand the hectic nature of 
human life through having a quiet period of meditation. Lines nine and ten, and eleven and twelve, 
both couplets have very similar meanings. ?????? repeats himself to emphasise the point. 
?? ‘Carefree remote place away from this world’ in the thirteenth line, refers to the metaphysical 
home in ??????’s heart. In this line, ?????? ????????????of the spiritual land inside his mind. 
?????? is confirming in the final line????? that ‘The home where white clouds reside far away 
from the human world’, the place where the white clouds and immortals reside, is in fact the home 
in his mind. 
?? ‘White clouds’ ????????????????????????hapter Twelve, ‘Heaven and Earth’. ??????????????????????
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location of white clouds. 
The true sage is a quail at rest, a little fledgling at its meal, a bird in flight who leaves 
no trail behind. When the world has the Way, he joins in the chorus with all other 
things. When the world is without the Way, he nurses his Virtue and retires in leisure. 
And after a thousand years, should he weary of the world, he will leave it and ascend 
to the immortals, riding on those white clouds all the way up the village of God. The 
three worries you have cited never touch him, his body is forever free of peril. How 
can he suffer any shame?”88 
So, for ?????? the white clouds where the immortals reside is his destination and the spiritual land 
inside his mind. It is clear that phrases such as ‘Quiet mind', ‘Empty heart’, ‘Stay still’, ‘White light 
inside empty heart’ and ‘White clouds’ are all important expressions ?????????? as they all refer to 
returning to his spiritual home. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
that the poem is full of poetic sensitivity and good taste, and d?????????????????????????????????????
of ??????’s poetry. Uzan considered the eleventh and twelfth lines to be the most refined of all.89  
 
 
                                                     
88 Watson, Burton. Tran. ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 130. 
89 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????5, p. 204.?
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??????? 
“No Title” 
???
???????? ????? ??? ??????
???????? ??????? ??? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????
???????? ??? ?????? ?????
???????? ??? ??????? ??????
???????? ???? ?????? ????????
???????? ???? ??? ?????? 90 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ???????
??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
                                                     
90 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????-232. 
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??????????? ????? ??? ???? ???????????????? ?????????? ??? ??? ??????????? ??? ???? ???????? ???
???????????
????????????????????????????????? ?? ????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ????????
????????????????????? ????? ???????????????????????? ????me??
?????????????????
After composing this poem, ?????? left Japan for London and did not compose any more ???????until 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
how to compose kanshi. Indeed, ?????? often addressed his poems to him. This poem was to be the 
final poem ?????? ??????????????????? 
????????????????r inspiration for ??????’s kanshi composition ??????????. He had revived ??????’s 
childhood enthusiasm for the world of kanshi. In fact, until ?????? ???? ?????? ??? ???? ??????????
Chinese Studies altogether for English literature. 
? in the first line is addre???????????????????????????????????, poetic sensitivity and ends with ?
??, cut off from the mundane world. In the opening line, ?????? is ????????????????? ???????????????
life to poetry and is far away from the ordinary world. 
?? in the second line means ‘Lonely’, and the following words, ???, ‘A stray goose separated 
??????????????’. ?????? is describing himself in this line. S???????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????? 
?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
text, ???????? ???????????????????, Volume 5 
In the Kaiyuan reign period (713-41 CE) there was a ?rama?????????????? who was 
?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ????????????????????
????? ??? ???? ?? ??????? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ??? ????? ??? ?? ? ???? ??????? ‘What is the 
venerable one after in sitting meditation?’ 
 ‘The desire to become a Buddha,’ was the reply. 
 ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
it on a stone. 
 ‘What is the master doing?’ ???????????rama?? Daoyi. 
 ‘???????????????????? ?????? ??????’ answered Master Huairang. 
 ‘?????????????????????? ??? a mirror by grinding down a tile?’ ???????????? 
 ‘???? ??? ??? ????????? ???????? ?? ??????? ????? ???????? ??????????????’ countered the 
master. 
 ‘What to do then?’ ???????????? 
 ‘????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????t the cart or does he 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????‘When you 
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????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-Abiding you must not 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Buddha. Clinging to the form of sitting is not penetrating the principle,’91 
?????? is explaining he is at the stage of polishing a roof tile, which means that he is just practising 
sitting and hasn’t reached an enlightened state. 
 ?? in the fourth line mean ’To vomit blood’, ????? ‘Gifted with literary talent’. ?????? is 
??????????????’??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????at he is 
extremely unwell and vomiting blood. ???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? is 
??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????the literary world. 
?? in the fifth line depicts a ‘Weeping willow on the street’. ????????????????????? ??????? ?????????
Chinese tradition symbolises a parting and here ?????? is of course referring to his separation from 
???????It is a perfect example of how an image from Chinese classical literature illuminates the moment 
in question. ?? ‘The feeling of departure’, followed by ? ‘Move’ express ??????’s emotion at 
parting from his best friend who was suffering from a serious illness. ?????? must have feared that 
????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????????    
The following line visually depicts ??????’s sad feeling. ?? ‘The light from the inn’, ????? 
                                                     
91 Whitfield, Randolph S. Trans. ?????????????????????????????????????mp??????????????????????. Volume 2.,  
?????????????????????????????????????-113. 
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‘The melancholy in the traveller’s moustache’, symbolise the sorrow on the face of ??????. 
?? in the seventh line means ‘Resting a pen’ followed by ?? ‘Stagger’. This line shows that 
?????????????????????????????????in having to say farewell to his best friend for possibly the last time. 
??  in the final line ‘Leaving here’ can be ??  ‘Going somewhere’ ?????????? ??? ?????? ????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
phonemic rules of kanshi. This study chose ‘Leaving here’ as ??????’s feeling is very much about where 
he is rather than his destination. ?????? finds it ???????????????????????????????????     
?? in the same line ‘The West’ indicating the destination of his travels, England. Followed by ?
?? ‘Many white clouds’ which represent emotions piling up on him and the difficulty he has in 
leaving. 
The last poem ??????????clearly shows S?????’s great sorrow on leaving his best friend who is seriously 
ill for a land far away from his country. It was S?????’s farewell to ????i?92 He didn’t compose any 
more for another ten years, amongst many things ?????’s death has a devastating effect on his 
creation of kanshi. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Although it ran over five years, ??????’s second period of k??????writing only consisted of twenty-one 
                                                     
92 Wada, Toshio. ???????????????. ??????l sha, ????????????????????  
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poems. Despite the relatively small output, it was an extremely important time in the development 
of his kanshi????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? 
by letter and during his stay in Matsuyama and another expert in ???????he met in Kumamoto, Nagoa 
Uzan, his writing continued to increase in quality and scope. ???????got down to composing poems 
seriously during this period in Matsuyama and Kumamoto and ????????? ?? ?????? ????? ??? ???? 
although the majority of his creations were haiku compositions 
It was a time in which ???????practiced sitting quietly allowing his mind the freedom to wander in the 
meditative calm and emptiness which became the spiritual base of his poetry.  
In his Kumamoto period, ?????? developed his k??????composition technique ??????????????????????
of ???????? ??????????????????, quoting from a number of texts and using them to underline spiritual 
insights. Under Uzan’s supervision, ???????began to experiment composing a longer poem, Koshi, 
which gives the freedom to express one’s emotion without the restriction of a limited number of 
lines. 
???????composed poems about the process of meditation using visual images. He repeatedly used 
the image of emptiness; quietness; profound loneliness; white clouds; bright light; forgetting oneself; 
to describe his meditative state of mind in order to enter into his spiritual land. His poems from this 
time are rich and vivid in emotion and imagery. His honesty and vigour shine through as he searches 
for the form and words often rooted in Chinese spiritual literature which will fully express his 
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thoughts. 
As far as his career was concerned, remaining a teacher of English wasn’t ??????’s lifelong plan. ?????? 
needed to go further away to the West before returning ?????????  
During his Kumamoto days, ?????? was told by the Ministry of Culture to go to Britain to study English 
further, so that he could replace native English literature teachers after he returned home. He left for 
????????????????? ??????????? ????? ?? ?????????????????????????????????? stopped composing k??????
for a long time after leaving Japan ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????at Shuzen-
ji in 1910. 
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Chapter Three 
Serious Illness at Shuzen-ji Period  
 
INTRODUCTION 
The starting point for ??????’s third kanshi period was his stay in Shuzen-ji where he went to 
recuperate from illness. Whilst there he became even more seriously ill which led to a further spell of 
recuperation in both Shuzen-ji and a ?????????????????. ???????was 43 years old at the time in question: 
from August to October 1910. 
He had been living an intense and stressful life up until this period. I?? ??????????????????? brief ????????
what he had been through and how he came ?????????? a long absence to write kanshi in Shuzen-ji.  
After returning from London, ?????? in order to support his family went ????????a busy life of teaching 
literature at a number of universities. He was still feeling the loss of ?????????????????????????? was now 
experiencing a strong urge to be a literary artist rather than go on teaching English as a living. ???????
became increasingly mentally fragile during this period and was obliged to live separately from his 
family. ????????????????????????????????????????, and who carried on editing Hototogisu ??????????????
death, suggested to ???????that he write something.  
???????responded by writing the first part of a ?????????????????????I am a cat (at the beginning, it had 
a different title) which was read at a number of literary circle gatherings which ?????? attended. It was 
so popular that the story was published in Hototogisu. ??????’s inner urge to be a creative literary artist 
became stronger and stronger. He continued to suffer from the sporadic symptoms of nervous 
exhaustion and was still sandwiched between the dilemma of teaching English and being a literary 
artist. 
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At this point he received an offer from the Asahi Newspaper to be a dedicated literary artist for the 
newspaper. The negotiations went favourably for ??????? and he accepted the position.1 At last, he 
managed to become a full-time literary artist and was able to leave his teaching job at the universities. 
?????????????????????????????story each day for the serialisation of a novel. He was far happier being a 
literary artist than he had been as an English teacher. He gave speeches in public lectures and his 
admirers began to visit his home for regular discussions. ??????’s health, however, began to 
deteriorate and he suffered from stomach ulcers. He received treatment and went to Shuzen-zi to 
recuperate from the illness.2 
??????’s condition worsened while he was recuperating at Shuzen-ji, and he became critically ill, at one 
point vomiting a large amount of blood.3 ???????revived but he was so extremely wea????????????????
down in bed for a few months unable to do anything.  
During his recovery from illness ??????????????????just lying in bed, watching the ?????????????????. As 
the days went by he began to find poetic inspiration from this experience and his present 
circumstances which had given him time and respite ????????????????? ???? ?????????????????? ????????
spiritual illumination. When he was well enough ????????? ????????notes for poems in his diary and 
eventually started to write kanshi.4 On his return to a hospital in ??????to continue his recuperation 
from serious illness S?????? continued to compose kanshi. ??????? also began to write Omoidasu 
kotonado which is a series of essays about his life published in the Asahi. ???????included all the kanshi 
he composed during and after his serious illness in some of the essays in Omoidasu kotonado.  
                                                            
1 ????????????????S???ki no ??????. Iwanami Shoten, 2003, p. 175-176. 
2 Ibid., p. 214-215. 
3 ????????????????????????????????-??????? ??????????????? ????????-. Minerva Shob?, 2016, p. 316. 
4 ??????????????vol.12. Iwanami Shote????????????????“??????????otonado”, p. 369-371. 
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Many of kanshi from this period reveal the feeling of relief to be alive, the joy of having a quiet time, 
and the gratitude to the people who cared and gave support to him during his recovery.5 The style he 
chose is mainly ?????, whose short form didn’t put too much of a strain on him physically and which 
was a beautifully simple form in which to express his sentiments.     
 
LONDON, LONELINESS, PUBLICATION OF I AM A CAT 
?????? left Japan on 8 September 1900, travelling to Europe by ship via China and India. He stayed 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, according 
??? ???? ?????? ???????? ???? ?????? ??????????? ??????? ?? – November 12) three times. The exhibition also 
happened to ?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? 
but it is clear that he was certainly interested in the exhibition. 
It was during his stay in London between 1900 to 1902 that he began to doubt his future as an English 
Literature specialist. He said that the way he had been taught English literature was to follow what 
others said without examining his own opinion. The student of English literature in Japan at that time 
had no choice but to slavishly follow the opinions of the Western literature specialists. In this respect 
he felt he was inferior to Western Scholars. At the same time, ironically, English literature was not 
established as a subject in ???? ??? during ????? ???????? ??????? ?????? ??? ???? ?????? ?????????? ????????
literature was regarded as a subject unworthy of serious study.  
?????? decided to study English literature on his own terms. A perspective and attitude which on his 
return to Japan became the foun?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? (?
???, 1864-??????? ?? ?????????? ????????? ??? ???????? ???? ???????? ??????? ??? ???? ???? ????? ??????
                                                            
5 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??????????? ??????????? ???? ?????? ?????????????? ?????????? ?? ???????? ?????? ???? ??????.6 However, it is 
????????? ????? ???? ??? ?? ???????? ??? ????????? ??????????? ???? ???????? ??????? ????? ??? ????? ????? ?????? ?????
??????’s time in London was not a happy one. Although the majority of scholars agree that it seems 
??????? ??? ????????? ????? ????? ??? ???????? ?????????7, there is still some dispute over this question. 
?????? for example claims S????? didn’t ??????????????????????? ?????????.8  
??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
his time reading and writing in his room.9 ??????? ?????? contradicts some accounts mentioning that 
there were some Japanese living where S?????? ??????? ??? that S?????? ??????? ????? ???? ???????? ???
???????????? ????? ?????? ??????? ????? ????? ??? ??? ?? ????? ??? ?????? ??????? ???? ??????? ???? ?????? ?n poor 
conditions ??????????????????????10  
S?s??? was consciously searching hard for a new direction. Without family support to offer mental 
consolation and security he felt alone and inferior in a country which was highly advanced in Western 
technology. He was lonely but he said later that he was grateful for this sensation of loneliness for it 
was through this that he discovered the idea of his own individualism, the term he called ‘?iko hon’I’ (?
??? ‘On My Own Terms’). ?????? ??? ?????? ??? ????????????????? a speech at the ???????in school 
                                                            
6 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????uppa??????????????????  
(3rd edition), p. 38. 
7 Doi, Bansui. “S????i-san no London ni o?eru Episode” in ??????????????????????. Iwa??????????????????? 1996,  
p.129-133.  
Marcus, Marvin. ???????????????????????????- ??????????? ?????????????????P???????? ????????????????????????.  
????????????????????????????????lulu, 2009, p.18-19 & p. 34-35. 
Miyamoto, Moritar? ??????????????????????????????- Shis? ????????????? ??????????????. Minerva Shobo, 2000,  
p. 69-70. 
Nathan, John. S????i- M?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????p. 67-69.  
Na???????????????????? no Omoi??. Iwanami Shoten, 2003, p. 102-107. 
Natsume, S???????“???????????– Jo”. ??????????????Vol.14, Iwanami Shote????????, 1995, p.14-15.  
??????????????vol.19. ???????????????????????????, p. 89. (??????’s diary dated 01/07/1901) 
??????????????Vol.22. Iwanami Shoten, T??????????, p. 263. (l??????????????????????????????me dated 12/09/1902) 
??????????oshisabur?. “Tomo ni Ih? ni Au” in ????????????????ssatsu. Iwan?????????????????? 1996, p. 127-128. 
Wada, Toshio. Shiki to ??????. ????????????????????????, p. 124. 
8 ?????????????????Natsu?? S??????-??????? ??????????????? ????????-. Minerva Shob?, 2016, p. 205. 
9 ????????????? Vol.22, Iwanami Shoten, T???o, 1996, p.214-???????????????????????????????????????????Sug????????????
dated 02/09/1901) 
10 ???????????????. ??????????s????-??????? ? ????????????? ????????-. Minerva Shob?, 2016, p. 205. 
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which educated the Japanese elite to become important figures in the operating and running of Japan, 
?????? said that it was the idea, ‘?iko hon’I’ (‘On my own terms’) which gave him the strength to carry 
on with what he believed in no matter what others said. The expression was first noted in the 
publication of his lecture, titled ???????????????? (??????, ???????????????????????). ?????? also 
stressed the importa?????????????????????????????????????????? ‘On your own terms’.11 ??se?? explained 
that power and money are very convenient but dangerous tools when it comes to imposing one’s 
opinion upon others. ?????? summarised the message he wanted to send out to the elite who would be 
governing Japan in the future into three points: “First, that if you want to carry out the development of 
your individuality, you must respect the individuality of others. Second, that if you intend to utilize the 
power in your possession, you must be fully cognizant of the duty that accompanies it. Third, that if you 
wish to demonstrate your financial power, you must respect its concomitant responsibilities.”12 This 
was an especially significant ?????????????????????????????????????????????at during this period Japan 
was increasingly aggressive, promoting nationalism and oppressing individualism. ?????? wrote that 
????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????free-???????? qualities evident 
in British culture.13  
Other elements of British society, however, did not impress him. ?????? was witness to the negative 
???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
that modernisation did not eradicate poverty from human society. He also began to see Japan and 
Japanese people objectively14, a thought which was later expressed in a speech, ???????????????????? 
??????? (??????s?????????M????n ?????) ??? ?????????????????????? ???????15. 
                                                            
11 ??????????????Vol.16, Iwanami Shote??????????????, ?????????? ?????jin Shugi”, p. 606-605.  
12 Rubin, Jay. Trans. “???????????????????????”. (?????? no Individualism) in Monu????????????ica, Vol. 34, No. 1, 
Spring 1979, p. 40. 
13 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????, “???????????????jin Shugi”, p. 606-607.  
14 Senuma, Shige????????????????????????????????????????????. T?????????????????????????????????????  
(3rd edition), p. 41. 
15 ??????????sh?????????????????????????????????????, ????????????????????????p. 415-440. 
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?????? was suffering from loneliness and a poor quality of life. On top of that, he had had no 
communicatio???????????????????????, which added to his anxiety. In reality, whilst S????? was away in 
London, ?????’s father who had once been a powerful politician, failed in business, and ????? with 
limited ???????????????????? ???? ????? ??????? after her family. Whilst ?????? was coping with life in 
London, on 19 September 1902, his clos????????????????????????????????????????????? was informed of 
his death by ??????????????? ?????????????????? ?????? (???? 1874-1959). He ??????????????? ????
the last time on 26 August 1900, just before he left for London. He ????????????????????????????????ring 
badly from tuberculosis of the spine, at his home in Negishi. ??????had composed a farewell poem for 
his friend, ??????. This poem is cited in ??????’s wife, ?????’s ?????? ???????ki.16 
???? ????? ????? 
B??????????????????????????????????????  
??? on’t ??????ing ????????????????????? 
???????????????? 
????????????????????????????? sent him several letters from London. ?????????????????????????????????his 
friend and put ??????’s letter in his journal, Hototogisu, under the title of London sh?soku (????????m 
London). ?????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? to 
write him another letter. Unfortunately, ?????? was unable to fulfil his best friend’s request. He later 
expressed his regret at not responding to Sh?????? ???????? ???????? ??? ??? ??????17 Later in life, ?????? 
made a memorial scroll for his friend, gathering together a collection of his friend’s letters and 
drawings. This scroll inc?????????????????????????????????????????? dated 6 November 1901. 
                                                            
16 Natsume, ?????. ?????? ?????????. Iwanami S????????????, 2003, ????????p. 92. 
17 ??????????????Vol.16, ???????????????????????????, ?????????????????????u”-Introduction, p. 32-33.  
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Around ???? ?? ?? ??? ???????? ??????? ?????? was worn out by the stress caused by money worries, 
struggling to find an objective for his research and loneliness. It ???????????????????????ental state 
was worsening. His medical condition was reported to Japan, and he was ordered to return to his 
homeland by the Ministry of Culture. ?????? did not immediately follow the order, he waited until the 
following month, and set off for Japan on 5 December 1902. In fact, ?????? wanted to remain in Europe 
and made a request to go ??? ?????? ??? ?????? ??????18 His request was turned down by the Japanese 
government. 
 
RETURNS HOME, LEAVES TEACHING, BECOMES A LITERARY ARTIST FOR A NEWSPAPER 
Let us now discuss ?????i’s circumstances after his return from London in 1902??????????????????? 
home he became aware of the financial hardships his family had been experiencing whilst away in 
London due to ?????’s ????????????????????????, who once had an important position in the Japanese 
???????????????????????????????????????’s life after returning from London was unstable, as shown by a 
letter he wrote to Watanabe19  
??? ????? ?????????? ??? ???????? ??? ?????? ??? ????rch 1903 and in April 1903 began to teach English 
literature at The ?????? ? ??????? ??????????? ???? ???? ?????? ????? ???????? ??????’s lectures ??? ??????
Imperial School, replacing Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904), were not popular at the beginning, as many 
students supported Lafcadio He???????????????????????’s lectures because his logical teaching method 
which used ideas from Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) and William James (1842-1910)20, was so different 
                                                            
18 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 222. (letter addressed to ????, ?????????????????????????a 
on the 09/02/1901) 
19 ??????????????Vol.22, Iwanami Shoten, ???yo, 1996, p. 268. (letter addressed to Watanabe on 09/02/1903) 
20 Senuma, Shige??????????????????????????? 5 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????  
2007 (3rd edition), p. 54. 
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from Hearn’s emotional approach to literature. However, later, his ????????? ??? ???????????? ???????
popular and a large number of stu?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????21 
Despite his growing popularity as a lecturer, ?????? was not happy teaching. He preferred spending his 
time in the library researching his interests. He was still suffering from psychological instability and the 
stress he was under also undermined his mental condition. He was once again on the verge of a 
???????? ?????????????? ???? ???? ????? ????? ???? ??????? ?????????? ??? ????? ?? 2 July 1903 in which he 
comments that the doctor would soon be giving up on him as he was suffering from so many ailments: 
stomach ulcers, mental stress, a nervous condition. In an effort to calm his troubled mind he started to 
learn how to paint with water colours.22 Due to his unstable temper and frequent mood swings ?????? 
now had to live separately from his family.   
????? ????? ????? ??? ???? ????????? ????? ????? ???? ????????? ???? ?????? ???????????? ???? ????? ??? ????
??????’s doctor who told her that ??????’s bad temper was caused by his illness which was permanent 
and would never be cured. After hearing this news, ????? decided to live her life with ??????, and 
returned to ??????’s side.23 In October 1903 she ????? ?????? ??? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?????? and his 
family moved home to Hong? on 27 December 1903.  
?????? was suffo??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
of November to the beginning of ????????? ?????? ????????? ??? ??????’s suggestion that ?????? write 
something to put in the journal, Hototogisu, ?????? began to write a story employing a cat as the 
protagonist. He first recited it at the haiku ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????very 
well received and was published in the journal under the title I am a cat (????????. It was 
originally called ?????????????????t, however, ???????????????? using the beginning sentence of the tale, 
“I am a cat, and I have no name”. Hence, we have the famous novel I am a cat. 
                                                            
21 Sas??????????????Natsum?????????-??????? ??????????????? ????????-. Minerva Shob?, 2016, p. 238. 
22 ??????????????Vol.22, Iwanami Shoten, To??o, 1996, p. 282-284. (letter addressed to Suga on 02/07/1903) 
23 Natsume?????????S????? ?????????. Iwanami Shoten, 2003, p. 115-118. 
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?????? ??????????????????????????????????????eer and whether to continue lecturing or become a literary 
specialist. By this time, he had a number of followers who sought his advice. They began to visit 
??????’s house where they discussed literature, art, culture and anything they considered intellectually 
stimulating. The gathering later became a regular Thursday meeting called ??????-kai (???).24 
?????? ????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ? 
His mental state continued to be unstable and his health was deteriorating. In 1906, his friend, ???? 
??????? (???? 1865-1942) who was head of ???to University approached ?????? ??? ????? ?? a 
lecturer at ????? University but ?????? turned him down. ?????? wanted to stay in his home town, 
??????and be creative in the literary field. In July ?????? finished the last chapter of I am a cat. His 
menta????????????????????????e was bursting with artistic creativity. Immediately after finishing I am a 
cat he began to write ?????????? ???).  
In October 1906, the Thursday meeting group officially set up, and they began to meet regularly. The 
main members were Morita S?hei (????? 1881-1949??? ??????????????? (????? 1884-1966), 
??????? ??????? (?????? 1882-1936), ??????????????? (????? 1878-1935), ?????????????? (?
??? 1883-1966) and others. ??????????????????? (????? 1892-1927) ???????? Masao (?
???? 1891-1952) joined later. Their meetings continued until near the time of ?????i’s death, the 
?????? ?????????????????????? 16 November 1916. Even after ??????’s death they got together regularly 
on the ninth of each month to pass on their mentor’s legacy, so that ??????’s idea could spread and be 
understood by many people. 
Around this time, ?????? was approached by the ??????? Newspaper to be a writer for their periodical. 
He was also approached by the Asahi??????????nzan (????, 1864-1912??was the person in charge 
                                                            
24 Natsume?????????S????? ?????????. Iwanami Shoten, 2003, p. 170-174. 
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of negotiating with ?????? for Asahi????????? ??? ???????????????????? went to learn Chinese studies 
at Nish?g???????at the same time as ?????????????????? ?? ?? ??????????????????????? ??? ???????????? ????
????????? ??????? ?????? ???? ?? ????????? ???????? ????? ????? ???????o in the feudal period. He 
captured ??????’s heart. Serious negotiati???????????ace as ?????? was intent on becoming a full-time 
writer. Fortunately for ??????, Asahi offered conditions that ?????? felt to be good enough to support 
him and his growing family.  
?????? had now gone for a career in newspapers leaving his lecturer’s position behind. The first article 
he wrote, ???? (????????????), in which he introduced himself as a writer, was published in the 
??????Asahi Newspaper on 3 May 1907. Wada says that ?????? might be ???????????????????anming’s 
Gui-qu-???? ci ???? when he wrote this article.25 In his article he writes of his desire to be a 
professional literary writer. It was a ??????????????????????????????????????????????’s life. The following 
are his words.  
????????????: On starting ??? ?????? the Asahi Newspaper  
I have ??????????????????????????????????have begu??????????at the Asahi Newspaper. I 
have found that many people w????????????????????????????????????????????????????
why I had left the University. Some people praised me. I did not imagine that leaving 
Universit?? ??? ????? ???? ?? ?????????? ???? ????? ?? ???????? ???????????? ? am not sure 
whether I can ?????????????????????? ?? ??????????????????????????????? ??? ?????? ??? ???
rather rec?????? ??? ????? ???on???? ??????? ??????? ???? ?? ???? ???? ???????? ??????? ???? ???
unsuccessful. I surprised myself with my decision. 
However, if some were surprised because I have left my respectable University job and 
become a newspaper man then they are wrong. The University may be the place where 
                                                            
25 Wada, Toshio. ????ki no Shi to Haiku. ?????al sha, ???????????, p. 218-219. 
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honourable scholars gather. It is a cave where many respectable professors and 
lecturers retreat to. If they persevere it may be possible to be promoted to the position 
of Imperial Appointer. There may be other benefits too. It is the ideal place if you want 
????????????????????????????????????????????re there are many people who want to enter 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? I only agree to 
the point that University is a good place to be, but I don’t agree with the opinion that 
??????????????????????????????????r to wo????????????????????????  
???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????ty is 
another activity??????????????????????????????????? up teaching as a professional activity, 
you don’t need to be a lecturer or a profe?????? ?ou don’t need to become an officer 
employed by the imperial house. Newspapers are one activity. Similarly, university is 
another type of business. If you say Newspapers are a coarse activity, then, university is 
a coarse activity as well. Only the difference is that one is run by a private company 
whereas the other is run by the government.  
I spent four years lecturing at University. My intention was to remain at the University 
but I got offered a position at the Asahi Newspaper. I enquired about the nature of my 
responsibilities. They said that my duty was to provide literary writings for a specific 
amount when requested. I felt so grateful for this offer. For a perso?? ??????????????? 
longed to be a literary writer as a profession, these were excellent conditions and the 
occupation is honourable. I no longer have to be bothered about whether I can be 
successful in what I am doing or not. Also, I need no longer have to concern myself with 
the world of professors and lecturers… 
…The newspaper company told me ????? ?????????????? ???????? ????????????????? ?? ??????
write from my study at home. Unfortunately, many dogs live near my house. I believe 
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there were some who started to ??????????? ???? the librarians. But it has nothing to do 
with Asahi. At times I become unhappy or annoyed but I get ???????? ????? ????????
enough. It truly is an ideal situation when an employee can ????? ???????? ???? ????
employer. 
I received eight hundred yen as a yearly salary from the University. I have many children 
and it was not enough to s????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ??? ??? ?????????? ????? ?? ???? ???????? ?????????? ??? ?????????????? ?????????????
hard just to scrape by. Whilst I am busy I have to write something creative. Some may 
say that it is my fault, f????????? ???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
you, I have to write something, otherwise I don’t feel that I am living. On top of that, I 
need to read in order to teach ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? 
 The Asahi Newspaper have prohibited me from teaching. Instead, they have provided 
me with salary enough to live and support my family. I don’t see there is any need for 
teaching English if you can survive without it. I quit because of these conditions, even 
though there were those who told me not to quit. I felt a weight off my shoulder the 
day after I quit, the air began to circulate through my lungs. 
I went to ????? after I left my teaching post. I met an old friend and visited the 
mountains, fields, temples and shrines. It was such fun compared with teaching. 
???????????????????????????????????????????upside-down position. I made my heart empty, 
and coughed out from my chest all the dust, accumulated over the last four years. This 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????… 
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…I feel I have an honourable duty to do my best for Asahi who have offered appropriate 
????????????????????????n eccentric individual l???? ??26 
From this time onwards, he was a serious newspaper writer and became extremely busy writing for the 
??????Asahi. ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
he wrote about the frustration he had felt during his teaching period. He satirised people who believed 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? He 
considered both occupations to be equal. These were some of the subjects featured in his first 
introductory writings for the readers of the Asahi. ?????? received a 200-yen monthly salary, with the 
condition of writing two novels a year in a series of around a hundred episodes each. ?????? also 
requested a guarantee of job security and copyright. The relationship between the Asahi and ?????? 
was both professional and correct.  
??????’s first novel for the Asahi was ????????? (????), which first appeared on 23 June 1907 and 
ended on 29 October of the same year. ?????? was excited about the idea of writing and poured all his 
time and energy into it. Around this time, ?????? was invited to a poetic gathering organised by the 
???????????????????? ? ???? (????? 1849-1940), called U??????? (???). ?????? turned down the 
invitation sending his excuse in a poem he composed, “?????o can’t attend, as he is in the middle of 
doing private thing”. It was a gesture that showed what little ????????? ??????? ???? ??? ?????????? ????
superficial affairs. Asahi promoted ?????????, and it was so popular that a department store began to 
produce some merchandise such as ?????? (su??????? ???s) inspired by ?????????.  
It was not only writing that excited ?????? but also the fact that he was being read by a great amount of 
readers who were waiting for the next story to be published. He got great inspiration from writing a 
novel in a newspaper on a daily basis. He could express his opinions and he could almost immediately 
                                                            
26 ??????????????Vol.16. ???????????????????????1995, “Ny?sha no Ji”, p. 60-63.  
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???????? ????????? ???? ????????? ????? ???? ?????????Writing in a daily newspaper was a great way to 
communicate with the masses and disseminate his ideas to the readers. 
?????? moved house again in September 1907. He established himself in Waseda, in a house that used 
to belong to a doctor and which contained a room where the doctor had examined his patients. This 
space was used as ??????’s study and became a meeting place for ?????? and his followers. This room 
was later named ?????? Sanb? (????), ‘??????’s Mountain Hut’. There, every Thursday, until ?????? 
became critically ill in December 2016, he and his followers would ???????????????????????????????????  
Another art form ?????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????Noh singing. ?????? was fond 
of Noh singing, Utai. He started in the ?umamoto period, but was distracted by his stay in London. 
?????? began to ???? up Noh singing again in 1907, learning from a teacher at the H?sh? school (??
?? who had been ??????????? ??? ?? ? ??? ???????27 In the same year, ?????? started to suffer from 
stomach ulcers.  
In 1907, he had his first son, and the following year, his second son was born. He had seven children in 
all and loved the???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
a novelist. At the same time his stomach ulcers were not getting better. Around this time, he began to 
read a Zen idiom dictionary.  
In 1909, He was given a literary prize in the form of a golden tablet, but once again he showed no 
interest in matters of prestige and turned it down. ????????????????????????????????? ??????? went to 
travel in Manchuria, as his friend from his university period, ????????? ????, was head of the 
Manchurian railway. On his return, he stayed in ?????. In November the Asahi set up a literary column 
and ?????? became its editor.  
                                                            
27 ???????????????????????  ???????University. ?????????????????????- ??????????????? ????????. Asahi Shinbun 
?????????o, 2007, p. 105. 
?????????ns?? Vol.29??????????????????????o, 1996, “?????????????????????????????????? p. 248-253.  
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In 1910, his fifth daughter, ???????????????????????? went into hospital in June for treatment on his 
stomach ulcers. In July, he came out of hospital. In August, he went to Shuzen-ji for rehabilitation from 
his illness, while there he became seriously ill. 
 
CRITICAL ILLNESS AT SHUZEN-JI 
RETURN TO POETIC AESTHETICISM 
???????????????????????????????Shuzen-ji in order to recover from the stomach ulcers that he had been 
treated for. However, his health deteriorated shortly after his arrival. He became critically ill and 
vomited a large amount of blood, a symptom of his chronic physical state. At one point, his condition 
???????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Illness at Shuzen-ji’.  
?????????????????Shuzen-ji ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
treated at a hospital there on 11 October 1910. During his stay in the hospital, he began to write a 
series of short essays entitled Omoidasu kotonado (Recollections????????) for the Asahi.28 
??????? ????????? ??? Omoidasu kotonado that the reason for his writing the essays was to recall the 
??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????Shuzen-ji because he did not wish 
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
of Chinese poetry (kanshi) t????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
with the reader, as he had rediscovered his old pastime of composing Chinese poems, an activity he had 
abandoned ever since his departure to London in 1900.  
He found writing about his inner development during his illness very exciting. Some people were 
??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????????? ?????????? ??? ???? ???????
                                                            
28 ????????????? ?????????????????????????????, 1994, p. 357-451. ???????????tonado” 
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for him and the possibility of his condition worsening again. One of the people who was most worried 
was ?????, a chief editor at the Asahi Newspaper29 whose ????????? ??????????? ??????-lun (???). 
???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????lth?????????? ????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
opposed the idea. After discussion with a specialist doctor in the field, ????? finally agreed to the idea 
??????????????????????? ????????  
All of the kanshi ?????? composed during the period of recovery in Shuzen-ji and at hospital were 
????????????????????????????Omoidasu kotonado, published in both the ????????????????Asahi newspaper. 
The dates of publication are shown below in the table. 
 
Series ??????????? ???????????   
1 29/10/1910 29/10/1910   
2 30/10/1910 31/10/1910   
3 08/11/1910 08/11/1910   
4 13/11/1910 14/11/1910 ?????? 
5 18/11/1910 18/11/1910 ?????? 
6 20/11/1910 20/11/1910   
7A 27/11/1910 01/12/1910   
7B 28/11/1910 02/12/1910   
8 02/12/1910 04/12/1910 ?????? 
9 05/12/1910 08/12/1910   
10 10/12/1910 24/12/1910   
11 11/12/1910 25/12/1910   
12 14/12/1910 26/12/1910   
13 15/12/1910 27/12/1910 ?????? 
14 16/12/1910 28/12/1910   
15 17/12/1910 30/12/1910 ?????? 
16 21/12/1910 31/12/1910   
17 24/12/1910 05/01/1911   
18 28/12/1910 10/01/1910   
                                                            
29 ???????????? ??????????????????????????????????vol.12. ???????????no Shoron ni tsuite”. ???????????????????????1994, 
p. 498-503., & ????????????? vol. 16. “??????????i”. I??????????????????????1995, p. 497-500.  
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19 29/12/1910 02/02/1911 ?????? 
20 05/01/1911 13/02/1911 ?????? 
21 10/01/1911 19/02/1911   
22 12/01/1911 20/02/1911 ???M78 
23 16/01/1911 21/02/1911 ?????? 
24 18/01/1911 22/02/1911 ?????? 
25 21/01/1911 23/02/1911 ?????? 
26 24/01/1911 24/02/1911   
27 28/01/1911 27/02/1911   
28 02/02/1911 28/02/1911 ?????? 
29 04/02/1911 01/03/1911 ?????? 
30 06/02/1911 02/03/1911 ?????2 
31 15/02/1911 04/03/1911 ?????? 
32 20/02/1911 05/03/1911 ?????? 
30 Omoidasu kotonado: publishing dates in Asahi 
  
THE RETURN OF F?RY?, THE POETIC SENSITIVITY 
In the following kanshi, ?????????????????????????? ?????? his inner world31. This composition expresses 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????in some measure at least, of tranquillity. My joy at being able to indulge in this 
????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????-six characters.”32 
 
11 October 1910 
“No Title” ?? 
?????????????????????Omoidasu kotonado 4, published in ??????Asahi on 13 November, 1910) 
??????? ???????? ????????? 
                                                            
30 S?????????????vol.12. Iwanami Shoten, ???????????????????. 
31 Ibid., p. 366-367. 
32 Flutsch, Maria. Trans. ?????????????? ?????? Museum in London, 1997, p. 36. 
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??????? ??? ?????? ????? 
??????? ??? ?????? ????????? 
??????? ?????? ????????? 
??????? ?????????? ?????? 
??????? ????????? ?????? 
??????? ?????? ????? 
??????? ??? ??? ???? 33 
I am ??????? ????? ???m ????????????????????? ??????????  
I am in ?????????????????????????? ????? ???????????????? ????, ???????????????????? ?????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? 
??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ??????? 
???? ??????? ?????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ???????? ??????? ??? ?? ?????????????? ??? ?????????
??????????? 
Looking at ??? ?????s ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????? ????? ????????????????????????????????????i?????? ????????????????? 
????????? ????????????????????????????????? ???? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
Shichigon Risshi 
The first words, ?? mean forgetting everything. In Daoist practice, it is important to forget and let 
things be released from the mind. ??, the notion of selfless mind often appears in the text of 
                                                            
33 ????????????? vol. ??????????????????????????????????. 259. 
S???????????????????. Iwan???????????????????1994, ?????????????????????p. 367. 
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Zhuangzi. We have already discussed the idea of ‘The piping of Heaven’. ??????????????????????????????
of forgetting self in the first line has a reference to T????????????????????????? poem 5 (??? ??).34 
Let’s refer to the poem. 
 ?????? ???????? ???????35 
 ???????????????????????????????????????????? ????? 
The following words?? represents both a new poem and new poetry. ?????i explains what new 
poetry means in chapter 4 of Omoidasu kotonado.  
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
nor Andreyev, Ibsen or Shaw. Instead, this taste belongs to a territory which none of these artists ever 
encounter”. ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
to evaluate things from the Westernised view point all the time. In this respect, this old tradition may 
give a new insight into our spiritual values, he explains. He says that to re-encounter kanshi was a 
?????????? ??????????? ????????? ???? ??????????? ??? ??????? ????? ????? ????? his journey to the West.36 
?????? says the sensation he got through this reencounter with kanshi was similar to being served a 
meal with ????????????????????? ????????????????????from Europe. 
In line one, ???????says that he has become absorbed in his kanshi and has completely lost himself in 
the process. In the second line, he explains further. The important word?? appears at the beginning 
of line two, describing the expression of a selfless state of mind of a man who has ‘lost oneself’. The 
characters are used by Su Shi in his poem about an artist forgetting his existence when drawing 
bamboo37, which we examine in Chapter Four. The first character ? appears in Chapter Two of the 
                                                            
34 To?????????????? Fu????????mu S?????????????????????????????????????????? 72. 
35 Matsueda????????? ? ??????????????rans. T? Enm??????sh? Vol. 1. Iwanami Shoten, To????????2, 208-209. 
36 ????????????? vol.12. ???????????????????????1994, ???????????????????, p. 368.  
37 ??????????????vol. ???????????????????????????????, p. 260-261. 
Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku????????????????????????????????????????? 
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Zhuangzi.  
Let us refer to Zhuangzi’s text, the opening story of Chapter Two, “??????????? ?????????? ???? ???ngs 
Equal”. In this chapter, Zhuangzi teaches that subjectivity creates conflict and attachment. The only way 
to free oneself from this condition is to merge with the One.38 In the opening of the Chapter the text 
shows that it is necessary to forget the existence of oneself first, in order to merge with the One where 
everything is equal. The passage depicts the dialogue between Tzu-Ch’i [Zi Qi] of South Wall, who is a 
sage, and his disciple, ??????????????-????????????????-you]. The disciple questions his master when he 
sees him sitting at his de?????????????????????????? ind. 
   Tzu-Ch’i [Zi Qi] of South Wall sat leaning ??????? ????????? ?????????????? ???? ????????
breathing- ??????? ???? ?????????? ??? ???????????? ????????? ??????????? ??????????????-yu 
??????????? ?i-you], who was standing by his side in attendance, said, “What is this?” 
???????? ???????????? ????????? ???? a withere??????????? ????????? ?????????????????????
man leaning on the armrest now is not the one who leaned on it before!” 
       Tzu-ch’i [Zi Qi] sa????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
lost myself.39 
?????????????????????… 
????? 40  
In the second line, ?????? uses the image of one forgetting oneself and merging the mind in an 
imagined forest. Also, he uses the characters ?? to describe the forest. The character, ? means far 
away and is part of the title used in the first chapter in the text of Zhuangzi, ????, ‘Free and Easy 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
(FN. 37, cont.) ???????a, Hiroshi. ?????? ????????????kai. Dai ???????????????????????, 164-165. 
?????????????jir?. ?????? Shi Ch?. Iwanami Shot???????????????????????? 
38 ?????aga, Mitsuji. Trans. ?????. Vol.1, Asahi Shi???????????????, 1966, p. 31-33. 
39 Watson, Burton. Trans. ????????????? ?????????????????. Colombia University ????????????????????????? 36. 
40 ?????????? ????????????????????. Vol.1, As????????????????????????????, p. 31-32. 
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Wandering’ signifying releasing the mind in a free and careless state unattached to the ordinary world. 
?????? is in a state where he is able to forget himself and wander freely inside his mind. 
Lines three and four show that ?????? is in a poetic world. ?????? mentioned in Omoidasu kotonaddo 
that when he was in the hospital there was in fact no temple to be seen and there was no musical 
instrument, qin,41 which he mentions in line six. The qin ? represents the poetic sentiment of 
forgetting oneself. ?????? says that these expressions ideally suited the feeling he had at the time. 
???????????????????????????????????al??????????????????Su Shi’s poem noted by Iida. Let’s refer to the line. 
 ???????? ???? ??????? 
 ???????? ???????????? 
 ?????????????????????????? ??????????????????? 
 ????????????????????????????? ????????????????s to ??????????????????????? 
Su Shi composed this poem in response ??????????????? ?????????????? ??? ????? ????? and fou??? ??????? ???
giving a visual image of the inside of his mind. 
?????? uses images from a story about a ???? ?????????????????????poems about a Daoist recluse in line 
six, as examples of the ultimate goal of Zen and Daoist teaching. Line five refers to the practice of the 
Dharma by the ???? ??? from Tang China???????? (???? 739-824) who burnt the statue of Buddha 
made out of wood in order to get warmth offered by the compassion of Buddha, suggesting that real 
teaching does not exist in material things. ?? ‘Holding a qin’ in line six refers to Li Bai’s poem, 
suggesting poetic aestheticism in an unworldly place. The poem is about a meeting with a hermit deep 
in the mountain. 
 ???????? ??? ????? ?????????42 
                                                            
41 S?????????????vol.12. Iwanami Shote??????????1994, p. 367. 
42 Matsuura, Tomohisa. Trans. & Ed. ???????????????????????????????????????????(17th edition), p. 94. 
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 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????. 
In respect to ??? ‘The clouds ???????’ in line six, ?????? mentions in 24 of Omoidasu kotonado that 
????????? ???????? ????????????????????????????????????? ???nanga ???????????????? says that he often 
had the image of ?????????????????????????????is mind especially after he fell ill.43 ??????????????????????
the clouds ???????????????????????????????? ????????? ??????????????????nanga painting. 
The word, koto (Qin) in the same line can also ??? ??????? ????? ??? ???? ?iezi (??), another Daoist 
teaching. The qin player had a friend who understood his playing very well. However, after losing this 
friend who understood his music so well, the qin player destroys his qin and never plays again, since he 
??????? ?????? ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????ic.44 In ??????’s case, ??????, during his 
????????????????????????????????????????????who shared ?????, the poetic sentiment and understood him 
best. After his separation from ????????????? stopped composing Chinese poems for a long time and did 
??????????????????in until he fell seriously ill. ?????????????????????????????saying how he has found a friend 
who understands poetic sensitivity. That friend is ??????????????????????????????????? ?? addressing this 
poem to. 
In Chinese poetry, the word, Qin (?), can represent an important friendship and at the same time it 
can represent poetic aestheticism in an unworldly space. In the case of this poem, ?????? uses it to 
express both meanings. Here again, ?????? is referring to a poem by Li Bai. Li Bai composed a poem 
which tells of how after g??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????s qin. Li Bai ??????????????????????????????ing’s poem for this scene. 
The important image that the qin presents here is the notion of detachment from the ordinary world. 
One point to mention in here is that ?????? was very fond of Tao’s poems as shown in line seven and 
eight. Indeed, at one point, ?????? copied out, in Chinese calligraphy, the Tao poem, Gui-qu-?????? (??
??), ????????????????????????????????.  
                                                            
43 ????ki ?????? vol.12. ???????????????????????1994, p. 426-427. 
44 ??????????????S???i no So???. Meiji Shoin, ???????1988, p. 198. 
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Lines seven and eight conjure up a small peaceful community, and by using the words, ‘D?????????????’ 
refers to ????????ming’s ???????? ?? ?????????-B????????????? and Chapter Eighty from the Laozi. The 
space Tao depicts in his story, T??????? ?? ?????????-?????????????? is the imaginary space inside the 
mind where people feel calm and comfortable. ??????????????????????????????????????????????? 
Let the county be small and people few- 
Bring it about that there are weapons for “tens” and “hundreds,”  
   ???????????????????????? 
Have the people regard death gravely and put migrating far from their minds. 
Though they might have boats and carriages, no one will ride them; 
Though they might have armor and spears, no one will display them. 
?????????????????????????????????????rds and using them. 
They will relish their food, 
Regard their clothing as beautiful, 
Delight in their customs, 
And feel safe and secure in their homes. 
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? 
???? ???? ???????????? ??????? ??? ???? ??e and death with no comings and goings between 
them.45 
 
                                                            
45 ????????????????????Trans. Lao-??????-Tao Ching. Rider, London, 1991, p. 36. 
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In Laozi’s text the last three lines of the English translation from the original Chinese rhyme-match with 
Tao and ???????although there are slight variations, listed as follows, 
 ?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????46 
Now, we compare with Tao’s version of the poem. 
 ?????????????????????? 
 ????????????????? 
??????????? 
 ??????????????????????????? 
 ?????????????????????????? 
 ?????????????????????47 
 ??????????g???????????????????????nds, ?????????????????????????????????????????s 
????????????????????????????????????????ing ?????????????ing at ??????????. 
 ???????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ? ?  
 ????????????? a ?????????????????  
 ????m????????????????????????????????????? ????????????  
                                                            
46 ?????????? ?????????????. Ch???????????????????????????? 302-303. 
47 Matsueda???????. ?? ??????????hi. Trans. T? Enm????????? Vol. 2. Iwanami Shoten, 2013, ???????p. 153. 
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Here we can see clear rhyme-???????????????????????????????????????????????. Let us see now what 
?????? found so fascinating in the ideas of ??????????????????????. 
??????????????????????????????????????? a very small number of people is the core of Laozi’s political 
system of non-action. It is an enclosed community and is very similar to ???????? ?? ????????? ????????
?????? ???????? ??? ???? ?????????? ??????? ????? ??????-????? ????????? ??????? ?????? ???? ground down by 
civilisation and live their lives simply and peacefully.48  
The idea of ???? ???? ?? ???? ?????-???????? ??????, written by Ta?? ????ming, has fascinated many 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????49 He explains that, Li Bai, Wang Wei, Su Shi, 
and ??????, refer to the story in their poems, suggesting the scenes or adopting the phrases, ‘?rove of 
peach trees’(???), ‘A small opening from which a light seemed to come’(?????), ‘C?????
crowing and dogs ?????????? each other’(????), ‘This inaccessible spot’(??).50  
The story is simple and short. It is about a peaceful small community hidden from the outer world, 
discovered by a fisherman who gets lost ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
however, he fails to find it. Haga says that the Western equivalents would be similar to T?????????????
???? or ???????. It is a place where one feels comfortable and at peace. Haga says that it is a topos that 
exists in the space created by literature. However, it is not merely a utopia or a land inhabited by 
hermits.  
??? ??? ????? ?????? was fond of nanga painting and that images and scenery from nanga were 
????????????? ??????? ????? kanshi. His best friend, ??????? ????? ??? ????? ????? ????? ??? ????? ?????????
promoted poems and paintings by Buson a ????? poet and nanga artist from the Edo period. Buson 
                                                            
48 ?????????? ?????????????. ??????????????????yo, 2013, p. 304.  
49 ??????????. ????????????????????????????? ???????????, T??????????????????-150. 
50 Davis, A.R. Trans. ????????-ming (AD 365-427). Vol 1 Cambridge University ??ess, Cambridge, 1983, p. 193-197. 
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painted many different types of scenery. Haga states that Buson is one of the pioneers who re-
discovered ???????? ?? ????????? ?????????????? in mid-eighteenth century Japan.  
In the last two lines, ?????? promotes the idea of the ideal peaceful community that Laozi had written 
about, later depicted as a detai???? ?????? ???? ????? ??? ???? ?????ing and visualised by the nanga 
painter, Buson. ????????path to getting into the poetic land inside the mind is by ‘forgetting oneself’, so 
Zhuangzi explained. 
?????????????????????????????????????who had studied at the same Chinese Academy with ?????? when 
they were in their teens. He ????????????????, who had been his best friend during illness and was well 
acquainted with his poetical aestheticism, that he has recovered well enough to be able to compose a 
longer poem now. According to Tuc?’s account?????????????????????????????????????s from this period, 
and this may well be the ????? ?????? responded to. ?????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ????????? ?????-
matching poems with no one but the ancient historical poets except on one occasion with ?????. This 
was noted by Tu?? who observed, “A partial ?????????????????????????????????????? (1864-1912), 
who was something of a mentor and confidante to S???????????????????Asahi Shinbun, and who in 1910 
produced a ???? piece based on one of S????????kanshi that had appeared as part of the latter’s Omoidasu 
kotonado ????????, which was being serialized in the Asahi at the time. The poem to which 
Sanzan was responding seems to have been addressed to him anyway, composed on the occasion of his 
calling to visit S????????????? ????????? ??????????????? ????????? ??? exchange or reply to Sanzan’s verse in 
?????”51 Up until now Sanzan’s kanshi ????????????????hasn’t been found. It would be helpful to see it. It 
would be further proof of the close nature of their relationship. 
?????? had recovered his poetic inspiration, ?????, which gave him a peaceful state of mind and 
provided him with the strength to recover from illness and find consolation for the loss of his best 
?????????????? 
                                                            
51 ??????????????????????? ??????????????????????nshi, Haiku an?? ???????? ???????????????-????. Columbia University, 
New ??????????????????? footnote 41.   
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BECOME ONE WITH NATURE 
???????????????at a poem he composed when he was recovering at a hospital ?????????????? his serious 
illness at Shuzen-ji. Now, we turn to the poem he composed just after vomiting blood and recovering in 
bed at Shuzen-ji. This poem was placed in chapter 20 of Omoidasu kotonado,52 as noted in ?????????
diary on 29 September. 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
white clouds were important themes for ?????? as we discussed earlier. White Clouds can represent the 
poetic sentiment. At the beginning ?????? couldn’t compose a long poem. So, he started with Gogon 
?????, four lines of five characters. This is the poem he composed during his recovery whilst he was 
?????????????????????????????. As ever his language is simple and precise, the images crisp and clear. 
 
29 September 1910 
?????????????????????Omoidasu kotonado Chapter 20, published in ??????Asahi on 5 January, 1911) 
“No Title” ?? 
?????? ??? ?? ????? 
?????? ?????? ????? 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ??? ???????? 53 
????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
                                                            
52 ??????????????vol.12. Iwanami Shoten???????????????“Omoidasu ???onado”, p. 417. 
53 ????????????? vol. 18. Iwanami Shoten, To?????????? p. 243. 
?????????n????vol.12. Iwanami Shote???????????????????????????????????? p. 417. 
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????????????? is ?????????????????????????????. 
??? ?????? ?????????? ??????? moving. 
???? ????????? ????????????????????a????????????????. 
??????????? 
In line one, ?????, ?????? explains the condition of not being able to spe?? in the Omoidasu 
kotonado, he says that during ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
visitors for more than ten minutes at a time. He says that the experience disturbed his inner peace, the 
vibration of the visitor’s vo????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? recalls he 
bore in mind the old saying ‘Silence is golden’ and saying nothing lay face up in bed. 
In line two, ?????, ?????? ????? ????????????????????? ?????????????? ???? ????????? ???? ??? ????????
between his window and the roof of the building opposite?????????????????????????????????is limitless. 
?????? describes his daily routine of watching the clouds in silence.  
In the third line, ?????, ?????? explains that t??????????????????? was empty within, proffered its 
silent shadow which reflected in his heart. ?????? goes on to describe this inner feeling of emptiness in 
his heart which he identified with the stillness, simplicity and transparency of clouds. ????? ???????
?????s of clouds, he is in a peaceful state of mind. In other words, white clouds repre????? ?????????
spiritual land.  
In the final line, ?????, ?????? expresses how he is with the clouds, referring to how his poetic 
sensitivity is present and remains with him. He is indulging in a poetic world, merging with the clouds 
and forgetting himself. This experience develops to the state of mind which ??????, at the final stage of 
his life called s???????k????? (????). 
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By mentioning silence in the first line ???????is referring to meditation in quietness. In the second line, 
he states that his world is in emptiness. ???????explains in the third line that the mind in emptiness is 
not moving, and confirms in the fourth line that he is in a meditative state of mind every day. It is a 
simple and direct expression of this state of being.  
This simple and pure piece of writing, which shows ?????? immersing himself in his poetic sentiment, 
?????, is regarded as a quintessential poem from his Shuzen-ji period54, and ??????,’s own calligraphy of 
this poem has been enlarged and is engraved on a stone and placed at Shuzen-ji as a memorial. 
Let’s refer to another example of a simple and pure poem ???e?? composed during his period of 
recuperation at Shuzen-ji. This poem was written slightly before the previous poem and was noted in 
his diary entry for 25 September, a day before he was told that he had been close to death.  
 
25 September 1910 
??????????eatured in Omoidasu kotonado Chapter 5, published in ??????Asahi on 18 November 1910) 
“No Title” ?? 
?????? ??? ?????? 
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ??? ????? 55 
???????v?????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ??????am ???????? into a ?????? st???. 
??? ??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? 
                                                            
54 ??????????????ru. S????? ?????????????????????????????, 1934, p. 166-167. 
55 ????????????? vol. 18. Iwanami S??????????????????? p. 242.  
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????????????????????? ???????? ????????????? ?????????? ??????????????. 
?????? ??n???? ?????? ????????? ??????? ???????????????????? ???????? 
??????????? 
The third line, ???, ‘The mountains far away from worldly affairs’, rhyme-matches with a poem 
????????????????????????????????????? (????) compiled in Tang Shi Xuan (???). It is a line from 
his poem, “R?????” (??).  
 ????? ??? ???? 
 ????? ??????????? 56 
 ?????????????????da?? ???????????????????????????? ???????s. 
 ???????? ????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????. 
‘T????? ??????????????? ???????????? ????’ (??????i????????????????????poem is well-?????? ???????
vocabulary. Here, Sose????s also rhyme-matching with Zen teachings.  
In the fourth line, ??, ‘The green mountain’?? ?????? ????? ??? ?? ????? ??? ??? ?ai, “Dialogue in the 
mountain” (????), ??????????????e matching with the first line of Li Bai’s poem. 
 ??????? ????? ?????????? 
 ??????? ??????? ?? ??????? 57 
 ??????????? ?? ??????????????????????????? ???????? 
 ?????????????????????????. ??? ?????????????????????????  
????????? ????????? ????? ??? ?ai got the idea from a ??????????? ??? ?????? ??? ????????? ? ?) by Tao 
                                                            
56 ???????????????Annot. ?????????. Vol. 2. Iwanami Shoten, ???????????? p.443-444. 
57 Matsuura Tomohisa Ed. ?????????????????????????n Shoten???????? 2007, p. 622. 
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????ming, although the style differs.58 The important point is that the person’s smile is beyond 
explanation.   
?????? made the following comments in his diary entry for this day. “Mystical speechless state of mind, 
rest in self-immersion, effortless painless imagination, (similar to a cloud drifting out of a painting scroll, 
emerging and disappearing spontaneously,) liberated non-action, lying down in silence without 
purpose, resting in inactivity, composed spirituality, action without obstacle, brain function without 
objective”.59 These notes describe how thoughts sprang up whilst he lay on his bed in silence merging 
with nature. 
In Omoidau kotonado, he explained how he achieved a state of poetic inspiration. “When I am away 
from the mundane world and my mind is clear and not disturbed, the words sprout spontaneously and 
become poems coming from many directions depending on the feeling of the time. I realise afterwards 
that those moments are the most precious moments in my life.”60  
?????? returns furiously to composing Chinese poems during his convalescence. He had definitely 
recovered his ?????, the poetic sentiment, and composing poems gave him the energy he needed to 
recuperate. From this period onwards, composing poetry became a form of meditation bringing him a 
calm state of mind. It is Important to note as ??????????????? that the third and fourth lines of this 
poem were evaluated highly by a Chinese researcher who specialises in Japanese Classic Literature Xie 
Liuyi (???) in the literary magazine, ????? in 1926. Xie commented that the two lines (third and 
???????? ????? ???? ????? ????????? ??? ???? ???????? ????????? ??em in Omoidasu kotonado are 
exceptionally good.61    
At this point, after a month in a critical condition he is simply pleased that he is getting his strength 
????????????????the serene state he has achieved after going through a serious illness. He has had time 
                                                            
58 Matsuura Tomohisa Ed. ???????????????. T???????n Shoten, T????? 2007, p. 240. 
59 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????1996, p. 215. 
60 ????????????? vol.12. ?????????????????????Iwanami Sho?????????????????????369-373. 
61 S?????????????vol. 18. Iwanami Shoten?????????????, p. 262. 
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and opportunity to once more enter the timeless world of kanshi. He was not aware that he had been 
unconscious for thirty minutes and on the verge of death. Now, we move on to a poem he composed 
expressing the feeling he had after he became aware that he had nearly died.  
 
EQUALITY OF LIFE AND DEATH 
It was important for ?????? to have a calm mind, so as not to aggravate his stomach condition. He began 
to compose kanshi during his recovery from a serious illness in Shuzen-ji. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
world by examining a poem composed on 16 October. He placed this poem just after the section in 
Omoidasu kotonado where he expresses his feelings on discovering he had been critically ill.62  
He only found out about having a near-death unconscious period of thirty minutes through reading the 
notes his wife ?????????????? ????????????????????????????????????.63 He expresses the feeling he had on 
finding out the fact that he had been completely unaware of his proximity to death as follows, “It is 
terrifying indeed to be told by so????????????????????????????????????????????????from death to life, or 
worse still to be t???????????????????????????????????????????????????????64  
He composed the first version on 16 October, and made a second version the next day and then a final 
version the day after. After composing the second version he notes in his diary on the 17 October that 
“This is a real poem, not a poem for poetry????????65 One Japanese scholar made a comment on this 
poem, “This poem is not the expression of a momentary feeling but of a deeper feeling about human 
life which came through his experience of coming so close to death.”66  
??? ??? ???? ?????? ????? ????????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ??????? ??? ????????? ??? ??????? ???? ????? ??? ???? ???????
                                                            
62 ?????? ?????? vol.12. Iwanami Shoten. ???????1994, p. 397-403. 
63 ????????????? vol.20. Iwanami Shoten, ???????1996, p. 195. 
64 Flutsch, Maria. ?????????????, ?????i Museum in London, 1997, p. 59. 
65 ????????????? vol.20. Iwanami Shot???????????1996, p. 233. 
66 Shimizu, Shigeru. “??????????”, ????ki ??????, ???????????????????????1994, p.4-7. 
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Hospital. It is a longer poem than the poems composed in Shuzen-ji, consisting of sixteen lines of five 
characters and it shows that ?????i is getting healthier and stronger.  
 
16 October 1910 
?????????featured in Omoidasu kotonado Chapter 15, published in ??????Asahi on 17 December, 1910)  
“No Title” ?? 
????? ???????? 
????? ??? ??????? 
????? ??? ??????? 
????? ???? ?????? 
????? ??? ??????? 
????? ?????? ?????? 
????? ??? ??????? 
????? ??????????????? 
????? ??? ????? 
????? ??? ???????? 
????? ?????? ????? 
????? ??? ?????? 
????? ??? ??????? 
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????? ??? ???????? 67 
????????????, I ?????????????? ?????????????????????????????, 
?? ?????????? ??????????????????????? 
In ??????????????????????????????????????????????, 
?????????? ???????? ?????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????, 
It is ???? ??????????????to ??????????? ????. 
L????????? ???????????????????????????????? in a ???????????, 
?????a?? is ??????????????????????? ???????????? ?????an ??????? ???? 
???????????????s ???????? ?????????????????, 
???????????????? ???? ????????? ???????????????????????????????????  
?????????????? ?????????, 
?????????????????????????? ?????????????s hav? ?????n o?????????????? 
Finding a ?????????????????? ????in ????????  
????????????????? ????? ????????? ???????????????????????????? ???s.  
??????????? 
In line one and two, S????i is setting the scene at the time of his being critically ill and unconscious. He 
adopts the characters, ? meaning the colour of Heaven and ? meaning the colour of the Earth, and
? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????tside of heaven and earth, 
                                                            
67 ????????????? vol. 18. Iwanami Shoten, ???????????? p. 263-264. 
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in other words in the cosmos. In the second line, ???? describes the interchanging of life and 
death. 68 ??????? in these first and second lines ??? ?????????? ????? to the time when he became 
unconscious. He was totally unaware of this incident until he was told by his wife. ???????decided to 
compose a poem about this extraordinary experience using kanshi to express his innermost feelings.  
Lines three to six are important in relation to Daoist thought, since in these lines ?????? introduces 
Daoist concepts. We will examine the words in line three, ?? and ?? in line six. According to the 
commentary on the ?????? of the kanshi, ?? ?????? ?????? ??? ???? ????????? ???????? ????? ??? 17 
October, ?????? had written ?? which means distant and obscure. ??????????????? (????), who 
translated and gave a commentary on the 1995 version of ??????, ?????? ????? ???? ?????????? ????????
(the earlier version of a translation of ??????’s kanshi in ??????) had used ?? which is found in 
poems by Du Fu and others, a word ideal for Classical poetry, however ?????? felt differently.69 The 
characters, ?,?,?, are ??????????????? ?????????????  
??????????????????????????????????????????????? the word ?? appears in chapter one. The passage 
explains that ordinary values cannot be applied in the world beyond the understanding of human 
cognition. ?? signifies losing consciousness. The passage gives two examples to illustrate the 
meaninglessness of the values established by human society, since human values differ depending on 
the situation and condition.  
The first example is the person from one country who goes to another country to sell cups, which are 
regarded as valuable in his own country. However, the people in the other country have different 
traditions and customs, for them cups have no meaning regardless of their significance to the people of 
the other country.  
????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
                                                            
68 ????????????? vol. 18. Iwanami Shoten, ???yo, 1995, p. 265. 
????????????? vol.12. Iwanami ???????????????????, “Omoi?????????nado”, p. 403. 
69 ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? p.265. 
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an ideal political system, but who became useless in comparison to the real sages who embody the 
absolute values that humans cannot comprehend. When t??? ????? ??? ???? ?????ses this, he loses the 
notion of who he is, and thus, the expression of the word, ??, ‘Losing consciousness’ (by realising 
the greatness of the unworldly sages) is adopted here.70  
?????????????? ???????????????????????????kanshi, we can adopt the meaning of losing consciousness in 
line three, and lose oneself in the experience of the unimaginable for line six. In lines three to six, 
?????????????ing ?? ????? ?????????????????????????????????he can’t explain as there is no answer to it.  
The words, ‘My spirit’, ??, in line four are originally the characters ??, which appear in “Mastering 
Life” chapter nineteen of the ????????,71. They appear in ??????’s 16 October version and the meaning 
is the same. According ????????????? ??? ??apter nineteen Zhuangzi teaches how to achieve a state of 
non-action through following nature and abandoning the self-?????????? ?????? ????????? ????? ????
concept suggested here is non-action achieved through s??????? k?????, (merging with heaven, 
abandoning self: ????), the concept ?????? reached in the very last period of his life.72 ?????????
explains that the meaning of s??????? k????? is to follow the law of nature and eliminate human 
attachment. ?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????Secret of Caring for Life” 
chapter three of Zhuangzi as a base and it teaches how to be a master of living one’s life to the full 
extent. ??????????????????????? ?????a devastating ???????? ??????????? ???????????????????????????????????
himself.  
In order to understand line five, we need to discuss the concept of ‘Return’. Line five shows a 
development in the expression of words, from ‘Where it comes from’ (???) on the 16 October to 
‘Where it exists’ (???) on the 17 October and finally to ‘Return to the root’ (?????)73. In 
                                                            
70 ???unaga, Mitsuji. Trans. ????? vol.2. Asahi Shinbun Sha, To?????1966, p. 22-23.
Watson, Burton. Tran. ???????????? ?????????????? Tzu. Colo?????????????????????? Ne??????????68, p. 33-34. 
71 ?????????? ????????????????????, vol. 2. Asahi Shinbun Sha, To?????1966, p. 22-23. 
72 Ibid., p.465-466. 
73 ???????Zen?????????????Iwanami Shot???????????1995, p.266.  
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???????? ???? ??????? ??? ???? ???? ??? ?????? ???? ?????????? ??? ??????? ????? ??? ???? ????? ?????? ??? ???????
tranquillity.74 ??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????n nature, which means to become one 
with the Way.  
This is only possible by removing one’s worldly ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
to become selfless, so that one’s mind is empty in order to reside with the Way within oneself. The Way 
is moving constantly, existing everywhere and it is inexhaustible. When one merges with the Way, one 
becomes an infinite existence in the Way.75 Now, we refer to Laozi’s text, chapter sixteen, which ??????
about returning to one’s origins. 
????????????????o the limit; 
Maintain tranquillity in the centre. 
The ten thousand things side-by-side they arise; 
And by this I see their return. 
Things come forth in great numbers; 
Each one returns to its root. 
This is called tranquillity. 
“Tranquillity”-This means to return to your fate. 
To return to your fate is to become constant; 
???????????????stant is to be wise. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? 
                                                            
74 ?????????? ??suji. Trans. ??shi, vol. 2. Asahi Shinbun Sha, ???yo, 1966, p.220-225.
Watson, Burton. Tran. Th??????????? ???????????????????Colombia Universit?????????????????????68, p. 142-143. 
75 ????naga, Mitsuji trans. ?????. Asahi Shinbun Sha, ???????1968, p. 92-93. 
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??????????????????????? ?????????????????? ???????????? ?????????.76 
(De-Dao Jing, chapter 16) 
Laozi’s text shows us that to return to one’s origins is to recover a tranquil state of mind. Zhuangzi’s text 
also explains the concept of return in chapter sixteen “Mending the Inborn Nature”. It says,  
   The men of ancient times who practiced the Way employed tranquillity to cultivate 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????g for its ???e. So they may be 
????? ??? ????? ????????? ?????????? ??? ?????????? ?????????????? ?????????? ???? ?????????????
????? ?????? ???????????? ????? ??????? ???? ???????? ???? ?????? ?merged from the inborn 
nature.77 
 
For ??????, it was crucially important to be tranquil at this ?????????????????????????????????????????????
health. After introducing the concept of ‘R??????????????????????????????????x, as we discussed before, that 
the origins of life are unexplainable. ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ords.  
Line seven to ten are a depiction of nature in autumn, in which his poetic inspiration creates powerful 
visual images ?????????????????????????????loneliness. However, it is no longer personal loneliness. It 
is shifted to profound loneliness detached from human feeling.  
?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
a bare tree on earth. This could be a depiction of him as a person showing his intention of removing all 
the attachments mentioned in line twelve. ????????? ????? ???? ????????? ?????????? ????? ????? ??? ??
personification of ??????? ????????? ??? ????????78 In line thirteen and fourteen, ?????? expresses his 
intention to return gradually ????? to the world of kanshi. The characters, ??, which literally mean 
                                                            
76 Henri???????b???????Trans. Lao-??????-Tao Ching. Rider, London, 1991, p. 68. 
77 Watson, Burton. Trans. ????????????? ??????????????Tzu. Colombia Univ??????????????????????? 1968, p. 171. 
78 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku???????????????????????????????????????1-202. 
????????? Hiroshi. ?????? ??????????????i. Dai Ich????????????????????????????? 
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‘wind and dew’ are the quintessential expression of poetry composition in kanshi.  
It is clear that in this poem ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????‘Return’ in Daoist teachings. 
For ??????, to return to the origins, to recover a tranquil state of mind which Laozi and Zhuangzi teach, 
is to return to the poetic inspiration of kanshi, the world of ?????. ?????? returned to a poetic state by 
examining his feelings on being so close to death, and becoming one with nature through an inactive 
state of mind. ??????????????????? ??????????? ??? ??????????kanshi ????????????????????? ??????????????????
become one with composing kanshi by forgetting oneself, and this is Sos?????? s??????? k?????, which 
????????????????????????in his final kanshi period as we shall see in chapter five.  
 
NANGA AND NATURE 
In Omoidasu kotonado 24, ?????? tells of the interest he had maintained in nanga ??????? ???? ?????
painting since his childhood. During his recovery from his illness, he says that he imagined a beautiful 
cloud and ??? in his mind. He says that his imagination after ???? ??????? ????????? ?????Shuzen-ji was 
occupied with paintings of nature just as it had been when he was a child. 
Luan confirms this point in his explanation of what nanga meant for ??????, 
“The foundation of ??????’s imaginary world of East Asian inspired scenery came 
through admiring Nanga paintings as a text in his early teens. The visual image 
stayed in his mind and was unforgettable. When he recalled the image, it both 
made him calm and gave him energy.”79 
The following poem is composed and noted in ??????’s diary for 8 October 1910, a few days before he 
left Shuzen-ji. ?????? noted in his diary that he is both happy and at the same time unhappy. He wants 
                                                            
79 Luan, David. “The Study on the travel boo?????????su-???u”. ???????????????? ????????141, Saitama, 1976, p. 6. 
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????????????????????????????? ????????nts to stay. He says that the reality is that his schedule will not 
be changed unless he experiences severe pain. He writes that his face is ?????????????????????? 
He retouched th????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? that it 
had rained hard since dawn and that he was polishing up a Chinese poem and a haiku in ecstasy.  
 
8 October 1910 
?????????????????????Omoidasu kotonado Chapter 24, published in ????? Asahi on 22 February, 1911) 
“No Title” ?? 
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ??? ????????? 
?????? ?????????????????  
?????? ?????????????? 80 
????????????????????????????????????, 
???????????????????????????????????????????.   
???????????????????????????????? ??? ?????, 
?????????????????????? ?????????????? ??? ??????. 
??????????? 
                                                            
80 ????????????? vol. 18. Iwanami S??????????????????, p. 256. 
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The last two characters in line one, ?? the south of the river, rhyme-match with the first line of a 
poem called ????, (“???????? ???????”), by Liu Zohg-yua (???, 773-819) found in the 
Comp????????????????????s.  
 ?????? ??? ?????? 
?????? ????? ???? 81 
 A ?????????????? ???????south s????????????????, 
 ??????I ???????????????? at noon. 
The south represents Shuzen-ji which is in that direction ??? ???? ????? ???????????? It is a wonderfully 
evocative poem. By mentioning the word autumn in the first line and visualising the season with the 
image of yellow flowers ???????????????????????????creates a perfect seasonal atmosphere. 
The last two li??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????’s interpretation, ?????? is 
referring to a poem by Wang Wei?? in his poem titled ?? (“Song???”). Let us refer to Wang 
Wei’s poem. 
?????? ????? ????????? 
????? ? ??????????? 82 
????????????????????? ??????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????at ????????????????????????????????? ?????????   
The text says that Wang Wei used white clouds as a symbol for life in the mountain. ??????????????????
in the mountain means ????????? the poetic state by composing a poem far away from worldly affairs, 
something which nanga artists often depicted. Life in the mountain also means practicing meditation.  
                                                            
81 Maeno, Na???????????????. Vol. 1. Iwanami Shoten, ????????????????????  
82 Ibid., p. 54. 
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One of his students ????????? ??????????????????????????????? that from an early age ?????? had been 
fond of Wang ????????????? ????????????????????????? mentioned Wang Wei’s poem in ?????????? 
and wrote calligraphy of the poem.83 
Here, ?????? is becoming one with the clouds and wandering freely in his imagination. S??????????????????
line confirms that he is within the clouds, which explains how he has come to have a peaceful mind 
through meditation. He says that he is returning ???? with the ‘Clouds’ which symbolise S???????????????
world and which are reflected in a serene and calm state of mind. This is S??????????????????????.    
 
CONCLUSION  
In this chapter, we discussed the kanshi ?????? composed during and after his recuperation from 
serious illness in Shuzen-ji ?????????. After a ten-????????????????? was once more composing kanshi. 
During this ??????? ?????? had been many changes in ???????? life. Amongst many things he had 
experienced life in London, and lost his best ?????????????. He had psychological problems due to stress, 
had experienced financial difficulties, and problems with his family. He had also changed his occupation 
from teaching English literature to writing novels and essays for a Newspaper. As a result, ?????? 
damaged his health and became seriously ill. 
His period of convalescence brought a moment of quietness to S??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????ibility which he had loved since his childhood. It had a strong 
shared memory with Shi?i. So????? ????? ?????? ?? ???? ??????? ?????? ???? ?????? ?????? ???? ????? ???????
sensitivity.  
Whilst in recovery he began to compose ??????? in order to ???????? ????????????p his vitality within. 
During the recovery, S?????? ????????? ????? ?The clouds’ which symbolise his spiritual home inside his 
                                                            
83 ????????????zuru. ?????? ??????. Iwanami Shoten????????????4, p. 171. 
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mind returned ?????????? ? ????????????????compose inspired by the time he spent with clouds and 
nature often using the short form of Gogon ????? to express the simple and pure feelings he had 
?????????????? calm state of mind. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????Omoidasu 
kotonado in the Asahi ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????composed during his recovery 
period were inserted in Omoidasu kotonado. Eight out of the seventeen poems composed in this 
period are in the short form, ???????????. The poems are simple yet refined, expressing peace of mind 
during recovery, happiness at being alive and gratitude to people.  
?????????????to understand that he needed to have some peace in order to have inner calmness in his 
mind. This is the period in which ??????? began to express his spiritual quest through kanshi 
compositions. S???????? ????s reveal the simplicity of nature and his love of being with nature and 
forgetting his own existence. In this period ??????? ?????? ??? ?????? ???? ???? ?????? ????????? ????? ???
‘Quiet moment’, ‘Forgetting oneself’, ‘One with the way’, and ‘The equality of life and death’?????????
also began to grasp the idea of “Following the law of nature and eliminating human attachment” which 
appears in Zhuangzi and is described as s??????? k????? by ????????. 84 ???????? ??? ???? ????????
forgetting himself, and merging with clouds was the beginning of his exploration of the concept of 
s???????k?????.  
?????? recovered from ????????????????????????????????????????????he once again fell ill he was too busy 
to compose kanshi. The next stage is ?????? getting more interested in ??, which is nanga painting 
combined with poetry written in calligraphy. 
                                                            
84 ?????????? ???????????????S?????vol.?????????????????????????yo, 1966, p. 465. 
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Chapter Four 
Nanga Period  
 
INTRODUCTION 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????kanshi composition. When he resumed, 
???? ????? ?????? ????? ????? ????? ????????? ??? a spiritual journey which was to a large degree 
inspired and based on Chinese religious texts. Kanshi had always been a form of meditation and a 
means by which to communicate with the transcendental, a road which would lead to his own 
concept of enlightenment sokuten kyoshi?? ??????????????????????? ?????? ???????? ????????? ??? ????
world of nanga which had always been part of the world of kanshi??????????????????????????? ????
to kanshi, its images capturing the essence of the poetry, its themes and its deep connection with 
nature, and the absence of self. ????????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????  
After a period of recuperation from serious illness in which ?????? began to compose Chinese 
poems, ?????? became extremely busy again. He was unable to find time and the peaceful frame of 
mind necessary for the composition of poems.  
?????????? ????? ???????? ??????? ??????????? ??? ?? ?????? ??????????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ???? ????????
articles, in 1911 he once again fell ill. His stomach ulcer condition had worsened. He now needed 
rest and repose and t???????????????????????????????????????????????kanshi. 
Adding to his woes, ?????? ???? ?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ??? ???????????????
loss of his fifth daughter ?????????????????????????????? writes ????????? “a hole in his stomach 
and heart”.1 He was also annoyed by the matter of his being awarded the title of “Literary Doctor” 
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????pt his rebuttal. 
                                                            
1 ??????????????Vol.20??????????????????????o, 1996, p. 358. (Diary 03/12/1911)  
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??????, in his newspaper column, ???? his readers abreast of this episode, and of the silly exchanges 
??????????????????????? ????????????????ent.2  
In addition to the crushing loss of his daughter, he lost another important friend. In February 1912, 
??????? one of the people who really understood ?????? ????? ??? ??? ??????????? ???? ???????? ?????
suddenly. He was a person who had shown great concern for ?????????????????? during his illness at 
Shuzen-ji in 1910; ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????kanshi. 
???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????his life: his loneliness.   
???????s Nanga painting period runs from May 1912 to spring 1916. ??????? ??????? ???????????????
this time because he was unable to write ?????????? due to illness. He ??????????????????????as a 
way of expressing ????????????????????????????????????????????????????en after he got better.  
Since childhood???????????????????????????nanga (Chinese style brush and ???????????????????????
mentions in Omoidasu kotonado. He enjoyed creating an imaginary poetic world within his 
paintings. Many of the kanshi composed during this period were written to accompany his nanga 
paintings. The subject matters he was fond of were bamboo, stone, the place deep in the 
mountain, streams and a person in a simple hut.  
In accounts by ????????? ?????? Ky???? ????????? ??? ?????? no Omoide (??????: Memory of 
??????)3, she tells us that ?????? was painting nanga around 1913 and would spend a long time 
finishing paintings. Sometime?? ??????? ??? ????? ????? ????????? he was writing on nearly wore out. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????he was ?????????? 
?????????????exhaustion??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
mental instabilities. 
                                                            
2 ??????????????Vol.16?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ?????????sei to Yo”,  
?????????????????????????? ??????????????????? 
??seki ???sh??Vol.26, Iwanami Shoten, ????o, 1996, p. 287-???????????? ????????????????? 
3 ?????????????????????? no Omoide?????????????????????????????? p. 316-317. 
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At the start, ?????? composed ten poems ?????? ???? ?? ??????? ???????????? ????? ?????? ???? ????
paintings. All the poems composed after 1913 were attachments to his paintings. These poems can 
?????????????????????????????????the idea of the state of f?ry? from the Shuzen-ji period.  
Later, in his final period in 1916, he ??????????????????Zen ???????????????????????????????????
??????? ??? ????? ??? ???? ?????? ??????? ????? ????? ??? ??????? ?????? ???????? ???? ?????? ???? ???????
appreciating their religious practice and discipline. After the ???????????????????????painted brush 
???? ???? ?????????? ??? each one of them to accompany his kanshi compositions, and in 
??????????????? ??????? ?????????? ??????? ???? ?????????????? ??? ???????? ??? ???? ???????????? ???
their own poems. 
?????? painted and composed poems for himself and f?????????????????????????????????????????????? 
??????? preparation for ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
began to compose one kanshi almost ??????????  
Before we examine ??????????????????????? ????? ????????????????????? ??? ????????nanga and the 
nanga artist, Buson. This will help us understand the tradition and sources in which he was 
???????. 
Some of ?????????nanga ???????????????????????????????????????????????. Buson was a nanga artist 
and haiku poet from the Edo period who painted scenes from the Peach Blossom Spring (Tao hua 
yuan ji?? ????) by Tao Yuanming, an influential Chinese poet. ?????? ????? ??????????? ?????? 
refers to words and expressions ??????????? ???? many times in his Chinese poems.    
 
BUSON and SOSEKI 
Yosa Buson (???? 1716-1783) was a poet and nanga painter who first established himself as a 
painter but who also composed a large number of poems.  
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As a poet he is regarded by some as '??????????????????????, coming, in Yasuhara Eri's opinion for 
example, after Basho.4 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????   
demonstrated by his writing Haijin Buson (???????????????????????????? ?????????? ??? ????????
???????????????? ????????????? ??? ?? ????? ???? ????? ?????? ???????? ?? ??????? of redis??????? ???? ??-
??????????????? since the Meiji period and clearly had a strong influence on ?????????????????? ????5 
According to Morimoto, many of ????????? haiku ?????? ????????? ???????? ?????????????6 Wada 
notes that Buson was fond of referring to Chinese poetry in the composition of his haiku. In fact, 
through the course of his life, ??????? passion for Chinese poetry deepened and was reflected in his 
?????????????? ??? ??? ???????? ????? ?????????? ????? ????????????? ???????????? ???? ?????? who learnt 
un?????????, were both influenced by the artistic refinement demonstrated by Buson.7 
?????? definitely learnt many kanshi ?????????????????????????Haiku, and some of the inspiration 
for his kanshi came from reading ????????haiku compositions. 
Morimoto points out that ?????? dr?????????????????? ???????????? “Taigi Umach?chin zu” (??
????). He drew it in his diary on 9 April 1915,8 one year before his death, shortly after he 
completed ???? ?????Garasu-do no Naka (????? Inside the Glass door).  
?????? also noted down a story that Buson had written. The main theme of which is spontaneity. 
The story tells that Buson and his friend, Taigi (Tan Taigi 1709-1771), were rushing through a rainy 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????mbrella open and then 
the light in their lantern blew out. Buson, bewildered by the situation regrets not bringing the 
?????? ????????? ????????????? ???????? ?????? ???????? ????? ????? ??? ?? ??????? ?????? ?????????? since no one 
                                                            
4 Yasuhara, Eri F. “???????????????????????????????????????” in ????????????????????????????. Ed. Eleanor 
??????????????????Macmillan, 2006, p. 243. 
5 Wada, Toshio. ????????????????? ???????????????????1976, p. 185-189. 
6 ???? ??????????????Tsuki wa Higashi ni. ???????????? 1992, p. 104-120. 
7 Wada, Toshio. ???????????????? ????????????????????1976, p.189. 
8 ????????????? ?????0. Iwa????????????????????????? p. 470. 
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???????????????????????????? Buson realises ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
has to adapt to the situation in each moment.9 
?????? ???? ????? ????? ????? ?????????? by the teaching of Zen, and the idea that it is no use 
rationalising phenomena, as phenomena ???????????????????me time. ???????????????????? ?????????
of being spontaneous, the Daoist notion of jinen (??) explained by Zhuangzi that is the essential 
element corresponding to the notion that all existence in the ????????????????????? infinitely and 
is in constant motion, appearing then disappearing.10  
Zhuangzi teaches in Chapter Two of the text not to define what is right and what is wrong, since 
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????? ???11 ??????, after experiencing being 
?????????????????????thirty minutes on the border line of life and death, understands this concept 
???????????????? equal within the Way. We will see how ?????? expresses the equality of all things by 
referring to ???????????????????????nanga period. 
?????? ??? ????????????????????????? ???????????? ?????????????? ?????????composed a series of ten 
poems titled ‘Spontaneous compositions in Spring time? dated 24 May 1912. They were the first 
kanshi he had written since his Shuzen-ji period in October 1910. The last poem from that time had 
been ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????his life and 
????????????? ???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????  
During this current period, ?????? composed poems with picturesque scenes which reflected his 
enjoyment of being at one with nature. After he fell ill again, ??????, with time on his hands and in a 
????? ????????? ???????????????? ????? ??? ????? ?? ????? ??? ?? ?????? ??? ??????? ??? nature. The title 
“Spring day” (???? ??????? ?????????????????????????? ???? ???????? ??????????????????????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????? had found a new friend, nature, which became a great companion and 
inspiration for the poetic state of f?ry?. 
 
                                                            
9 ???? ??????????????Tsuki wa Higashi ni?????????????? 1992, p. 88-89. 
10 ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????. Jinmon Shoin, Kyoto, 1988, p. 24-25. 
11 Ibid., p. 27. 
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PREPARATION FOR COMPOSING POEMS TO ACCOMPANY NANGA 
24 May 1912  
Poem 94  
“Spontaneous composition in spring day” (????) ???? 
?????? ?????? ?????? 
?????? ??????? ?????? 
?????? ?????? ? ????  
?????? ??? ??????? 12 
It is easy to say that worldly affairs are the cause of my growing old,  
The view over the balcony in my house shows the wild essence of nature in each season. 
Nightingales are singing in full motion in the bamboo grove, 
I am listening to the sound of spring whilst lying down.  
??????????? 
??? in line one rhyme-matches with the tenth line of a poem from the Tang period composed 
by Gao Shi (?????????????, 70?-765). Gao Shi composed this poem for his friend, Tu Fu (??).  
???????? ??????? ???????????? 13 
In those days, I didn’t imagine that my studies and swordsmanship would as I grew old 
become part of my worldly affairs. 
                                                            
12 ???eki ?ens?? Vol.18, Iwanami Shoten, T???o, 1995, p. 276-277. 
13 Matsuura Tomohisa Ed. Kanshi no Jiten?????????????????????????? 2007, p. 604. 
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In ????????? ?????? ‘G??????? ???? ???? ?? ????????? ????? ??? ??????? ??? found a moment of peace in 
which he was surrounded by nature.  
?? in line two 'T?????????????????????????, was used by the Tang poet, Li Bai (??) 
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ??? ????? 14 
There are many steep mountain ranges covered with hazy green across the sea,  
The curvy long wave coming close to the balcony crashes down endlessly. 
??????? ???????? ?? rhyme-matching with Li Bai??? ??????also rhyme-matches in the same line with 
characters used by Fang Gan (??, 809?-888?) from the late Tang period. He used the characters 
??, meaning ‘Wild essence??which are compiled in the San’ti Shi (?????????????. ?????????????
exercise to stimulate a ??????? ? ???? ???? ??????ng, shares his ??????????? ???? ???? ????????? ??? ???????
with two poets from the Tang period.    
?????? ??? ??????? 
????? ????????? 15 
The wild essence of nature is very pleasant on its own,  
Fine incense is best to test and appreciate with companions. 
??, ‘Deep in ????????????????? in line three is used by Liu Chang????, 1019-1068? from the 
Sung period, in the poem titled “Yuhou Huiwen” (????), compiled in the Jianzhu Song Yuan 
Ming Shixuan (???????) 
?????? ?? ??????, 
                                                            
14 ????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
15 http://www.yuwen360.com/showinfo-184-143722.html 
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?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ??? ??????? 
?????? ??? ?????? 16 
The cool light on the pond full of green water,  
A feeling of coolness coming from blue moss on the stone pavement.  
The garden is dim, petals on the ground appear here and there. 
Deep in the Bamboo Grove, the ripple of birds’ singing echoes loudly 
?????? wrote out a copy in calligraphy of this poem, and indeed at first the poem was attributed to 
him as he had put his name at the end of the piece. He was clearly practising his calligraphy and 
?????????? ?? ????? ???? ???? ?????? ?????? ???? ???? ??????????? ??? ???? c????????? ??????? ?????? ???????
? ?????????????????????????? ???????? ??????  
S???????? ????????? ???? ???-in-law, ???????? Yuzuru, confirms that ????????? ?????????? ??? ???????
nature-based ? ????? ??? ???????? ??????????? ????? ??????? ???? ?? ????????? ????????? ??? ???? ?????? from 
????????? ????????? ?????? ???????? ????????? ????????? ????????? ???????? painting, especially nanga 
paintings.”17  
???, ‘L?????????????????????????????????????????????????? in the fourth line is used by Li Shangyin  
(???, 812-858) from the late Tang period in a poem titled “Ci gu guo fen ning zhai” (?????
?; ?????????) 
??????????em, it is autumn whereas in ??????????autumn is replaced by spring. 
???????? ????? ?? ????? 
???????? ????????? ??????? 18 
                                                            
16 ?????????????????????????-nifty.com/easy/2006/12/post_ffa4.html 
17 Iida, Rigyo. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku??????????????? ????????????????????????-214. 
18 Ibid., p. 215. Also, ?????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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Green trees in the garden of the West, who is the master?  
Together we approach the high window, listening to the sound of autumn whilst lying 
down. 
???????was inspired by ???? poem to express the spontaneous sound of nature. In the latter half of 
the first line, Li uses ‘Who is the master?? ?? (Shuizhu). ?????? uses the same expression??, 
in the second poem of the series, ‘Spontaneous compositions ??????????? ??, which we will examine 
next.  
The theme of ‘Who is the master?? runs through the poems of this period and also later poems. 
??????????????????????????????????? in his nanga period was under the influence of Chapter Two 
of Zhuangzi, “Dis??????????? ??????????????????????”. 
Let us recall the scene from the beginning of Chapter Two of Zhuangzi which we analysed in 
Chapter three. The student ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????cold 
?????? ???? ?????? ??? ???? ????? ??? ??????? ??? ?????? ???? ???????? ???????? ????? ??? ??? ????????????? ??
moment in which he forgets his existence and who he is. This notion of forgetting oneself is the 
ultimate destination which Zhuangzi is at pains to stress in Chapter Two. We see this notion appear 
again later in ?????????????? 
Zhuangzi t????? ?????? ???? ??????? ??? ??????? To emphasise the point the ???????? ????? ???? ???
??????????????????????????what ?????? refers to when he uses the expression ??, ‘Who is the 
master??.  
Zhuangzi?? point here is that ?????? ??? ???????? ??????? ???? ??????? ??? ??????? ???????? ????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ???? ??????? ???? ????????? ??????? ????? ??? ???? ????? concept remote from Earth and its 
people. ????en stays as it is. In other words, it is nature, something beyond the world of logic. It 
???????? ??????????? ???? ???????? ????? ??? ????????? ????? ???? ???????? ????????? ???????? ?????
process one finds one's true self.  
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The following passage in Zhuangzi, using the Chinese character ?? , describes the 
characteristic of the great understanding as broad and unhurried. ?????? uses this character ? 
signifying serenity and quiet when composing Chinese poems. We need to read more of 
Zhuangzi ????????an insight into the characteristics of the ‘Great understanding??  
In the following passage, Zhuangzi explains about 'Little understanding', which is worldly 
??????????????????????????????????????Great understanding'. ‘Little understanding' from ??????'s 
????????? ?????????????? ?? ???? ??????????? ??? ????????????????????????????? ???????????? ??????
stomach ulcers, a ????????????????????????????????? 
 Great understanding is broad and unhurried; little understanding is 
cramped and busy. Great words are clear and limpid; little words are shrill and 
??????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ??????????? ?????????? ????? ??????? ??????????? ???? ?????? ???? ????? ???? ??????
minds in strife, sometimes grandiose, sometimes sly, sometimes petty. Their little 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????? ??????????????????? ????????????????? ???????? ????? ????????? ????????????????
right and wrong. They cling to their position as though they had sworn before the 
gods??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-such is 
the way they dwindle day by day. They drown in what they do- ????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????- such are the excesses 
of their old age. And when their minds draw near to death, nothing can restore 
them to the light.19 
In the next passage Zhuangzi writes about the ?????????????????????????????existing in the human 
mind, which occur spontaneously and come and go by their ????????????????ese are also part of 
the piping of H?????s: nature. Spontaneous, it has no form, and ??????????????????????????????
?????????? ?????? ????? ??? ??????? ???? ???????? ???? ??? shed the burdens of this mundane 
                                                            
19 Watson, Burton. Trans. The complete works of Chuang Tzu?????????????????????????????????????????68, p. 37. 
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existence and transcend human affairs. This is precisely the thought ?????? sympathised with 
when he began to compose poems again after the painful emotional turmoil of losing precious 
people in his life. 
????? ??????? ??????? ????????? ??????? ???????? ???????????? ??????????????? ?????????
wilfulness, candor, insolence- music from empty holes, mushrooms springing up in 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ??????? ?????? ???? ??????? ???? ??????? ???? ??? ??????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ???? ?? ??????? ???????????????? ????? ???????? ?????????? ????????? ????????
??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????f him. He can act- that 
is certain. Yet I cannot see his form. He has identity but no form.20 
???????begins to depict the spontaneous characteristics of nature in his poem by emptying his 
mind and getting inside the world of kanshi. Let us proceed to the next poem to see how 
?????? introduces the phrase, ‘Who is the master???(??). 
 
Poem 95  
“Spontaneous composition on a spring day” (????) ???? 
?????? ?????? ?????? 
?????? ?????? ????? 
?????? ??? ??????? 
?????? ??? ????? 21 
                                                            
20 Watson, Burton. Trans. The complete works of Chuang Tzu???????????????????????????????????????????, p. 37-38. 
21 ??????????????Vol.18??????????????????????o, 1995, p. 278. 
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Water flows effortlessly through the bamboo grove,  
Flowers are blossoming from a high place in a branch above, but they can’t hide the 
colour of the spring. 
Wind and light, who is their master?  
This fine day belongs to the poet as the poet understands the essence of nature.  
??????????? 
?????? begin??????????????????????????????????????????noted that ?? ‘Dense bamboo bush? in 
the first line and ?? ‘High mountain?? (in ????????? ?????? ??? ????? ?Flowers in a high 
position?????????????????????????????????, Shanjing (??), compiled in ??? (Chuan’deng 
Lu: C?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????22 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? M???????????? (??), the teacher, 
???????e pupil which direction he will ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
by ?????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
poem is his answer. 
 ???????? ??????????????? 
???????? ????????????????? 23 
Water flows easily through dense bamboo bush, 
White clouds float freely amongst the steep mountains. 
????????? ???? ???????? ??? ?????????? ??????? ???? ???????? ???? ??? ??? ?????? ??? ???? ????? ??????? ????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ????? ????? are obstacles, stress and loss. How can we carry on when 
                                                            
22 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 278. 
23 http://rinnou.net/cont_04/zengo/20120801.html 
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?????? ????? ?????? ??????? ???????????? ?????? ???? ???????? ??? ???? ????? ????????? ???? ???????? ????
teachers should be the clouds and water and their unfastidious, carefree and simple existence. 
Human beings due to their conditioni?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????s and water is the main point.  
We recall ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????is serious illness at Shuzen-ji. For him the cloud is a symbol of poetic 
??????????? and a calm state of mind. When composing poems he made an effort to empty his 
mind and be clear ????? ??????????????s.  
?? in the third line referring to the landscape, followed by??? ‘Who is the master?? has 
already been discussed in our analysis of Spontaneous composition in spring time poem ????1 
when we referred to a poem by Li Shangyin (???). 
In addition, the word master/creator (?) is also used by Su Shi (??), a poet from the Sung 
period. He explains the creator in the poem “The Red Cliff” (??). 
????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????
????????????? 24 
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ?????
?????? ????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
???? ??????? ??? ????? ???? ??????? ???? ????? ????? ?? ??????? ??? ?????? ???? ?????? ????
                                                            
24 ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????th edition), 
p. 327-328. 
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???????????? ?????????????? ??????????????????????? ???? ????????d the moon appearing 
amongst the mountains. One can enjoy the sound of wind and wonder at the beauty 
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ????????????????? ???? ????????? ???????? ???? ????????? it together with 
others as well. 
Su Shi confirms that nature is inexhaustible and ??????????????????? benefit from it. 
?? ?????? ????????? in the fourth line is used in the Zen text, Blue Cliff Record (???) Sixth 
Case. 
?????? ?????? 25 
every day is a good day26 
meaning each new day is the best day of your life no matter whether it is a fine day, a rainy day, 
a joyful day or a hard day. 
?????? ends his poem with the words, “This fine day belongs to the poet as the poet 
understands the essence of nature”, confirming that by creating sounds with words he too is a 
part of the piping of H????????????? in the second poem synthesises t???????????????????/Zen 
and Zhuangzi.  
 
Poem 98  
“Spontaneous composition on a spring day” (????) ???? 
?????? ?????? ????? 
?????? ?????? ???? 
                                                            
25 ?????????????????? ???????????????, Sue?????????????????????umio. An. Hekigan Roku??????????????????????????????
(13th edition), p. 104. 
26 ??????????????? ??????????????????????The Blue Cliff Record. Shambhala Publications, Inc. Boston, Massachusetts, 
1977, p. 37. 
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?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ??? ????? 27 
Suffering illnesses, living in a shabby house, growing old feeling mentally and physically 
exhausted, 
I am worried about the times we live in and feel emotional and tearful.    
Nature in the rivers and mountains begins to show signs of spring, (brings poetic 
sensitivity) 
I dream I am a traveller sailing through life fading in the fine mist rising from the surface 
of the water 
??????????? 
?? ‘Suffering ?????????? at the beginning of the first line, is ?????? explaining not only his state 
of health, but also that of his country, Japan. ?????? expresse?? ???? ?????? ??? ?? ??????? ???????
Civilisation of Modern Japan (???????) in which he pointed out his concern about 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????? ?????????????????????????????? noted by Iida.28  
?????? ??? ?? ??????? ????? ?? ??????? ??? ?????????????? ?????? ??? ???????? ?????????????? He could 
clearly see that Japan and the Japanese people would soon get exhausted if they followed the 
path of Western modernisation as it was not happening organically. ??? ???? ?????? ???????? ??
period of constant and rapid change, the old customs and traditions had been swept aside, but 
only superficial notions based on Western society had replaced them. ?????? warned time and 
time again that Japan could fall apart, if it continued to blindly hurl down the route of modern 
Westernisation. 
                                                            
27 ??????????????Vol.18, Iwanami S???????????o, 1995, p. 276-277. 
28 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku. ??????????????????????????????????????-233. 
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Kanshi artists from the past used kanshi ??? ????????????????????????????????????????????at the 
????????????????????????e. This poem is a ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Tang period poets, Du Fu who experienced hardships under harsh political conditions.  
?? ‘Suffering ??????????, ?? ‘S?????????? and ? ‘G???????? are all used by Du Fu (??) 
from the Tang period in his poem titled “Dongtun Yueye”(????)29 
?????? ????? ???? 
?????? ????? ???? 
?????? ??? ?????? 
?????? ??? ????? 30 
Suffering illness, an old man floating like a weed, 
Protecting the border, at the village famous for its rice harvest. 
In the spring when the farming starts, having to learn new customs, 
Years go by, living in a shabby hut.  
?? ‘W??????? ?????? ???? ?? ??? ??? ????? ??? in the second line is ????????? ??????????? ??? ????
personal concern about how Japanese people and society had been affected by rapid 
modernisation and wholesale changes. ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ????? ?????? ?????????? ????? ????? ??? ??? ???????????? ??????? ?? ????? ????? ??? ???? in the kanshi 
genre, as usually in contemporary Japanese Kanshi, the poem tends to be composed from the 
?????????????a recluse.31  
                                                            
29 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p.281. 
30 ???????????????????-u.ac.jp/repository/thesis/d2/D2003094.pdf 
31 ???????wa, K?jir?. ?????? Shi Ch?. Iwanami ???????????????????????????? 
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??????????also in a comment at the introduction says that ???????? poems show that he was 
not a shallow, uncritical Orientalist nor Oriental culture enthusiast.32 This study agrees entirely 
with ????????????????? ????????????? ?s made comments in his diary emphasising the fact that 
the poem he was writing was a real poem based on his experience???????????? an ??????????????
???????????????????????????mainstream trends of the kanshi community in Japan at the time.    
?? ‘R????????????????????????????? is used by Su Shi (??) in Su Dongpo Shiji (?????), 
titled “Guo Badong Xuan bubo” (??????;????????????) 
?????? ? ???????? 
?????? ? ????????? 33 
Nature nurtures exceptional genius, 
Rule and strategy give trouble to the hero. 
Here, ??????? is saying that literary art represented by nature creates a refined person, and 
military rul?? ?????? ??????? ??????. He was ??????????? ???????????? ???? ??????????? ?????????????
militaristic position. The triumph in the Russo-Japanese war in 1905, had spurred the authorities 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
Iida notes34 ?? ‘Sign ??? ???? ??????? in the same line is also used by Su Shi in the same 
collection as well, with the title “Xhao De-lin jianyin hushang zhouzhong duiyue” (??????
?????; ??? ?????? ?? ????) 
?????? ??? ??????? 
?????? ??? ??????? 35 
The master of the house is lamenting the ending of spring, 
                                                            
32 ?????????????jir?. ?????? Shi Ch?. Iwa??????????????????????????p. 19.  
33 ????????????????????????????-hant/????????????? 
34 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku.??????????????????????????????? p. 223. 
35 http://sou-???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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It is the same feeling as when the host tries to stop the guest leaving. 
???????uses ?? ????????? ???? ????????as poetic sentiment here. So, altogether, nature in the 
mountains inspires ??????????????????? 
?? ‘The dreams ???????????????as? in the fourth line36 rhyme-matches with a poem by Zhen 
Shan-min (???, ?-?) from the Sung period titled “Lanxi zhouzhong” (????; ?????
??) 
?????? ??? ?????? 
?????? ??????? 
Whilst travelling the sound of rowing shakes my dream, 
The boat appearing before your eyes manifesting the sorrow of separation.  
Regarding the characters ??, ?????? ?????????s them as a ‘T??????????? ?????????????????also 
interprets them the same way but also includes the concept of ‘A ?????????? ??? ??????? ???????s a 
different interpretation saying it is ‘A ?????? ???? ???? ??????? ??????????? ????????? ??????????? 
interpretation is ?? ????? ?????????????? ???????????????? ?D?????????? ?????????? ??? ????????????study 
adopts the idea of Yos?????????????????????‘The dreams of a ??????????in life?. The reasons are 
firstly that ??????? ??????????????? ??? ?????????? ??? ???????? ??? ???? ????????? ?????? secondly that this 
study ???????s ???????is being philosophical, interpreting life as a journey. We need to examine 
the following characters for confirmation. 
?? ‘Fine mist rising from the surface of the water? in the same line is used by Cui Hao (??, 
704-754) in a poem entitled “Huang He Lou” (“Yellow Crane House” ???)37 
???????? ??? ??? ????????? 
???????? ??? ??? ???????? 38 
                                                            
36 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku. ??????????????????????????????????????? 
37 ???????????????ol. 18. Iw???????????????????, 1995, p. 282. 
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Dusk is approaching. Whereabouts is my hometown, I wonder? 
The scenery, from the misty water surface stretching far to the river bank, makes my 
heart sentimental and I long for my hometown.  
A poem by Cui Hao which is in Shichigon Risshi style, uses ‘????????????? (??) twice, in line 
one and again in line four. ??? ??? ????? ????????? ? ????? ???????? ???? ??? ? ???????? ?????? ???
???????????????????????? ?????????????? ????????that we in?????????????????? precursors made of 
this image. 
Line 1  
???????? ???????????? 
The hermit who once visited here left riding a white cloud. 
Line 4 
???????? ????? ??????? 
Only the white cloud remains floating, its character unchanged for thousands of years. 
 ‘White clouds? are ?????????? ??? ??? ????? ???? in ?huangzi Chapter T??????? “??????? ????
Earth”. 
... riding on those white clouds all the way up to the village of God.39 
??????????????????????? ?? is translated as ‘Village of God? but it also means ‘The home of 
the hermit?. It is clear that Ciu Hao was referring to Zhuangzi in this poem, and ?????? too was 
also indirectly referring to him. 
After expressing his sorrows for ?????? ????????????????????????? changes his focus to nature which 
????s him energy and poetic??? ??????????y. Dreaming, ??? ?? ?????????? sailing though life, he is 
disappearing into his poetical land where he can shelter from the pain of sorrow.   
                                                                                                                                                                              
38 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????th edition), p. 202. 
39 Watson, Burton. Tran. The Complete Works of Chang Tzu???????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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Poem 100  
“Spontaneous composition on a spring day” (????) ???? 
?????? ??? ??????? 
?????? ??? ??????? 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ?????? ????? 40 
The sound of the Nightingale woke me up, 
My dream disappeared, the fine rain moistens the flowers. 
Last night I had a melancholy feeling for the end of spring,  
The subtlety of the green moss reminds me of that moment.  
???????ekku 
I??????????41 ????? ‘???????????????????????????????????????’ in the first line shares a 
similarity with ????????????????????????????????a dream and seeing a nightingale which appears 
in part of Li Bai?? poem, titled “Chunri zuiqi yinzhi” (??????; ?? ?????? ??
??)  
?????? ????????????? 
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ???? ??????? 
?????? ??? ????? 42 
After waking up from drinking, looking at the garden, 
                                                            
40 ??????????????Vol.18, Iw??????????????????o, 1995, p. 283. 
41 Ibid., p. 283. 
42 Matsuura, Tomohisa. Li Haku Shisen?????????????????????????????????th edition), p. 229. 
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I notice a bird is singing hiding behind a flower. 
May I ask what time of the season we are in now? 
It is the time of the year when the wind chats with the singing nightingale who flies 
through the air like a wave – it is full spring.    
In the first line, ???????condenses Li Bai???????? to one line and ??????????????inside a moment 
????????????????????????????? ???????????m your dream by the call of a nightingale. 
?? ‘F????????? in the second line rhyme-matches with a poem by Tao Yuanming titled Du Shan 
hai jing (?????????????? noted by Iida.43 
?????? ??????? 
?????? ??????? 44 
A fine rain approaches from the east, 
bringing pleasant winds with it. 
In this poem, Tao Yuanming is expressing his ????????????????????????far away from the busy city 
enjoying himself gardening and reading. ??????? ?????????? ??? ???? ??????????? ?????????? ???
peaceful life by rhyme-matching with ??, fine rain in the second line. By depicting the fine 
rain bringing moisture to the flower, ????????????????????????????????????????????? of ???????????
without saying anything. It brings to mind the Zen teaching that “E????????????????????????  
?? ‘Melancholy feeling for the end of spring? in the third line rhyme-matches with a poem by 
Bai Ju-yi (???, 772-846) titled “Lingyuan qie” (???; ????).  
????????? ????? ????? 
???????? ? ????? ?????????? 45 
                                                            
43 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku?????????????????????????o, 1976, p. 228. 
44 Matsueda????????? ? ???? ????shi. Trans. To Enme???????u Vol. 1. Iwan??????????????????????2, p. 71. 
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How many years have passed since I stayed here? It is a long time,  
I feel melancholic in the spring and in the long autumn night get lost in thought, my 
grief continues without an end. 
It is a highly emotional poem. The loneliness of the moment is perfectly captured by the 
‘M????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? in Bai Ju-?????? ????  
?? ‘S???????? rhyme-matches with a well-??????poem by Zhao Gu (??, 806?-852?) titled 
“Jianglou Shugan” (????; ????????)  
???????? ? ????????? ???? 
???????? ? ?? ????? ? ????? 
???????? ? ???????????? ??????? 
???????? ? ??? ?????? ?????? 46 
When I mount the platform at Jiang-lou, my feelings expand without boundary  
Moonlight is pouring like transparent water, and the water flowing in the river looks as 
though it is leading to the heavens. 
The person with whom I looked at the moon and enjoyed time together, where has she 
gone? 
The view I am looking at is faintly similar to the view I had with her last year, but… 
??????? is emphasising emotion and melancholy by rhyme-?????????????? ?????????? ????? about 
missing someone who has ??????? ???????????? ?????????????? ?? ????????????? ??? ????????????????
youngest daughter who passed away suddenly at a young age.  
                                                                                                                                                                              
45 http://www.shicimingju.com/chaxun/list/64330.html 
46 Matsuura Tomohisa Ed. Kanshi no Jiten?????????????????????????? 2007, p. 133. 
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This poem is a good example of ???????? lyric poetry, employing many references from his 
precursor???????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ? ??????????????? ??????????????????? ????
themes he would use in his nanga painting.   
 
Poem 101  
“Spontaneous composition on a spring day” (????) ????? 
?????? ??? ???????? 
?????? ??? ???????? 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ??? ???? 47 
Sitting under the tree in a relaxed manner, 
Feeling as though I am merging with the Way, filled with poetic inspiration. 
People are not aware of the falling of petals, 
A bird sings a farewell song to the remains of spring. 
?? ‘U?????????????? and ? ‘Sitting? in the first line are images which refer to Buddha getting 
enlightenment for the first time whilst sitting under the Bodhi tree at Bodhgaya.48 
?? ‘Open the collar??meaning ‘I???????????? ?????? rhyme-matches with a poem by Bai Ju-yi (?
??) titled “Kaijin” (??) 
?????? ???????????? 
?????? ?????? 49 
                                                            
47 ??????????sh??Vol.18??????????????????????o, 1995, p. 284. 
48 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku????????????????????????????????????????? 
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Where is the best place to relax?  
The place along the river, under the bamboo. 
The rhyme-matching words ?? mean to free oneself from restriction. By placing the character, 
?, sitting, at the end of the line ???????confirms that he ??????????????? ?????????? 
?? ‘Poetic inspiration? in the second line rhyme-matches with a poem ?? ‘Plum blossom? by 
Lin Bu (??, 967-1028) from the Song period ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
of the plum tree as a symbol for independence has a long history in Chinese literature. 
???????? ? ??? ????? ??????? 
???????? ? ???????? ?????? 50 
It will be sad to let go of the spring in full blossom without expressing its glory in poetry,  
Whenever I see a plum flower, I always compose a poem.  
? (The Way) in the same line means the Way as understood in Daoist texts: nature. ???????states 
here that the poetic sentiment in his case is to merge with nature. ??????, in the first two lines 
explains that he is at one with nature through meditation and how he is being inspired to compose 
poems. 
??, ???????? ???????? in the third line rhyme-matches with a poem by Wang Wei (??, 699-761), 
who is famous for his brus???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? his poetry51, 
compiled in Wang You-cheng Shiji (?????) ?????????, titled “Hanse sishang zuo” (????
?) 
???????? ????? ????? 
                                                                                                                                                                              
49 ??????????????Vol.18??????????????????????o, 1995, p. 284. 
50 Ishi????????????????????Kanshi Kansh? Jiten. ??dansha, 2009, p. 587.   
51 Ibid., p. 87. 
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???????? ????? ????? ?? 
The petals fall down in absolute quietness, the birds are singing in the mountain, 
The willow trees along the Yangzi river are bright blue, people are crossing the water.?
???? ?????????????????????? in the same line rhyme-matches again with a different poem by?
?Wang Wei?? titled “?huli guan” (??? “House of the b?????????????”) ?
?????? ????? ?????
?????? ???????????
?????? ??? ???????
?????? ??? ???????? ?? 
I sit alone deep inside the bamboo grove,  
Playing qin and singing for a long time. 
No one knows of my enjoyment far inside the bamboo grove, 
But the bright moon understands my joy and directly through the bamboo grove it shines 
its light all over me. 
?????? who was practicing how to compose poems to accompany paintings, was studying Wang 
????????????????????????????? ??g Wei as well as being a fine poet ???????????????as a master of 
????????????????????????????????????? 
?? ‘Remains of spring? in line four rhyme-matches with a poem by Bai Ju-yi, titled “Chou Huang 
Fu Binke” (?????) ?
                                                            
52 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku???????????????????????????????6, p. 230   
53 ????????????????????????. Vol. 2. Iwanam????????????????????????th edition), p. 363. 
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???????? ???????????????
???????? ????????????? ?? 
You spend the whole day in tranquillity at the temple in the bamboo grove, 
I say farewell to the spring drinking at the flower house. 
In Bai Ju-???????????????????????????in their own homes, one is ???????a peaceful time and the other 
is ??????and saying farewell to the spring. With this scenery as a b???drop, ???????depicts images of 
the laws of nature ??????????????????????, such as a bird singing on one hand and spring coming to 
an end spontaneously.  
In lines three and four, ?????? shows ???????????????????????????? in expressing nature had become. 
He cites ???????????????????? ???? ???? ??? ??? ??????????for his superb calligraphy and brush 
????????????????????????, ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
painting and calligraphy is getting close to becoming an artist in the ancient Chinese classical 
tradition.   
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????had been ???????????????????
these ?????????? wh???? ????? ?? ? ??? ????? ????????? ??? ?????? ??? ??????? ?? ??????????? ??? ????????
?????????????????????????????? ?????? ????? 
??????????????????? ill and/or had some free time, he would always return to Chinese poems. 
Chinese poems represent his childhood and the home in his heart. ?????? feels safe and at ease 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
images in his mind. 
 
 
                                                            
54 http://fanti.dugushici.com/ancient_proses/22941 
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POETRY, NANGA, CALLIGRAPHY 
???? ??? ???? ????????????????????? Chinese poems which accompany ???????? nanga. In addition 
to these poems he also wrote poetry in his own calligraphic style.  
The first poem accompanying a nanga is not for a ?????? painting. In fact, he ?????????????????????
a poem to accompany ??????? ?? ????????? ??????? (????, 1868-1958) who was one of the 
leading artists taught and nurtured by ????????Tenshin (????, 1863-1913), the founder of The 
?????? ? ??????? ???? and Performing Art School, who promoted and protected the legacy of 
traditional art and archaeology in Asia. A??????????n??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ??? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ??? ????, and was 
????????????? ?????????????????????The Book of Tea (???) which was written and first published 
in English in 1906. ??????????????????????????????????????????????? and had a great insight into 
????????????????????????????????????????????55  
?????? noted ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????? ? to do some calligraphy for him. I couldn???????????????????????????????????
would compose him a poem. The poem came first.”56 
 
Poem 108 
“?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????”  
(C., ??????? J., ??????????????) 
?????? ????? ???? 
?????? ??? ???????? 
                                                            
55 ??????????????????The Book of Tea. Charles E. Tuttle Company, Rutland, Vermont and To???, 1959 (fifth edition), 
p. 35-52. 
56 ?????????n??? ???????????????????????????????????????????. (noted in a diary entry written between 23 to 30 July 
1912) 
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?????? ????? ?? 
?????? ????? ?? 
?????? ??? ?????? 
?????? ??? ?????? 
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ?????????? 57 
Sitting alone in an empty room, 
Gazing at a painting which offers endless pleasure. 
The painting is a gift from the great artist Taikan, 
It belongs to layman Enkaku seeking the Way. 
In the painting, a river circles a village and disappears into the distance, 
And tranquil clouds are entering my house. 
The water and clouds never stop they go around forever gracefully, 
They belong to the hometown of nature. 
Gogon Risshi 
Again, we can see here ??????????????????? ???? ??????????????? ?? ‘S????????????? and ??? 
‘E????? ?????? ??????? rhyme-match with a poem by Wang Wei titled ??? “House of the 
??????????????” which we discussed earlier. ?????? uses ??? ?????????????????????????? 
‘B????????????? This ??????????????????? ??????????????????a ???????????????????? ???? 
?? in the second line means painting, ??? ‘E??????? ????????? in the same line rhyme-
matches with a poem by Du Fu titled “Qiuye” (?? ‘Autumn field’). 
                                                            
57 ??????????????Vol.18??????????????????????o, 1995, p. 292. 
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?????? ?? ?????? 
?????? ?? ???????? 58 
The Confucian rituals reveal my weakness, 
Mountain and wood give me endless pleasure. 
????????????????????????????????????how he is not in ????????????????????????????????????agrees with 
this by saying that the ????????????????? ?????????????????? In this line, ???????shows he is entering 
inside the painting.  
In the third line, ??????????????????????????????????????In the fourth line, he introduces himself. ??
?? ‘L????????????????????????? ??? refers to ???????himself, as he had on a couple of occasions 
been to ???? ??????-??? ??????? ??? ????????? ??? ????????? ??????????????? Here, we see that ???????
considers himself to be a lay Zen practitioner.  
?? ‘Stream? in the fifth and ?? ‘T???????? ???????? ??? ????sixth line are references to ?????????
painting. ?????? consider?? ????????? ???????? of flowing water and floating clouds to be the 
quintessential manifestation of nature in poetry. The?? ‘S???????????????????????????????and is 
featured in ?????????painting ?????s ????????? ???? which is depicted in the fifth line by??? 
‘L????????????????.  
In the sixth line, ?????????painting enter into ?????????house indicated by ??? ‘Enter into my 
????????????????be translated as entering into ?????????mind. ?????????? the painting brings him a 
tranquil mind ?????????????????????? which is depicted by ?? ‘Tranquil ???????? ???????same line. 
We see the image of ?????????????????????????? ??????????????? the stream. By this time ???????has 
lost himself and is deep inside the painting. 
                                                            
58 http://w????????????zh-tw/Lemma_Show/12603.aspx 
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?? ‘C????????????????? ??? ???? ???????? ???????????s the action of water flowing and clouds 
??????. ?? ‘G????????????? followed by ? has the same meaning as ? meaning gentle or 
???????????????????????????? ??????????? ???????????????? 
??? ‘H?????????????????? in the final line is the place where water and clouds reside. ?????? in 
other poems uses??? ‘H???????????????????? and?? ‘H????????????????????????????? the 
same idea. ??? ‘H???????? ??? ???????? ??????? ‘H???? ??? ?????? ???????? ????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ????????the spiritual land inside his mind. 
?????????? mentions that the characters ?? (Ziran) ‘S???????????? ?? their original Chinese 
meaning translate as ‘???????????????????? and are often used in ?????????????????????????????? ??59 
?? ‘S???????????? ??? ??????????????characteristic of the Way as described in Daoism. We refer to 
Daoist texts.  
Heaven models itself on the Way; 
And the Way models itself on that which is so on its own.60 
??????????? 
???????????????  
 Chapter 25, Te-Tao Ching ??????????????????????-Te Ching) 
??xt, we refer to Chap?????????????Zhuangzi, “Fit for Emperors and Kings”. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
???? ?????????? ??????? ?????? ????? ??????? ???? ???? ????? ????? ???? ????? ??? ????? ????
??????????????- ????????? ????? ??????????erned.”62  
                                                            
59 ?????????????jir?. ?????? Shi Ch?. Iwanami Shoten, ???????????????????? 
60 ??????????????????? Trans. Lao-tzu Te-Tao Ching. Rider, London, 1991, p. 77. 
61 ?????????? ????????????????????. C????????????????????????????????? 
62 Watson, Burton. Trans. The complete works of Chuang Tzu. Columbia ???????????????????????o???????????????? 
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???????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????63 
We see from these extracts ????? ????? ?????? ???? ??????????? ?????? ????? ???? ????????????? ????? 
(Ziran) ‘S?????????????????he same as S???????????????????????sokuten kyoshi???????????????????????
Abandoning self.  
In this ??????????????????????????how by ????????????????????????????????????he becomes one with 
nature. He gets inside the painting by forgetting himself. He reaches into his spiritual land and 
composes a poem in a calm state of mind. 
During the final period in his life which comes after his nanga period, one of S???????? ????????s, 
????????? ??????, made a note at one of the Thursday meetings in October 1916 when ???????
???????about sokuten kyoshi to his students. 
One of his ?????????????? ???????? opinion about the comment ??????????????????????????
irrational.” made by Tertullianus (155-240).  
[?????????????him to repeat the question, and repeated it once to himself quietly.] 
??????: “I ?????? ??????? ?? interesting comment?? ???? ?? ?????? ??? ??? ??????? ???? ????????
things so complicated. In my opinion, it is better to use a simpler expression. For 
example, willow trees are green and flowers are red. It is fine to be as simple as that. 
It means to p??????? ???????????as it is presented in front of you. That???the way it is, 
????????????????????????????if my daughter opens the sliding door to say good night to 
me at this moment. And then, I find out that my daughter has suddenly lost the sight 
in one of her eyes. It would be a drastic incident for any parents in the world who 
????? ?? ?????? ?????????? Things would now normally become chaotic, the parents 
                                                            
63 ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 227-228. 
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might well cry and shout hysterically and become nearly paralys??????????????????? if 
that happened to me right ????? ?? ?????? ????????????????accepting the situation as it 
???????????????????????? ?? 
[?????????????????????????????? ??? ????????????????]  
Students said together: “Excuse me????????????????????????????????????? 
[The teacher (??????) replied ???? calmly,] 
S???????????????????????????????????????????????? 
[He answered in a ??? ? ?????????????????????????????] 
????????“In general, if people practice (meditation), it is possible to reach some ????????
enlightenment spiritually. How???????????????????????s ????????????to ??????????????????
spiritual enlightenment. I feel that I ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????
????? want to die when it becomes a reality. It is a natural human reaction.” 
[?????????????????????????????] 
Student: “??? ???? ????? ?????? ????????????????? ??? ?????? ????? ???? ?????? ??? ????????
instinct?” 
S???????“It does not. It means to follow and control it freely. But to be able to do so, it 
is necessary to practice (meditation). Such a thing (Practicing meditation) may seem 
?????????????????????????????????, but in fact, in my opinion it is the highest attitude in 
life.” 
Student: “???????????????????????????????acquired the highest attitude by yourself?” 
S???????“At last, recently, I attained that state of mind. I named it, “sokuten kyoshi”. 
????????????????????????????????? ???????????? ??????????? ???? ??? ???????one ?????s the 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????s oneself go with the 
way of the broader ?????????? ??????????? ?? ????? ????? ?t is difficult to put into words, 
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although I ?????just tried to explain. When we are faced with the broader existence, 
our ordinary sound beliefs, ideas and principles become a small matter. At the same 
time, the things considered as petty in general are g????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????from the ?????????????the ???????????? means 
there is no discrimination.”64  
The dialogue between ??????? and his students at the Thursday meeting happened at a later 
stage than the time of the composition of the poems from this period. But this study considers 
it is important to refer to at this point, as the nanga period is an important stage in ???????? 
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?? the idea of sokuten kyoshi in his kanshi 
compositions.  
????? we start to examine the poems ??????? ?????? ??? accompany ???? ???? ?????? ???? ????
paintings. 
 
????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
Poem 112 
“Poem for my painting” (???) 
???????? ??????? ???? 
???????? ????????? ??? 
???????? ??? ??? ???? 
???????? ???? ??? ????? 65 
Mountain over mountain, no road leads there, 
Willow trees, one behind another, rivers stretching to the east and west. 
                                                            
64 ??????????????????S?seki Sensei. ?????????????????????????34, p. 213-215. 
65 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? P. 298.  
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A small boat is moored in the bay for a whole day by the side of the remote village, 
A flock of geese occasionally visits the fisherman. 
??????????? 
This poem is the first one to accompany his own painting. ?????? noted in his diary (“Fragment” ?
? “Dan’pen”), “Completed two paintings, one is a Chinese style painting, the other is a painting of 
a daffodil and daisy”.66 This Chinese style painting has been compiled and can be seen in ???
?? (The memorial collection of ?????? brush and ink paintings). 
The poem is based on The Tale of the Peach Blossom Spring by Tao Yuanming, which we discussed 
earlier in this study. It is a place deep in the mountains which is difficult to get to. ??????????????
????????????????????????????? had a great interest in Tao Yuan?????? poems. ?????? ????????????
poem Gui-qu-lai ci(????) out in calligraphy, and it remains amongst the legacy he left behind 
him. 
A poem titled “G???????????????????????????” (C., ????, J., ???????) by Lu You (??, 
1125-1210) also has a similar story. In Lu You?s poem a person passes through mountains and 
crosses ??????? ?????? ???????? ?? ?????????? ???????? ????????? com??? ????? ?????? Lu You's piece bears a 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Tao has 
been a popular theme amongst the literati and has passed on down through the generations. 
?????? ???????????? ? ????????? as ???? ? ??????????????????????, ???? ‘Many willow 
trees?, ? ‘Boat?, ?? ‘R??????????????, ?? ‘Fl?????????????, and ?? ‘Old fisherman?, all of 
which are important elements in brush and ????painting. We can ???????????????????? an effort to 
compose poems to accompany his ??????????????????????????? 
                                                            
66 ????????????? ???????????????????????????????1996, p. 427????????????????????????????????? 
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????????? ????? a commentary about this poem ?????????? ????? ??? poem ???? ????? ???? a 
depiction of a painting.67 We can see that ?????? is ???????????s ???????????????Kanshi in order to 
accompany his own brush and in??paintings, ??????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
and a master of poetry, painting and calligraphy, Wang Wei.  
The following poem which ?????? mentioned in his diary has a strong association with Tao 
Yan??????????????????? wrote about the accompanying painting in a letter addressed to a painter 
and a good friend of his, Tsuda Seif? (???? 1880-1978), noting “I painted a daffodil and daisy 
with extra care on the balcony today. I am pleased about enjoying the act of painting rather than 
caring about the end r??????? ?????? ?????????? ?? ?????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ???? ????????ch other next time.” ???????shows he is 
enjoying himself through the medium of painting.  
 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
???????????? 
“Poem for my painting” (???) 
?????? ?????? ????? 
?????? ??????? ????? 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ????? ???? 68 
Sitting alone quietly listening to the singing of the birds, 
Keeping the gate closed, shutting out the noisy world. 
                                                            
67 ????????????????????????? Kanshi no Sekai. Dai Ich????????????????????????????-189. 
68 ?????????n????Vol.18??????????????????????o, 1995. p. 300. 
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Sitting down beside the South facing window, nothing to be annoyed at, 
I paint a daffodil in tranquillity. 
??????????? 
The first line is a direct depiction of a painting and describes a person sitting alone, in meditation, 
listening to the birds singing. 
?? ‘C????????????in the second line and ?? ‘S???????????? ???????in the third line both 
???????????????????????? poem titled Gui-qu-lai ci (????). 
??????? ???????????? 
??????? ???????????????? 
??????? ?????????????? 
??????? ??????????????69 
In a relaxed frame of mind leaning at the South facing window, 
I feel comfortable in my home although it is a simple hut. 
The garden, day by day, becomes increasingly poetic,  
The gate is always closed and no-one visits.  
??? in the second line is cited in another poem by Tao Yuanming titled Yin jiu (?? Drinking 
wine) poem 5, and here Tao uses the expression ?? ‘?ot ???????and? ?? ‘??????????????? 
?????? ? ?????????? 
?????? ? ?????????? 70 
I live in a small hut in a town, 
                                                            
69 Matsueda???????? ? ???? ????shi. Trns. T?Enmei ?????? Vol. 2????????????????????????????????. 144. 
70 Matsueda????????? ? ???? ??????????rans. T?Enmei ?????? Vol. 1. Iwan???????????????????2012, p. 208. 
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And I don’t get annoyed by the sounds of horse carriages ridden by the government 
officials.  
The gate is closed shutting the noisy world out. By this, in the second line, S?????? ??? ?????????????
???????????????????? ????????????? explains that??? ‘????????????????????????????????????????
the third line and ? ‘Tranquilli??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????71 
?? ‘S?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????othing to be annoyed 
??????????????????????????????????????????relaxed and inside his spiritual land.  
In the fourth line, S??????????????? how he is painting a daffodil with a quiet mind. S?????????????
becomes pure reflecting the sincerity of a flower.  
It is clear that ?????????????? poems inspired ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
early teens S????i had been interested in Tao ?????????? poems. In his mind ?????? is returning 
???? to his spiritual home guided by the poems of Tao Yuanming and the depiction of Tao 
???????????????s ?????????????????????????? which carry him away from the noisy world. 
 
Poem 116 
“Spontaneous composition” (??) 
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ??? ??????? 72 
When a serene wind is passing through the bamboo groove,  
                                                            
71 ???????a, Hiroshi. ?????? Kanshi no Sekai. Dai Ichi Shob????????????????p. 189. 
72 ??????????????Vol.18??????????????????????o, 1995. p. 303. 
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A dim white light emerges around a stone.  
A recluse like me has nothing but the quiet moment,  
And a pleasant poem rising spontaneously by itself. 
??????????? 
????  ???? ?????? ????? ??????? serenity and a sensation of freshness. Bamboo symbolises 
emptiness in the heart as bamboo is hollow inside and grows upright as does a righteous character. 
The central image is the wind blowing inside the bamboo bushes creating refreshing currents of air.   
?? is cited in a poem title “Prologue to the Red Cliff” (????) by Su Shi. It is a free style poem 
called ?? (Wenfu) 
?????????????? 
????    ??? ??? 73 
A refreshing wind is drifting quietly over the water surface, 
The Yangtze River flows endlessly without motion  
S???????????????????a timeless world symbolised by a serene wind blowing through the bamboo 
bushes. 
According to I????, ?? in the second line means ‘Stone? and ? in the same line signifies the 
blurred image which can be ???????????????????????????????????Here, it means a dim light; an image 
of S???????? ??????????mind. 
?? ????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????. ??se?? 
often used this word in his poems. The Tang poet Li Bai has a poem titled “Shanzhong yu youren 
duizhuo” (???????; ??????????; “D???????? ???????????????????? ???????”). 
                                                            
73 ??????????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????So T??????????. Iwanami Shote??????????????????th 
edition) p. 315.  
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???????? ??????????? 
???????? ???????? 
???????? ??????????? ????? 
???????? ??? ????? ???????? 74 
Whilst drinking and pouring wine into each other’s cups, the mountain flowers blossom. 
One glass, another glass, and then another. 
I start to feel sleepy. Could you go back home for a while? 
Tomorrow morning, if you feel like coming back, please bring your qin with you. 
?????????? ??????????????????? Bai. One thing to note here is that the entire third line is cited in Song 
Shu??? ? 93? ???????? (History of Song volume 93, Biography of Tao Qin as a 
recluse). It concerns an episode in which Tao is getting d?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? Bai 
uses ?? (The hermit) in his poem, he is referring to his forerunner, Tao. ?????? by using the 
poem by Li Bai here i??????????????????????????????? depicting himself as a hermit. The following 
words ??? ‘?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????The continuous usage 
of the words ‘????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? that ??????????
spending time painting and composing poems away from worldly matters.  
?? in the last line is used by Su Shi in a poem titled ????? “Wanghai lou wan’jing” 
(“E??????? ????? ??? ???????-lou” ???????). Su S??? ???? ????????????? ??? ?????? ???? ????
painting and also composed poems for his paintings.  
???????? ? ??? ????? ????????? 
???????? ? ??? ????????????? 75 
                                                            
74 Matsuura, Tomohisa. Li Haku Shisen. Iwanami Shot???????????????????th edition), p. 94. 
75 ??????????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????So T???????????????????????????????????????????th 
edition), p. 104. 
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The rain blown by the wind is falling sideways.  
This scene of energetic nature must be captured in a fine poem. 
???????????????????????????????????????ires people to compose fine poems. 
?? in the same line as already discussed in chapter three, means the expression of forgetting the 
existence of oneself, in other words the selfless state of mind. ? appears in Chapter Two of 
Zhuangzi. Su Shi emphasises Zhuangzi?? point in Chapter Two in his own poem by using ??.  
???????? “C???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????hi”  
?????? ? ??? ???????  
?????? ? ????? ???? 
?????? ? ?? ????????????? 
?????? ? ?????? ?????? 
?????? ? ???? ????? 
?????? ? ????????? 
?????? ? ??? ???????? 
?????? ? ?????? ????? 76 
When Yuke paints bamboo, he sees only bamboo not a person. 
Not only does he not see a person  
But he enters into the selfless state of mind and forgets about the existence of himself. 
He transforms himself into bamboo. 
Again and again he paints pure bamboo. 
????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????? 
Who can understand the miracle of concentration in a mind such as his? 
                                                            
76 http://chinese.hix05.com/sushi/sushi_3/sushi312.chohoshi.html 
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In the fourth line, ?????? refers to Chapter Two of ?????????by using ?? ‘Spontaneously? from Su 
Sh??s poem. He tells of how whilst engaged in composing poems he is able to forget himself and 
experience a selfless state of mind. In this poem, we see that he began to be more fluid and 
confident in using his own expressions and when selecting the words from the religious texts and 
ancient poems to suit his painting. He was at the time recuperating from illness, his images and his 
? ???????????????????? ? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
included both the wonder of creation and the beauty of the interior selfless centre of the mind. 
 
1914 
Poem 122 
?????????? (????????????) 
“Poem composed for a poetic friend, Rinp?, spontaneous composition at a quiet residence” 
?????? ??? ?????  
?????? ??? ????? 
?????? ??? ?????? 
?????? ??? ???? 77 
The streams in the field flow away from the river bank where flowers grow in the wild. 
A pleasant spring wind enters the simple hut. 
The water flows away and the wind comes in, it is such a carefree and simple action. 
A state of selflessness like this is indeed the ideal home for an immortal. 
                                                            
77 ??????????????Vol.18, Iwanami ????????????o, 1995. P. 313. 
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This is a poem ?????? composed for his fellow poet ?????????Taneo (???? 1870 – 1949) who 
??????????????????????? ??????????? ????????????????? and shared a passion for poetry. Rinp? ?
? ?????????????????????????????i wrote a letter to Rinp? ?????????????????????????????????????
reason why he had composed this poem.78  
?? ‘S?????????????????????????-matches with Ry???n???????? 
 ?????? ??????? 
 ?????? ??? ????? 79 
 Streams in the field stretch to far away villages 
 Beautiful flowers are showing vivid colours at the foothill of the mountain. 
?? in the same line appears in a ????? ??? ??????? ?????????? ??????? Liu-yi shi-hua ???? by 
Ouyang Xiu (???, 1007-1072)80. In his writing, Ouyang Xiu introduces this word citing a poem by 
Yan Wei (??, 713-?) from the Tang period. 81 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??????????????? finely expressed that it almost seems real to the reader. This line became a 
?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? 
? ? ? ? ??  ??? ????? 
? ? ? ? ?? ??? ???? 82 
From the embankment where the willow tree grows, I view the river level rising with the 
melting snows that herald the arrival of spring. 
From the bank with flourishing flowers, I see the sun setting slowly over the horizon. 
                                                            
78 ??????????????Vol.24???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
79 ?????????????????d. ?????????????. Vol. 1. ??????????????????????, 1975, p. 162-163. 
80 ?????????????????Furo de yomu S?seki no Kanshi?????ai Shis????????????????????  
81 ??????????????Vol.18??????????????????????o, 1995. P. 314. 
82 http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/syou_gensai/68235290.html 
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Inspired by these Chinese poems from artists in the past, ??????????????????????????scenery is 
flourishing. ????????????????????????????????? ????????????in line one conjure up an immediate 
sensation of nature in motion.  ?  
?? in the second line refers to a simple hut, used as a residence where one can retire from the 
world ????????????????????????in composure, engaging in ??????????????????????????????????. A well-
??????????????????????????? Fu?? naming his residence ‘Huanhua Caotang? ????, Bai Juyi
??? also named his residence ‘Lushan Caotang??????. ???????is informing the reader that 
spring ??????????? to ?????????hut. 
In the third line, ? means ‘F????????????????????????????? ??? ?W????????????????????????????? ????. 
? means coming in and the subject is wind from the second line. ?? means simple and 
carefree and describes the way of nature.83  
?????????depiction of nature in the third line expresses the Daoist idea of ?????(ch. ??ohua, ??) 
‘Inexhaustible ????????a concept which had a strong impact on the haiku poet Matsuo Bash? (??
??, 1644-1694) in the Edo period. We refer to ??????? understanding of ?????? ??? ??????was 
considered a great master of poetry by Buson whose poems and paintings were greatly respected 
by S?????.  ? ?
The word “Z?ka” that Bash? uses to explain hi???????????????????? ?????????? ? ?????????????????? ???
also appears in the Zhuangzi. Qi?? ?????? ?? ????????? ????????84 of this term and she notes, “In 
Bash??s critical thought, ‘Following z?ka and returning to z?ka (??ka ni shitagai, z?ka ni kaere)? is a 
??? concept.” According to Qiu, z?ka is firstly the state of mind where the artist aims to find the 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????‘?ature? that we use in contemporary 
                                                            
83 Refer to poem 108 in this chapter for information.  
84 Qiu, Paipai. “???????????????????????????????????????????” in East Asian Cultural and Historical Perspectives. 1997, 
p. 324-330. 
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terms.85 Barnhill comments how the meaning of nature is not a u???????? concept, ??? ???????
depending on the cultural context.86  
Qiu also refers to the Zhuangzi for an explanation of the meaning of z?ka, and describes it as, “a 
???????? ??? ???? ????? ???????? ??? ???? ??????”, “???? ??????? ??????????? ?????? ??? ???? ?????rse that 
creates and transforms all beings.”, “The ongoing process of the creation”. In the end, she 
concludes with the idea, “In Bash??s statement, ‘Follow z?ka and return to z?ka,? can thus be 
translated into ‘F?????? ???? ???????? ???? ??????? ??? ???? ???????.?? ??ka then is the fundamental 
????????? ?????? ??? ???? ?????????????? ??? ????????????? ????????? ???? ????????????????????? ?????? ???
Bash??s own words. 
 “In the waka of Saigy?87(?? 1118-1190), the renga of S?gi88(?? 1421-1502), the 
paintings of Sessh?89(?? 1420-1506) and th?? ???? ????????? ??? ?????90(?? 1522-1591), one 
fundamental principle runs through all arts: those who pursue art follow z?ka????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
the moon. If one sees no flower, he is the same as a barbarian; if one has no moon in mind, he is no 
different from the birds and the beasts. Go beyond the barbarians and depart from animals; follow 
z?ka and return to z?ka.”91  
                                                            
85 Qiu, Paipai. “Daoist Concepts in ???????????tical Thought” in East Asian Cultural and Historical Perspectives. 1997,  
p. 324. Qu refers to Ko????????????????“???????????????????” in ????????????????????, 182-3, 1960. Also see Thomas, 
Julia Adeney. Reconfiguring Modernity. 2001, p. 32-83. 
86 Barnhill, D???d Landis. “???????????????????????????????????????????????????t” in ??????????????????????????es. 
2006, p. 33. See footnote 3 in Barnhill for further information. 
87 Qiu, Peipei. ?????????????????. 2005, p. 212. A priest who is regarded as one of the greatest poets from the late 
Heian and the early K??????????????? ?? had an influence on Bash?. 
88 Ibid., p. 214. A renga artist/Zen priest from the late Muromachi period. 
89 K?ji-en, Iwanami Shoten, 1998. A priest and painter from the late Muromachi period, who went to China in 1467 
to study painting, and ??????????????????echnique of depicting nature an????????????????????????? 
90 Ibid., A tea master from the Azuchi-Momoyama period, who learnt from J??, and established the concept of 
wabi-cha, which is a tea ceremony ????????????aestheticism in simplicity.  
91 Qiu, Peipei. “R?????nting the Landscape: The Z?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????” in Matsuo 
?????????????????????. 2006, p. 68. See footnote 18 for the further information on the translation. 
Kanda, Atsuho. ?????????????????. 1926, p. 572. 
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??ka for Bash? is “T????????????????? of nature that has the spontaneous tendency and ability to 
exhibit transformations that are beautiful.”92 Bash? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
as Qiu pointed out, for gaining the concept of z?ka and jinen/shizen (??), although this needs to 
be explored by finding out the sources popularis???????????????????????????? definitely studied 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and aesthetic feeling. For example, he mentions Tao Yuanming in a haibun titled “Deep in Bamboo” 
written in the ?????? ????????????.93 With Li Bai on his mind he also wrote another haibun called 
“?????? ????s”, on the 15th of the Eighth Month in 168594. Here, we can see where Buson, a 
follower of Bash?, got a lot of his ideas on Chinese poetry from. 
Muramatsu says that Bash? ????????? ????????? ????? ??? ??? ? ???????? ??? ????? ?????? ????? ???????? ????
poetic spirit within oneself. When one forgets it, one becomes the same as an animal. Bash? learnt 
from the Zhuangzi that one has to forget oneself in order to merge with the One (nature) to be in 
‘T??? ???????? ??? ???-????-Anything?.95 Kanda says that it is Zhuangzi?s concept of nature that 
supports Bash??s concept fundamentally.96 Kanda also says elsewhere, that Bash??s aesthetic 
concept is influenced by the Zhuangzi.97  
Let us remind our???????????T?????????????????-????-?????????????????????????????briefly in Chapter 
one???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????Zhuangzi.  
??? ???????????????????????with the Creator. And if I get ?????? ????????????????????????????
the Light-and-?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
???-????-?????????????????????????? Broad-and Borderless field.”98 
?????????????????????????????????? 99? 
                                                            
92 ??????????????d Landis. “?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????” in ????????????????????????????. 
2006, p. 44. 
93 ????????????????????????????s. B??????????????. 2005, p. 99-100. 
94 Ibid., p. 102. 
95 Muramatsu, Tomotsugu. ???????????????. 1985, p. 215. 
96 Kanda, Hideo. “????????????????????????” in Basho. 1958, p. 426. 
97 Kanda, Hideo. ??????????????. 1988, p. 174-175. 
98 Watson, Burton. Trans. The Complete Works of Chang Tzu????????????????????y Press, ?????????????????????? 
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??????? ?the crea????????? [jp. ??butsusha, ch. ?????????] which has the same meaning as ?
? [jp. ??ka, ch. ??????]) 
We can see here a chain ?????????????reaching from Zhuangzi to Bash? ??????????????????? and 
then to S???????????????????????????????????????????????huangzi from other sources as well. 
?? in the fourth line means selfless, which is Kyoshi in S???????? ?????? ????????? ??? ?? equal to 
‘F????????????????????? in Daoist terms. They are written as different characters but both mean 
the same. Here it describes the process of meditation. After introducing a Zen idiom, S??????in the 
same line ????s an image of ?? which means the place where the immortal resides which is the 
?????????????????????????????? and in Zhuangzi is ‘T?????????????????-????-Anything?.  
?????i uses images from Zen and Daoism ??????????????????????????????????together to create his 
own. ?????????????????????????????????????????????it reflects a strong desire for a direction in life 
through being with nature. He feels that ?????? was getting close to the poetic expression he 
??????????????????????????????????????????100   
 
?????????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Poem 129 
??? (?????) 
“Poem for my painting” 
?????? ??? ??? 
?????? ??? ????  
?????? ??? ???? 
                                                                                                                                                                              
99 ?????????? ??????. Trans. ?????. Vol.1, Asah??????????????????????????, p. 297. 
100 Wada, Toshio. ???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? 
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?????? ??? ??????? 101 ???? ? ????? 
Sh?kenk? ?????????????shin is lying on top of my desk. 
Vivid blue-green bamboos are growing in front of the gate.  
At ease, drinking three cups of tea looking outside from my desk. 
I notice the room is becoming chilly by the shadows of the clouds creeping through the 
window. 
(I see the shadow of poetic sentiment entering into my mind, and I am in the world of Han 
Shan.??????????is is an al????????????terpretation of the fourth line. 
??????????? 
??? Sh?kenk? ??? ???? ?????? ????? ????? ?????????????????????????????????????????shin (????, 
1334-1405) ?????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????????????????? literature, ‘Gozan 
Literature? ??? in the Muromachi period?(1336-1573). ????????????????????????????????????
???? ???????? ????? ????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ??????? ??????? ???? ?? ????? ????????????? ??? ????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????ed greatly 
????????????opment of the Rinzai sect (???) of Zen. Sh???????jin (?????????????????????????
pen names and ??? Sh?kenk? is a collection of his Chinese poems.102 
?????? was ????n to be a big fan of ??? Sh?kenk? and this line confirms that ?????? ???? 
????a???? ????? ??? ???? ?ide ??? ???????? ??? ??????? ?????????? ????????? ???? ?????????.103 In this 
poem, S????????????the mood of Zen. 
                                                            
101 ???????????????????????Iwanami Shoten, To?????1995, p. 129. 
102 Matsuura, Tomohisa. Ed. Kanshi no Jiten. Taish???n Shot??????????????????. 230. 
103 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 323-324. 
?????ura, Hiroshi. ?????? Kanshi no Sekai. Dai ???????????????????????? p. 203-204. 
?????????????????Furo de yomu S?seki no Kanshi??????????????????????????????? 
Yos??????????jir?. ??seki Shi Ch?. Iwanami Shoten, ???????????????????? 
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??? in the second line signifies ‘V?????blue-green bamboo? ???? precious blue-green coloured 
jewellery. The mo????Ry??????, according to T?g?? also used this image of bamboo outside the 
house in one of the poems in his first hand-written edition of S?d?sh?. T?g??????? ?????????????this 
poem rhyme-?????????????????????????????in the lines which write about dust in the pot, as rice 
has not been ?????? for a long time. 104  
??????????????????????? ‘V?????????-???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ????????????????an expression created by S??????105 ???????????????????????????????????????
character ? ‘blue-????????????sents a Zen text, Blue Cliff Record (???). The second character 
? ‘J????? ??????????????????????????????? ‘B??????????????????the Zen teaching of emptiness. 
Together with ?? ‘In ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????es entering the 
world of the precious teaching of Zen.   
???? in the third line means ‘At ease, ???????? tea?. In his poem ???????uses three bowls. It is 
said that ?????? started to enthusiastically read this poem ????????????????????????????????????????
?????? was reading ????an during this period. In this poem, Ry?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? Ry?????is expressing his pleasure at 
being able to enjoy a ??????? ????  
???????????????????????????????????????? 
“Returning a poem t??????? ????????????????? for his gift of taros and pears”. 
? ? ? ???????? ???????? ??????? ? ?
?     ???????? ??? ?????? ????????
? ? ? ? ? ???????? ??? ??????? ??????
                                                            
104 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????th edition), note in p. 104.  
105 ?????????????jir?. ???eki Shi Ch?. Iwa????????????????????????????????? 
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? ? ? ???????? ?? ??????????????????? 
I placed the food in the pot and quickly seasoned it with salt. 
Food for the starving stomach was like sweet candy. 
I had three bowls, and I ate my fill. 
The only disappointment I felt was that the poet didn’t bring a jar of sake. 
Ry??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????? S?s??? ????? the 
simplicity and purity of Ry??????????? and reflected this easy-going spirit in his own poem. 
?? in the fourth line means the appearance of clouds. The following words?? mean ‘Entering 
???? ???????? ????????? ???? ‘C???? ?????????? ???? ?????????ns interpret this as a feeling of cold 
accompanying the shadow of a cloud as it enters through the window.  
Considering this poem to be a Zen poem and ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
the beginning, plus the image of bamboo as a symbol of Zen teaching in the second line, and the 
reference to Ry??????? ????? ??? the third line, this study suggests that ? ‘C???? ????????? ??? ????
fourth line could be interpreted as the poet Han Shan ?? as the character? ?????? rhyme-
matches with part of his name. The fourth line says that clouds are appearing inside ???????? mind, 
???????????is getting poetic inspiration from Han Shan inside his spiritual land of poetry. 
Han Shan is another legendary ???? ??? from the Tang period whom S??????????? as we discussed 
in poem 64 in Chapter two of this study. He was ?????? for his excellent poems and eccentric 
character although the????????????????????????????????????????????????????????. Han Shan and his friend 
Shide (??) ??????as a pair are a popular subject matter in brush and ????painting. This poem is 
S???????? ??????????? ??? ???? ???? ????? ????? ?????? ?????????? ???? ?????? ??? ??? ??? ??????? ????
                                                            
106 ????? Toyoharu. Ed. ???kan ?e?????????????????????????????????????????????th edition), p. 88-89. 
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??????????, free from any prejudice and worldly attachment and dedicated to ???ing a life in the 
Way.   
As regards the painting that accompanies this poem, ?????? draws a man in a small hut resembling 
a painting by Buson titled “Gika” (??) in the J?gi Ch? (???? series107. S?????????????????? ??????
??????? ???? ?????? ??? ????? ???? ?????? ???? ???? ????????? ????????? ??????, Ry???? and H??? ?????? 
poems and Bus??????????ings. 
 
Poem 132 
“Quiet residence spontaneous composition” ????  
Spring 1916 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ?????? ???????? 
?????? ?????? ???? 
?????? ???????????? 108 
There is no one to visit the hermit’s hut.  
Sitting alone in silence, my loose clothes make me feel relaxed. 
Suddenly I understand the compassion of the spring wind. 
The spring wind is blowing into my garden, the bamboo and orchid are swaying.   
??????????? 
                                                            
107 Yosa, Buson. Bunjin-ga Suihen Vol. 13, Chu? K??????????????????974, p. 57. 
108 ???????????????????????Iwanami Shoten, To?????1995, p. 327. 
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?? in the first line appears in the sixth line of a poem by Tao Yuanming titled ???? Da long 
san jun (?????? Replying to General Ho of the San Army). 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????army was passing near to 
????????????? 
????? ???? 
????? ?????? 
????? ???????? 
????? ??????????? 
????? ????????????? 
????? ???????? 
????? ???????????? 
????? ???????? 109 
This simple hut has a qin and books. 
Playing qin and reciting books are my favourite pastimes. 
Although there are many nice things in life, I enjoy this quiet existence away from world 
affairs.  
I spend every day watering the garden in the morning, lying down in my simple hut in the 
evening. 
????????????????????? ?????????? ???????? ?????????????????? refers to in the first line of his poem. In 
poem 116 earlier in this chapter, we commented on the fact that the characters?? ‘A hermit?????
                                                            
109 Matsueda????????? ? ??a, ??????????rans. T? Enme???????? Vol. 1. Iwanami Shoten, ???????2012, p. 51-52. 
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‘A ????????? ????????? ??? ???? ?????? ???a poem by Li Bai. ?? is the residence of a recluse as Tao 
????????????????????????s. 
?? in the second line is ‘Sitting alone in silence?, ?????? uses this phrase ???? times in his kanshi 
poetry. We ???w that ?????? went t?? ??????-ji temple to practice Zen meditation under the 
??????????????? ???? from December 1894 to January 1895. This ???????? shows that ‘Sitting alone 
??????????????????????????? ?????????, was for ??????, from his youth until the final period of his life, a 
?????? ??????? matter.  
??? ‘M?? ?????????????? in the same line means feeling at ease, which appeared in poem 101 
earlier in this chapter. It also suggests S????????????????????????????? ?????????? 
In the third line????? ‘Suddenly I understand the compass??????? ???????????????? and the 
fourth line????? ‘The spring wind is blowing into my garden, the bamboo and orchid are 
swaying?, ?????? is telling us that he is now enlightened and that he can hear the sounds as the 
piping of He???? ?? as featured in the second chapter of Zhuangzi we discussed earlier in this 
chapter. 
   Tzu-????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????ard 
the piping of earth. ??? ??? ??????? ?????? ???? ??????? ??? ??????? ???? ???????? ?????? ????
?????????????????? 
and later, 
    Tzu-?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
so that each can be itself- ????????? ????????? ????????themsel?es, but who does 
the sounding?”110 
In this poem, ?????? enters a selfless state of mind listening to nature expressed by the sound of 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????sokuten 
                                                            
110 Watson, Burton. Trans. The Complete Works of Chang Tzu??????????????????????????s????????????????? p. 36-37. 
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kyoshi (???? ‘Merging wi?????????, aband?????? ?????). This poem is a simple expression of 
S????????????????????. 
 
Poem 133 
“Poem for my painting” (???; ?????,) 
Spring 1916 ?? 5?? 
???????? ????????? ?????? 
???????? ??? ?????? ???? 
???????? ???? ??? ????????? 
???????? ?????? ???? 111 
After reading Tang Poems, I go out onto the balcony and lean on the handrail looking 
towards the inner garden. 
In the afternoon, time passes quietly in the garden, and the green coloured plants still have 
a wintry hue.  
Whereabouts is the spring wind blowing, may I ask? 
It is blowing amongst mystic bamboos rustling quietly in front of the garden stones and 
among the orchids, spreading its aroma ever so slightly between the stones. 
??????????????? 
??? ‘Lean/leaning ???????????????? in the first line appears in the Zen text, danlin leiju jian ?
??? ???ume 18, ?? “Hu bing”. 
                                                            
111 ?????????????????? 18. Iwanami Shoten, To?????????????????? 
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???????? ???????????? 
???????? ?????? ?????? 112 
A beautiful lady leaning on the handrail feeling lonely 
A heart-breaking melody, there is no one to hear it 
S????????????????????????????? ??????en he went out to lean on the handrail, as he explains that he 
was reading a Tang poem inside the house. S?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
preparing for the second line. We also ????????????????????????? ‘Leaning??rhyme-matches with 
Tao Yua??????? poem titled Gui-qu-lai ci (????) which we discussed in poem 113 earlier in this 
chapter.  
?? ‘T? ????????????????? in the second line appears in a poem titled?? “Spring night” by Su 
Shi ??. 
???????? ? ??? ??? ??? 
???????? ? ??????????? 
???????? ? ??? ??? ??? 
???????? ? ??? ??? ??? 113 
A Spring night is so precious that even a short moment is more valuable than 
anything else 
Flowers are spreading their aroma, the moon is hazy creating a poetic state. 
The sound of singing and dancing accompanied by a string and bamboo orchestra 
coming from the hall earlier becomes faint. 
There is a swing left alone in the courtyard. The night is passing very quietly. 
                                                            
112 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????. 
113 http://chinese.hix05.com/sushi/sushi_1/sushi121.shunsho.html. 
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??? in the same line refers to the sensation of early spring. The season is the beginning of the 
spring which is the transitional period from winter. Thus, there is a profound loneliness in the 
atmosphere, and S?????????expressing the sense of coldness in the green.  
In the first and second lines, ?????? creates a state of tranquil and almost sad solitude: a 
??????????ion of the selfless state of mind. 
?? ‘M????????? in the third line appears in a poem by Tao Yuanming titled ????? (???
?????, Mourning for my cousin, ???????), and is noted by Iida.114 
?????? ????????????? 
?????? ??? ??????? 
?????? ???? ????????? 
?????? ????????? 115 
Feeling sad, I dropped by the house I remember from the past  
Overwhelmed by emotion tears started to fall. 
May I ask who I am feeling sorrow for? 
The person I am missing is my cousin who is in the other world. 
?? ‘M????????? also rhyme-matches with a poem by Li Bai, titled “Chunri zuiqi yinzhi” (???
???; ?? ?????? ????), which we discussed in poem 100 earlier in this 
chapter. 
????? ‘Whereabouts is the spring wind?? in the third line and ??????? ‘Mystic 
bamboos rustling quietly in front of the garden stones? in the fourth line are ?ery similar to the final 
two lines of the ????????????????????? is referring once again to the spontaneous sounds of nature 
                                                            
114 Iida, Rigy?. ?????? Shi-sh? Yaku????????????????????????????????????????? 
115 Matsueda????????? ? ???? ??????????rans. T? Enme???????? Vol. 1. Iwan???????????????????2012, p. 158. 
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written in Zhuangzi. The words bamboo and stone ????? an image of Zen painting, as they are 
popular subject matter?? ??? ?????? ???? ??? painting. This poem is a synthesis of Daoist and Zen 
teachings and is a fine example of S???????????????????approach to the composition of poetry. 
 
CONCLUSION  
??????'s poems from this period ????? ?? ??????? ???????????? ???????? ?uiet poeti?? ????????????
something which had been admired throughout the course of history by the Chinese literati. During 
his nanga ??????? ??????, directly and indirectly, also ?????? ??? ???????? ???? ??????? ??? ????? ?????
(Michi) using the poetic inspiration of f?ry?.   
??? ????? ????????? what ?????? wanted to express through composing poems as an 
????????? ???? ?????????????????? ??? paintings. He tells us that the process of composing poems 
required entering a selfless state of mind and becoming one with nature.  
S????? introduced the notion of selfless state of mind in ??????????????? ?????????????ngs Equal” 
from Chapter two of Zhuangzi to clarify this idea. Zhuangzi teaches us to listen to the sound of 
??????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????ounds it creates.  
We ??????lso seen that Bash? shared a similar fascination with ??????????????????????which was a 
fundamental idea in the composition of their poems. The importance is to accept that nature 
???????????????????s and changes, and human death is a par?????????? ???????, and that change is 
??????????? ???? ???? ???? ??? ??????? ????? ????? ??????????. One just simply follows the change and 
becomes one with nature. To be able to do that, one has to forget oneself and be with the Way 
then one can attain true crea??????????????????nd energy. 
?????? ????????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? 
deep in the ????????????????????????????????????????????? simple hut, clouds, bamboo, orchid, old 
fisherman and birds are all examples of the images he utilised.  
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In the poems from this period, S?????????????????????????????? ??g Wei, Li Bai, Su Shi and Ry??????
????? all, a powerful image for ?????? ???????????????????????? written by Tao Yanming titled The 
Tale of the Peach Blossom Spring. He made a stre????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? the home in the 
????? ???? ?????psychological consolation to ??????. For ?????? it is crucial to de?????? ???? ?????? ?? 
brush a??? ???? ????????? because it is a direct physical, emotional and spiritual experience which 
enables him to shift his mind from the ordinary to the land of spirituality. 
S???????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ???a poem creating his own style which was to 
become the foundation of sokuten kyoshi. S???????? nanga period was a necessary step in the 
process of S?????? finding his own particular path to attaining the Way, sokuten kyoshi, which we 
will discuss closely in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Five 
Mei-An Period 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Having been in bed for one month due to illness, on 25 November 1914, ?????? gave a ????? ???
???????in titled My Individualism. His audience comprised the young students of this elite school 
who would be expected to run Japan in the future.  
?????? explained that during his stay in London he had learnt that it was a part of an individual’s 
freedom to have individual opinions. He called his idea of individualism ‘On my own terms’ (???
?). ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????to account if you 
wanted to be an independent individual. He said it was also important to respect the individualism 
of others. 
Towards the end of 1914, around the time of his illness, ?????? became a devoted reader of ???? ?????
of Ry???? (??, 1758-1831) 1. ???????was an enthusiastic collector of Ry?????? calligraphy and 
poems as we can see from his letter to Morinari Rinz? (???? 1884-1955) on 16 March 1916. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? was spiritual rather than poetical. 2 ??? ???????
already, ?????? was ?????????????????????the late Edo period who is renowned for his excellent 
poems and eccentric character. He also called himself ‘??????, The Great Fool’ (????). ?????? 
mentioned the great fool, ??, in his second from last poem which we will examine later.  
                                                             
1 ?????????????????????????????????- ??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? 
  ?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????– ???????????????????????????
???????– j? & ge” in ???????????? ??????? ?????????????????????????????????? 
2 Wada, Toshio. ??????????????????????.  ??????l sha, ???????????, ??????? 
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?????? started to use some words from ?????? in poems during his nanga period and in his final 
period, used references from ??????’s poems even more frequently. 
We are going to examine S?????’s ?????? from his final period focusing on how S??????describes his 
spiritual world, and assess how this relates to his final thought s?????????????.    
??????? ?????????????????????????, we need to learn what S????? ?????????????????????????during the 
final period of his life. In order to do this we will be referring to S????????words. On 1 January 1915, 
?????? began to write a series of essays called ????????? (???). These essays became part of the 
??????????????final period along with his novel ???-An (??) and the ?????? he composed almost 
every day from 14 ??????? ?????? ??? ????????? ????. ???-An was first published in the ????? 
Newspaper on 26 May 1916. ?????? went on to write 188 episodes until he fell critically ill.  
In January 1916, his health was still poor, so from 28 January to 16 February he went to a hot spring 
town, Yugawara, where his old friend ???????? ???? was staying. ?????? was now unable to 
continue writing ????????? due to severe pain in his arms.  
?????????, although it had to be discontinued, provides us with clues, expressed in his own words, 
as to what ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????in, in this the final period of his life. We will 
now explore the content of ????????? before we discuss the ?????? of his final period.  
 
????????? (???) 
New Year has arrived again. ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????of how I have got to this age. 
If I carry on ????????? further, the past ceases to exist even as a dream. It becomes 
nothingness. In fact, recently I often ????? of my past as a nothingness. The other day 
????? ?? ???? ???????? in ????? ????? on my way to visit a museum in Ueno for an 
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exhibition, I felt, ????????????????????????????? ???????????????as if I was not moving 
an inch.  
This is not because I have become senile. I felt this even though I was aware of leaving 
home, getting onto ??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????At 
that moment I thought of a poem I had come across somewhere which goes “I have 
been trying to get there for a whole day, but I have never left”. I thought this poem 
expressed the same feeling that I have explained here. 
If I may explain further using a more complicated philosophical vocabulary, this poem 
explains that the past is nothing more than a mere temporary image. It has a similarity 
with the idea in The Diamond Sutra (??? ) that “the memory of the past is 
unobtainable”.   
As w?? ????? ???? ????????? we have in the transitory present flow to the past 
immediately. Also, the present moment changes to the future without any stages. If 
we were to ???? this theory further, the things we say about the past can apply to the 
present. Similarly, we can say the same about the future. Consequently, in the end, 
one’s life is more uncertain than a dream. 
If I try to understand myself from the point of view that I have mentioned previously, 
I should not have aged when the new year comes. It seems that it is the calendar and 
mirror that age me??????????????????????????? ????????????, in fact, mean anything.  
At the same time, the astonishing thing is, it is an indisputable fact that, I, in this 
present time, am existing between heaven and earth. Whilst I am aware of my every 
action, the truth is that it is becoming the past. So, having my attention on the point 
of transition from present to the past ??????????????????? ???????I find that the past 
is not just a ??????????????????????????????light clearly showing myself aging as time 
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passes. Therefore, ???????????????????????????????I have to grow old and get closer to 
death. 
As I have mentioned here, t????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
exist in juxtaposed positions without any contradiction which is a strange 
phenomenon beyond logical explanation. I don’t have any intention of explaining this 
strange phenomenon, nor do ??????????????????????????????????? 
All I can say at the beginning of the year 1916 is that I have decided to live my entire 
life going along with the flow and bearing in mind the two different interpretations of 
existence. 
If I see things from the viewpoint of nothingness, it is unnecessary my greeting the 
spring this time round. Rather, it is as if I wasn’t born at the beginning of the Meiji 
????????????? ??? ??see things from the view point that I am existing, I am grateful for 
surviving another year despite my troubled ill health. ???????????? another year, the 
things I have to do increase in volume, and I hope the qu????????? ?? ????to a certain 
extent improves.  
Therefore, because I have been feeling I don’t have enough time left, I can’t describe 
how happy I am for the fact that heaven is granting me another year of life. I am trying 
to use my time as best I can for what remains of my life. 
?????????????????????Zhaozhou (???? 778-897) ????????? ‘Zhaozhou, the old 
???????, had a ???????????????????????a late age (????????). He had the 
praiseworthy intention of deciding to enter the religious life, The Way (?), at the age 
of sixty-one.  
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???? ????Zhaozhou ???????????????? ????????????????? ????? ????????????????????? 
by him, and if someone was lesser than him, He would teach the person even if that 
person was an old man.   
For twenty uninterrupted years, the ????????????? was trained by ??????????????
Nan’quan (????? ????????? ???????? was eighty years old when he finished his 
training. He then went to Guan’yin temple in Zhaoxian, and began to teach people 
Sutra. He lived until one hundred and twenty years old instructing people in the 
religious life. 
I can’t predict when my life will end, as it is not up to me to decide. I have many 
illnesses but I am ten years younger than the age when ????????????? decided to 
enter into the religious life. I feel I ca????????????????????????????? ??e an effort, using 
my energy to the fullest extent, although I may not live until one hundred and twenty.   
My intention is to try my best to follow and copy the ?????????????’s attitude as 
long as heaven allows me to live. I may not be able to copy the attitude and long life 
of Zhaozhou who was called ‘??????????’. ?? ?????? ??????????? ??????? ??????????use 
whatever gifts I am given from heaven to express my gratitude for the time I have in 
front of me. 
????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? (???), as I felt an 
urgent need to express my thoughts. 3 
This is Part one of ?????????. ?????? clarifies his intention that following the example of t????????
Zhaozhou he is interested in mastering the Way. ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
his life, ?????? is continuing his inner quest.  
                                                             
3 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 627-????????????????? 
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In the following comment where he discusses non-existence and existence, “?earing in mind the two 
different interpretations of existence”, ?????? ???????????????? the Daoist notion of everything as One 
and the Zen teaching of everything as nothingness. ?????? refers to Daoist texts such as Laozi, 
Zhuangzi and Lizi, and Zen texts such as The ?????????????????????????????????????? and The ??????????
???????????????????????????? in his ??????. We now need to see how ?????? explores these points 
in his poems. 
The subject matter of the second to fifth parts of ‘?????????’ is “Militarism”. ???????????????????
??????’s contribution to the world at the final period of his life began as social criticism at a global 
level. 4 Senuma explains that 1916 was the time that The First World War entered into its third year 
and the German-Austrian allies were winning against the opposing allies. It is unusual for ?????? to 
express his opinion on world affairs and politics, and it shows his attitude as a ???????? 5 ?????? begins 
????????????????????????? ??????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????? ???? War. ?????? chose 
to write about militari??????????? ?????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????? an infectious disease. 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????was determined to do his best to pass on 
whatever ideas he had in his mind in the time he had left on this earth.  
In ??????’s view, in short, the First World War didn’t have a root in either religion, morality, beliefs 
or a passion deeply rooted in the people. Although there were many tragedies and struggles, it was 
a momentary phenomenon. It did not have any impact on our inner values and beliefs. ?????? says 
the First World War created a serious situation of which we had no previous experience. It was a 
hypocritical event which was showy but worthless and had no important causes as a base. 
 As a third topic, ?????? ??????????????????????????????????– 1896) who had been a German historian 
and political commentator. ?????? brings up a person from near history to discuss how Germany 
developed the glorification of militarism. ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
the unification of the state, and was against humanist and liberal movements. 
                                                             
4 ?????????????????????????????????- ??????????????????? ????. ???????????????????????????????? 
5 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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It is not this study’s concern to discuss ??????’s political views and ?????? did not participate in any 
political movements. However, he made his views ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Tao Yuanming had done in the past, by standing on their own feet and not being intimidated or 
threatened by power?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? as a person and in 
his literary art.    
?????? was seriously concerned and worried about the direction in which the world powers were 
headed. Amongst his final poems, deeply engaged in religious thought, ?????? also expresses his 
views on world affairs. 
 
POEMS FROM THE FINAL PERIOD 
?????? composed seventy-five poems in his final period. It almost became a daily activity ???? writing 
a diary. ???????stopped writing his actual diary during his final period. The last date that he wrote his 
diary is 27 July 1916. This study treats the ?????? of ??????’s final stage of life as a ??????? replacement 
for his diary, as ???????expressed his thought and feelings in his ?????? compositions. The ???????of 
the final period start on 14 August 1916 and end ?????????????????????nineteen days before his 
death.  
?????? began to write his last novel, ???-An ??????????? ???? ?????????? ??? ??? ???? ?????? ?????? 
explained in a ?????????????????????????????Masao and ????????? Ry???????, who were members of 
the Thursday Circle, the relationship between writing a novel and composing ??????. 
On 21 August 1916 ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????explaining, “I am writing ???-An 
as usual in the morning. My feelings towards writing a novel are a mixture of three sensations: pain; 
pleasure; mechanical processes????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
such as this for nearly a hundred episodes ?????? ?????????????????, three or four days ago, I began 
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to compose ???????as a daily ????. I write one poem per day, and it is ????????????????. It is difficult to 
compose. I have no idea how many poems I can compose, as I will stop when I get bored.” 6 
The important point to stress here again is that ?????? treated some of his ?????? as though he was 
writing a diary. So, we have to bear in mind that ?????? expressed a great deal of his personal feeling 
in his ???????in this final period.  
Sixty-five poems out of seventy-five poems in this period are ????????????????. ??????????????????????
compose ???????????????? every day required a lot of effort, but it was a necessary creative activity 
in order to cancel out all the tainted worldly things. 7  
His ?????? in the latter half of this period show a strong expression of ????? (?), the Way. At the 
same time ?????? ?????????????????????????????????s????????????? (????: merging with heaven, 
abandoning self). ?????? did not have a chance to explain the exact meaning of s?????????????, due 
to his sudden death.   
??????’s ?????? in the latter half of this period do however give an opportunity to explore what it was 
?????? wanted to express through the concept of s?????????????.   
In order to understand the personal feelings and the ideas at the very end of his life which were now 
firmly ?????????????? ???? ?????????? ??? ???????? ?????????? ???????? ??? ????? ??? ???????? ??? ?????? ??
number of the ?????? from his final period. 
 
14 August 1916 
Poem 134 
“No title” ?? 
                                                             
6 ??????????????Vol.24??????????????????????o, 1997, p. 554-??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????? 
7  ????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????212. 
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???????? ????????? ???? 
???????? ??? ?????? ?????? 
???????? ???????? ??????? 
???????? ????????? ??????? 
???????? ?????? ?????? 
???????? ?????? ????? 
???????? ????? ?????? ???? 
???????? ?????? ???? 8 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????? 
????????????????????????a ????????????????? ??????-??????????????? 
?? ????????????? ????????????????????a ????????a ?????????? ???????????? ?????. 
????????? ??? ????????????s ????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?? ???? 
A b??????????? ??????????????????????? ??????? ??? ???? ?????? ???. 
????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????? 
??????is ?????????????????? in all ?????s ?? all ?? ?s. 
?????? in a ??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????I ?????????? 
???????????????? 
                                                             
8 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????p. ???-331. 
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????????????????????explains his feelings on ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ??????? sensitivity to express. In the final period, ??????’s ?????? are now 
definitively a means of expressing his spiritual world.  
In the first line?? literally means ‘Quiet residence’ which rhyme-matches with a poem by Wei 
Ying-wu??? (737-792), titled ?? “Y????”,  
?????  ?????????? 
????? ?????????? 9 
?????????????????????any ??????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? 
I ????? ??????by living ????????????a ???????.  
??? in the same line originally means a clamorous ??????????????. In this line, ?????? uses this 
expression to refer to the life of worldly affairs and ??????????????????? ????? in ?????????case this 
could mean writing novels. ?? ???????in the first line is explaining his daily life of writing an episode of 
his novel in the morning and composing ?????? in the afternoon.  
?? in the second line means grey hairs. ?????? describes himself as aging rapidly. According to 
???????????????? began to age fast in his final year and his grey hair and beard became a prominent 
feature. 11   
?? in the same line means unnecessary, it is followed by ?? which depicts ??????????half-
conscious state of mind. This line corresponds with the first line and confirms ??????’s wish to stay 
                                                             
9 ????????????????????????????????. 
?? ?????????????????????????????????. ???????????????????????????????????? 
11 ????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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away from the vulgar everyday world. ?????? is also explaining he is far from the world of the novel 
when composing ??????. 
?? in the third line refers ?????????????????????? in poetry. ?????? in the last stage of his life was 
??????to admire the ????, ??????, ????? for his poems and calligraphy as well as his simplicity 
and the genuine pure quality of his character. We can see that ???????is immersing himself in the life 
????????? of the ???? ????????????????. ?? in the same line means ‘Composing a poem’ which 
describes the action he is engaged in.  
?? in the fourth line signifies people who don’t understand ??ry?, poetic inspiration. There was no 
guest at ??????’s house and his mind was clear. ?????? spent his time ??? ‘?urning incense in 
tranquillity’, which expresses his meditative state while composing. 
???? in the fifth line means ‘?irds nesting behind the flower’ describing nature.  
???? in the corresponding line of the couplet means ???????????????????a faraway cowshed 
near the willow trees, depicting a harmonious idyllic landscape showing the influence of Tao 
Yuanming’s literary world. This line also prepares us for the visual image of the destination described 
in the final line. 
???? in the seventh line is ‘Any encounter, anywhere’ which has a strong flavour of Zen. ?????? 
used this expression ?? ‘Spontaneous encounter’ often.  The following is an example. 
 ????? ?????????????? 12 
 ???????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????. 
                                                             
12 ????, Toyoharu. Edit. ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??? in the same line means there is plenty of poetic inspiration. ??????, in this line, is expressing 
his enthusiasm for composing ??????. 
?? in the final line describes the village along the river. ?? in the same line means ‘Growing old’. 
It is followed by ?, ‘Time flowing peacefully’. This final line gives a visual image of a peaceful 
community as described in the story, ???? ??????? ????????????????????????, which refers ????????
Laozi’s ideal community where ??????????????????????????????????. ?????? composed a similar line 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-ji. Here 
???????again confirms that he wants to live in a peaceful community surrounded by nature which 
exists in his mind: his spiritual home. 
 
21 August 1916 
Poem 141 
“No title” ?? 
???????? ??????? ???????????? 
???????? ?????????? ???? 
???????? ????? ??? 
???????? ???????? ????? 13 
?????????????????????????? ????????????? ????????????? ???????? ?????????????????? ???????s. 
????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? 
                                                             
13 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??? ???? ?? ????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ??? ???? ????? “?????????? ???? ?????????? ???? ????????
????????s”. 
???? ??????????????????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????????????.  
??????????????? 
?????? explained the motivation for the composition of t???????????????????????????? ??????????????
dated 21 August 1916, which was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. 
In this letter, ?????? explains that he was inspired to write this poem by reading about a decoratively 
engraved stone mentioned in a previous letter ???????????????????????. He said he had composed 
this ???????????????, and wanted to present it to ??????????????????. ?????? goes on to say that 
????? ????????????????????????????????????????? had ?????????????????????????????s, and this was 
the reason ?????? was presenting the poem to them. We can see here that ?????? is encouraging and 
inspiring his followers to enter into the world of ??????.  In his final period, ?????? mainly composed 
??????, a poem with eight lines, with the exception of a few ?????, a poem with four lines. This is one 
of them, as ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? using a less complex style.   
In this poem, ???????expresses simply his life of not being a hermit and living amongst people, writing 
a popular novel and composing poems. 
?? in the first line means ‘I am interested in visiting a world where immortals lives’. It rhyme-
matches with a poem composed by Li ?ai ????-762), ????????? (“?????????????? ?u ??????
??????”: jp. ?????????????) 
???????   ??????????????? 
???????   ????????????? 14 
                                                             
14 ??????????????????????????????????????? 
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????? ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ?-??? 
I ?????????????????????????????a ??????????? ????????? ???????s ??? my ???????????. 
?? in the same line literally means ??lue mountain’. This word rhyme-matches again with Li ?ai’s 
poem, ????? (“??????????????????”, jp. ?????????), first line. 
???????? ????? ?????????? 
???????? ?????????????? 
???????? ????? ??????? 
???????? ??? ???? ???????? 15 
???????? ?? ?????????????????????? ???????s ????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????? ?? ???????as ??? ?????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? 
????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????? ?????  
 
We can see ??, ‘?lue mountain’ represents the mountain where the hermit lives.  
The third and fourth lines of Li ?ai’s poem present an image of Tao Yuanming’s T?? ??????? ??????????
??????????????. 16 ??????, in the first line, shows us that whilst living in the ordinary world, he is deep 
in the mountain inside his spiritual land.  
                                                             
15 Matsuura, Tomohisa. Trans. & Ed. ?????????????. ??????????????????????????????????? 
16 Ibid., p. 73. 
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?? in the second line means ‘The secular world’. ??? in the same line means there is plenty of 
poetic inspiration. ?????????????????????? ? as philosophical sentiment or religious sentiment. 17 
S?????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ??? this study has translated this as poetic sensitivity, 
although we can’t ignore the fact that it could be translated as religious sentiment. ???????is telling 
us he has plenty of poetic inspiration although at the same time he is writing a novel about human 
affairs in the everyday world. 
 ???? in the third line represents a contrasting pair such ??? ?????????? ???? ?????????? ?????? 
explains his use of this phrase in his letter ????????????????????? and how it ???????????????????????
a Zen text. This phrase is cited in The ?????????? Record, 51 and 66 cases. The commentary from 51 is 
given below. 
 COMMENTARY 
 ?????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ?????
he intentionally went to extremes falling into the weeds to help people. His verse was 
thorough-going as a verse, but he only versified a little of the fine detail. If you want to see all 
the way through, this is still not enough.  
 Daring to say even more, Hsueh Tou opened his mouth and said, “The time of light and 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????in one line. Then at 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Shan, “When Yen T’o?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
“Great Master,” and Master Chao Ch???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Ch’ing ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
ago I received your compassionate instruction; it’s just that I couldn’t see through it.” Shan 
said “I’ve told you the whole thing already.” Ch’ing said, “Master, please light the way.” Shan 
                                                             
17 ?????????????jir?. ?????? ???????. Iwa???????????????????????????????? 
??? 
 
???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????n doubt over.” Ch’ing said, 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 
 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ??????????????????? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
?????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
with horns.” The last word is precisely this truth. 18 
?????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
people clinging to things, especially to words and expressions.” 19  
??? in the third line is literally ????????????. ?????? explains in his letter that he is writing ???-
An and has done around a hundred episodes?? ?????????? ??? ?????????????????? words per episode. 
So, he had written about 18????? words now. However, 18??????????????????didn’t fit the style of 
the poetry, so h?????????????????????? ???????? ????the phrase sound poetical. 
 ?? in the fourth line means ?????????????????????? ? is a decorated engraved stone seal. ?????? 
had a custom of ???????? a stone while he was contemplating what to write. ?? It is an action of 
???????????????????????????????? ??????. ??? at the end of the line means ‘To be formed freely’.  
???????is saying that he is not deep in the mountain but despite writing a novel for a living he is full 
of poetic inspiration. ???????introduces a Zen idiom as the title of the novel. The action of rubbing a 
stone is a visual image of heating up your creative energy, which may be related to Chinese alchemy. 
This poem shows ??????’s enthusiasm for composing poetry.   
                                                             
18 Thomas Cleary and J. C. Cleary Trans. ?????l??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????-???? 
19 ??????????? 
?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
??? 
 
23 August 1916 
Poem 144 
“No title” ??  
???????? ????? ????? 
???????? ????????? ????? 
???????? ???? ????? ???? 
???????? ????? ????? ???? 
???????? ??? ??? ??????? 
???????? ??? ??? ?????? 
???????? ??? ??? ????? 
???????? ??????????? ??????? 21 
I ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????   
I ?????????? ??? sadly ????????? ????????????????? 
???????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? 
????????a ?????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????? ?????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ????. 
????????????????sw???-?????????????? ???????????????????????? ??????????s. 
                                                             
21 ??????????????vol. 18. Iwanami Shoten??????????????????????? 
??? 
 
???????????????????? ????????ing ??????? ????????? 
??????????a ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????d ?????? a ????????. 
???????????????? 
A day after ?????? wrote this poem, he replied again to a letter from his followers, ???? and 
????????????????? wrote that no one had come to the last Thursday meeting, so he had spent his 
time in reading articles written by others, on which he had been ???ed to give commentaries. ?????? 
observed that as he wrote his letters he listened to the sound of cicadas. He said he was re-touching 
???????he had composed in the past.  
?????? also told ?????????????????????????????????????? ???was necessary to become an ox rather 
than a horse. ?????? advised them not to get frustrated nor to be stupid, but to be patient. ?????? 
said that people show respect for the act of patience, whereas they easily forget a momentary 
??????????????? concludes the letter by stressing the importance of being ??????? ox and encouraging 
not other writers but people, supporting them with patience and a detached mind. 22  
?? in the first line means ‘Profound loneliness’, or ‘Silence’ in Zhuangzi’s case. As we discussed 
before ‘Loneliness’ had been a main theme in ??????’s life since he was a young child. ???????uses 
these words in three other poems in his final period including his final one (poems 146, 172 and ???????
At the final stage of his life, ??????’s notion of ‘Loneliness’ had shifted to ‘Profound loneliness’. It is a 
loneliness removed from human sorrow. The characters ?? ‘Profound loneliness’ have a Zen 
influence. These characters are often used in ?????????poems. Let us refer to three rhyme-matching 
poems as examples. 
 ?????? ???? ????? 23 (Example 1) 
                                                             
22 ??????????????Vol.24??????????????????????o, 1997, p. 558-??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????? 
23 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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 ?????????? ????????????? ????????????? 
?????? ?????? ???? 
?????? ??? ?? ????? 24 (Example 2) 
 ???????????????????? a ??????? ??? ??????????????????????? ???????w and ??????????. 
????l? a ???????????????????????? ????????? ???? ??????? ?????????? 
 ?????? ????? ???? 
?????? ???? ???? 25 (Example 3) 
 ??????? ????????a ?????????????? ???? 
 ?? ???? ???????????un???????? ??????????? ?????? 
We have examined the nuance of the words ?? ‘Profound loneliness’ used by the ??????????
??????? They also rhyme-match with the words which appear in Zhuangzi Chapter Thirteen and 
Fifteen. In this translation of the text, it is translated as ‘Silence’. Let’s refer to Zhuangzi. 
Zhuangzi Chapter 13. 
Emptiness, stillness, limpidity, silence, inaction- these are the level of Heaven and earth, the 
substance of the Way and its Virtue. Therefore, ??????????????????????????????????????????????
Resting, they may be empty; empty, they may be full; and fullness is completion. Empty, they 
may be still; still, they may move; moving, they may acquire. Still, they may rest in inaction; 
resting in inaction, they may demand success from those who are charged with activities. 
Resting in inaction, they may be merry; being merry, they may shun the place of care and 
                                                             
24 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
25 Ibid., p. 179. 
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anxiety, and the years of their life will be long. Emptiness, stillness, limpidity, silence, inaction 
are the root of the ten thousand things. 26 
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 27 
According to Zhuangzi, ‘Silence’ is one of the important elements of the Way and its virtue, which 
?????????????????????????????s anxiety, and as a result people live longer lives. ‘Silence’ ??????????
the movement within, in order to be pure and simple so that nothing can be disturbed. ‘Silence’ can 
be translated as ‘Meditative state’ as it is quiet contemplation. Zhuangzi explains further that ‘Silence’ 
is a part of the root from which everything originates. 
In Chapter 15, Zhuangzi explains ??  ‘Profound loneliness’/’silence’/’meditative state of mind’ 
further. 
???? ??? ??????? ?????????? ???????? ????????????? ???? ?????? ??? ???????? ?????? ????????? ????????
benevolence and righteousness, good order without accomplishments and fame, leisure 
without rivers and seas, long life without induction; to lose everything and yet possess 
everything, at ease in the illimitable where all good things come to attend- this is the Way of 
Heaven and earth, the virtue of the sage. So, it is said, limpidity, silence, emptiness, inaction- 
these are the level of heaven and earth, the substance of The Way and its virtue. So, it is said, 
the sage rests; with rest comes peaceful ease, with peaceful ease comes limpidity, and where 
there is ease and limpidity, care and worry cannot get at him, noxious airs cannot assault him. 
Therefore, his virtue is complete and his spirit unimpaired. 28 
                                                             
26 ???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ?????????????, p. 142-143. 
27 ?????????? ?????????????????????vol.2. Asahi Shinbun ????????????????? p. 221-225. 
28 ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p.168. 
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 ?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 29 
Zhuangzi says that being peaceful and maintaining a meditative state of mind, then emptying your 
mind and being non-action are the manifestation of nature itself, therefore they are the true 
substance of the Way and Virtue. ?? ‘Silence’ is the meditative state of mind achieved by the lonely 
?????????????????????side oneself which is ‘Profound loneliness’. 
??????????????????????? ? can have the same meaning as ?? which is used in Laozi’s Dao De Jing 
Chapter Twenty-five. Now, we refer to Laozi’s text for further explanation on the words ?? used 
as ??. 
Chapter 25 
There was something formed out of chaos, 
That was born before Heaven and Earth. 
Quiet and still! Pure and deep! 
It stands on its own and doesn’t change. 
It can be regarded as the mother of Heaven and Earth. 
??????????????????????????? 
I “style” it “The Way.” 
                                                             
29 ?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? p.337-338. 
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Were I forced to give it a name, I would call it “The Great.” 
 
“Great” means “to depart”; 
“To depart” means “to be far away”; 
And “to be far away” means “to return.”  
 
The Way is great; 
Heaven is great; 
Earth is great; 
??????????????????????????? 
In the country there are four greats, an????????????????????????????????????????? 
 
Man models himself on the Earth; 
The Earth models itself on Heaven; 
Heaven models itself on The Way; 
And The Way models itself on that which is so on its own. ?? 
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 31 
                                                             
??  ????????????????????Trans. ???-??????-?????????. Rider, London, 1991, p. 77. 
31  ?????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 94-95. 
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In Dao De Jing, ?? is translated as ‘Quiet and still’. It is one of the characteristics of ‘The Way’ or 
‘The Great’ which is moving all the time, spreading far away, then returning to the root?????????s 
noted, “The Way is that reality that truly exists out of its own power, the one and only thing that 
does not depend for its existence on other things.” 32 This is a description of nature and S??????
practiced being one with nature through having a quiet mind, which can lead to the explanation of 
s?????????????, S???????????????????????????????????????????????  
?? in the same line, means ‘Time’ and is followed by ‘Fifty years’ which is ??????’s age. ???????is 
explaining in the first line that he had meditated and thought about the fifty years of his life. 
???? in the second line means ‘Growing old in profound sadness’. ?????? finally settled for this 
expression after further developing his original words ‘Growing old with many illnesses’. ??? in 
the same line means following worldly affairs which describes him writing the novel in the newspaper.  
S????? used ?? ‘Profound sadness’ paired with ?? ‘Profound loneliness’ in this poem and poem 
146???????? ???????????????????? ????? ?????????????????????????????? used these two words in line 
seven and eight of poem 146. 
??????? ????? ??? ???? 
??????? ????? ??? ???? 
?????????????????????a ?????????????????? ?????????????????????????a ??????? ????? 
I am in a ?????????????????? ???? ?????? ?????????? ????????? 
?? ‘Profound state of mind’ sets the atmosphere for the following words, ‘T????????????????
??????????in his analysis says that it is possible to interpret in Japanese ???? ‘Temple inside 
                                                             
32  ????????????????????Trans. ???-??????-?????????. Rider, London, 1991, p. 237. 
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a poetic world’ as ??????? ‘The wind is blowing through the temple’ if we consider lines 
six and seven as a couplet. 33 ?????? was in his spiritual world, so this study has chosen ????????
reading, ???? ‘Temple inside poetic inspiration’ as it describes ??????’s poetic state of mind.  
?? ‘Profound state of mind’ in the second line describes ??????’s own feeling and the following 
words ?? ‘Mr.’ which reminds us of Tao Yuanming’s writing of Chinese prose, ????? 
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????, which is about Tao himself depicted as living in 
poverty but having no concern about it and enjoying the composition of poetry. 34 
?????????? ????????????? ?? ‘W????????????????????????-matches with Tao Yuanming’s poem, 
?????????m?? (?????????????: ????). 35 Let’s refer to Tao’s composition. 
?????? ???????????? 
?????? ?????????????? 36 
?? ??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ????? 
When ???????uses the words ?? ‘Profound state of mind’, it helps us to understand the nuance of 
the words by recalling the lines from Tao Yuanming’s writing explained above.  
After examining lines six and seven of his poem in 146, we return to lines one and two of poem 
144. We can see ??????’s intention in using ?? and ??, both meaning ‘Profound state of 
                                                             
33 ?????????????jir?. ?????? ???????. Iwa????????????????????????????????? 
34 ??????????????????? ? ?????????????????????T? Enm????????? ???????????????????????????????????, p. 181-185. 
35 ?????????????jir?. ?????? ???????. Iwa????????????????????????????????? 
36 ?????????????jir?. T? ??????????????????????????????????????????-132. 
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mind’; ‘Profound silence’; ‘Meditative state of mind’ to lead to ??????’s poetic world, which is his 
spiritual land. ?????? revealed his state of mind in lines one and two.  
In lines three and four, ???????explains his tastes in nature. ?????? shows his love of the rattling sound 
of bamboos at night. ?????? is referring to “The piping of Heaven” from Zhuangzi which we have 
already discussed in the first chapter when he mentions the rattling sound of bamboos. In line four, 
?????? explains that he planted a pine tree, ????????????????????????? ???????????? ??????????????
the characters?? rhyme-match with the story ???? ???????????the ??????????????????? (??
?) which is a record of commentaries made by the Zen ????, Linji (Jp. Rin’zai ?????-886 ), the 
founder of the ?????????????????????????????????????? 37 
???????????????????????????????????????????, Part IV: “????????????????????????????? ???????????????”, 
39.1 
When the master was planting pine trees, Huan???????????? ??????????????????????????????????
??? ????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
you have already eaten thirty blows ???????????????? ???????? ??????????????????????????? ????
???? ??????????? ?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
Huangbao said, “My personal-realization-of-the-meaning-beyond-?????? ????????????????????
reached you- it will flourish greatly in the world.” 38  
                                                             
37 ??????????????vol. 18. ???????????????????????????????????? 
 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 232. 
 ?????????????jir?. ?????? ???????. Iwa????????????????????????????????-???? 
38 ???????????????????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????. ?? ???????????????????????????????????????????
?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? 39 
Linji planted pine trees as an act of religious compassion manifested in daily life, and there is no 
cause to be concerned about the function or end result of his action. However, here, Linji explains 
the reasons for ?? ?????????? ????????????????????????????????? Huangbao: f????? ?????????? the 
scenery beautiful, second for guiding the junior, both of which are practical answers which go against 
purity of action. Linji answered in a practical manner in order to surprise his master. Linji challenged 
his master to be alert by giving a contradictory statement on Zen teaching.  
In modern society, it has become important to be practical and efficient and the simple daily activities 
????? ??? ???????????????? ???? ????? ??? ?????????? ???? ???????? ?????????? ??? ??????? ??? ??? ??? ??? ????-
sufficient have been neglected. The practical life has been considered as more important and better 
than us being directly involved in doing those activities. Thus, we need to produce a lot of energy to 
support our modern lives, the result of which is pollution and the destruction of nature.  
???????who was well aware of the evils of modernisation used the words ?? planting pine trees 
???????????the Record of Linji to warn us to be aware of the outcome of modernisation. Hence, the 
fourth line describes how ??????, bearing Linji’s actions in mind, planted pine tree with his friends in 
his garden.  
The fifth line ?????? ?? image from a Daoist text. ??? in the fifth line is a reference to ‘Fish 
swimming spontaneously’, an expression which relates to Zhuangzi Chapter Six “The Great and 
Venerable Teacher” (????). It is the image of fish swimming spontaneously in nature. ?????? 
changed this image three times from ‘A ??????????????????????????????A ??????????????????????????n 
                                                             
39   Iriya?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 185-186. 
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to ‘The spring enjoys the way’ before settling on the image of a fish. ??  The transition of this idea in 
four stages shows ????????????????????express the spiritual development from the self into nature 
and is an example of how he attempted to describe s????????????? in his poems. 
We refer to Zhuangzi Chapter six where ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Way. Confucius ???????????????? ??????????????????opportunity to learn a lesson in unattachment. 
Tzu-??????????????????????? ??????? ????????????????? ????????????????????? 
Confucius said, “I am one of those men punished by Heaven. Nevertheless, I will share with 
you what I have.” 
?????? ??????????????????????? ?? 41 said Tzu-????? 
Confucius said “Fish thrive in water, man thrives in The Way. For those that thrive in water, 
dig a pond and they will find nourishment enough. For those that thrive in the Way, don’t 
bother about them and their lives will be secure. So, it is said, the fish forget each other in the 
?????????????????????? ???forget each other in the arts of The Way.” 42 
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? 43 
Zhuangzi explains here that fish enjoy real freedom ??? ????s and rivers, and people can enjoy the 
freedom of life by forgetting themselves. In S????????????????????????????????s?????????????. 
                                                             
?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 353. 
41 Watson noted that he translated as ‘realm’ and it can be translated as ‘process’. ???????????????????????????
????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 87 
42 Ibid., p.87. 
43 ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 273-274. 
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??????????????????? ‘Fish enjoying the Way’ together with the characters ? ‘Moon’ and? 
‘Cloud’, in this line, he is telling us he is at one with nature; moon and cloud. This is again an 
expression of s???????from s?????????????.  
?? in the sixth line means  ‘Sweet smelling grass’. It is cited in ?????????????f Record 36 case  
?????? ???????????? 
?????? ????????? 44 
The ??????????????????36 case is the story of Ch’ang Sha ????????????wandering in the Mountain. The 
underlined sentence below corresponds to the line mentioned above. 
One day Ch’ang Sha ???????????went wandering in the mountains. Upon returning, 
?????????????????????????????????? ??????????? 
???????????????????????????? ??????? 
 Sha said, “From wandering in the mountains.” 
 ????????? ?????????????????????????????? 
 Sha said, “First I went pursuing the fragrant grasses; then I returned following 
the falling flowers.” 
 ????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ??? 
 Sha said, “It even surpasses the autumn dew dripping on the lotuses.” Hsueh 
Tou ????????? ????????????????????????????? your reply.” 45 
                                                             
44 Iriya?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????, p. 57. 
45 Cleary, Thomas & Cleary, J. T. Trans. ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
1977, p. 221.  
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 Fragrant grasses represent the pleasant and peaceful feeling of a spring day????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????show the image of awareness being lost in the sensuousness of the 
real world. 46  However, it is important to stress the point that it is ?????????????????????? ???????
yourself. it is a simple but direct expression of praising nature and ?????? was fond of this image. The 
underlined part is a line in the poem mentioned in the translation. ?????????wife, ??????????? ???????
noted in her writing that ???????was fond of writing this line ?????? ??????????????????????????? in 
calligraphy. 47 
??? in the same line is literally ‘The bird longs for the heavens’. The fifth and six lines show the 
image of the carefree and spontaneous life of fish and birds, expressing ??????’s desire to liberate 
himself from human attachment. We see here the fluidity and creativity of ??????’s thought in 
composing poetry. 
After admiring nature in his spiritual lands for four lines, ?????????????????????brings the reader ?????
to the everyday world. ?? in the seventh line is ‘The city in the spring’. ?? in the same line refers 
to ‘The spring wind’. ?? and ? put together in the same line (???) create the expression ‘Every 
day is a good day’. These words are cited in T????????Cliff Record 6 case. 
Yen Men said, “I’m not ???ing you about before the fifteenth day in order to say something 
about after the fifteenth day.” 
Yun Men himself answered for everyone, “Every day is a good day.” 
 ??????????????????????????? 
??????????  
This concept is explained further in the notes. 
                                                             
46 ???????????????S??????????-????????????????????????????????????????, P. 167. 
47 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????p. 366. 
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He’s gathered it up. Though the frog jumps, he can’?????????????????????????????????????
doesn’t have a ??????? ???????????????????????are you aware of it????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? 48 
?????? describes how nature brings a nice breeze to his house in the city by itself. ????????????????????
the mind ‘Who is their creator???which we discussed in Chapter Four in this study and the explanation 
of “The piping of Heaven” from Zhuangzi in various chapters in this study. 
??  in the final line means ‘Wanting to compose a poem’ followed by ??  referring to Tao 
Yuanming’s prose, ???????????? (????????????? ????). ?????? shows his admiration for the action 
of Tao Yuanming who retired early from his position as a government official and returned to his 
????????? ??? ?????? ??? ????? ???? ?????? ???? ???????? and not to be a cog in the wheel of the 
government. 49  
???, the last words in the final line, mean ‘Have not bought home’. ?????? explains the reality at 
the end of a poem that he is not ready to buy a home and ???????????? ???? 
In this poem, ???????describes ???? ??????????????????? ?????????????????????????s us inside his spiritual 
land by describing nature until line six. ?????? comes ??????? the real world in lines seven and eight, 
showing his admiration for Tao Yuanming who chose to live in dignity and be himself by living within 
nature and composing poems about it.  
 
?????????????? 
Poem 148 
“No Title” ?? 
                                                             
48 ????????????????????????????????. ??????????????????????p. 37. 
49 Wada, Toshio. ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????-219. 
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???????? ????????? ???????? 
???????? ??? ???????? ????? 
???????? ????? ???????? 
???????? ????? ???????? 
???????? ??? ???? ??????? 
???????? ??? ?????? ?????? 
???????? ??? ??? ????? 
???????? ????? ?????? ?? 
??????? ???? ????????????????? ??????????????? 
I ??? ?????????? ??????????s?????????is ?????????????????? ???????? 
?????????????????????????????????? ??????? ???? 
I am ???????????????????? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????? 
I ?????????????? ??? ???? ?? ???????????????????????????????????????. 
I ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????? ?? ????????? 
????? was ????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? 
????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????    
                                                             
??  ??????????????vol. 18. ???????????????????????????????????-363.  
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?????? noted aft?????????????????????????????????????? (??: jp. ????, 1873-1916) had written a 
piece of calligraphy for him which said “Literature is immortal” and this is how the origin of the third 
and fourth line came about. 51 ?????????? was a revolutionary who participated in the ?????? uprising 
(???? 1911-1912). He came to Japan in May from the ???? ????????????????????as an exile, and 
returned to Shanghai in July 1916. There is no information on how they got to ?????????????????????
in chapter two of this study we discussed there is a possibility that they met at the Maeda Inn in 
???????????????????????????????????????gashi (?????, 1828-????? who was a politician, 
supported the Human Rights Movement and used his hot spring inn as a salon where intellectuals 
could meet.  
Maeda’s daughter, Tsuna?? (?? 1868-1938), who became a model for the character, Nami (??) 
in ??????’s novel, ???????????????? ?????? ??? ??? ?? ?????????? ??? the Association for the Chinese 
Revolution founded in Japan by revolutionaries such as Sun Yatsen (?? 1866-1925?????? ????? ???. 
Tsuna???????????? ??????? ????????T?ten (???? 1871-1922), who was a Japanese revolutionary 
and supported the ?????? uprising from Japan. He was a wandering Samurai warrior and a 
???? ?????? reciter. 52 
Maeda’s sixth son, Togama (?? 1888- 1931), who was introduced to ?????? by Togama’s sister 
Tsuna???????adopted Togama as her son, became ??????’s disciple during the final period. 53 Fujita 
????????????????? ??????????????????????? ??????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????????? 
                                                             
51 ??????????????vol. 18. ???????????????????????????????????? 
52 Fujita, Yoshimi. ?????????????????????????????????????????????– ????????????????????????? ????????????????????
??????????????????????? ???????????????, p. 16-22. 
53 ?????????????????????? ?????????. ??????????????????????????????????-63.  
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??????????????????????????????? ???????????? 54 Influenced by ??????, Tog????????????????????????
????????????????, 55 which helped to continue interest in ?????? ‘s thought. 56 
Now we move on to examine the poem. 
?? in the first line refers to ‘Worldly affairs’. It is cited in a poem by Su Shi (????????-????? in 
one of his ?????, the long poem style. 
?????? ??? ???? 
?????? ?????????? 57 
??????????????????????? ???????? ?????????????????????????? 
???????? ??????????????? ??????? ???????? ??. 
?????? writes in the first line that he was worried. The subject of ??????’s worry here is not a personal 
one. ???????wrote in his final commentaries, ????????? (???) which we discussed at the beginning 
of this chapter of his concern about The First World War commenting that it was superficial. ?????? 
began to show his concern for the situation of the world and where it was heading to in this poem.  
?? in the second line refers to inner feeling. ???????????tells us he found it difficult to explain his 
inner feeling about current world affairs. 
                                                             
54 Fujita, Yoshimi. ?????????????????????????????????????????????– ????????????????????????? ????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????????????? 
55 Maeda, Togama. ?????? ??????????????????????????????????? 
56 ?????????????????????????? ????- Maeda Togama Ron.” ????????????????????????????????????????????????-267.  
57 ??????????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????th 
edition), ??????-242. 
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????? in the third line means ‘Literatu??? ??? ??? ? ??????????????????????? ????? ???????, 
‘Literature’ used here has a broader sense, as this line corresponds with ?? in the following line, 
‘Simplicity of Zen’. 58 These words are cited in a poem by Du Fu (??, 712-?????? 
?????? ???????? 
?????? ????? ??      
?????????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? ???????????? ????????????????????????? 
Du Fu’s first line expresses the immortality of writing. He is correct as we are still sharing the ideas 
offered by artists from thousands of years ago. ??????????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????felt the same way and wanted his writing to last for a long 
time after his death so his ideas could be shared with later generations. The dangers of 
?????????????? ????????????warned us about one hundred years ago in his writings are still relevant 
today as we witness the consequences of modernisation, in the form of for example psychological 
problems caused by loneliness, and physical d????????????pollution, global warming and famine. 
??????? in the fourth line expresses ??????’s opinion that to become a simple ???????? a 
lifelong commitment. ???????????????????????????????????is referring to his speech ??????????s?????????
??????????an (?????????). 59 In ??????????s????????? ???????????, ???????explains that it 
????????????? ??????sation one hundred years to come to modernisation. ??????? is saying that to 
develop a simple way of life will similarly ????????????????????????? 
                                                             
58 ????????????????????????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
59 ???????????????????????-??? ????????????????????????????????????, p.356. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??? in the fifth line means ‘Opening up new territory’. ?????? is describing the challenge involved 
in writing his poetic novel, ?? ??????????. He also made this observation about “Opening up new 
territory” in a commentary noted in ??????“??????????”, (??????). ??  ?????????? ??????????
comment on it and Iida states that there is no firm evidence to regard ??????’s ‘??????????? as a 
subject of ‘Opening up new territory’. 61 When we ??????????consideration the nature of ?????????? 
which was a poetical novel including two philosophical ?????? in it, this study is of the opinion that 
in many ways it can be regarded as new territory in the development of popular novels. 
?? in the sixth line mean ??eing enlightened’. ??? is ‘To ???????????????????????’ but not the 
geographical home. It is the Daoist idea of returning to the roots which was mentioned in chapter 
three of this study where we quoted the first half of chapter sixteen from Laozi’s text. Here, we will 
examine the whole chapter.  
???????????????????????? ??? 
Maintain tranquillity in the centre. 
 
The ten thousand things-side by side they arise; 
And by this I see their return. 
Things come forth in great numbers; 
Each one returns to its root. 
This is called tranquillity. 
“Tranquillity”- This means to return to your fate. 
                                                             
?? ??????????????vol. 25. ???????????????????????????????????-212, “Yo ga ‘??????????’”. 
61 ???????????????????????-??? ???????????????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 364.  
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To return to your fate is to be constant; 
?????????????????????????????? ???? 
??????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ???? 
If you’re ????????????? ????????????????s will lead to misfortune. 
 
?????????????????????????????????-embracing; 
To be all-embracing is to be impartial; 
??????? ???????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????? ???????? 
If you’re one with the Tao, to the end of your days you’ll suffer no harm. 62 
The last two lines of this chapter have a strong resemblance to s?????????????. ‘Merging with heaven, 
abandoning self’ is “???????????????????????????????????????”.  The final line “If you’re one with the 
Tao, to the end of your days you’ll suffer no harm”, describes clearly the longing for a peaceful home 
in the heart which ?????? sought for all his life. He finally came to express the nature of The Way 
through the idea of s?????????????. 
Lines seven and eight, using the image of plantains in autumn beaten by the strong rain and wind, 
describe how ?????? survived through serious health conditions and was grateful to be alive. 
?????????????????????????? expressed his feeling about his life using plantain leaves in the Autumn 
as a metaphor. 63 
                                                             
62 ????????????????????Trans. ???-??????-?????????. Rider, London, 1991, p. 68. 
63 ????????????????????????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
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Later, at the Thursday meetings at the beginning of November, ?????? began to explain to his 
students the meaning of s?????????????. 64 S??????went on to explain ??????????????????????????????
new and true theory of literature at the university with the view point of equality of things. S??????
also said that it was not because he wanted to amend his old theory of literature which he wrote in 
the past. ????because he felt an inner urge to pass on to people his newly acquired philosophy and 
theory of literature which came from an absolute state of mind where everything is equal. S??????
said that he felt as though Heaven was giving him an order to do this. 65 
 
13 September 1916 
Poem 163 
“No Title” ?? 
???????? ???????? ????? 
???????? ????????? ?????? 
???????? ??? ????? ???? 
???????? ??? ?????? ???? 
???????? ??? ?????? ??????? 
???????? ??? ???? ???????? 
???????? ????????? ??????? 
                                                             
64 Wada, Toshio. ????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? 
65 ??????????????????S?????????????????????????????????????????????????-215. 
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???????? ??? ??? ??? 66 
??????????????? ??? ?????????? ???????????? ??????????????? ????????????????? ??. 
??? ??????a ??????????????????????????? ??????? ???? ???? ???????????????????as ??????? ???????????? 
??????? ???. 
??????????? ??????????????????? ???????????????????????????s? 
???????????????????????????????? ???????????? a ????????????? 
I ???????????????????? ?? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ????? 
?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? 
?? ???????? ????????????????? ??? 
??? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????-???????????????????? 
???????????????? 
?????? often expresses his love of quiet and calm, peaceful moments and staying away from noisy 
worldly affairs. This poem, however, shows another side of ??????. He wrote a letter to his friend, 
?????? ???????? on 26 October ????? ??????????? ???? ???????? ???????? ?????????? and criticising the 
protagonist of ?????????? (??). 
“To live life beautifully, in other ????????????????????????????????? a very small part of any meaningful 
life. So, it is not good to follow the example of the protagonist in ??????????. We can accept that 
????????????????????????????????????ave to follow Ibsen’s character if you want to create a modern 
society of meaningful values”. He goes on to say “I am promoting the world of poetic literature on 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? to realise the ideal world ????????? the men 
of noble ??????? in the restoration period who were in a life-and-death situation.” 67   
                                                             
66 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 393-394. 
67 ????????????? vol.22. ???????????????????????1996????????-???????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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This poem shows clearly that ?????? is living in the current world and reacting to the present situation, 
as we discussed at the beginning of this chapter when we ????????? ??????’s final commentaries, 
????????? (???). 
?? in the first line gives us the image of a sword hanging on a tree in a graveyard, placed there in 
order to repay the wish held by the departed when the person was alive. The tale ???????????????an 
old story about a man called Jizi (???????????-484) ??????????????????????????in China. When Jizi 
????????????????????????? on the way to a mission in the north region??????????????????????? fancy to 
Jizi’s sword. Jizi, however, needed his sword at the time, so he could not give it ??????????????????????
his ???????????????????????????????????????the ??????????????????but discovered ??????????????had 
passed away. So, Jizi hung the sword on a ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
???-????).  
?????? mentioned this story in his novel, I ????????. It is believed that I ???????? was indeed for ?????? 
a ‘Sword’ in the sense of a dedication to his dear friend ?????. 68 ?????????????????????????????? ??-
An might well be another ‘Sword’ ?????? dedicated to another great friend, ?????. 69 An annotation 
for ????????? ?????????????????????????????“??????????” in ????????????? volume 12 notes that ???????
?????????????????????? ??????? ??????????????????????? ?? 
?? in the same line, literally means ‘My thought’ and ??? in the same line ‘To not ?????????
reason’. ??????????????? that he was unable to have the opportunity to show his gratitude ?????????for 
their friendship when he was alive. ????? negotiated with ???????for his position in ????? ???????????
after ???????at the newspaper when he ???? ???????there as chief editor, especially when ???????was 
in a critically ill condition. 71S???????????????????????????????????????became ??????????????????????? 
                                                             
68 ??????????????Vol.16. Iw?????????????????????????, “Jyo ‘Wag????? ?????????????????????jijyo”, p. 32-35. 
69 ?????????????jir?. ?????? ????????????????????????????????????, p. 231-232. 
?? ??????????????vol.12. ?????????????????????????????????????????????????-???? 
71 ????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? p. 249 & 251. 
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left the ?????, and how he ?????????????????????????????ing their relationship, sadly this was not 
possible as ??????????????????? on 28 February 1912. 72 
???? in the second line literally means ????????????????????????????????????? ???? driven by my 
‘Emotion’ and ??? ‘I am ashamed that I still haven’t fulfilled my intention’. ???????shows his 
despair of not yet being able to return his gratitude ????????. 
In the third line, ?????? uses a plantain tree ?? as metaphor for himself and writes that his calm 
state of mind was disturbed by the autumn wind??, which is a metaphor for sad feelings. ?????? 
clearly shows he was emotionally distressed. 
In the fourth line, S??????writes about the action of composing a poem inspired by the sound of cold 
rain. 
???? in the fifth line ???????????????????? ‘What madness is happening ??????????? ?? in 
the same line ‘Standing up, quitting the occupation of a writer’ refers ?????????????????????????? ?, 
32-???) who abandoned his career as a literatus and government official and joined the military as 
shown in ???? ???????????????????? ??? ?????? (???) ???????????????????????????? 73.  In his poem, 
?????? is criticising an aggressive government determined to carry on with its militaristic programme.  
???? in the sixth line means ‘There is a way people should act in order to be human beings’ and 
???  in the same line ‘I devote myself to ?????? action’. In this line, ?????? expresses his 
determination to react to events.  
??? in the seventh line reads as ‘I will die when the time arrives’.  
                                                             
72 ??????????????Vol.16. Iw?????????????????????????, ???????????????????????????????????????-???? 
73 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????????????jir?. ?????? ????????????????????????????????????, p. 232. 
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??? in the last line mean ‘twenty four hours’. ?????? says that there are only twenty-four hours 
in a day. In this poem, ?????? explains that he wants to ??????????????? it is necessary to devote 
himself to following The Way ???????????? ?????????ullest use of the time he has left in his life. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????? 74 ???????????????????? ?????????????????????’s 
????????????????????????????????spirituality, but this poem has an exceptionally intense expression. 75 
?????? was angry about the result of modernisation which had caused ugly and meaningless wars in 
the world, destroying nature and ???????????????? ??ves stressful and insane, all for pointless and 
senseless reasons. In this poem, S????? is attempting to revive the tradition of ?????? which played a 
major role in discussing political ideas. Tuc? said poetry played an important political role in the 
media in the Meiji period and he wrote, “The growth of print media had further implications for 
poetic sociality. One of the most important was the exchange of verse on openly political topics, 
something that had a great deal to do with the increasing use of the newspaper as space for poetic 
exchange. For its part, ???????already had a long tradition of political engagement, and it was usually 
featured in the more highbrow newspapers, which also devoted a great deal of coverage to political 
issues…   ??????’s editorial line was consistently antagonistic towards the Meiji government, and as 
a result we find poetry exchanges in ??????’s pages between readers and the paper’s journalists that 
are openly satirical, covering political topics such as bureaucratic corruption, international treaties 
and environmental disasters…  The result was the composition of large numbers of ??????, ??????and 
????? in which was expressed an ardent nationalism that painted the Meiji government as traitors, 
and the poets themselves as the true patriots.” 76  
                                                             
74 ????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? 
75 ????????????????????????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
76 ?????? ??????????????????????????? ????????? ??????? ????????? ???????? ???????????????-????. Columbia University,  
??????????????? p. 16-17.    
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?????? was a newspaper for ???????????? ???????????????????????????????????? 77. S?????? ?????well 
have been hoping to later present political poems in the ????? ??????????????‘sword’, but S????? passed 
away before he could realise his objective.  
 
16 September 1916 
Poem 166 
“No Title” ?? 
???????? ???????? ?? ????? 
???????? ???????? ?? ???? 
???????? ??? ????? ???? 
???????? ??? ????? ???? 
???????? ??????? ???????? 
???????? ??????????  ????? 
???????? ?? ? ???????? 
???????? ?? ? ????? ???? 78 
?????????????????????? ??????? ???????? ???????????????????????? ??????????? ?. 
?????? and my ???????????????????????????????????????????. 
                                                             
77 Mentioned in this study’s introduction, p. 17-18 ???????? 
78 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??????????????????????????????????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????????? 
A ??????dr?????? ??????s ?????????? ?????? 
??????? ??????????????????????????????? ???????. 
????????????? ???-????????????????????????????????????? 
???? ???????r????????????????????????????????????a ???????????????? 
????????????????????????????????????  ??????????. 
???????????????? 
?????? begins the poem with the image of home in mind, as expressed by ?? ‘The white clouds’ in 
the first line, which so often appear in ??????’s poems. When the white clouds appear, they bring a 
calm state of mind to ??????. They are a symbol for ??????’s tranquillity and the peaceful home in his 
mind. ?????? expresses clearly here how the white clouds bring him tranquillity. 
? and ? in the second line confirm ??????’s meditative state of mind. ? ‘Emptiness’ is explained 
through the words of Confucius to his pupil Yen Hui ????? ??? in Zhuangzi Chapter Four , ‘In the World 
of Men’. 
Confucius ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
and you haven’t seen what is needed. You will probably get off without incurring any 
????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
?? ????? ?????????? ?????????? ?????????????????? 
 Yen Hui ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
????? 
 ????? ?????????????????????????????? ????????????? ????????? ?????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
sanction you.” 
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 Yen Hui ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
strong foods for several months. So, ?????????????????????????????????????? 
 “That is the fasting one does before a sacrifice, not the fasting of the mind.” 
 ??????????? ??????????????????????? ???????? 
 ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????ears, listen with 
your mind. No, don’t listen with your mind, but listen with your spirit. Listening stops 
with the ears, the mind stops with recognition, but spirit is empty and waits on all 
things. The Way gathers in emptiness alone. Emptiness is the fasting of the mind.” 
 Yen Hui ??????????said??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
now that I have he???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? 
 “That’s all there is to it,” said Confucius. 79 
Zhuangzi states that “Emptiness is the fasting of the mind.” We can consider that “Fasting of the 
mind” is “Forgetting oneself”. In ??????’s concept, it is ??????, ‘Abandoning self’ which is the same as 
‘Forgetting oneself’. 
The third and fourth lines also express the images of a meditative state of mind. 
?? in the third line refers to a mysterious flower,  ?? in the same line is ???? ??????????????????
?? is cited in Tao Yuanming’s ????????????? (????) 
??????? ????????????? ?? 
????????????????? ??? ????? 
??? ‘Water flows smoothly’ also rhyme-matches with Ry???????????? 
                                                             
79 ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????. Colombia ????????????????????????????????? 
 p. 57-58. 
?? Matsueda????????? ? ?????????????????????T? Enm????????? ???????????????????????????????????, p. 147. 
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 ????? ????? ?? ?? 
 ????? ????? ?? ?? 81 
 ??????????s ?????????in ??????????? 
 ???????????????????????????????????? 
With???? ‘Mysterious flower opening alone’ together with ??? ‘Water flows smoothly’ in 
the third line ?????? creates a beautiful and serene visual image and atmosphere and tells us he is 
entering into the meditative state of mind. 
?? in the fourth line depicts ‘Fine rain’. ?? in the same line means ‘Come quietly’ and ?? 
‘Silently’ with an emphasis on stillness. ?????? tells us he is in a meditative state of mind by using?
? ‘Silently’ as we discussed before. ? ‘Window’ is a metaphor for the entering point into the mind. 
?? in the fifth line means ‘Lean against’, ??  ‘A ?????? and ??, the focal point of the line, a 
‘??????? ????????’. The meaning of ‘S????’ has already been examined, in poem 65, ‘Spring 
Amusement’ in Chapter Two. This line shows deliberate and unnatural action. 
?? in the sixth line means ‘A bridge covered with moss’. The deliberate action of crossing the bridge 
surprises the birds ???? ????????????????????????? described at the beginning of the line, ????. 
???????here shows the result of unnatural action which disturbs nature. In lines five and six ???????is 
expressing his opinion about the impact of modernisation in which men are destroying nature 
deliberately.   
                                                             
81 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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?? in the seventh line means ‘Fragrant noble flowers’ ???????????????????? ??????????????????????
?????? is expressing his admiration of purity and integrity. ?? means ‘Deserted valley’. These 
???????????????????????????????n as the crown jewels of the quiet valley and ?????? uses them as an 
expression of his meditative state of mind. 
??? in the final line means ‘Japan’. ?????? commented in poem 163 composed on 13 September 
that ????, ‘The country is going through madness’. ??????’s intention is to show that ugly things 
were happening in Japan and the world but by the meditation expressed in the image of fragrant 
noble flowers this impurity can be blown away from the mind.  
 
17 September 1916 
Poem 167 
“No title” ?? 
???????? ??? ??????? ?????? 
???????? ??? ???????????? 
???????? ??????? ??? ?????????? 
???????? ??????? ??? ???????? 
???????? ?????? ????????? 
???????? ??????? ?????? ???????? 
???????? ????????????? 
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???????? ??? ???????? ????? 82 
??????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????. 
??? ???????? ????? ? am ???? indulging ??????? in ??????????????? ??????????? ??????????? ?? 
????????. 
????? ????????? ?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? 
????????????????????????????? ???????? ?????????? ???????? 
??????????????????????a ?????????? ??????????????????????? and ambigu????????????????? 
???????????????????? ????????????? ???? ????????? ?????????????????????????????? ???? ????????? 
??????????????????????????? ??????in a ???????????????? 
????????? ????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????? ??????? 
???????????????? 
? in the first line describes his intention, ‘I am going to’ ??????????????????????????????????????. 84  
?? means ‘?urning incense’ and ??? ‘Staying up all night’. ?????? is ??????????? ????????????? ?, 
as he had already explained there were only twenty-four hours in a day. He is expressing his 
????????????????? ??????rd burning incense and inspiring himself. 
 ?? in the second line mean ‘Devoting oneself to Zen, sitting and abandoning everything else’. ?
?? in the same line is ‘Indulging in solitude’. ?????????????????????????????????????????????sitting in 
                                                             
82  ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
83  ?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????. 
84  ??????????a????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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silence at night because he was devoting himself to Zen. 85 He is emphasising the fact that he is not 
a m???.  
 ?? ‘The soft light of the moon’ in the third line doesn’t match with the following words in the 
same line ?? ‘The rain falling quietly’. ????????????? ?????? ???? ????? this ??? ????????? (maybe a 
printing error) and it should be ?? ‘T???????????????moon’, which fits better with the rain. 86 This 
study agrees with their interpretation. 
?? is ‘Midnight’, and  ? ‘T???????????????????????????????? is experiencing a pleasant feeling in the 
precious midnight moment, meditating as he listens to the sound of quiet rain. This is an image of 
purifying one’s mind.  
?? in the fourth line means ‘Quiet stream’, followed by ?? ‘Midnight’, then ?? ‘Fish jumping’. 
?? ‘Midnight’ rhyme-matches with Ry???????????? 
 ????? ?????? ????? 
 ????? ?? ??? ???? 87 
 ???????????????????????????????????????? 
 ?????????????????????????a ???????in ?????-away ??????? 
Ry????????????refers to meditation at midnight. We recall that the scene of ‘A fish swimming freely’ 
from Zhuangzi means ‘Forgetting oneself’, therefore S????? is in a meditative state of mind. This line 
tells us he is forgetting himself at midnight in a meditative state of mind which means that he is in 
his spiritual land.  
                                                             
85   ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
86   Ibid., p. ???? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
87 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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In the fifth line, ??, means ‘Developing ideas for a poem’ and ??, literally, ‘Uncertainty to the 
length of the journey ahead’. In this line, ??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
and at the same time, he is wondering how long he has got to live. 
?? in the sixth line is ‘Trying to remember the dream’, and ?? in the same line means ‘Who 
?????’, followed by ???, ‘My life recedes as it passes’. ?????????????????????????????????????????????
to be transitory as if he was trying to remember a ???????????????????????????????????????????the 
impermanent nature of life.  
In the seventh line, ?? depicts ‘Meditating alone’ and ?? means profound and silent. ?? in the 
same line means ‘White emptiness’. This word ??????????rom Chapter Four of Zhuangzi’s text, “In the 
World of Men” and appears as ????, “The empty chamber where brightness is born”. 
Here, Zhuangzi’s text depicts Confucius explaining to his student the point that “The Way gathers in 
emptiness alone. Emptiness is the fasting of the mind.” Confucius explains further, 
“You have heard of flying with wings, but have never heard of flying without wings. 
???? ????? ?????? ??? ???? ?????????? ????? ??????? ???? ???? ????? ?????? ?????? ??? ????
?????????? ????? ????? ???? ?????? ????? ????? ????? ?losed room, the empty chamber 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????- this is what is called sitting but racing around.” 88 
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? 89 
                                                             
88 ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????. Colombia University Press??????????? 1968, 
p. 58. 
89 ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 148. 
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In this passage, Zhuangzi explains that people’s minds are often concerned with fame and profit 
without stopping although their body might be still. They are living their lives ?????????????????s which 
are eager ??????? ???????? a profit. This is because they have not emptied themselves of their 
thoughts.  
Zhuangzi’s teaching of “The empty chamber where brightness is born” meaning one enters a selfless 
state of mind and becomes enlightened is the same as ??????’s idea of s?????????????.   
The description ‘The empty chamber where brightness is born’ is the visual image of ‘?lessings gather 
where there is stillness’. Zhuangzi stresses the importance of serving heaven not people, in order not 
to injure one’s soul. ??????, who suffered a great deal in the world of human affairs and who as a 
result was seriously ill with stomach ulcers, could only agree with the idea of serving heaven not 
people. Serving heaven is to be one with nature, which is the s?????? from s?????????????. ????????
means being one with nature, which is being one with The Way. 
There is evidence that ?????? was familiar with this chapter, as he mentioned it in a letter to ?????
Sh?taro (?????) on 29 April 1915. ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????a 
mountain house. He suggested ???? , ‘The mountain house of white emptiness’ as one 
candidate and explains ?????????????the reference from Zhuangzi’s ????, “The empty chamber 
where brightness is born”. ?? 
???????????????????? ???????????????-????? ??????????greatly admired was fond of citing Zhuangzi 
in his poems. 91  ???? “The empty chamber where brightness is born” rhyme-matches with 
Ry????’s poem.  
 ????? ??? ??????? 
                                                             
?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 416-417 ????????????????????????????????????????????? 
91 ????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????p. 271. 
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 ????? ??? ????? 92 
 ???????????????????a br????? ??????????? 
 ????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????? ??????????? 
Ry????????saying that his heart is empty and pure although he hasn’t ????ed a hot meal for a long 
time: describing a ?????????????????????? but with an empty mind full of light.  
?, the final word in the seventh line means ‘Inside’. ?????? is inside himself meditating with an empty 
mind. 
In the final line, ?? means ‘Orchid oil’, ?? ‘?urn away’ and ??? ‘The morning has arrived’.  
??????????????????? meditated until the dawn from this line and saw the bright white light emerging 
from inside his empty mind.    
 
6 October 1916 
Poem 184  
“No title” ?? 
???????? ????? ????? ????? 
???????? ????????? ??????? 
???????? ????????? ????? 
???????? ???????? ????? 
                                                             
92 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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???????? ????? ???????? 
???????? ????? ??????? 
???????? ???????? ???? 
???????? ???????? ????? 93 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
??????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????? 
?? ?????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????????????????wan????????????????????????????and I am in ??? ??????????????????????????
????????????????. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????. 
In ???????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????. 
A????????????????????????????? ???????? ??????????????????????????????????.  
????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? 
 
  ??????, in the first line, denied belonging to any religion, ???????, ‘Not a Christian, not a 
?????????not a Confucian’. ?????????????????imilar words are cited by a Tang poet, ??????-I (???, 
772-846) in his poem ???? “????????????????”, ??????? “N????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????”. A ?????????????? the Edo period who specialised in the Sencha 
tea ceremony, ?????? (??? , 1675-1763), also cited in his poem, ??  “Spontaneous 
                                                             
93 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 434-435. 
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composition”, ?????????????  “N??? ?? ????????? ?????? ???? ?? ???????? ???? ??
Confucian”. 94 Ry????????????????a similar pattern in his poem but did not mention religion, ???
??????? 95  “I?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????cloth 
?????????????????????????????thread but not thread”.  
One interesting point is that ?????? excluded Daoism in this line. Perhaps we need to bear in mind 
Laozi’s famous phrase ‘The Way has no name’. We have to remind ourselves that being an individual 
was a very important issue for ??????. ???????chose not to belong to any religion, which explains the 
first line. 
?? in the second line is a ‘Narrow ??????????’. These words rhyme-match with Tao Yuanming’s 
poem titled ???? ??? ????????? ????, the first poem of the thirteen poems, noted by Iida and 
?????, 96  
?????? ?????????? 97  
?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? in ?????????????????? and ??????????
????? ???? ????????? ??????????? 
??? in the same line mean ‘T????pleasure in’ and rhyme-matches again with Tao Yuanming’s 
poem, ?? ?? (In the introduction to the poem ????????? ???), as ??????????????? 98 
??????? ????????????? 99 
                                                             
94 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 435. 
95 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 134-135. 
96 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 435. 
Iida, Rigy?. ?????? ???-??? ????????????????????????????????????????????? 
97 Matsueda????????? ? ?????????????????????T? Enm????????? ???????????????????????????????????, p. 71. 
98 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 435. 
99 Matsueda????????? ? ???? ????????????????T??Enm????????? Vol. 1. Iwanami Shoten?????????????????????? 
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I ??????????????????s and ???????????????? ???????? 
In the first and second line, ?????? introduces himself and explains that he doesn’t belong to any 
religion and ??? ??????t writing novels which he enjoys. 
??, in the third line means ‘P??????? and ?? ‘The literary garden’. 
??, in the fourth line means ‘Wander’ followed by ?? ‘Many green mountains’. ????????????????
that ?? ‘Green mountain’ is the place where the hermit lives as discussed in poem 141 earlier in 
this Chapter. In this study’s opinion??? in the same line means ‘?eing in the world of poetry and 
??????????????????????’. ????????????????????????????????????????????  means ‘A grass plain’. ???  
The character? means the painter-???????????? ?), therefore it means ??????????????????????. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? rhyme-matches with words from Tao Yuanming. This 
is ?? ????????????????????????????????????????????? the fact that ????????inted many scenes from Tao 
Yuanming’s ???????????????????????????????????? and especially as we should recall that ?????? had 
been fond of nanga painting since he was a young boy. 
???? in the fifth line literally ‘???????? ????s and turning to ashes’ is based on a historical 
incident ???? “????????????????????rying Confucian scholars” ??????????????????? the Qin? 
period conducted by the emperor Shi-huang-di (??? ??? ???-?? ?????? ?ere, however, ?????? 
expresses the idea that truth cannot be found in a ????, ??????? ????????? ???? ????? ???????? ?????
interpretation. ???   
                                                             
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 435. 
????????????????????????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
?????????????jir?. ?????? ???????. Iwa????????????????????????????????? 
???  ??????????????vol. 18. ???????????????????????????????????-436. 
???????????????????????-??? ????????????????????????????????????????????-494. 
????????, Hiroshi. ?????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
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??? in the same line means ‘T????????is revived’. T??????ogether with the previous words, the 
?????????????after turning to ashes, and it means that the truth exists in nothingness. ??????’s hidden 
expression here is the Zen expression of ???? “Spiritual enlightenment by communication 
through mind to mind”, which he had used in previous poems. In Zen teaching, it has to be the direct 
???????????????????????????????????????????????? 
 ???? in the sixth line means ‘In the world without religious code’ and ??? ‘Can revive the 
religious code without code’. This line corresponds to the previous line, and ?????? confirms his 
desire to abandon attachments to the everyday world and embrace the enduring and eternal. 
???? in the seventh line means literally ‘?eating to death the ultimate founder of religious law’. 
A similar expression is cited in ???? ??????? ??? ????? (???? ????????? ???? ?????????? ???) “Sangha 
Instruction” noted by Iida, ??????????????????. ??? 
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????? 
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ??? 
                                                             
??? Iida, Rigy?. ?????? ???-??? ????. ??????????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 436. 
????????????????????????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
??? ?????????????????????????????????. ???????????????????????????????th edition), p. 96-97. 
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“Stream-?????????? ??? ??????? ????????? ???? ????? ??? ??????? ?? ?????????? ???? ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ??????????????????????
discombobulated by ??????? ???????????????????? ??????????????????????????/by ‘the 
?????????? ??? ???? ??????? ???????? ???? ?????? ??? ??? ???? ???????? ?????????? ???????????
??????????????????? ??????????????? ??? ??????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????????
moment of meeti????????Meeting ?????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
not maintain the notion of ‘a Chan-?????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ????
???????? ????? ???? ??????? ??????? ??? ???? ????????? ???? ??????? ??? ???? ?????? ?????? ???
????????????????? ????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
??????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
the first time you will attain liberation. ??? 
A simple version of the translation would be: 
Everyone, if you want to acquire real enlightenment, you should not be deluded by 
people. In both the ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????If you 
?????????????????????????????????If ???????????????????????????????????????your old 
teacher. If ???????????????????????????????????If you come across your ??????????????your 
parents. If ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????will be 
released from your attachment to the world. You can live your life freely and have no 
boundaries.     
S??????????? ?????????????relevant part from ??????????????????? in his essay “??????????????????” (?
????). S??????????????????????????s when they are in the ?????????????????????????????of anything 
                                                             
??? ???????????????????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????. ?? ???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????. Oxford ??????????????????????, p. 59. 
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else but their creative activity and there is no room for rational meanings and worldly common sense. 
S????????????????it is an absolute creative state of mind. ??? 
?? in the same line means ‘No sign of anyone’ ??????????????????????. ???????????????????????????????
stress that one has to be free from all prejudice and attachment in order to enter into the absolute 
state of mind where everything is equal. 
?? in the last line depicts ‘E???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
in an equal and indiscriminate world after abandoning all prejudices and attachments. ?? in the 
same line means ‘Clearly’ and ??? ‘Reveal the enlightened one and unenlightened one’ as noted 
?????????????????. ??? 
?????????made a note on a recollection of one of ??????’s students, ???????? Yuzuru. According to 
???????????????? in the latter days of ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?????????? ?????????????????????????He ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
if you are in touch with your inner world. ???   
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
reach the truth, one has to find an absolute truth inside oneself by removing all worldly attachments 
and prejudices. 
 
8 October 1916 
Poem 186 
“No Title” ?? 
                                                             
??? ??????????????Vol.16. Iwanami ???????????????????, “??????????????????”, p. 514. 
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 436. 
Iida, Rigy?. ?????? ???-??? ????????????????????????????????????????????? 
??? ????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 298. 
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???????? ???????? ????????????? 
???????? ??? ???? ??? ???? 
???????? ??? ??? ???? 
???????? ???? ?????? ????? 
???????? ??? ??????? ????? 
???????? ???? ?????? ?????? ??? 
?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? 
T???????? ????????????????s ???? ???????????? 
??? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????????????? ??????????? ?????????. 
????????? ??????????? ????s ?????????????????? ????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.  
??????????????? 
? in the first line means ‘To not do’. ???? ??????????????a historical event that happened to the 
painter, Zhang Seng-yao ??? (The date of ???? ?????? ???? ?????? ???? ????????? from ? (Liang 
dynasty) ?????????????? ???? ???????. ??? Zhang was painting a dragon on the wall. Once Zhang had 
painted eyes on the dragon, the dragon rose and disappeared into the heavens.  
                                                             
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 438-439. 
??? Ibid., p. 439. 
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? p?????? 
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Iida noted that the dragon mentioned in this poem was a false poisonous dragon. ??? ???????in the 
first line warns not to draw eyes on the ??????? ??????????????????? 
?? in the second line is ‘Ominous clouds’. This line stresses ???????????????????????????????? the 
dragon in the drawing.  
?? in the third line means ‘True dragon’ and ??? ‘To not have a fixed appearance’.  
?? in the fourth line is usually in the order??, meaning ‘Downpour’. ?? in the same line is in 
the order?? meaning ‘Autumn wind’ and ?? the last word of the line means ‘Deserted valley’ 
as ???????????????????????????. 111  
?? in the fifth line refers to the ‘Entire body’. ? means ‘Search’ and ??? ‘Losing nail and tu?????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????the dragon dies. 112  
Line three, ??? “To not have a fixed appearance” and line five, ??????? “There are no 
?????????????????????????????????????????re based on Zhuangzi Chapter Seven, “a story of Hun-tun 
???????”. Let us refer to the text. 
 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-????????????????????????
from time to time came together for a meeting in the territory of Hun-tun, and Hun-tun 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-tun 
alone doesn’t have any. Let’s trying boring him some!” 
                                                             
??? Iida, Rigy?. ?????? ???-??? ??????????????????? ????????????????????????? 
111 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 439. 
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? p?????? 
112 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 4??? 
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? p?????? 
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 Every day they bored another hole, and on the seventh day Hun-tun died 113 
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????? 114 
Hun-????????????????????????s story is existence itself that is to say nature. Zhuangzi’s message here 
is that pure nature gets destroyed by the action of human beings ???????????????????????????????? 
and contribute ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? 
?? in the sixth line means ‘Suddenly’ and ??? ‘To live with fish and shellfish’, who are regarded 
as being at a low level of existence. This too is a reference to Zhuangzi finding The Way in the filthiest 
of things. Now, we refer to Chapter Twenty-two of the Zhuangzi, “?????????? ??????? North”. 
   Master Tung-?????????-???????????????????????? ??????????, “This thing called the 
Way-????????????????????? 
   Chang Tsu ???????????said, “There’s no place it doesn’t exist.” 
   “Come,” said Master Tung-??? ?????-gu?????, “you must be more specific!” 
   “It is in the ant.” 
   ????????????????????????? 
   “It is in the panic grass.” 
   ????????????????????????? 
   “It is in the tiles and shards.” 
   ??????????????????????? 
                                                             
113 ???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 97. 
114 ?????????? ????????????????????. Vol.1, Asahi Shinbun ????????????????, p. 314. 
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   “It is in the piss and shit!” 
   Master Tung-?????????-??????? made no reply. 
   Chung Tzu ???????????said, “Sir, your questions simply don’t get at the substance of 
the matter. When Inspector Huo ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
to test the fatness of a pig by pressing it with the foot, he was told that the lower 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
to find The Way in any particular place – there is no thing that escapes its presence! 
Such is the Perfect Way, and so too are the truly great words. ‘Complete,’ ‘Universal,’ 
‘All-inclusive’ – these three are different words with the same meaning. All point to a 
single reality. 115   
??? ‘to live with fish and shellfish’ rhyme-matches with the poem by Su Shi. 
 ???????? ?????????????? 116 
 ???????? ???????????????????? ?????? ??????? 
?????? wanted to express here that there is no superior or inferior. All exists as one. Also, the real 
dragon is found ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
this poem expresses the state of mind of being “A great fool” 117?? ????? ?????????name for ??????, 
the poet-???? whose simplicity and purity ?????? greatly admired in the final period of his life. 
Iida selected the comment made by one of ????????? ?????? ??????????????? ??????? ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????simple, and 
plays happily with ??????????????????????????????????????? one fancies itself to be an important dragon, 
the real dragon ????? deep to be simple. The Human world is exactly the same. At the time, ?????? 
                                                             
115 ???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????- 
241. 
116 ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 322. 
117  ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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had an earnest desire to find an eternal path, and this is exactly what ???????????????????????????In 
the past he composed poems with lines such as “I wish to be a citizen of great peace” and “The 
?????????? ??? ??????? ??? ??? ????? ???? ????? ???? ????”. At this point ??????? had arrived at his 
destination.” 118 
The style of this poem is ????? with six lines and is different from the other poems which are ?????? 
with eight lines. What ?????? wanted to point out here is that one has to reduce one’s ego and 
become simple and sincere in order to understand the truth of nature where eternal life exists. ?????? 
wanted to exist and relate to the people, not with the authorities. ?????????????????????????????
was as a person was an incident in the past when he turned down the offer of the title of Professor 
granted by the government in 1911. He told the government by means of a letter to The Ministry of 
Education on 21 February 1911 that he wanted to remain as Mr. Natsume rather than be a 
Professor. 119 The government didn’t accept ?????????desire and the case remained unresolved. ???????
wrote a series of articles about this in the ?????. ??? There are in the records, two interviews published 
in the ???? and ????? Newspapers relating to this issue. 121  
 
12 October 1916 
???????? 
“No Title” ?? 
???????? ????????? ????? 
???????? ??? ??? ????? 
                                                             
118  ???????????????????????-??? ????????????????????????????????????????????? 
119 ??????????????Vol.23. Iwa????????????????????????????????? 
??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????, “??????? ????????? ??????????????????”, p. 346-353.  
& “??????? ??????????????????????????-362. 
121 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????, “????????????????????????????????????????????-????  
& “???????????????????????????????????????-???? 
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???????? ?????? ???? 
???????? ?????? ?????? 
???????? ??? ???? ??? 
???????? ??? ???? ??? 
???????? ?????? ?????????? 
???????? ??????????? ????? 122 
??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????????????????? 
???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????????? ??? ????????????? ??????????????????????? ??? ??? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ?? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
????????? ??????? ????????????? ??????? ????????????????? 
????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????? ????? ?????????????????????????????? ???????? ??????? 
????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? 
???????????????? 
                                                             
122 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 446. 
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?? at the beginning of the first line implies ‘Meet on the street’. ?? ????????????????????????????
and represents ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? describes ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????  describes ?????????????????????????????
from outside. It is cited i???????????????f Record code 16. 
??????????????????????????????????? 123 
??????? ??????????? ???? ??? ???? ????? ????? ??????? ???? ??? ??? ????? ??????? ??? ???? ??????? ????
?????????” 124 
This Zen text refers to the time when the teacher is stimulating the student outwardly and the 
student is being ???????????????????????????????????? 
The following character ? represents ‘To complete’ and the first line ends with ?? signifying ‘A 
chance to receive teaching which develops an inner ability to follow ??????????????????’ 125.  
?????? is expressing how enlightenment happens by chance when the time is ripe and does not 
necessarily ???????????at the monastery. It can happen at any time anywhere. 
 ???? in the second line means ‘Inside shell and outside shell’ followed by ??? representing 
‘Which one comes first’. The second line confirms the idea in the first line that the action occurs 
simultaneously.  
?? in the third line represents ‘Indistinguishable’ followed by ?? referring to a historical event 
???????????????????????????????????????-????????????-lu (jp. ?????????????????, ?????) vol. 5. It 
is in the story of Great Master Huineng (jp. En?, ????), the Sixth Chinese Patriarch.  
                                                             
123 ??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????. Vol. 1. Iwanami Shoten, 
???????????????th edition), p. 226. 
124 Thomas Cleary and J. C. Cleary Trans. ?????l??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? 
125 ????????????????????????????????????. Vol. 6?????????????????????????? 1991. (2nd edition), p. 555. 
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???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
moves,’ whilst the other was saying, ’the wind moves.’ So, ??? ????????????????????????????????
without them ever once agreeing. Then the master said to them, ‘Would it be permissible for 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
flag that moves. What is moving is only your hearts.’ 126 
?????? in the third line is teaching us that we can argue what is right and what is wrong endlessly. It 
is not the debate of deciding right and wrong which brings you enlightenment, but it is the direct 
experience of the absolute truth. If your mind is busy with reasoning and not still, you can’t grasp 
enlightenment.  
???? ‘The Moon and the moon reflected on water are the same’ in the fourth line corresponds 
to the third line, and shows the moon, or the moon reflecting its image on the water, both are the 
same thing and you can see them but you can’t grasp them. It is cited in ???-????????????-lu (jp. 
?????????????????, ?????) vol. 7??????????????????????????? 127 
The master then also cited Emperor Shunzong of the Tang ???????-??????????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????? ??????????????? ??? ????? ?????????????? ?????????– it can be seen but not 
??????????????? 128 
It is followed by ??? the meeting point of the water and the moon, signifying both are equal. 
                                                             
126 Whitfield, Randolph S. Trans. ??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????. Volume 2.  
?????????????????????????????, p. 84. 
127 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????-??? ??????????????????? ????????????????????????-521. 
128 Whitfield, Randolph S. Trans. ??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????. Volume 2.,  
?????????????????????????????, p. 184. 
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???? in the fifth line means ‘The emptiness clearly reveals’. ?? ‘The Moon light’ rhyme-
matches with Su Shi’s poem. 
?????? ???? ??? 
???????? ??????? ?????? 129 
??????? ???????????bay ?????????????????? ???????????????s 
Pu????? ?????????? ????? ?????????????????? ??????????? 
Su Shi’s poem shows people travelling by boat at night holding tools made out of precious plants 
guided by the moonlight. It is followed by ??? representing a ‘Person with a great spirituality’. 
This line expresses the spiritual journey using the image of a river, boat and moonlight. ?????? is 
admiring people who devote and sacrifice their life to becoming spiritual beings. 
The spiritual beings ???????mentions ??????????????????????????? ???????????? ???????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????October 1916. Their friendship began when one of the ???????
?? ?????????????????to ???????about his impression of reading one of ?????????novels in 1914 and 
?????????????to answer ?????????????who was very sincere in helping earnest learners responded. 
(letter dated 19 April 1914). Later on, ???????? ????? also wrote to ??????? and continued 
communicating with him by letter. ?????? exchanged letters with ?????????????????????????????????
visit to his house. (L?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????? admired 
their spirituality, a result of their devotion to meditation, although they were a lot younger than him. 
??  in the sixth line depicts ‘D???????? ?????? ?????? ??? ??? ?????? ???????’ therefore it means 
‘Emptiness ????????????????????????????’ according to ????????? 131 followed by ?? meaning ‘To 
                                                             
129 ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 318-319. 
??? ??????????????Vol.24. Iwana??????????????????????????????- 589. 
131 ????????????????????????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
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???????????the line ends with the words ??? indicating ‘A ????????????????????????????????????????
literature’. 
?????? is stressing the fundamental belief in Zen teaching of giving importance to direct experience 
??????? ?????????? ??????????????, saying that excellent literature cannot be compared to the 
world of direct experience. 
?? in the seventh line implies ‘Timidity’, followed by ? used as ‘Don’t’. ?? placed at the end of 
the line means ‘A serious affair’. ??‘Timidity’ is used in this line to describe small minded people 
with prejudices and fixed ideas. ?????? is confirming to the world that he has not forgotten to practice 
The Way in real life. 
???? in the last line means ‘?ecoming one with heaven and understanding its principle by 
practicing the way of being one with heaven’. The following words are ???, signifying ‘This is my 
Zen’. In the last line, ?????? is definitively explaining that he chooses to live his life practicing The Way 
by merging with heaven. This expression is coming closer to his final concept of ‘Merging with heaven, 
abandoning self’, s?????????????. 
?? “Encountering The Way” is explained in ???-????????????-lu ?????????????Dent??????? ???
?) vol. 7., noted by Iida. 132 
‘Chan masters at the capital all say that one must practise Chan meditation, that if there is no 
practice of Chan meditation then no one will attain liberation.’ 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????irth and death.” 
                                                             
132  ???????????????????????-??? ????????????????????????????????????, p. 522-523. 
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This is Tathagata’s pure Chan. All dharmas are empty, this is the pure meditation of the 
??????????? ???? ???? ?????? ?????? ??? ??? ?????? ??? ???? ??? ????????????? ???? ???????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
may the Venerable Sir be so compassionate as to point out the essential teaching on the heart.’ 
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
alternation. Although light and dar?????? ????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????????????? ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
who practises the Dao does not bring the passions to light and destroy them by wisdom then 
by what means can he escape t????????????????????????????????????? 
The master replied, ‘To illuminate the passions with wisdom – this is the immaturity of the 
Two Vehicles, the goat-cart and the deer-cart. The superior wisdom and great capacity are not 
at all ??????????? 
????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????????????
being two is the True Nature. Now the True Nature does not decrease in the foolish nor does 
it increase in the wise; it abides in the passions yet is not confused, lives in the depths yet is 
not quiescent. Neither temporary nor permanent, nor coming or going, it is not in the middle, 
outside or inside. It is not born, does not die, and the characteristic of this Nature is Suchness. 
Ever abiding and changeless, it is called Dao.’ 133 
In short, an ???????????????????????????? ??? the nature of Dao. Meditation is a process to attain 
emptiness and not the end result. According to one of ??????’s students, Matsu??????????? had said 
that he had reached the state of mind he called, s??????? ??????, ‘Merging with the heaven, 
abandoning self’. ?????? explains that some people use other expressions to describe this concept. It 
                                                             
133 Whitfield, Randolph S. Trans. ??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????. Volume 2.,  
?????????????????????????????, p. 86-87. 
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is a state of mind similar to the abandoning of the ordinary small self and transcending to the higher 
self, although it can’t be described through using words. 134  
 
1 November 1916 
???????? 
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????a ?????????????? ?????????? (?
?????????????? ?? ????? ??????????????? ???????????a ???????????? ????????? ??? ??? ????????
? ??????????? ?? ??????????my ?????? ????? ??????????? ???? ??? ?????????? (????? ????
????????a ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????? 
?????? ????? ???? 
?????? ????? ???? 
?????? ????? ?????? 
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?????? ????? ???? 135 
?????????? ????????? ?????? ???a ???????????????? 
???????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????? 
???? ?????????????????????????????? 
???????????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????? 
??????????? 
This is a poem S?????????????????????????????? ?????who visited his house, whom we discussed in 
the previous poem. 
? in the first line represents ‘Sleep’, followed by ??? indicating ‘Within a ???????? ?????????????? 
from a Zen text, The ?????????? Record code 69 ??????????????. 136 
??????????????????? 
????????????????????????????????????
137 
When they got halfway there, Nan Ch’uan drew a circle on the ground and said, “If 
????????????????????????????????? 138 
At the beginning of this poem ??????? addresses ?? ?????? ????? ??? ?? ????????? ????? ?????? ???????
?????????? ????????????????? uses the characters for a circle (??) to signify a monastic life and 
                                                             
135  ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? p. 469-???? 
136 Ibid., p. 471. 
137 Iriya?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????. Vol. 2. Iwanami Shoten, 
??????????????th edition), p. 325. 
138 Cleary, Thomas & Cleary, J. T. Trans. ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
Massachusetts, 1977, p. 386. 
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“People of one house”. There is another example which confirms this in ??? ???????????????????????
??????????? ??????????????????????????? 
 ??? ????????????????????????? 139 
 ?????????? ????????????????????????????-788 CE) ??????????????????????????????????????????
 ???? ???????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ??? 
The second line simply explains what ?????? painted for the ???? which is a pine tree and stones 
placed at the bottom of tree. It is said that you are enlightened if you ??????????????????? a pine 
tree growing on top of stones. We already ?????the meaning of ‘Planting a pine tree’ ?? discussed 
in poem 144 in this Chapter. ?????? is telling us that the ????????an enlightened one by his choice of 
subject matter in his painting. 
?? in the third line means ‘To not understand’ ??????????????? 141 and ?????? is saying about himself 
that he is a lay man and so people may ??????he doesn’t understand Zen. 
?? in the last line is a reference from Zen. It is cited in ??????????????????? (??? ??).  
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
                                                             
139 ???????????????????????-??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ?????????????. 
??? Whitfield, Randolph S. Trans. ??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????. Volume 2.,  
????????????????????????????????????? 
141 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??????????????????????????????????
?????????????? 142 
Stream-enterers?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? formless and 
pervades the ten directions. In the eye it is called seeing in the ear it is called hearing; 
?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ??? ????????? ??? ???? ??????? ????? ???? ??????-??????????? ?the one buddha 
nature/one mind, in the manner of a sleight-of-??????????? ??????????? ????? ???? ????
????????? ????????????? ????., the six sense organs that come into being due to the 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? is 
liberation. 143 
???? dedicated one chapter to the interpretation of??, which can be translated as ‘Once it was …’ 
or ‘It is originally…’. ???? says that its meaning in this case is ‘It is originally…’.  He explains that these 
characters refer to a famous Zen teaching, “All things come from nothingness” (?????). 144  
?????????????’s interpretation, S????????????????‘??????????????? ???????????come from nothingness’. 
The following words ??? mean ‘A hermit’. According to Zhuangzi, ?? ‘The bamboo forest in the 
mountain’ is the place where the recluse resides ??????????????????. 145 In Zhuangzi’s text, it is cited 
??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????the part when the teacher explains to 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
forests that lash and sway, there are huge trees a hundred spans around with hollows and opening 
????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 146 
                                                             
142 ?????????????????????????????????. ???????????????????????????????th edition), p. 39-??? 
143 ???????????????????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????. A New Translation of the Linjilu in  
 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
144 ??????????. ???????????????????????????????????????????, p. 278-298. 
145 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 298. 
146 ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 36. 
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??? ‘Hermit’ rhyme-matches with Ry???????????????????????????????  is used instead of ?; 
both mean ‘Person’. ??????????????????????? ??? ‘Hermit who lives deep in a mountain’ is cited 
in Zhuangzi.  
 ?????? ?? ??????? 
 ?????? ???????????? 147 
 ??????????????was ????????????? ???????s ????????????????????????? ???????? 
 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
In this line, ?????? sincerely confirms ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??, although 
he is not a specialist. We recall that ???????went to a Zen temple when he was a student at University. 
Here, it can be interpreted that ?????? is hinting at the syncretism of Zen and Daoism. It is a simple 
and pure poem composed ?????????????????????????????????????directly from the heart about his 
beliefs. 
 
19 November 1916 
???????? 
“No Title” ?? 
???????? ??? ????? ?? ???? 
???????? ?????? ???? 
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????? 
                                                             
147 ?????????????????????????????????. Vol. 1. ??????????? ????????????????????????-288. 
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???????? ?????? ????? ?????? 
???????? ??????? ???? 
???????? ??????? ???? 
???????? ????? ??? ???? 
???????? ??? ????? ??? ????? 148 
???????????????????????????????????????? ????? 
???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????? 
?????????????T??? ?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? ????????? 
????????????? ?????????????????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? 
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? 
?????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????? ????????????? ?????????????????. 
?? in the first line represents ‘A great fool’. The Great Fool Ry???? is the ???? ??????’s name as 
we have said before. ??????????????????????????? showed a strong admiration for Ry?????????????
in his final period. These characters also appear in Chapter Twelve of Zhuangzi’s, “Heaven and Earth”. 
However, ?????????????????????????? is addressing Ry??????and not referring to Zhuangzi. 149 We 
refer to Zhuangzi’s text 
                                                             
148 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
149 ????????????????????????? ???????????????. Dai ???????????????????????????????? 
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in Chapter Twelve of “Heaven and Earth”. 
 ??????????? ?????????????????? ??? 
 ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????. 151 
This study agrees ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????The great fool’ 
S?????????????????????? in this poem. 
??????????????????????????‘The great fool’ is addressed to Ry???? and his friend from his university 
days, Yoneyama Yasusabur? (?????, 1869-97). 152 Yoneyama who called himself Mountain 
Hermit the Great Fool (????) had a significant influence on S????????????????is study ?????????????
him in the first chapter) but unfortunately died at a young age. S???????????????????? ?in 1889 in 
part 24 of his collection of ?????? writing, the travelogue, ????????????? (??? ). S??????
commented that Yoneyama didn’t have any attachment to worldly things. He went to a Zen temple, 
read Zen texts and ????????????????. At the point where S?????????????????????????as sometimes 
playing ???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????? saying that “It is impossible 
????????????? ?????????? (?????? ????????). 153 S??????when writing about fifty years 
????????????????????????was recalling ??????????????????????????? ????had a significant influence on 
his ?????????????? and Iida’s commentary on S?????????????????Ry?????and Y?neyama when he said 
‘The great fool’ ??, is very convincing.  
However, we can’t dismiss ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????The great fool’ ?
? originally came from Zhuangzi. 154 Iida also explained that ‘The great fool’ ?? in this line also 
                                                             
??? ?????????? ?????????????????????vol.2. Asahi Shinbun ????????????????? ??????? 
151 ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 139. 
152 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????-475. 
Iida, Rigy?. ?????? ???-??? ??????????????????? ??????????????????????????? 
153 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????-545. 
154 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
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included the meaning from Zhuangzi of “The usefulness of useless”. Let us refer to one example of 
“The usefulness of useless” from Zhuangzi. It is Zhuangzi Chapter One, “Free and Easy Wandering”. 
 Hui Tzu said to ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
gnarled and bumpy to apply a measuring line to, its branches too bent and twisty to match up 
to a compass or square. You could stand it by the road and no carpe????? ???????????????????????
????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
 Chuang Tzu said, “Maybe you’ve never seen a wildcat or a weasel. It crouches down and 
hides, watching for something to come along. It leaps and races east and west, not hesitating 
to go high or low- ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
as a ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
catch rats. Now you have this big tree and you’re distressed because it’s useless. Why don’t 
you plant it in Not-Even-???????????????????????????????????????-and-????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
life, n????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 155 
Zhuangzi is saying that although it may be useless from the viewpoint of the ordinary world, the 
useless tree can be planted in Not-Even-Anything Village where everything is equal, and one can lay 
down under the tree and have a free and easy time. ??????? in mind Zhuangzi’s text, the meaning of 
‘The great fool’ in S????????????????a person who is regarded as useless in the ordinary world. ???????
other people this person has no attachment to and interest in worldly desires, but instead lives a free 
life following the Way in “Not-Even-Anything Village”.   
We can also recall that ?????? described his favourite flower, the japonica, as a fool in his novel 
???????????which we examined in Chapter Two of this study.  
                                                             
155 ???????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????. Columbia University Press, New ??????????, p. 35. 
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The following characters ????? meaning ‘Difficult to attain and difficult to become’ can be 
understood by ??????????? ???????????? ???? noted by I????. 156  ?????? wrote in a letter to ???? ????
who visited him, G????, on ?????????????????????????????????????????using his own methods and 
using his own capabilities. 157 ?????? also wrote a letter five days la???????????????????????????????
?eid?, saying he was a fool who at the age of fifty years old had an inner urge to acquire The Way 
and he was astounded by the long passage of time required to attain the truth. 158  
?????? is telling us in line one that it is difficult to ?????????????????????his friend Yoneyama, Ry????, 
???? ??????????????????????who attained an absolute truth.  
???? in the second line means ‘Fifty years that he has lived his life’. ?? is the phrase ‘A short 
?? ?????????????????????????????????????????is stating that he is fifty years old now and feels his life 
has passed in a second. 
?? in the third line is ‘Searching for the truth’ followed by ?????, ‘Entering into a state of 
quietness without words’. ???????went to ??????????????????????-??????????????????????????? on the 
recommendation of Yoneyama. During his illness at Shuzen-ji, ?????? reencountered the world of 
quietness whilst he was lying on a bed recovering. S?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????? a bed in quietness with 
the help of liquid foods is dull and boring. However, it was also an opportunity to attain a quiet and 
beautiful mind. I regained the mind of a baby when I was in my forties. I am grateful to the people 
who practice purity of mind.” 159  This line shows ???????practicing meditation in order to encounter 
The Way at the age of fifty. 
?? in the fourth line describes the state of ‘Contemplating for poetic composition’. ??? means 
‘O???? ???????? ???? ???? ??????? ??? unworldliness’. ??????’s quest for serene quietness and poetic 
                                                             
156 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????-475. 
157 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 586-587. 
158 Ibid. p. 588-589. 
159  ????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? 
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sentiment had become prominent since his serious illness at Shuzen-?????????????????? expressed his 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????ene quietness and hate 
noise.” and “I want to meet friends who understand poetic sensibility. I don’t wish to meet with 
people who discuss life, art and so on.” ??? Later, at fifty years of age when ?????? decided to ???? 
The Way, he explains that the process of composing a poem is equal to meditation for attaining the 
truth. 
In the next four lines, ???????provides visual images which refer to Zhuangzi’s text. 
?? in the fifth line means ‘Far away in the distance’ and ?????? used this expression in his poem 
from his ????????????????in 1895 discussed in Chapter two. Let’s refer to this poem. 
???????? ??? ????? ????????
 ???????? ??? ????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ????????????????? 
?????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? 
 
?? ‘Far away’ also rhyme-matches with Ry???????????? 
 ?????? ???? ????? 
 ?????? ???????????? 161 
 ???????????????????????. 
 ??? ????????away ?????????????in ?????.  
                                                             
???  ????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????p. 242-243. 
161 ????????????????Ed. ?????????????. Vol. 1. ????????????????????????????????????-182. 
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It is clear that ???????is emphasising a place far away. It is followed by ?? indicating ‘?eyond the 
?????? ?? at the end of the line describes ‘The shadow of the clouds passing by’. The clouds are a 
symbol for poetic inspiration, and here ?????? indicates he is in a world of poetic inspiration where 
the ideas are flowing in and flowing out. ??????’s mind is far away from the world outside and his 
poetic inspiration continues and never stops. 
?? in the sixth line, we see ?, ‘Piping’ referring to Zhuangzi’s story of ?? ‘The piping of the 
heavens’, which we discussed in detail in Chapter One and Four. ??? means ‘The sound of falling 
leaves’. This line describes how The Way manifests itself in the sound of falling leaves. 
?? in the seventh line depicts ‘S????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ‘A 
calm atmosphere in the window’, and the line finishes with ?? which we discussed in poem 167, 
meaning ‘W????????????????? ?????? ??????????????? ?????????? as ????, “The empty chamber 
where brightness is born”. ???????explains that he is being awo??????to the poetic world. 
???? ‘The moon is up in the Eastern mountain’, rhyme-matches with a poem composed by 
Ry?????? 
 ?????? ???? ???? 
 ?????? ??? ?????? 162 
 ??????????? ???????????????? ????? ??????? 
 ?? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????i?????? ???? ????? 
In this poem Ry???????????????????????????????a friend who was far away. 
                                                             
162 ?????????????????????????????????. Vol. 1. ?????????????????????????????????????? 
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???? ‘The moon is up in the Eastern mountain’ also rhyme-matches with a poem composed by 
Su Shi. 
 ??????????????????? 
 ???????? ????????????????? 163 
 ?????? ????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????????? ????????? 
and ????? ????????????????????????????????????????? 
In this poem Su Shi expressed the spirit of free wa?????????????????????????????????????????????????
growing wings and flying away to Heaven. ???????describes how he was missing his friends with 
whom he could share poetic sensitivity in this world, and he entered their world by losing himself in 
the world of poetry.  It is followed by ??? ‘The moon shining on half of the river’. the word ? 
‘River’ is an image of ‘The fish forgetting itself in the water’. we can refer to Zhuangzi Chapter Six 
“The Great and Venerable Teacher”.  
 “F??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
The Way.” 164 
?????????????? 165 
The scene depicted in the final line shows the image of forgetting oneself through nature and 
merging with the moon and the river. This is a poem expressing s?????????????. 
Another point ???????? into consideration is the fact that there is a word, ? ‘Half’ in front of ?? 
‘T??? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The title of the novel ?????? was writing at the final period was ???-An (??????????????????????). 
                                                             
163 ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 316. 
164 ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 87. 
165 ?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????6, p. 273. 
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Every day ????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????whenever he had time spent the rest 
of the day composing ??????. In the final line, ???????could be drawing us ????????????????????indicating 
that the morning was approaching by the expression ‘The moon is up in the East Mountain’. For him 
this meant it was time to write ???-An. 
?? November 1916 
???????? 
“No Title” ??  
???????? ??? ?????? ??????? 
???????? ??????? ????????? 
???????? ??? ??? ?????? 
???????? ??? ??? ???? 
???????? ??????? ?????? 
???????? ??????? ?????? 
???????? ??? ????????? ?????? 
???????? ???????? ??? 166 
????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ???? 
?????? ???????????? ????????????????????????????????? 
                                                             
166  ??????????????????????????????????????????????p. 476. 
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? 
??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ???? 
??????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? 
??????????????? ?????????? ??????????????????????????????a ?????????? ????????????. 
?? in the first line means ‘Traces of the real Way’ implying The Way i?????????????????????? bird 
flying across ???? ???? and fish swimming in the river leaving no trace afterwards. ??  depicts 
‘Profound loneliness’, which we discussed before and can be interpreted as meaning a meditative 
state of mind.  We refer to a rhyme-matching poem of ??????.  
 ?????? ????????? 
 ?????? ???? ????? 
 ?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????s?  
 ?????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? 
This is a poem by Ry?????who practiced the Zen way of living and lived a simple life: his only belonging 
being one bowl. Ry??????????????? his hometown and enjoys roaming free with an?????? ???????????
Sh?nin, ???? , (no biographical information available). They wander in quiet loneliness 
forgetting themselves. ??????????????????????????????s here is not loneliness as we consider it in the 
conventional world. It is a meditative state of mind that one can’t describe. The first characters, ?
? ‘Forgetting oneself’, the words from Zhuangzi’s “The fish forgetting itself in the water” we are 
familiar with from the previous poem. We can see here again that Ry????? ???? ????????? ?????
Zhuangzi’s text.  
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These characters are followed by ??? ‘So far and difficult to find’ which corresponds with the 
essence of The Way which is something that can’t be described. ????????????????????????????? ???
is free and has no boundary, and leaves no sign ???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
in the water and the birds flying in ???????? 167  
?? in the second line is the same as ?? ??????????????? 168 indicating ‘A pure and selfless state of 
mind’. ?? ‘A pure and selfless state of mind’ is cited in Zhuangzi Chapter Thirty-one, “The Old 
Fisherman”. The scene is one where Confucius’s pupil spe??? to a stranger, as the stranger has ????? 
the pupil what Confucius’s occupation is. The pupil replies that his teacher has good faith, has 
educated people and brought beautiful order to society. The stranger says to the pupil that Confucius 
by acting as he has, has been greatly separated from The Way. The pupil then tells Confucius all about 
the conversation between him and the stranger. Confucius approaches the stranger ???????????  to 
teach him The Way. Let’s us refer to the text at this point. 
 ????????????? ????????????????????????? 
 ????????????????????? ???????????????? ???????????? ???????????? ???????????? ????? ??????
Unworthy as I am, I’m afraid I do not understand what they mean. If I might be permitted to 
wait upon you with all due humility and be favoured with the sound of your august words, my 
ignorance might in time be remedied.” 
 “Goodness!” exclaimed the stranger. “Your love of learning is great indeed!” 
 Confucius bowed twice and then, straightening up, said,  
 “Ever since childhood I have cultivated learning, until at last I have reached the age of 
sixty-?????????????????????????????????????????earing the Perfect Teaching. Dare I do anything, 
????????? ???? ???????????? ????? 169 
                                                             
167 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 331. 
168 ??????????????????????????????????????????????p. 476. 
169 ???????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
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?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ??? 
?????? shows his determination to empty his mind in the way Confucius does in Zhuangzi’s text in 
order to grasp the Way. In the same line, ??? signifies ‘Visiting both the world of old and new’. 
S????? when referring to ‘Old’ meant the Zen and Daoist teachings, and by ‘New’ he was referring to 
the ???? ???????? ??, as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
???? in the third line depicts the image of ‘Profound nature’ where as discussed before the 
hermit resides. ??? means ‘Has no self’. ?????? tells us that nature has no self. This is a simple 
and direct expression of the profound significance of nature which is a typical image from the brush 
?????????????? ????. 
The next line starting with???? meaning ‘Heaven and earth’ is a reference to The ???????iff 
Record code 3 
??????????????????? 
????????????????????????????? 171 
The intent is that you’ll realis???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and covers the earth, yet it cannot be grasped. 172 
                                                             
(FN. 169. Cont.) p. 345-346. 
??? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
171 Iriya?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????. Vol. 1.  
???????????????????????????????th edition), p. 68. 
172 Cleary, Thomas & Cleary, J. T. Trans. ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
Massachusetts, 1977, p. 18. 
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This is followed by ??? ‘It is selfless’. In the third and fourth lines, ?????? wants to stress the point 
that there is no self in nature. 
???? in the fifth line meaning ‘Hazy colour of sunset’ is followed by ??? ‘The moon departing 
from the grasses’ depicting the rising moon. This is a visualisation of S?????????????as it leaves the 
ordinary world and enters into a meditative state of mind, as indicated by the moon rising above the 
grass. This is also a beautiful expression of sunset. ?? ‘Hazy’ rhyme-matches with Ry???????????? 
  ?????? ????? ???? 173 
 ???? ???????????????????????? ??????? ???????? 
After giving the visual image of sunset with the moon rising, ?????? uses the sound of nature. ??
?? in the sixth line means ‘A jumble of autumn sounds’ and is followed by ??? ’The wind is 
blowing through the bamboo forest’. In this line ???????is referring to a section from Zhuangzi’s text, 
‘The piping of Heaven’. 
In lines five and six, ????????????????????????????????‘Forgetting himself’ by using the visual image of 
the rising moon and the sound of the wind which signifies the sound of heaven. 
These four lines are the visualisation of his meditation technique which is part of the process of 
composing a poem. These lines show us how ???????removed his self by visualising and merging into 
the scenery he depicted, in the same way ever since his childhood he had metaphysically ????????????
his nanga paintings.  
???? in the seventh line refers to ‘Losing the sense of seeing and hearing’ and rhyme-matches 
with Zhuangzi Chapter Six, “???????????????????????????????”. 
                                                             
173 ?????????????????????????????????. Vol. 1. ????????????????????????????, p. 163. 
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 Even now they have joined with the Creator as men to wander in the single breath of 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
as the draining of a sore or the bursting of a boil. To men such as these, how could there be 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and house them in the same body. They forget liver and gall, cast aside ears and eyes, turning 
and revolving, ending and beginning again, unaware of where they start or finish. Idly they 
roam beyond the dust and dirt; they wander free and easy in the service of inaction. 174  
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? 175?  
S??????in his final poem explains about the transcendental absolutists who wander free and have no 
fixed value in anything even life and death as expressed by the words of Zhuangzi. The transcendental 
absolutists ???????????????lesh and blood are no more than a temporary appearance and momentary 
??????????????????????????????????????????? writes about the unimportance of life and death once you 
enter into The Way. It is as though he predicted his final time was approaching when he composed 
this poem. The following words are??? ‘Forgetting your body’ indicating ??????? is abandoning 
self. This is precisely what ?????? is describing as part of his concept, ??????.   
???? in the last line ‘??????????????? ?????????????????????????????r??????????’ is followed by ??
? ‘a poem about the white clouds’. The image of ‘White clouds’ as we have said refers to his spiritual 
home. In Zhuangzi, it is the place where the hermit resides as we discussed before. ?????? has lost 
awareness of his senses and has merged with the white clouds, this means s????????????? (becoming 
one with heaven, abandoning self). 
                                                             
174 ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 87. 
175 ?????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????, p. 269. 
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?? ‘White clouds’ is cited many times in Ry???????????s. Let us refer to one of them. 
 ?????? ????? ?? ??? 
 ?????? ??? ???? 
 ?????? ?? ?????????? 
 ?????? ??? ???????? 176 
 ??? ???????? ???????? again. 
 ???????????????????? ???w??????????s ???ing ?????????????????????? 
 ????????? ?????????????????????????. 
 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????. 
Ry??????? ????? says people who are part of T??? ???? ???? ?????white clouds. After their 
departure, you have their writings. No one can describe the place where they are. S???????
Ry????????????? ?????? ???????????, poets from the past, they are all there in the white clouds. 
There is another rhyme-matching poem on white clouds by Ry????? 
 ?????? ??? ??????? 
 ?????? ?????? ??????? 
 ?????? ????? ?????????? 
 ?????? ?????????? 177 
                                                             
176 ?????????????????????????????????. Vol. 1. ????????????????????????????????????? 
177 Ibid., p. 145. 
??? 
 
 ???????????????????????????????????? 
 ????????????????????????? ????a ???????????????????????? 
 ????????????? ???????????????????????? 
 ???????????by ????????????w???????????? 
White clouds were ??????????????????????????????????????????????they were Ry???????????????
well. The last two lines of S???????? ?????? ?????also bear a strong resemblance to Liezi (??) 
“???????, Part 2”. Leizi appeared in Zhuangzi as a person who rides on the white clouds and 
disappears ????? ???? ???. Liezi’s student wanted to learn how to ride on the white clouds, but 
wasn’t able to get Liezi’s attention????????????????????????????????????????then, Liezi explained to 
the student the process of training.  
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?? 178 
                                                             
178 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? No. 25, The 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??? 179 
Please sit down, I will tell you what I learnt from my teacher. After three years learning 
???????? ?? ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ?? ?????????????????????
                                                             
179 ????????????????????????????Yoshitsugu. Trans. ?????????????? ??? ???????????. Jinbun Shoin, ????????????? 
p. 115. 
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about worldly affairs. It was the first time my teacher snapped at me.  After five years, 
????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ?? ?????????????????????? ????????????????
??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ?????????????????
concept of right and wrong, and I didn’t worry about worldly affairs. This is the time 
?????????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????? ?? 
After nine years, I became detached from my thoughts and the words coming out of 
my mouth, right and wrong and all matters related to me as well as right and wrong 
and matters relating to others. Furthermore, I became detached from whether I had 
a teacher or friends. It was a unity of inner and outer worlds. Once this happened, my 
eyes became ears; ears became nose; nose became mouth, all of my senses became 
one. My heart stopped beating, my body melted, and I felt my bone and flesh dissolve. 
I stopped feeling my body was attached to something, and didn’t feel my feet 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
we????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ???????
I was riding on the wind or if the wind was riding on me. 
In the final poem, ?????? merged with the white clouds without any notion of himself as he had lost 
all awareness of his senses?? ????? ????? in Liezi’s story. This poem was the very last poem ?????? 
composed in the fifty years of his short-lived life. ?????? wasn’t aware himself, but unfortunately, his 
condition worsened and he became seriously ill two days after composing his final poem. ?????? died 
early in December.  
???????????????????????????????????? wrote that this particular poem became his final ??????????
?????? and he felt that it was not so much chance but more li?e fate that this poem was his last one. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????before and was a 
superb encapsulation of his final thought s????????????? and it was not too much to say that ?????? 
had practiced composing all his other poems in order to produce this final poem. ??? Indeed, the 
                                                             
???    ???????????????????????-??? ????????????????????????????????????, p. 585. 
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beauty of ??????’s final poem is that it is easy to visualise and yet deeply philosophical. It is a direct 
expression of his thought from fifty years of his life ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
passion to be an individual. It dealt with his loneliness and transformed this loneliness into a 
profound loneliness which was a meditative state of mind and expressed the process of the 
meditative state of mind in his ?????? compositions. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In the fifth Chapter, we have focused on S?????????????? compositions in relation to his final thought, 
s?????????????. In his final ???????period (August 1916 – November 1916) when he began writing his 
last novel, ???-An???????????????????????? almost every day in many ways replacing his previous 
???????????? ?????????????????????? spent the morning writing a novel and, in the afternoon, composed 
???????to relax and refresh himself in the other worldly place?????????????????? regained his spiritual 
and creative energy. 
Around October it became clear that ??????????????????????his final concept, s????????????? in his 
??????. The poems from his final period are mainly ????????????????, the fixed long form which are a 
perfect way to express in ?????? all the complex thoughts which he had been accumulating for fifty 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? is an act of meditation in which 
one becomes one with nature ?????????????????????????????????????s this concept over and over again 
in his ?????? using a number of exceptionally beautiful expressions. 
?????????? ?, his loneliness is no longer loneliness, but is transformed into profound loneliness which 
is an expression of a meditative mind. The act of composing ?????? was a spiritual experience for 
???????????led him to a state of enlightenment. Composing ?????? was now nothing more nor less 
than ??????????????????????????????? 
Combining his own visions and insights with the legacy of deep transcendental metaphors and 
concepts left by the Zen and Daoist traditions, in the very final period of his life, S??????through his 
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?????? composition began to explain the meaning of s?????????????. This was the only form he used 
to express this concept. We can say that the world of ?????? was the place where S??????revealed 
the spiritual land inside his heart.  
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Conclusion 
 
This study has examined in depth S?seki’s spiritual land which is S?seki’s spiritual home inside his 
mind. This study has argued that S?seki’s kanshi are the fullest expression of this philosophical 
journey and that Chinese thought as expressed in classical Chinese writing, poetry and painting and 
by Japanese artists and poets under the sway of Chinese literature, is the fundamental creative and 
philosophical force behind this exploration. 
???????????????????????????????????kanshi stand on their own as beautiful, profound and powerful 
pieces of work which can be studied without having to rely on reference to his novels. 
We have seen that ?????????quest for spiritual enlightenment began at an early stage in his life when 
he was a university student and lasted until his death. He didn’t belong to any religions as such, as 
he was a man who believed in the power of the individual in society. At the same time, he sought 
comfort and relief in spiritual salvation. S?seki’s spiritual land is kanshi because through them he was 
able to engage in a meditative process which resulted in a quiet mind. This state was a necessary 
stage on the path to enlightenment. Kanshi is a reflection of Chinese thought as S?seki refers to 
writings from Daoist and Zen texts, and historical poets to share the ideas which lead to the salvation 
of the mind. Throughout S?seki’s life, he came back to kanshi whenever he needed to calm his mind 
in order to recover his mental and physical strength. 
Kanshi were S?seki’s important home inside the mind and a deep source of spiritual force. At an early 
stage, kanshi composition were ???? ?????? a means of bonding male friendship: an East Asian 
tradition which continued into the Meiji period. S?seki’s interest in kanshi which began early on in 
his life introduced to him by his father and eldest brother, and learnt briefly at the Nishogakusha 
Kangaku academy, flourished when he met Shiki who was the most important and influential friend 
in his life. They shared the same interest in Chinese literature and philosophy. Shiki also introduced 
the world of the poet/nanga artist, Buson, to S?seki. Kanshi for S?seki after encountering Shiki 
became even more rooted in the imagery and spiritual concepts contained in Chinese thought.  
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Another friend ???????????? ????????? ?????????????????? Ikebe Sanzan who was also fascinated 
by the world of kanshi. S?seki met Ikebe, who was a chief editor at the Asahi Newspaper, when they 
negotiated for S?seki to work as the paper’s literary writer. Ikebe helped and supported S?seki during 
and after his serious illness at Shuzen-ji. One of the reasons S?seki becomes inspired to compose 
kanshi again after a long break since losing his best friend Shiki, is because Ikebe like Shiki had a rich 
and profound appreciation of kanshi. All the kanshi ???????composed in his ‘Serious illness at Shuzenzi 
period’ are published in the Asahi Newspaper, inserted in a series of essays entitled, Omoidasu 
kotonado, published while Ikebe was editor-in-chief at the Asahi. Composing kanshi gave ???????
sufficient vitality to recover from his illness. Ikebe understood S?seki and S?seki respected Ikebe’s 
literary talent and they kept up a close friendship until Ikebe’s death early in 1912. Later in the same 
year, S?seki spent some time practicing brush and ink paintings in order to recuperate from the 
mental wound of losing his great friend Ikebe and his youngest daughter, Hinako, who died in 
November 1911.  
From the very beginning of his life, S?seki suffered from loneliness. The environment he was brought 
up in, the fact that he didn’t know where his real home was, all contributed to this state of sadness 
and isolation. While growing up, he was fascinated by the world of nanga whose images carried him 
away into a beguiling, contemplative land. When S?seki was a boy, nanga was a form of escape to 
this other world. When studying nanga painting he was able to forget the loneliness which 
tormented him. 
This study argues that the kanshi ????????????? ‘Nanga period’ are equally as important as the kanshi 
from the ‘Serious illness at Shuzenji period’ and ‘Mei-An period’. The world of brush and ink painting 
(Nanga), which S?seki had been familiar with since childhood, go hand-in-hand and play an equally 
important role in attaining a quiet mind. They are a vital visual aid to ??????? guiding him in 
accompaniment with the kanshi into the spiritual world inside his mind. Poems by one of ???????? 
favourite poets, Tao Yuanming were depicted by Buson, who was another poet/painter ???????
admired. S?seki believed kanshi and brush and ink painting were inseparable. From November 1912 
through to spring 1916, S?seki on many occasions painted brush and ink painting to accompany his 
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own kanshi compositions. S?seki’s kanshi from the nanga period inspired S?seki to physically enter 
into the world of kanshi and by using a different medium directly enable him to experience the 
meditative delight of the world beyond the grasp of the conscious mind.     
S?seki’s early kanshi from his youth use characters such as ?, ? to express his concept of ‘Sadness’. 
There were a number of reasons which provoked this feeling of loneliness and sadness: the people 
he respected most in his family, his mother and his eldest brother were no longer in this world; he 
felt he was lost in his life as he was studying a subject (English literature) which was not his true 
passion; although he had many friends at the university he found it difficult to deal with the everyday 
world. ?????? looked to Zen to remove the cause of the sadness which haunted his mind. ?????? from 
this time on, shows his interest in quiet contemplation and the teaching of Zen, although his first 
experiences of seeking peace of mind at a zen temple were unfruitful. 
Meditation was an important means by which ????????? countered his physical and psychological 
illnesses and his notion of loneliness. In his final period of kanshi composition, S?seki often uses the 
characters ?? ‘Profound loneliness’, or ‘Silence’ to replace the notion of loneliness in his earlier 
poems. As we have discussed, ‘Loneliness’ was one of the main themes ?????????????????from a very 
young age. In his final period S?seki, reached a different type of ‘Loneliness’, one that was removed 
from human emotions and sorrow. 
This study traced rhyme-matching the characters for ?? ‘Profound loneliness’ or ‘Silence’ back to 
Zhuangzi’s text. In Zhuangzi, it is described as one of the important elements of the Way. It is a 
meditative state of being which gives comfort to the mind and removes anxiety. It is the space in the 
mind from which everything originates. The meditative state of mind prevents restlessness within in 
order to be pure and simple. ?? or ?? ‘Silence’ is the meditative state of mind achieved by the 
lonely process of looking inside oneself which can be considered ‘Profound loneliness’. S?seki’s 
favourite poet in the last stages of his life, Ry?kan, composed poems rhyme-matching with these 
Chinese characters.  
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This study discussed how ??, ‘Profound loneliness’ or ‘Silence’ can have the same meaning as ?
? which is used in Laozi’s Dao De Jing. It is a description of The Way and refers to the place from 
which everything originates and returns. Human being are a part of the Way and the means to 
becoming part of the Way involves ‘Profound loneliness’ or ‘Silence’ which is a meditative state of 
mind.   
Through entering a meditative state, it is possible to attain a quiet mind. S?seki uses both ?? and 
?? meaning a ‘Quiet chamber’, to imply a quiet heart and tranquil mind. ?? ‘Quiet chamber’ as 
used by S?seki in his kanshi rhyme-matches with Ry?kan’s poem. The employment of these 
characters in his kanshi show that S?seki is emptying his mind in order for his spiritual land to be 
simple and pure. 
 S?seki also introduces the characters ??  ‘Quiet chamber with brightness’. It is a condensed 
expression of the characters which appear in Zhuangzi as ???? ‘The empty chamber where 
brightness is born’. These words represent a meditative state of mind which leads to enlightenment. 
???? “The empty chamber where brightness is born” also rhyme-???????? ?????????????????. 
S?seki used this expression to show his spiritual land is growing more powerful and how 
enlightenment is becoming a possibility. 
 This study looks at the methods used to attain a quiet mind and to reach enlightenment as expressed 
in S?seki’s kanshi and how they relate to his final thought, sokuten kyoshi ‘Merge with Heaven, 
abandoning oneself’. S?seki said to his students that it is impossible to describe sokuten kyoshi in 
words; as much as it is possible this study examines this fundamental concept as it appears in the 
kanshi. 
One important method for attaining a meditative state of mind and being with the Way is to ‘Forget 
oneself’. S?seki uses the characters?? and ?? to describe ‘Forgetting oneself’: it is a selfless 
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state of mind. This notion of ‘Forgetting oneself’ was used by historical poets such as Li Bai and Su 
Shi. The concept originates with Zhuangzi. One has to forget oneself in order to listen to ‘The piping 
of Heaven’ ??, the sound of the Way. This concept as expressed by Zhuangzi has much in common 
with ???????? sokuten kyoshi.  
S?seki uses the expression, ????‘Beating to death the ultimate founder of religious law’ from a 
Zen text. S?seki got this idea from Linji’s teachings. The Record of Linji teaches how one needs to kill 
all the people one loves including your teacher, parents and friends. This savage expression is used 
to emphasise how in order to liberate one’s spirituality one needs to diminish all worldly attachments 
inside the mind: The state of kyoshi, abandoning self. 
?????? explains that for an artist, it is necessary to remove all worldly attachments and become totally 
involved with the creative process. There is no space for worldly affairs, reason, human pettiness or 
common sense if one wishes to enter into communion with the essence of one’s mind.  
S?seki also incorporated other expressions from Zen teachings in his kanshi to show the process of 
enlightenment such as: ????  from the teaching of Bodhidharma explaining spiritual 
enlightenment through communication from mind to mind, which means the true teaching is a direct 
spiritual transmission from teacher to pupil without words; ?? from The Record of Linji , showing 
an act of planting pine trees as a direct action of enlightenment; ?? from The Blue Cliff Record, 
visualising sweet smelling grass as an image of forgetting oneself in nature. 
 ‘White clouds’ ?? are an important symbol of enlightenment in ??????’s kanshi. They are a visual 
depiction of the spiritual land inside his mind. They are also used to describe The Way. Whenever 
S?seki imagined the return of ‘White clouds’ he was depicting a calm and peaceful state of mind 
which transcended the pain and confusion of existence. ‘White clouds’ ?? ?????????????????????the 
sokuten of sokuten kyoshi. ‘White clouds’ ?? , are of course deeply embedded in Chinese 
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philosophy and poetic imagery. As is seen in rhyme-matches with poems by Ry?kan who ???????had 
great respect and admiration for, Wang Wei ???? ???? ?? ?????? ????? ?????? ???? ??????? ??? ??
poet/calligrapher/artist, and many others.   
S?seki also uses??? ‘Hometown of nature’, ??? ‘Home of white clouds’ and?? ‘Home of 
the hermit’ to express the same idea of his spiritual land. White clouds are the spiritual home inside 
?????????mind, and they can only be reached by attaining a selfless state. ?? ‘White clouds’ rhyme-
match with  their original source, Zhuangzi, Chapter Twelve, ‘Heaven and Earth’. Zhuangzi explains 
that this is the place where the hermit lives. The place beyond the reach of the ordinary self, rooted 
in the material and superficial.   
Another image favoured by S?seki and Shiki to express a state of non-attachment and meditative 
calm is “Not-Even-Anything Village” (?????) which appears in Chapter one and seven in 
Zhuangzi’s text. This expression is used to describe a free state of mind similar to the world of ‘White 
clouds’ where one is released from the values and meanings of the ordinary mundane world. 
Expressions such as ??? ‘Fish enjoying the freedom of swimming’ ??? ‘Birds flying towards 
the heavens’ in S?seki’s kanshi describe his ultimate concept of liberation, sokuten kyoshi. 
S?seki’s love and respect for the historical poet, Tao Yuanming lasted from the beginning to the end 
of his life. S?seki rhyme-matched with Tao Yuanming’s poems many times. He loved the images and 
world depicted in The tale of the Peach Blossom Spring which S?seki used as a guide to enter into 
the spiritual land inside his mind. S?seki was fond of the image of a peaceful community away from 
the ordinary world that Tao Yuanming had created. Tao Yuanming’s poems were used to rhyme-
match with poems from other great poets such as Li Bai, Wang Wei, Cui Hao, and Su Shi, to mention 
just a few. 
Tao Yuanming was S?seki’s role model as a literary artist throughout his life. S?seki admired Tao’s 
attitude of how to live one’s own life freely and gracefully. Tao Yuanming expressed this in his 
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poem Return home! (Gui qu lai ci: ????). S?seki loved this piece of literature so much, he 
wrote the poem in calligraphic form as a direct expression of respect and devotion. S?seki’s 
calligraphy of Return home! remains a treasure up until the present time. 
 This study ends with lines from a poem by S?seki which share the same meaning with Tao 
Yuanming’s poem, which rhyme-matches to Laozi’s Dao-de-jing. These poems demonstrate that 
S?seki’s spiritual land was encapsulated in his kanshi which were strongly connected and rooted in 
Chinese thought. 
Laozi Dao-de-jing. (Chapter 80) 
?????????????????????? 
????????????????????????????????? 
Neighbouring states might overlook one another, 
And the sounds of chickens and dogs might be overheard, 
Yet the people will arrive at old age and death with no comings and goings between them. 
Tao Yuanming’s version. (The tale of the Peach-Blossom Spring) 
?????????????????????? 
There are good lands, beautiful ponds, mulberry and bamboo. There is a crossroads 
and you can hear the sound of cocks crowing and dogs barking at each other. 
S?seki’s version. (Poem 90) 
??????? ?????? ????? 
??????? ??? ??? ???? 
The happiest time is when you grow old amongst people of similar mind and interest. 
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When you live amongst people with vision, the lively sounds of the dogs’ bark and the cocks’ 
crow in the neighbourhood become the favourable symbol of peace. 
Kanshi were a source of delight and wonder to ???????when he was a young child, they provided a 
path for him to come to terms with his life when he was a young man. Through their connections 
with the rich and profound spiritual insights of Chinese thought, they took him on a creative journey 
which not only produced some profoundly beautiful pieces of work full of marvellous imagery and 
haunting perception but which also enabled him to follow a spiritual journey which progressed and 
evolved into his final concept of enlightenment, sokuten kyoshi. 
His first known important work, composed when he was just a youth was kanshi. His last creative 
piece, written just before he died was also a kanshi. The Tao concept of returning to the origin, to the 
unblemished purity of the human soul, free from attachment could not have been better reflected 
than in the life of the truly great, humble, profound and adventurous free spirit that was Natsume 
???????  
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